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ABSTRACT 

THE POWER OF LAMENTS IN r .. iU'.1.JJL./ DESPAIR: 

HEBREW LAMENTS 

are an ext)re~:;Sl(m a need to loss with 

fellow humans, and is a as far back as Mesopotamia. Jewish people 

are a that have historically exposed to a continuing cycle victimisation, 

a long lTPrgn.r history of laments. 

studies Hebrew but most vn. .... UUl asa 

to catastrophe or for their literary has revisited Hpl!"'Irp'll.l 

laments at them from the perspective to alleviate despair. 

The thesis starts with Biblical laments. Special ...... "' .. "''-'H IS to Book of 

Lame:nnmcIOS, as it is seen as of It is 

with it is not the first time. 

examines the 

lament over Saul and 

laments, chronologically, following with 

payyetanim. the of the Golden Age 

lr{"'nP~,n Enlightment, including ... UJ'IV'"''''" ....... :.. 

poetry and some poems from South Africa chosen to illustrate the IS even 

produced from font Hebrew 

This thesis has shown that the poets have an innate the psychological 

V"'U''''F> to terms with loss, and, their ability to 

provide or with the opportunity to comfort 

vicariously in the expressed by the poet. opportunity to m a 

formal structured way by chronicling the despair in is a healthy to 

to loss. 

my study I been able to show that 

positive finding in the darkness and by recognizing and 

addressing of the feelings of the mourners. 

laments can provide comfort through a strong emphasis on faith 

and prayer a belief in redemption through the return to Zion. 

thesis has also noted the remarkable continuity Jewish traditions in the of 

HPI"TP'll" laments through the not only in and reflection of Jewish and 
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but 

the motif 

positive 

repetition allusion to 

children, cyclical renewal 

a result of the analysis it was On(:Prl1PI1 

the of socio-cultural beliefs 

composed. However, intention 

traditional lU"'''U,C>, such as 

''''''''', .... ". tears, and 

In ",...."Anrc conform to 

world In which were 

to alleviate despair through 

emotional and constant, and similarities over a 

of 3000 years are more striking the differences. 

poems analysed Hebrew (for copies see appendix) but 

language in the IS LJUI"'U.:J". 
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"I had to confide in so I confided is silent, it can take 

anything. I weep, I could For me poems 

are what friends are to other They are what I cannot tell I wrote 

so that could only someone who was somewhat me, or 

who had similar 

Hanush Hachenburg 
(aged 

In LJ,",U,","U Children's lVUtgazme, Ghetto 
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Introduction 

INTRODUCTION 

THE POWER LAMENTS IN ALLEVIATING DESPAIR: 

REVISITING HEBREW LAMENTS 

In my great grief and for my heart's ease I begin this book in the year of 

Creation 5451 I it, dear upon the death 

of your good father, in the hope of distracting my soul from the burdens laid 

upon it, and the bitter thought that we have lost our faithful shepherd. In this 

way I have managed to live through many wakeful nights, and springing 

from my bed shortened the sleepless hours. 

[The Memoirs of Gluckel 

For thesis, I have Ch4JSe:n to the power of n •• u£vu ..... in alleviating despair. I 

shall looking not the of 

str(1ltegles. although will be mentioned briefly, but their 

in providing psychological comfort to mourner. 

When I lost husband, companion of 45 I felt bereft alone. I found 

comfort reading Book of Lamentations, which the philosopher Moses 

Hebrew ........ ","'''',,..''' ext)re~~s pain and which 

have preserved over thousands the of our traditions are 

even the an Jews together over world" in Ausubel, 

1964:209). 

I to wonder whether comfort could found in other the function of 

which is traditionally regarded as depiction of loss disaster, and consequently 

decided to an of the has played in ..... ""'''T''''.'' 

literature past and in alleviating Many laments have written 

purpose of this the lament is defined as an emotional expression 

of grief • .:KI ..... ""'~,.:>. sorrow, distress, adversity. anguish and regret. Laments may be 

personal or universal. the quotation the art of writing 

can help to the mourner alleviate ae!;palr and this may one of the reasons 

why lament poetry has come dovvtl to us from earliest 
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Introduction 2 

Laments do not only deal with the trauma of death and they 

also provide for the mourners and this a.:>1J''"'''''' of poetry drew 

attention. 

I chosen to examine drawn from different periods covering nearly 

millenia, to illustrate my contention that in all periods laments have been designed to 

despair. 

To choose was a hard task view of the vast of laments which been 

written, many having been written as a response to Jewish catastrophe. My intent is to 

to find the rote farbe, the recurrent thread, that gives meaning and purpose to 

written testimony so many 

I first briefly identified the history and tragedy behind "the lament", the rationale 

underlying its composition. I then examined the devices within the designed to 

provide some out of the mourned, which I the light which could 

be drawn out of the darkness. 

I briefly to the Mesopotamian laments and then the archetypal Book of 

Lamentations, followed by David's lament over Saul and Jonathan. I look at the 

Piyuttim era, and Golden of Spain, the European Enlightenment, the 

Holocaust period and post-Holocaust Israeli laments. 

I have to include in known poets as well as poets of 

international recognition. It is not the talent of the poet that is at but power of 

words to .... 1''''".,.., comfort during I have included two South African 

poets as I am this South Africa, and am studying under the aegis of a 

South African university which collects and studies literature. By so I 

wished to demonstrate the universality in time and place of the need to compose laments 

to despair. on the outskirts of the Jewish diaspora, Jews have been 

1-1 ",1">"""," to express their grief. 

The poems selected come from the various eras Hebrew creativity in order to 

the alleviating were found in all these 

irrespective of the socio-cultural or religio-political background. Short historical 

summaries of these periods inserted purely to contextualize the poems 

selected from period, not in order to provide a literary history but merely to 

provide a better unaeI'stalnamg milieu in which they were composed. 
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Introduction 3 

In this examination I have different approaches designed to alleviate 

despair I have traced the application of those techniques in the laments. 

This thesis is not intended to be a critical analysis of the literary history of the lament 

genre, nor is it intended to provide an examination of the religious or 

of laments. lament poetry will be examined from the specific 

perspective of how the methods used in poems provide comfort. 

In other words, unlike of Mintz (1984), Roskies (1988) Young (1988), 

who studied laments as a response to catastrophe, or as an examination of the theory 

poetic or rhetorical dissertation aims to find the positive 

aspects. In Roskies' recent book, Jewish Search/or a Usable Past (1999), Roskies 

that past must die it can be made to live III 

of viewing modem Jewish experience as a seismic breaks, looks at it as 

Jewish memory that were structured precisely from a prior and profound sense of 

loss and reveals the creativity with which with 

dissertation aims to study what the lament the power to do what they do, i.e. 

to alleviate pain and """"'I-'''',H Roskies' work confinns that creativity of Jews 

helped them to cope their torment. This thesis examines the ways this is achieved. 

Roskies' view of Jewish memory is similar to view of historical memory 

and ritual commemoration in which laments playa big role, as a 

lives in a light of a remembered past. Young holds that Jewish memory and tradition 

GepenG explicitly on the of to the past. A word 

or expression life or to an idea of our heritage civilization I shall 

focusing on words and expressions that provide comfort. 

1tp1r!:lt,,,rp is fun of reactions to loss. It acknowledges and the pain 

and grief that accompanies loss tries to provide healing comfort. 

In this thesis I shall looking at the power of Hebrew laments to alleviate I 

shaH not be looking at the laments as having a purpose and subject matter that is 

exclusively grieving, but rather as 

that the text affords. I 

texts for the light, inspiration and comfort 

I Brann "We read the Book of Lamentations on Tishah B'Av, not to cry, but to uplift and stre:ngthen 
ourselves" (1987:330,331). 
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Introduction Page 4 

As revolves around the response of the """QI"'I"'''' to the text, I it is ne(~essarv 

to clarify the notion of theory: 

( who lays the foundation for this ""t:>1"hn.rI of literary 

proposes the work is more than the the text only on life 

realized, furthermore, is by no means independent 

it is 

individual 

literary work disposition of 

existence. 

The of text brings 

Whereas the traditional is one of two cpr.", ... :.tp and discrete nn-'P"-r,, called text and 

reader, accentuates not the t'''''''' "'Y-IYl in that 

HL' .... UU .. I"> occurs as a communication, communication is never 

-----.--J a one-way The reader must a text, black characters on a 

page and it a meaning Readers' .... "'1-"" .. "" involves not so much the poem, 

but the reading a poem. 

come back to of this according to reader-response T ... "" ......... ' 

"""""""1"> is both subjective objective. 

Grief on the hand is because people some it 

precipitates a depression. It others to shorten wakeful nights writing 

like Gluckel of Hamelin, or composing beautiful lament Tvu>tnr like 

... that we 

life ... " 

Hanagid or Greenberg. (1973 :291 ) that "it is an inevitable 

should seek in world of . . . compensation what has 

I maintain that part compensation, the response, is """"ff,,,,1 

by (Iser, The effect lament on 

response is what gives it its The reader is regarded as one 

reader and 

constituents of 

meaning. Interpretation is seen as an act the reader. readers 

interpret differently, interpretive can be traced to 

u<or .. "..,,, backgrounds and np,rcnp£'iT'U"'" 

Tomkins is that and in the 

literary text. regard individual differences as 

others prefer to response as common to a or era (1980:201) 

indeed in case of national it could be that nation 

the ability to as a because they are responding as a common unit 

that is identifying collectively with the underlying This 
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Introduction 5 

u,-,,-,aU3'-'. as Ausubel (1964:209) "the preoccupation of Hebrew writers has 

with the survival of the people, physical and spiritual and 

with the healing of many grave wounds and warpings that have been inflicted upon 

it by persecution, poverty and social pariahism". Thus the work is more than the 

and a and purpose deeper more than its ",,"'1"<>1"'" U''''"lllULl''. 

and purpose. 

Lalments are written by the poet out of a specific feeling of grief yet the authors make 

meaning and the readers, though 

(Suleiman, 1980: 164), and this I 

no means unanimous, also make meaning 

is what laments their power, because 

readers bring their own pain into the interpretation of the text. 

If meaning can be regarded as the product of the interaction between text and 

reader, then the meaning is not 'in' the text, but can be located in the relationship 

n"'r."""~ ... text and and this relationship is what IS on. 

is a "full" object, all the more full and rich for ability to accommodate a 

number of different readings and approaches (Suleiman & Crosman, 1980:40). 

Many readers respond to laments from the point of view of sadness, tragedy, 

I that within the core of lament a positive the 

hope and it is this hope that helps to find light within their own grieving. 

pnr'PUI lamentations covered in this thesis have from The many 

different causes are read by people with different states of mind and as a result 

interpretation may be varied. 

literary critics would have argued that a poem cannot understood without the 

interaction of and writer within the text. puts emphasis on the reader. 

It stresses that the reader has to be taken account as wen as hislher personal 

respoltlse as one can never knowledge of a without that knowledge being 

influenced by one's own .... ""-"",,, ... t,,,,,, 
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Introduction 

DIVISION OF THE 

In chapter one, I with the 

Page 6 

of on the poetic form of the 

lament historical context in pre-Biblical literature, particularly in 

Mesopotamian form. 

In chapter two I examine the lament as a way of 

writing itself is therapeutic, and 

and 

that 

on 

act of 

loss 

In Chapter three I the laments in the Bible, Book of 

Lamentations the lament David on the death of Saul Jonathan (2 L)3InW'::1 

1 : 17-27), the Hebrew lament on record. 

In chapter four, I the of the liturgical literature of payyetanim. I 

chose Kallir, (circa 700 - 800 as the representative par excellence of the 

payyetanim. Kallir's poems been included in our liturgy, and although 

"moves forward" in the synagogue, he "goes back" and draws heavily from Biblical and 

can '"'VJ..1"'."" ....... , .... as a and the future. 

In chapter I study poets of Golden of Spain. These poems with 

deaths of patrons and 

ruins of Jerusalem. 

and case of Judah a longing to embrace the 

chapter I '"''''" ..... uu ..... the Hebrew lanlents of the reTJ,resenl:atrves the from 

'"'u ... " ........ by .IJ"UU:>' and Tchernichowsky, who wrote 

the pogroms such as that in Russia. 

In chapter seven I literary to the mourning the destruction 

and deaths of six million in Europe and include laments Katzenelson, 

jre(~nberg Shlonski, Alterman, Gilboa and Gouri. 

In chapter eight, I deal with contemporary laments. are still produced 

today even South Africa and have been written in response to U,-",w.1.;) of friends and 

leaders like Prime Minister Rabin. 

of are enriching, as I work through them, I see 

them as an illumination to Jews in their socio-cultural, political, physical and spiritual 

world. 

Chapter nine contains the conclusion. 
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Introduction 7 

In I use Hebrew transliteration (as is utilized in aC8loelmc 

studies and see for Encyclopedia Judaica.) 

TTPlr ... n .... .., such as between a khaf and a chet are not discrepancies or typing errors 

indicate in the original Hebrew lettering. 

THE POWER OF LAMENTS IN ALLEVIATING PAIN 

LOOKING AT HOLOCAUST LAMENTS A REPRESENTATIVE 

OF THE 

In study poems and power of words, " .... ..,J .. ..,'" emerges that 

lamentations are an expression of grief and a universal in helping people to 

come to terms disaster despair. This observation makes me oppose 

statement the T.W. Adorno write IS a 

thing" 1975:1), a statement interpreted by as meamng 

"poetry is out of place against the backdrop of the contemporary dehumanization" 

16-19). 

It is understandable that Adorno should believed the suffering during the 

Holocaust was incommunicable, culturally unacceptable and unassimilable. Holocaust 

survivor, in a for a photographic of in 

explained that "in of our accounts, verbal or written, one expreSSIOns as 

indescribable, words are not enough" 1994). expenence 

to be written down and sublimated. Only writing it can many people to 

come to terms with what suffered. 

I I read George Steiner's that "The world of Auschwitz lies 

speech as it outside reason and to of unspeakable to 

survival language as creator and rational truth" (Ratnias-Rauch, 

1998:493). Although I can appreciate reasoning behind statements of Adorno 

and Steiner I maintain that they are overlooking the that although words are 

inadequate, they are best means we have to ".v~ .. r".'", even the 

Inadequate as they may be, words provide what Amichai as a 

or homeopathic medicine that poets use to cure themselves the pain in lives and 

as a personal It must be said that Adorno later modified his statement and 
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concluding portion in "Negative Dialectics" says that "perennial suffering has as 

much right to expression as a tortured man to (N.Y 1973). Adorno knew 

lQ.U\";\.jUQ.\.-Y of words, to give voice to our 

our our kinship, with those who ,i-i-o, ... ",r4 more than we can ever uu,,,",,,,,.,, 

Adorno made this statement in a whole has tried to up to 

the problem. It was verbalized by who wrote 

How is one to it? 

How is one not to speak it? 

(Wiesel, 1965) 

Auschwitz has become a new metaphor for the extremes depravity and 

unspeakable degradation, the to which some subjected humans 

(Striar, 1998:xxi, xxii). 

Like Amichai, Mintz implicitly that even if metaphors are 

they possess consoling powers (1984:29), and I shall try to examine in thesis, 

means of providing consolation. 

Mintz ( and (1984:21) in terms of a literature, not in 

terms of a "barbaric 

Ezrahi (1982:97) reC:OgJlIZ(;:S that the survivalists are motivated largely by the need to 

convey and legitimate own and commemorate particular lives and 

deaths When we at '"..L'-J'H .. " .. ' ........ J, 

commemoration we can appreciate the power the word to bring about 

solidarity in much the same way as the of Lamentations read on Tishah 

B'Av brings about group solidarity. The lamentations also help to the collective 

memory, transcend suffering, and propel ahead. sense of 

community keeps at bay the forces of disintegration that could accompany disaster. 

Writers of laments bear witness, document and memorialize the catastrophe, and 

console and its victims. The only means available to is through ministry 

of (Mintz, 1984:29). It is ultimately an attempt aU odds to verbal 

expression to an experience that chaHenges and defies the boundaries language yet 

emerges through it (Ramras-Rauch, 1998:493). 

For Bialik writing was an opportunity to bring about change. He wrote 

where he thought it necessary and brought about a forward vuuUF>" In poetry. Yet in 
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Introduction 9 

this 

the 

he came back traditional allusIOns and themes of 

who participated in Ringelblum's communal Oyneg 

witness was a "biological a 

resistance to the of evil (Conway, 1991 :287). was a 

new constituted a discontinuity, a new 

laments and involvement enabled .. ""'v ........ " to take 

passive resistance. They were doing something illegal in keeping 

chain 

in an act 

but it was 

forces. It something that might the later conviction punishment of the 

was an act brought comfort to historians, although it was perilous to the 

participants. 

For Ps,rCnOlOgIS:[s and the "',.,.,,1", ........ and rec,ordmg of and the 

and unspeakable is important. Every and is made to 

preserve the recollections survivors, and living wrtne:sSt~S of concentration VU<JlllJ" 

have to their "' .... ,' ... "'.Luf'''' so that future generations will have 

as complete an account as possible.3 

Katsch, quoted in Young (1988:17), reC()gn]lZeS to bear Wllme:ss, since 

beCiOlTle one and 

de:spe:ra1:e need to underestimated. As 

of the poets find poetry is a remedy 

or it can fulfil the to fight by 

challenge to 

human behaviour. 

continue 

having a 

and, as Viktor 

and 

and to break the """d"taT"n 

victims 

POlnte:o out, 

(1988:vii,ix). 

itself could become so extreme as to outstrip 

altogether. Young that we cannot know 

ways it is transmitted to us in its ret:lre~;entatllons. Poetry 

(2000:50) says "some 

It becomes a 

bestiality 

reason to 

often oel0erloeo on 

capacity to represent it 

or any era outside 

ability to convince 

2 A clandestine word for the underground organization which at peril collected written testimonies of 
victims and survivors of the Holocaust. 

3 In Cape Town too, Holocaust survivors have gathered their stories and published it in Sacred Memory 
of those who did not survive (Schrire, 1995). 
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readers and reaffirm the enormity of horrors that took place, even 

were not there (1988:16) will be the poems that 

the writers 

been selected. 

Scholes IS reality cannot be recorded that IS writing is 

construction" (1 is not an historical fact, but a composition 

designed to focus on the effect that the horror had on the who not have 

been there physically to record but were psychologically and 

emotionally have moved to express through poetry. 

Conway with Young that many the survivors strove to recall possible 

detail of their persecutions, and a study was made of the different ways through which 

Jewish catastrophe part of the collective memory. The manner of 

eXI)re~;Sl(]ln was important, as it seeme:(1 to an extent and a 

understanding of their "*u",,,'''F,'' (Conway, 1991 

I nn,~pT1"pn mode, especially poetry, becomes a 

personal, vital, ever~present PV1"""M",nr''''' and this is what is important. 

eXllre!;Sl(]ln 1S a "'."' ..... ,,'" of feelings, not only poet but also reader as 

it and a comfort. 

J...I ...... i1"'.u poetry strategies confronting spiritual and 

psychological deprivation and overcoming physical destruction at worst. I "' .... ,..,;-,v,..,. 

the emphasis is not on destruction but on creative survival through the efforts 

Hebrew literary '''U'''i'S''''.U.LllV ... 

in his study of Hurban (1984) investigates the interplay 

lVl.'i'S.:>ll.<U.l ..... UJli'S literary traditions and finds 

the 

catastrophic contemporary events 

lament forms part of what he caUs a 

Middle and the Bible. He states 

of literary tradition extending back to 

in the course of the study background 

became foreground, the pre~Holocaust literature of catastrophe Hebrew proving to be 

so rich and elaborate that it claimed equal footing with contemporary materials. 

Jewish he states, is unique in this It has had massive national 

catastrophes visited upon it and still and each case reconstruction was 

undertaken in measure by the exertions of the Hebrew literary imagination as 

in prophecy, liturgy, and poetry. Mintz that it is the story 

of the transcendence of catastrophe, rather than of the catastrophe itself, which is 

compelling (1984:x). The insights provided by have enabled me to view the 
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as a of transcendence rather than a story of catastrophe. This can be 

clearly noted in the poems that I have 

Mintz that to catastrophes at different historical and 

that destruction of the CIrca 586 was followed by Biblical 

responses; the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 by the Midrash; the 

massacre by the Crusaders of the Jews in Europe and the Rhineland in 1096 by 

synagogue poetry; the pogroms in Russia in 1881 882 and 1903-1905 by tnl1,{'IP1'" 

Hebrew poetry. attitude of the of the who described 

destruction was by the current ideas of G-d, guilt and responsibility. 

Roskies like Mintz, noted that there has always been a dialogue history and 

literature and an ideas that dialogue the 

reader to understand the literature it produced. In his Literature of 

Destruction: Jewish Responses to Catastrophe which examined and Yiddish 

literature concerning catastrophe, Roskies observed that Jews perceived cyclical 

nature violence through their literature of destruction 1988:9). 

Holocaust, Auschwitz included, not fall a category of literature but 

into this ongoing of a living and people . 

.LJu •. L.'-'. (1992), in his study poetry4, similarly that Holocaust literature is a 

of history and that, while the wholesale of 

In is unique, it is at the same a link a chain of afflictions of the n'>T,nn 

validity observation is demonstrated throughout the thesis. 

1998 Striar published a book of poetry of the Holocaust containing 280 poems 

"'-'1\,, .. \., .... out of more than 1000 poems written in German, Yiddish, Hebrew, Greek and 

which have defied Adorno's injunction. said that most poets do not 

choose to about the Holocaust. It chooses them (l998:xxii). is what 

the poems a genuineness of expression that I believe contributes to their ettect.1ve:ne.ss 

I looked at the power of laments to alleviate despair through the centuries and realized 

that destruction 

laments. 

4 ShiraI Ha't'chiyah-Shaul Tchemichowsky. 

and mourning cause to write and to read 
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I noticed like Mintz, Roskies 

theme, emotion and 

that 

through the 

been a similar continuing 

My examination was more 

as I studied to produce light from 

darkness. is in the a basic vertical 

use of Hebrew helped the to preserve their identity. pnrpur was for 

the language of prayer, language of their impulse, and 

which they their feelings 

Laments were originally written for public mourning and were frequently at public 

...,UJlVU • ...," and were meant strength courage to audience of mourners. 

The Book of Lamentations is recited publicly on Tishah B With the spread 

and literacy most subsequent 1"",1.'-'11 • ., were mtjenClea for 

rare to find a modem written public ceremonies. 

1963 the lamentation Tikkun Hatzot "Midnight Vigil" by 

Tabib, won the First m Prix ltalia Radio Competition 

reading. It is 

Mordecai 

Verona. This was a 

libretto an oratorio, om;se!;SIrUl many of the elements of the traditional tikkunim, the 

midnight were by Safed the century 

to keep alive the memory of the Temple that was destroyed. 

This Tikkun was a product 

instance, the choir repeats: 

U1VU...,lH world 

Woe is Woe is me ... 

its roots were 

Woe me that I have destroyed My house, 

And burnt my Temple 

And exiled my children 

Among the nations... {Tikkun Hatzot: c. 1 

the past. For 

Tikkun 

back to the 

sharing common with most lament DOI::ms. 

It is interesting nn1[>JF"vpr 

of time and place, 

poets "'UY'U'''' 

lighten 

laments which were meant for public performance. 

although the laments examined in this thesis cover a wide 

reSDOfLses to catastrophe should be so similar. Through their 

TP<I,r,,,"'r., or .,1"P ... "',·'" to In poet's and thus 

the catastrophe. 

poet De(;OnleS the mouthpiece for speechless unutterable grief. 
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Unfortunately Jews a history endowed catastrophe; catastrophes 

led poets, with to their - anguish, 

longings - into words that maintained power to tune into 

the same .Lv"-.• Ull';':>. 

13 

have 

and 

who are 

Of all the ancient tribes kingdoms, only Jews their identity from 

civilizational to the such traumas as of 

Temple the conquest and destruction of Judea 70 

periodical massacres .... and most recently the Shoah [Holocaust] (Rubin, 

Six hundred we still echo the words A vigdor who, his lament on 

pogrom 1389 which part of the Yom Kippur service, wrote: 

Jews, 

This is much 

literature, 

strength to 

long still 0 Lord 

still not enough? (Rybar, 1:23) 

his "Josephine the Smlgel:" about hunted svr:nOlHlZmg the 

When we are in a bad way or economically, 

[Josephine's singing] is supposed to save us ... if it 

not away at least gives us the strength to bear it 

(Kafka, :259). 

same role lament poetry played in Hpl ..... P1' .. , 

not drive away evil, at least it gives us the 

it. More that, have within them an element of a light-

healing and uplifting encouragement. Out the darkness comes light as this 

dissertation endeavours to show. 
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GENRE OF LAMENT 

DEFINITION 

A lament is defined as a crying out in an expression of or sorrow. 

has many the being bereavement, which is conclusive and 

and leaves behind a sense of deprivation and emptiness. Laments are poems which deal 

with and by it helps the or to come to terms with 

loss. 

word "lament" comes Latin lamentor bewail", to --u" .. ".~ 

, as when Cicero wrote plangore et lamentatiane camplere forum : to fiU 

forum with a noisy striking, beating of the breast or head as a sign of grief. 

Laments can take several including dirges and elegies, a dirge shorter, less 

formal, and usually at a burial, while an is a fonnal and sustained lament 

(usually of consolation) for the death of a particular person (Abrams, 1988:47). 

the elegy or lament considered to be a short poem, usually conventional, and 

based on a mourning for a "''''''LH. 

music it is know as a requiem. is also threnody, (a wailing ode) and the 

obsequy (funeral rite). In Scottish and Irish it is referred to as a coronach. 

it is called a Klagelied, the most important in it being to G-d, and 

looking forward to the future and hope 1976:125,126). 

Laments were often associated with funeral conventions. In antiquity the mam 

responsibility for mourning rested with the next of kin, and the professional women 

mourners played a part. true lament is poetry ... " Levi 

(1984:11), and adds that lamenting women are more and more lyrical, as 

laments recited by mourners for dead boasting and 

usuaUy some talk of vengeance. These laments composed for the dead became a 

literary 

Laments could be over a communal leader or a private person, over many or 

over one individuaL These poems could also be repentant and or 
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expressed over sickness and national loss such as for 

fall of cities and temples or oth(~r major catastrophes, or universaL 

shortness life and the reality death are universal subjects. The of 

UU'TU""" over all men and weakness the human race is forth. The I am enter is 

trying to come to terms and or to cope a difficulty or hardship, 

whether vocalized or unvocalized; poem is a cry from the heart. 

laments are cultic to a of rituals 

connected the worship a or a group or or 

OJ ..... '.., .. ·"" ... " of a These took the form of royal prayers and 

individual n .. "",,'"'-''' in which deity is first invoked, then there is a complaint, 

and eventually are 

Part the artistic economy the ....... "' ....... "'''' of folk tradition is allusive method; the 

mourner explicitly tries to 

elaborate metaphors and similes 

are certain common 

.. """.""' .... 1'\1"."'" to lma,ges and 

.CllVL'U,V ...... 1974:205). 

lamenting and a similarity in way 

..,1UVU''' .. " are The usual ......... 1 ....... "'. larrlents include a summons to the 

mourners, usually accompanied by a hA<,.+n ... ro, "n,:>.,h."'n,nrr of mourner's 

ability to honour dead be elaborate which may tum 

into ren,rmlcn or even ..., .. ,,'n,",. are contrasts past and preSeJJlt the 

imagined There can a wish that things could have different, a 

possible curse on the dead man's ..,.U" ... j,,,,,,,, complaints about cruelty of fortune and 

the purposelessness of life finality of life. In pastoral laments nature is 

often portrayed as participating mournmg. Another convention was the .. t'l"",tnn 

repetItIon and of the name was to the of the 

dead from 

There is the ubi sunt theme, are they" or did it happen?" and the 

inadequate of "how can adequate words be found for occasion?" 

contrast could be made between "you" and the ''1'', between the mourner 

the 
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and laments for animals have 

by ...... ~ •• ~ ... ~H''' ...... (born in Greece, 536 CE) who wrote "On the a 

thousand years ago (Hornsby, 1993 :296). 

mnrrerlIal:IOflS or over the dead are found in virtually all 

periods. 

is thought to have originated in Sumeria about 4000 

it is not surprising that the earliest laments we have come 

.,...",""n'r" from early cultures in Egypt, Greece and Rome come down to us as 

to 

..... H.""H • ., from Germany, Greece, Italy, 

common characteristics are found in these laments. 

have been influenced by 

depended on the 

,,,HL,,U.,, were written. The 

influenced the main body of Biblical poetry as 

had a much more sophisticated 

Lame~n~lt1(mS or Eichah was written in a special meter wnlcn 

The evolution of the lament contributes to 

interrelationship of the different themes as a lln1'UP'r" 

"..,..,~ .... i-" date back 

culture in 

of 

complexity and 

Alexiou (1974:205) says, and as Mintz and ...... v"'." .. "'''' ,-"",u..'""",, and as is clearly 

traditional beliefs and 

way through time and 

seen in the modern poets, there is a constant 

practices. Threads of the pattern of the 

cultures. 

meaning of the English word "lament" (or 

Hebrew word kinah and has a wider 

expression of grief at misfortune, """",'...,...,JI"-11 at 

weave 

or <'elegy") is different from the 

sense, a "lament" is an 

someone or something. A 

I A recent example in Greek is the Evraioellenikoi Threnoi for the 91h of Av) 
Joseph Matsas, published in Thessaloniki in 1983 which was originally presented at the Fourth 

Symposium of Laography of Northern Greece held in Greece in 1979. This is a clear 
indication of the of lament in both Hebrew and Greek literature. Amongst 
more recent poems is a poem written in called "Sacrifice " in which Sarah mourns 
Isaac first as her eyes, and later as her candle 1974: 189). 
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is not always a kinah. A IS more <>flP£'11'1 a the dead, or 

a state destruction the distress va'."''''' .... 

I am endeavouring to work from the standpoint of Hebrew word, a lament 

death or destruction. 

kinah) designate 

lamenting words " and "n 'hi ", (connecting with word 

U'VJlV"» I lay strong emphasis on fact that a of hope is found in the 

or this I try to show how this been planted 

the poems. 

COMPARISON EARLY MESOPOTAMIAN LAMENTS 
AND THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS 

there are certain interesting "'U.uu.t-uu,,,,,,, between Mesopotamian laments and 

the biblical Book Lamentations, I feel it is relevant to u ..... 'u .... '" a short v ..... " ... ..., of 

these laments. Dobbs-Allsopp rune to 

Mesopotamian city-laments, many of which occur the Book of Lamentations. 

Because of these OPT,por.£' features Book of Lamentations is to classified as a 

Some the +<>o't11r&"" assigned are subject and mood~ subject and poetic ."' .... UH'l'"'! 

divine abandonment~ 

destruction; the 

asslgntrlent of reS1PODSlOLll destructi on; the of 

ree10mg goddess; lamentation, restoration return of the gods. 

In the Mesopotamian laments and the Book Lmnelt1taltlorls dealing with the 

destruction a city or the mood is usually complaining, protesting and 

mournful. Both ........ ' .. ""'LAE .... of voices, which subj ect, and 

lth'rp1~t aIIU;IeS, or to the author the ability to express t'tpy"pont feelings 

change his point of This .",,,,"Uj,'-I of different is widely In llteratllfe. 

The poet is sometimes an impartial narrator, and "'''' ..... Ar ...... ''''' an internal observer and he 

can project himself into the different voices that he has created. In the Book of 

Lamentations these voices cumulatively add up to the collective voice of or 

Widow Zion, as Jerusalem and the nation are called, and constitute the collective 

subconscious of the Jewish people. are rapid sudden of voice, 

from voice of the poet to that ofthe personified city and from the individual 
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to community. This community characteristic, however, is not so frequent 

Mesopotamian laments. Ezrahi (102) that writers Hebrew, it is 

not the of the of the people that matrix 

continuity "'''''·UlP·'''" past and n .. "·",,,,,," and possible future. 

There are many similarities the Mesopotamian Israelite are 

also addressing a giving a description ravished 

or temple, 

Allsopp, 1993:30). 

god to 

Rhetorical questions are asked, such as:-

the 

What I take to for 

what shall I to thee, 

o of Jerusalem? 

These are also found Mesopotamian laments. 

further relevant structural vV",,"U',,""" 

............ vu and not to be angry 

in both Mesopotamian laments 

and Book of Lame:nUlU(mS involves 

upon; that is to say, 

theme. 

topics provide 

Certain topics are particularly J.V\;U:l\;;U 

recurring central binding theme, the core 

Mesopotamian nUl""'I ... .;>. there is or goddess and simultaneously 

on destructive powers This is also the case the Book 

Lamentations in which the of (Mother or Jerusalem), too, IS 

upon, the focus in conjunction with subjects such as the the city, 

religious 

and dying of starvation 

Chapter 5 is similar to Mesopotamian in 

1 speaks deity: 

Remember 0 

Verse 19 praises G-d (5:19) 

what is come upon 

2-18 of the 1"1"",t1"'I1,('1"1£\" 8) 

In verse 20 VYILI .. H the lament); 

Temple, killed; 

1) 

2 All Biblical quotes in this r:hl'llntl'r will refer to the Book of Lamentations unless otherwise stated. 
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hp,rp·..,,">,,,p dost thou us 

In verse 1, G-d is asked to look at the destruction; 

Behold and see ... 

Dramatic contrast is a frequent technique in Mesopotamian lament; 

lament, companng and present. 

How is the gold become dim! 

There is also a motif of showing reverse 

mothers' despairing, frenetic treatment of their own children (2:20). 

19 

tn Israeli 

of U""15"', as 

motif of divine abandonment is another link between Mesopotamian and 

lament (Dobbs-Allsopp, 

hath drawn his right hand 

before the enemy; ( 

He does not take part 

IS 

On the contrary, 

Why do 

withdrew his .,.,.,..,,,"',,,, 

us? (5:20) 

attack, although He is 

The motif of G-d's anger IS pronounced the Book of LalneIltatlons. 

Mesopotamian laments the agent is .nvuu. connected the 

that aU the damage. 

divine 

In the 

Enlil, 

The operative correspondent the Book of Lamentations is 

the wamor. scholar .L ...... ~.JJ,.Ull' ... not acc:em this view, considers 

because G-d, divine warrior, is not .. ".h",,.,.,,,.r! to as the stonn in the of 

is no connection Book of Lalnelma:UOllS and 

historical laments. However, in the generally, associated with 

stonn, as out of storm clouds or in with strong winds 

thunder, bolts of lightning, earth shaking or fire which elucidates G-d's association with 

storm power. 3 

In chapter 2 we read: 

3See2Sam:8,9,1l, 14,15 
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How hath the 

The daughter 

well as the divine warrior 

with a cloud 

reference to 

are slaughtered, 

the Book 

in his anger! (2: 1 ) 

there is the "day of 

G-d calls a day 

those who carne from 

LarnerltatlOn.S, G-d, like the god 

"that day", a 

Many corne, 

Jerusalem to take 

Mesopotamian 

is like the U .. U..""H •• ." is the one who is seen to cause 

destructive storm which comes "on that day" (Dobbs-Allsopp, 

Westermann, Dobbs-Allsopp between 

Book of Lamentations Mesopotamian laments (Dobbs-Allsopp, 1993:68,69,70,71). 

We find similarities in 

boys and old men 

with hunger (2:1 

citizens and the 

portrayal of the situation 

ground (2:21), piles 

..,'-'''-'' .... .1'-' "esteemed as 

1: 18). The social 

IVU~"'1 1'<>..,,,, .. /1 out. 

In the Mesopotamian lanlents the goddesses are 

population, the famine, 

heaped up, children faint 

(4:2), the exile 

the community is destroyed. 

similar to the draws ........ .1 ... JlV.ll 

called ama, 

pre:sem~e of the 

mother" motif Sumerian literature 

of Jerusalem are Mother Zion's children. 

1993:82). The 

are supposed to protect 

children as were supposed to protect cities. The hypothetical "two 

women" constitute a vastly 

population" ,., .... vV' .... ,., .... in a "feminine persona" .1..J'uuu.,.-"'".u.:>u 

figure, "a city 

1993:85). 

The city or IS to suffer. The 

and but glory in the 

present. 

The fact that Mesopotamian and 

deaths or destruction, does not prove literary 

that the Book Lamentations owes much 

not concern life in 

H""H .. l".,IVU and ctes:truicU(m 

Book of Lamentations mourn 

nterae:peJna(~nce, however, ................. ' ... . 

and content to its M~~sOlpot.am.lan 
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forbears and a direct influence Sumerian laments (Hillers, 1972:xxviii,xix). 

The literary similarities indieate some 

Dobbs·Allsopp (1993 :92,94) says both the and Israelite are 

T"_'"Y,,,rp "'''U'''''''', both have a restoration theme, which I with, but 

when Dobbs·AUsopp claims m Book Lamentations UL,",UL'" is "only 

implicit, Jerusalem's restoration is nowhere in sight", I cannot agree with him because 

Book of Lamentations with explicit verbal promise of restoration with the 

repetition 

Turn o and we be turned; 

our 

It difficult to that no hope is sight when this prayer is re]:lealtea 

the of Lamentations and could be understood to mean 

us return to each other. 

You cannot so angry with us! 

the end of 

has this as one of rune genenc 

teatun;,s of Mesopotamian laments therefore it can clearly seen that 

both Mesopotamian laments and the Book of Lamentations, other 

restoration meommon. 
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THE LAMENT A WAY OF HEALING 

INTRODUCTION 

wisdom long of ventilating 

laments. A Talmudic "'""""""'1" aCJilll)Wltxl]il;CS that it is the 

comfort. 

ext)re~)sulg them 

the bereaved, 

Weep for mourners 

Not for what is 

He found him 

Tis we are left 

(Moed Katan 25b) 

The lament has psychological "' ... .""' .... ,, both to the poet who ,-.nr ........ r'cp" it and to the people 

who listen to it or read 

the eloquence a ... \J.\JLllJ.UH to picture the ""' ..... "" .. £' of this new 

dispersion; a new to depict the ..... r".""' ... t among the 

nations", said Dr president of the World ,...,,,,,,. ...... ,,. ,","VH,"'''''''''' as he opened 

the 21 st Zionist Congress weeks before World II V .... I".UH. unleashing the 

Holocaust (Aliav & HiU.uU_ 

Evidence from support ....,.."'" ..... " and psychologists strongly Y~~;""'::>L;:' that language, under the 

right conditions, can healing powers. Writing could help mourners to 

express their act of writing itself acts as a The value implicit 

act of attt~ste:d to by diaries and journals by 

sufferers both .... ,,'u., •• .., 

1996:32). 

slaves and soldiers 

This value was recomUZt~a as much in time as it is in 

day. When a triple suicide in Machaneh Yehudah in 

head of the Child Clinic recommended that people should write poems. study 

in the J oumal 

problems 

the Medical Association found that sufferers who wrote their 

nrnuPrI twice as quickly as others). After a helicopter crash in northern Israel 
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that same year, by children were published "which In fragile stanzas 

personal and national 1998:599-600). These could just as 

apply to many of the particularly the Book of Lamentations. 

included in this was written as a reSOOlnse One modem lament 

assassination of An lament included is the more one 

urn'H-~n on deaths Saul son Jonathan; the same underlying need was 

responsible the composition of both lamentations. 

On a popular after tragic death Princess family more than 

300,000 letters and poems oflament written by individuals. The deaths of Durban 

the year 2000, a nightclub fire In 

affixed to the outside (Cape 27/3/00). 

Studies of the lament genre seem to focus on work as a form or as a to 

without acknowledging psychological need which provoked 

spontaneous outpourings of lament poetry in times despair. 

Many including Allende Walker have noted that 

writing helped to overcome difficulties and 

feelings down on paper was an effective way of dealing with them. Salvo wrote that 

exploring a trauma in our lives it into words we stop it as a random 

unexpected event. We to understand order behind experiences. it in 

the event of power to hurt us. It assuages our pain" (De 

1999). 

Griefstricken at the death of the poet Katzenelson in AusctlWTI:z someone wrote to his 

Palestine. furnished him the debris our mIsery, made it """,UWI4, sang 

of it, it was our common property". 1 

As IS common property, reading or laments helps people who 

CXIJCn:cm:;cu ...... " ...... L""vU"f~'" of loss. This why poems like Book of still 

the power to move and why of Lamentations still part of the 

B 'av service. 

I Tenenbaum 107) 
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The S.A 

she wrote 

immobility 

pnvacy, 

Jooste PYlnrp.;:.;:p'rI power of the 

.. ,,'1' .. <>'1',"" a 

can support and restore in a particularly 

freedom of thought, assessment 

sometimes even process of or transtorrmru! 

believes that works that live on are that 

Times, is why laments their power over 

Page 24 

as a .......... ,'F. when 

shock, and 

way. "",y,UUllF. allows the 

one's own eXl)erlenCes and 

Jooste 

human ,,"V .. _MP..,f'P (Cape 

The examination the role the has played in the of grief poetic 

mind through centuries provides us with a perspective from which to ap1pra,lSe 

relationship between language and human psychology. 

However, by a study of a of merely it to share theTA""" .... '" 

Dec:omte diluted. must authorial 

relationship language and voice, and own response. 

self is affected by language, but must try to retain a true sense of the experience 

the pain that went into the structuring lament. Counter-balance is ne~r;eSSalY 

own loss; "' ...... 1"0<>'1'1'" is required VOIce. 

EXPERIENCE JU'U""'tJ AND GRIEF 

is a constant universal pattern and mourning ceremonies 

closure. 

to help the to 

Mourning is an 'v"',,,","'" natural adjustment nrr.f'p,~" loss to u"' .... 'uu.F>. 

It 

1n,\"pclhn,"'nt from 

as the normal, 

person or object 

reaction and adaptation to such loss and 

and spiritually. [It reaction to the loss 

abstraction which the place of a 

1973:243). 

process of attachment or 

"H·", .. ",.rI love and Mourning is 

behaviourally, emotionally, physically 

a loved person, or to the loss of some 

person, one's liberty or an 

loss could be a """,.."nn 

city, a defeat in battle or 

loss, like that of a loved one, a like that a 

loss of a large part a generation, as in Holocaust. 
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The mourners must come to temls with their feelings why did it to happen to 

and was 

liturgical ""'''''''''','''''''''' to death is the prayer that is recited at the 

by mourners III house and on the of the death. It is 

not a lament. It is a prayer 

(Schennan, 1991:vii). 

and a declaration of Israel's national purpose 

At the funeral, uplifting f.''''''UH,~ are Kaddish but it '"'VA ....... .,''''' no 

tenninology. After funeral, "group therapy" comes into are to 

visit during the shivah week, of mourning", to available to listen to 

empathize with mourner. a day, at ten and often many come 

",,,,tin,,, .. to pray with the mourner. Jews loss is not experienced alone; it is shared a 

consoling with understanding and support. To pain with those who empathize 

helps the (Adahan~ 1992:286). 

place it important to ext)re~~s share the of The Rabbis 

of Talmud seemed to have had psychological ~uU'b'U when they detennined the of 

Jewish mourning. 

his to Jewish mourning Maurice Lamm counsels that Judaism teaches 

acnmg heart how to "'v ...... ""'''' pain love and how to the 

eventual consolation will restore us to humanity keep us from vindictiveness 

self-pity (Lamm, 1969:3). Mourners, whether mourning a national or personal 

until they ultimately come accept the Kubler-Ross 

(1984) who specialized in care of the dying said that "mourning is a process that a 

person to readjust to undo the that once bound them to the they have 

learn to a healthy life without that and in coming to 

tenns with loss. are the denial, of (especially anger), of 

bargaining, depression, and aC(~ptarllce. a loss, went through 

similar stages. They started and denial, then grief 

they got depressed, "..,"' .... 1". "Why me"? ..... finally 

reaching a stage of peace acceptance" (Kubler-Ross, 1 166). 
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Murray-Parkes & Bowlby have expanded this development into additional phases of 

mourning, which include shock, numbness and disbelief~ feelings of anger, guilt, 

resentment and sadness; yearning, pining and searching; grieving and resolution. 2 A 

recognition of these feelings can be found in the Hebrew laments. Long before Freud and 

bereavement psychology the writers of laments possessed insight into the stages of 

mourning. They write of shock, of anger, of resentment, of denial. Questions may be 

asked: "Why? Why?" or "Does G-d really care?" There are feelings of remorse, "if only 

... " and there is the grief, the depression and ultimate acceptance. By acknowledging these 

ideas lament poetry brings comfort to mourners who identify with the feelings expressed, 

and I have made this clear. This is evident in Genesis 23:2 where Abraham sets about to 

"lament for Sarah and to weep for her", clearly showing the relationship between lamenting 

and expressing feelings. 

Laments come close to expressing the real feelings of people in despair, unlike the Kaddish. 

Lament poetry reflects that loss frequently through a repetition of questions and refrains. 

Such a continuous repetitive pattern counterbalances the extreme discontinuity that is death. 

Through this counterbalance death becomes a natural part of life, and as Sacks says, "Time 

itself is thereby structured to appear as a familiar, filled-in medium rather than as an open

ended source of possible catastrophe" and death gradually comes to be regarded as a natural 

phenomenon. It is as if the grief might be gradually conjured forth and exorcised. Sacks 

affirms that repetition itself creates a sense of ceremony and by repeating the form of the 

ritualistic rites associated with the death of gods, an individual or collective lament may 

make use of the ritual context of consolation (Sacks, 1985:23). This becomes an aid in 

overcoming grief. In addition it must be remembered that many laments were recited aloud 

and as such were a sign of oral literary tradition. 

Lament writers do far more than describe or represent amiction. They help to release the 

tension, and recreate suffering and in the process help to mobilize the will, passion and 

intelligence needed to control the situation (Morris, 1996:42). 

They attempt to provide comfort. Comfort is associated with light and dark with despair. 

2 Worden (1991), Young (1997) 
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Light nat}D11rless. health,. prosperity, peace and goodness. It also 

which represents violence, and The writers want to give the readers the 

is light at end of the tunnel. Kubler-Ross remembered a poem that 

hung in her grandrnot 

Always 

house -

you think 

You cannot make it any more 

From out of nowhere 

Comes a little light. 

This little light 

Will renew your strength 

And you the <""'''TO'' 

To one more step 

(Kubler-Ross, 1997:166) 

This same 

by a 

pencil on a scrap tom an book was also treasured 

Holocaust survivor. It had been slipped under door at 

to cheer her up when things were fifty 116). little 

light to renew one's strength is what many laments to their readers. 

my thesis I will be to show the techniques with which the writer to 

provide the 
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IN THE BmLE 

a) INTRODUCTION 

The Book of Lamentations IS known m the original Hebrew as an 

onomatopoeic word u",,",,uu.,£,> 

It is one of the five scrolls Ketuvim section of the Hebrew Bible, and 

consists of five chapters, lamenting the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BeE and its 

aftermath. The Book is read each y ....... 1".Vj" ... '" on Tishah B 'Av, IIthat day that 

was designated for punishment" (Zlotowitz 

Book of Lamentations is a wide 

citing Maimonides. 

Hebrew laments. It is 

T .... I'1'PT\rnP precedent and prime "' .......... 11-'."" HPIr'\TP'lU laments . 

• .... u..., •. "':;. .. the Book speaks of "'''''''"V'', exile, alienation, 

....... " ..... "".., enlllgtltelrunent and hope. lSOlllellttatllon, spiritual bankruptcy, it 

is never forgotten. He is it was believed, 

of the people. In this 

repentance, redemption and 

was and the punishment inflicted was 

.. u .• ' ....... " • ...,u lay a profound and ae(:p-~:;eatea 

would return the Jews to their land. 

of distraught verses in the Book outweigh 

Book carries in its core the seed of hope and 

the darkness, particularly in the final conclusion of the re}:lea1:ed: 

Tum Thou us unto Thee, 0 L--d, and we shall 

our days as of old. 

SETTING 

horrors and miseries that occurred to the 

of constructive 

light shines 

spiritual shock caused by the destruction It was 

probably fall In 586 BeE. Eissfeldt points out state 

IS with such intensity and realism that one would think that the 
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poet was there. Kaufmann (1960:591/593 vol. 6-7) this but says it is 

the ,,"'-'UH',",';' entered Jerusalem and walls of Jerusalem stood, and «the 

city was still fun inhabitants". However, ~"''''~'-w ..... (1965:504) {'"",m", that the 

memory of a devastating trauma was so vivid that it could have been imprinted on 

mind as an unforgettable experience. 

A verification of historiographical of book is out of the scope this 

thesis but I would to take view of Gottwald (1962: that what counts is 

..... ,·c,uLJ'Uz:, and ....... ..,"".5 ... the book that been "nT'''''''' to us throughout the 

c) ABOUT POET 

Although the synagogue tradition maintains the book was written by Jeremiah1
, 

anonymous 

Anonymous works were 

138). 

to prominent David, (the 

Solomon, (Song Songs, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes) and Jeremiah (the Book 

Lamentations) (Hillers, 1992:138). 

Critics Fries and van der ascribed H'~T'~"1" chapters to authors 

(Hillers, 1972:xix note others like Kaufinann, Wiesmann Rudolph do 

not there are n."tt'", ... p,nt alltnOrs (Fohrer, 1968:299). 

...... ""W,H," .... 'u (1960:594) u ......... U.U ... I;;;, that the poet was an the court of ...., ... , ...... fi,J, ..... , 

who is assumed to be young, as always refers to the old oarents. describes himself 

and people as but does not talk of children as . Whoever 

the poet, this work still has the capacity to move and uplift. 

d) UNITY 

Hillers (l972:xxii) believes that poems make up an intelligible unity. IS 

established through a number of devices. is a pattern alphabetical which 

traces through the acrostic in which the of Lamentations is written, as 

as through illustrations of content, namely situation state affairs Jerusalem 

I 2 Chronicles (3S:2S). And Jeremiah sang a lament (or , ... Lt'V"."") over Josiah and behold, they are 
written in the (book Laments. 
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and the suffering of the nation. Mintz (1984:37,38) also accepts that 

characterization, continuity personhood and development of character is unifYing. 

30 

Another unifYing feature in book is the use of different personifications to reOiresent 

the one nation. It can be widow Zion and the masculine 

counterpart and also the reporter. AU are figures representing the collective suffering 

people. solitary sufferer becomes the people, an through whose singleness 

pathos of the "we" becomes evident. 

All the figures of speech contribute to the ambivalent and emotional perception of the 

poem and all the different levels share in the meaning of the text, yet I believe that they 

contribute to the unity of the book. Gottwald (1962:31) says that although there is a 

backward and forward movement of agitated thinking, each of five poems is 

needed. Kaufmann (1960:591) shows how all the chapters become united through 

similar consecutive expressions and these follow on, one from the other. Hillers, 

Mintz, Gottwald and Kaufmann, I believe that the book should regarded as one 

unified whole. 

e) SOURCES 

Kramer believes that the Book of Lamentations was influenced by Sumerian models. It 

owes much its traditional "city-lament" form and content to its Mesopotamian 

forebears and the tradition comes from Sumer about four thousand years ago, but there 

is controversy about this. Kraus in his commentary on Book of Lamentations 

while McDaniel, translator of Sumerian and Akkadian lamentations does not (Hillers, 

1972: xxviii, xxix). 

1) THEME 

Although there is no logical sequence of narrative in the Book of Lamentations, there 

are elements of a scheme that provides a purpose, namely to describe the 

and suffering caused by the tumultuous catastrophe of the destruction of Zion. All the 

poems have a national significance. of poems is a separate poem, and yet 

there is an inherent coherence and development between the chapters. 
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Chapter one is partly an individual lament2 (1: 1) 

partly a confession of (l' 1 :8; 1:22), 

the holy city, inhabitants (l 

the 

a desolate IS In a 

Page 31 

and 

anguish of 

sense of the 

U';'(;I.l"'''", personified as 

loneliness (1: 

(her children) are in (1 and she is abandoned by all allies (1 1: 19). 

the 

(1 

She is humiliated, abused and laid 

tells us: 

She who was among 

How is tributary! (1: 1 ) 

is a continuous 

She weepeth sore in the night, 

And are on her cheeks; 

none to comfort 

once alluring, now 

hunger in the (1:11). She 

... He sent a fire down 

(1:13) 

(1:15). 

ill 

is 

) 

(l :9); 

defiled 

stress: 

(1:5). 

Into 

best soldiers are 

1). They on her treasures 

(1:9). 

,-,u ... ,UU'",,;, make 

glory 

(1: 11). The woman not only city, but also the the city was and 

woman despoiled while sons are led away (1: 18). This a 

dispersion that was 

verses 11 

affliction, 

destiny, an incapacitating 

the 

her sorrow: 

Lord, and behold, 

How abject I am become (1: 11) 

"nnourn (Mintz, 

declaring 

2 All Biblical in this chapter will refer to the Book of Lamentations unless otherwise stated. 

of 
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... see 

If there be any pain like unto my pain. (1:12) 

In verse 1 events are described the third person. verse 18 the speech is m 

the person. The is telling of her disaster, admitting that is righteous and 

asking G-d that the wickedness should be requited 0:18-22). Mintz (1984:25) 

takes it even further and that she was not altogether innocent: 

filthiness was in her skirts (1:9); 

and further details. 

The of of are cinematic, ease of I 

cnosen to give sunlmalfl of the important +""",;r"r'" of each chapter. 

Summary: The mood of the book is set by a cry of anguish in the first word, Eichah. 

of is compared to a widow, deserted by who loved 

her (1 IS the enemy has off all her people (1:3-6). She 

remains only with memories of how wonderful everything was in the Now she is 

degraded, the victim her (1:7-10). There is hunger everywhere. has 

inflicted sorrow on and deserted (1'11-13). 

guilty about 0:14). men can not to the 

are none to and the IS 

just because Jerusalem has rebelled (1:18). She calls for help from her but 

0:19). is sorry for having sinned, because now is death and destruction 

evefY\vhere (l :20). over her and she wants them punished 0 

Chapter two is much like chapter one but III ..... """+"'... detail with Judea's 

disaster. technique of personification of the city or community as a 

not occur is the has become the people's 

hath bent bow like an enemy" (2:4). The desolation of the city and the 

horrors of the are and made more bitter by allusion to the of 
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chastise while rep1entanc:e was still possible (2: 

IS L .. U'UU"', v ........ ",,'" are consumed (2:20); priests 

passing by G-d is indicted: 

See, Lord, 

To whom you 

behold 

done (2:20) 

No hope remains save tears and supplication to stir 

33 

PfOpnelS are 

compassion of for the 

fate of people (2: ). There is presentation dramatic In 

the ,",uuu."'. 

Summary: This chapter can be divided as follows: 

.. a description of the destruction the land and city 1-9). 

... emotional and physical results 10-12). 

... the ................... (2:13-19). 

.. an .... VI-'''' ..... to G-d to aware of what is happening the 

The Temple, place, where 

deserted. walls are broken. G-d has destroyed 

(2:20-22). 

protected, is ruined and 

and palaces. The 

of the city where was administered and the people met, are smashed 

(2: Old men and young girls seem stupefied from sorrow 10). speaker 

prophets and nr""., .. ., had weeps copiously 11). J.J .... n"'''' are nun~~er (2:12). 

14) and were being slain Enemies sneered 15,16). 
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Kaufmann says that chapter 

(Kaufmann, 1960:590). 

IS an on 

Page 34 

catastrophic fate last 

elegy a human and affliction the individual Israelite, in 

This is the nation typified as a 

single individual, (I am the 

terrible indignation. 

the sense of G-d's but 

does "not ""~~,LL"'~ willingly. Nor of men" (3:33). G-d I-'ULIl1';)l1'''.;) 

the people, but punishment IJ ....... "" ...... to self-examination 

in G-d's everlasting preservation: 

It is good that a man should quietly wait 

the salvation of the 

One must be patient. 

G-d win save. 

not 

(3:26) 

off for ever (3 :31 ). 

a belief 

For the 

This suffering is a pa~'SlDlg phase. will plead the cause of his people. 

This lament is about 

injured and come quite 

The Gever,3 once a hero, now humiliated, has 

to death. 

walled me in and I cannot 

ill or 

He cannot pray.4 attacks as a beast 

out (3:7). 

10). G-d His arrows into 

(3:13). goes through a of despair. 

I thought hope and strength had vanished before the Lord (3: 

In the of his bitterness remembers: 

nn~'npl Hashem tamnu 

Ki 10 kha'iu ra'chamav. 

(Surely the Lord's mercies are not consumed, 

Surely his compassions fail not). 

G-d's never cease 

3 a "man", Lam (3:21) related to the word gihor . 
.. Lam (3 :8) "He shuts out my prayer" 
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He He thinks to "U'",u"''' 

Lord is my 

n"'r, .. f'''',~'''' I will Him (3:24) 

emphasizes patience (3:25-26). a shift from to plural (3:41-42). 

The previously of "I", III will in him". Now changes his 

us up our heart with our hands (3:41). 

We have (3:42). 

This is an important change, a definite identification with the whole nation. The 

nun significant bec:aw,e nun l-j""I"""","Xl is the future 

a .... u, .......... 

Nachp~<;a 

Nashuva (3:40) 

Nisa ['vaveinu 

Nachnufashanu (3:42) 

people (and only the 03"""' .. ,,,,"," should admit 

Let us and try our 

Lord our G-d. (3:40) 

. It is a ,",,,,",,,,",'U and 

This chapter could of one man, or a personification one individual 

eXlJenlenlces of whole people. It a continuation of the chapters 

one two which concern sufferings Jerusalem and people. The that 

IIwe", "us" and lIour ways" are SlX)ken of in verses 40-47 indicates that the speaker is 

referring to his .. " ... , ............. 

Now associates HU'LX",",U with his people, cries with he is 

able to pray with thttm. bitterly: 

runneth down with rivers 

for of the daughter of my people (3:48).5 

The is heart-broken at the women to bear 1). prays to 
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Hear my Do not shut your ear (3:56). 

it is what (1984:33) "the 

Book of Lamentations" 1\...atllm,m (1960:590) calls it the 

it "the theological nub of Lamentations". centre of middle 

panel middle there is a "grappling with the pre~-ellnillenr questions of 

relationship that elsewhere the book are avoided or pre-empted". are 

relationships the the and G-d. There is a r.,.,.,·"u'''' ...... , here. 

Previously the and the future seemed be hopeless. Now is the realization 

that punishments are meted out 

one's sins, and return to G-d. 

understanding 1984:35). 

Kaufmann maintains chapter 

G-d's (3:22-50) and writes that 

with the 

the ""fT"'''-'''' 

for the 

Gottwald (1962:30) says 

of third poem 

achievement" 

spiritual conquest is what I term 

in the 

one had to acknowledge 

sufferer could then reach a point of 

is the only chapter there is a ill 

the Book's ideological . I believe 

rn>"n'" that provides 

Utlltnalte mercy G-d's 

comfort. No matter 

the sufferers a hope 

spiritual decimation spiritual 

chapter] which it such a 

light in the aar'K.m~ss, the comfort 

climactic scene in chapter has a combination of poems, into 

one alphabetic Each set three lines starts with a letter of 

alphabet 

chapter is a three-fold stereoscopic mirror depicting the of people 

from viewpoints. The chapter is comprised of a single divided into 

panels in which the from the to the plural in the use personal 

5 These words are inscribed on Cape Town's Holocaust Memorial in Pinelands No.2. Cemetery. 
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"''''',''''''''11''1 shows evolvement the individual, development and growth. The 

scene takes in the centre (the Kha/, the letter 

alphabet) of the incisive middle panel chapter is in 

alphabetically geographically speaking. 

The centrepiece of chapter concerns the T'Pl"nUpnl of faith, and the side SUDDorts 

bordering on it in the same chapter actual of the namely 

• the alienation before the and 

• PVT''''' ...... "'· ... of affinity or v..,,, ...... u .• F. afterwards (Mintz, 

G-d is trust be patient. has 

pain and but that was not His The people had to confess sins and 

their ways. The poet complained of the treatment by his enemies, but G-d 

~"'.",.,. .. "',... that he would be rescued: 

Fear not! 

Chapter is an individual lament; but although the as a whole is individual, 

narrator and with nation. 

Summary: !II am the be read as "I am the people." We are 

sure who sufferer but represents a spiritual first he an individual 

either "widowH or or the Each voice plays an 

important part, all complementing other. or she 

wears, then calls on people to 

tol!etn~~r m to Having "grown" into one community, sufferer, 

("Everyman") (Mintz, 1984:39), 

of suffering (3:42-66). , 

with a for the whole community relief 

chapter a conventional lament way: 

How the gold dim 

How is the most fine gold changed!. .. 

How they are estleenlea as pitchers 
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verses 17-20 a 

of the hunted 

occupation (4: 18, 1 

speaks in the style a community lament. A rI ... """,i .. ,t, IS 

the remnant who "' .. " .... "."' .... in Judea 

(4:18) 

They \.Iu"""' ........ us upon the mountains 19) 

The language is in 

As for 

person plural: 

our eyes do yet fail 

help (4: 17). 

are the 

(4:8), G-d "hath ooutrea 

uuu< .... " (4:3,4, 

fierce 

withered Harrowing 

and become 

In this poem past and present are "r. .. ,fTc There is a vast dltterefl(~e between 

the past glory and present debasement (4:1-11). The n""ninl"" are reduced to 

naught; lost its value. become poor, ends in 

death (4:7,8). prophets and nr"~';"" are scorned even heathens (4:15). 

There is no esc,are their "'."u "'.,., 

our watching we 

allies do not 

Bitter sorrow 

a nation that could not save 

forth in passionate wailing: 

end is near, our days are fulfilled; 

our end is come 18). 

horror imprinted on 

and in the 

the previous chapters : 

soul 

are 

Our pursuers were 

Than the eagles I'\ ... ,-"U",," (4.19) 

months of 

even more 

The climax is reached the poet describes the capture of the 

our nostrils, the 

"Under his .,n".nn, we 

• on whom 

live 

centred their 

(4:20). 

Of 
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has by now had more than her fill disaster and she has fully paid for 

(4:22). of is over, and wrath of IS now to pass 

from foes (4:22). 

However, chapter four 

Book of Lamentations, the in G-d's compassion is described chapter 

3:22 is not evident. will punish the iniquity (4:22). 

In the of enemIes, will see a of the restoration of Divine 

'!"""un,, .. (Goldman, 1946:98). Kaufmann (1960:591) not discuss punishment 

metea out to but rather destruction which people 

found ....... , .... u.UJ'U5 as it discounted 

Chapter five 

protection over them. 

Chapter five is like the four In "'''''u'", the persistence of 

present a nation poet says: 

KelmelmlJler 0 Lord, IS come upon 

"-''''.nv .... and see our reproach '1). 

It is a similar 44, 60, 80 and It takes 

the form of a prayer; it is not an it has a straightforward not 

the common to the laments in the four chapters. The u ........ u • .., 

the utterance of grief, as eichah in one, two four. In 

this case the first words are a petition, "Remember 0 Lord what is come us" and 

picture woes come in to support the n'-<l">->"-

It is regarded more as a than as a lanleIllt. It is a sorrowful account 

condition of Judah, laid before In 

1946:99). poet no .v .. F> .... 

awareness of continued 

continuance of divine indignation (5:20): 

Wherefore dost Thou 

And forget us so long a 

is still and 

"' .... " .. uc rule over 

to secure compassion (Goldman, 

Jerusalem, but there is a sense 

of G-d. poet on the 

ua<.vuat the of the "'""',....,,,. 
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There is none to deliver us out of their hand (5:8). 

The attitude is now one of humility and remorse: 

Woe unto us! for we have sinned (5:16). 

The chapter ends with a prayer of hope for the return to their Maker. 

This chapter gives a picture of the affairs of the suffering post-Destruction Judea, and 

endeavours to gain G-d's compassion and ends with a prayer for the shvut, for the 

return. 

g) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

A piece of writing is only as good as its power to move the reader. A mutual 

relationship exists between the writer, the audience and the text. This is a fundamental 

basis of rhetoric. All three aspects are important in affecting the reader or listener - the 

style, the choice of words, the use of figurative language and the sound effects chosen 

are significant factors in determining the effectiveness of the communication (Gitay, 

1991 :7). In the Book of Lamentations these rhetorical stratagems still have the power to 

move the audience to tears. 

Through the use of the rhetorical techniques of gappmg, repetitive techniques, 

metaphorical language and a structural unity, the Book of Lamentations reaches out to 

the hearts of the audience, makes a huge impact and affects them emotionally. We can 

empathize with the plight of the starving children and the humiliation of the defeated 

Jews, and with the abject loneliness of "Mother Zion" who has nobody to comfort her. 

As all these situations have recurred to the Jewish people over the years it is not 

surprising that the power of the Book of Lamentations to move one has remained strong 

and its effective communication persuasive, making an impact on the listener. This is 

why it has retained its meaning and significance as the national lament read on Tishah 

B'Av. 

The Book of Lamentations and its horrors is written with a furor poetarum (Heschel, 

1962:375). The poetic function of the Book of Lamentations includes a copiousness of 

literary forms. It is a short book and has many poetic devices which can be discerned 

in several ways. Great regard is given in the Book of Lamentations to structure, 
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intensity coherence a high pressure way, and there are COlnpilex combinations of 

uU"'f')"", sound, word, rhythm, theme and 

h) REPETITIVE TECHNIQUES 

techniques are so abundant that to the limited space of the I give 

only one or two examples of technique. 

Repetition plays a role in Old writing because it accentuates the 

of the poem, it the progre:ss of thought, provides to the of 

.T"" .. ·" ..... ' unity serve (Odendaal, 1991:17). 

Repetitive techniques can take form of a repetition of of words or sounds. 

Repetitions can constitute dwelling on the subject of similar or dissimilar ideas, 

parallelism paradox, a feature Biblical poetry and of the 

Book of Lamentations. also can include anaphora. alliteration and assonance 

(Gitay. 1991:3). figures of not only unifY serve to the 

are Combined a terseness these mark poetic 

expression of the Bible. 

As an "'''' ... a.v ... ..., there are many repetitive techniques in words in 1:2: 

Bacho balaila 

v'dimata al 

including parallelism, (a of of alliteration, (repetition of the 

b sound), and assonance, (repetition of the vowels), all of which the 

i) 

prime example repetition is parallelism, the most salient feature Hebrew 

Biblical and one which had by scholars 

formulated by Lowth 1753, who called it membrorum or 

the parallelism (phrases or clauses). "parallel" section with slightly 

different wording may reinforce or negate or contradict or modifY the meaning. 

"The general term in the first half of line is typically followed by a Spe:CUIC 

mSltam;e of the category in the second half, or a literal sta1:ement in the 

first verse becomes a metaphor or hyperbole second" 1987:615). 
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Ii) 

The Book Lamentations is ".", ... ,,,,j-,,, with parallelism from ~"" ..... .u'H to end. 

ParaHelism can the form of a repetition same words at the beginning of 

In this case it is r"",-''' ...... '' ..... to as "anaphora", as in: 

hath the Lord covered with a cloud (2:1) 

The Lord hath swallowed up unsparingly (2:2) 

The Lord is become as an (2:5) 

The Lord hath off his altar 

Lord hath purposed to destroy (2:8) 

structure enhances the sense of the line even as it foregrounds the 

enumerative sequence, and uses repetitions to bring the metrical and syntactical 

Tn .. ", .. " into ..... l".u''''''.Jl<. Lord" is repeated over and over There are 

many other eX~lm~ues as In 13. Anaphora has been a favoured device in 

poetry of many "".UI'1oU .... ". 

iii) Wordplay and Puns 

There are many levels of .... "'.,.F,u and creativity and a masterly play on words. The 

expression ta'aniya va'aniya (2:5) (translated in Goldman as "mourning and 

moaning") has intentional assonance in the words, which have the same root, 

emphasizing the sorrow (Hillers, 1972:44). The sorrow is further emphasized by 

ni in itself meaning a "lament" or "cry" 27:32) and having a sound, 

as ta'aniya va'aniya (Isa, 29:2). The use of l'hagloteikh and (4:22) (to 

"put into captivity" and to "uncover") has described by Gottwald 

(1962:61,62) as play on words"; l'hagloteikh and gila can both mean 

to reveal nakedness. They should be read according to the intertextual method 

....,"'·v ........... ""H with their different uses in Book of books 

of the Bible. In this case, in the Book of Lamentations, the words illustrate what 

Mintz (1984:25) caBs the illicit of womanhood. In the previous verse 

is told: 
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cup6shall over unto 

Thou shalt be drunken, and shalt make thyself naked, 

In (9:21 when Noah was he made naked. 

"uncovered", or "revealed" is used and erva IS 

Lam 1 

Jerusalem hath sinned, 

has become as one <.U"",LV''"''U, 

All that honoured her u.""'iJL'::,,,, 

tsec;au:se they 

niddah translated 

niddah and ervah 

as is used. In 

nalK:eCmess" are .....,"'V\.'JL<U ... 'U. together. 

Lam 4:22 we 

Bat-Tziyon 10 yosif I 'hagloteikh 

Pakad avoneikh UU<-L;,""l.nlt 

Gilah al-cha-to-ta-yikh 

0 ............ "" ......... 

will no more carry 

will thine 

He will uncover thy sins 

into captivity; 

o daughter of Ed om, 

43 

times. In 

20:21 

Instead "He will no more 

that (G-d) no more 

into captivity", an implied meaning could 

nUl",",,,,,,U"'.,,, ,of the IIdaughter of Zion", a great 

shame being attached to nakedness at that and gilah are to 

UnIsruneltlt of the nations, would be taken captivity and sins 

the words a sec:onaaIY meaning, they would stripped and 

disgraced. 

We see it also in the phrase "He will uncover thy sins", "sins" could easily connect with 

acts of immorality, taking cue from 1 "Jerusalem hath grievously sinned, 

therefore she is become as one unclean". 

6 the cup of G-d's wrath 
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Thus when the author says "He will no more take into captivity", he is also 

saymg will no more reveal your will no longer you for 

to see. 

In Lam 11,12 is on words nishpakh la/aretz k'veidi and 

b'hishtapeikh naftham. nishpakh (Lam 2:11), the speaker's "liver" is "poured out" 

(2: 11) in B'hishtapeikh, soul "pours from the babies suckling at 

their breasts Milk, source of should be poured little 

ones from their mothers' "'r"',,,,,,,1"'" but we have a 

below), the reversal" (which will be 

!::&!~!LQ!.JJ!1@ : In .. ",,,,,,,,1-if',,,," there are """"u", ... " of 

'1"1"~'r"""1" situation of Utragic 

ones die. 

", .. the Lord will not 

cast for ever" (3:31). is hope, a '"'VAl'''' ..... ,,,. enactment of the and a 

1985:376-7). One the recurrent motifs the book 

is that the beautiful past with V"." .. LF> present. are 

juxtaposed against one another throughout book. I 

when he and are at 

i) GAPPING 

with Gottwald (1962:56) 

with one an<nfl(!r 

-..:t",rnh",r... remarked on importance played by what is omitted and what 

omiSSIons The control of poetic function lies the rhetoric of a skilful blending 

of and other which up into an organic 

structural unity and mode of arrangement. The then fills what is not written. 

This, is not an arbitrary process because literature is "remarkable for 

powers control and validation". It follows that not all gap filling win equally 

valid. Moreover, one must distinguish gaps that were "for of or 

of interest" not all to be closed. Sternberg 188-250) 

undermines "the common approach that 

as intentional teatur~es 

in the 

executed 

to seemg such 

!:ll!QJ,&]~:m.!MJi::.Q : Gapping can be carried out in various ways. In Book of 

Lamentations a crucial turning JX)int history just occurred, but the book tells 

nothing of this history. G-d is the of history, the main persona the plot:, from 
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whose iron hand there is no ''''''',",''''1..1'-' but 

silence. 

is conspicuously silent, a "" .... Iw.IJ .. ""- ...,' ... uc," .... by 

j) METAPHORICAL LANGUAGE 

The Book Lamentations describes of Mother 

appears image of the almanah, "the widow", and the man". 

HHJHL.<U imaging must be understood in context cultural history in which 

"the widow", re[)re:seIllnng U,,'U'-'>H is a "real" "flesh 

attributes of womanhood. She can be One 

blood" woman with 

with difficulty that "she" 

is a city. represents people. 

the woman suffers is too much the 

is none to comfort me" 

says Mother (1:21). 

The '-'V"H'-'''J IS from me 

I comfort 

virgin daughter of Zion? (2: 13) 

IS a gap. 

must be devised in 

inadequate to comfort. What can do? lJ\J'U'-".UUj'~ 

is a resort to metaphors. If her pain can be 

compared to something familiar, something easily understood -

immeasurable "like the sea" - that can help to a better. IS 

like sea" become comforters. They 

become personae. 

Imagery and metaphor link up and unifY the different elements use 

endows special powers communication and persuasion. (1985:157) by 

something III terms something the modes of are 

transformed and are changed and new. 

This being the case as a bold the Almighty, in affliction Israel is Hn..'~l1""'U. 

to a of prey: 

is unto me as a wait, 

a lying in secret places. 
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hath turned aside 

pulled me in nle,~es 10,11). 

In the 

lion. 

extended. 

simile Oe(~OnleS a 

is animal, nPT,cnn into pieces. 

was 

Page 46 

a bear and a 

imagination is 

The metaphor is created as a strategy expressing the meXPl·es~able. The greatest 

"inexpressible", "unknown" and "invisible" Bible is G-d, and through its 

use of metaphor and imagery is able to and ~"" ... "~...,..., to some extent. 

an enrichment 

can be used in not 

vehicle, but withheld can 

this is the sudden of the 

,m"lc,:> and corresponds to woman 

withheld and has previously 

"metaphors". as in chapters. This is a device: 

[to their as ostriches .... (4:3) 

as Sodom. 

k) STRUCTURE 

Structural unity can "" ... nn·rI- or enhance the me:ssaJ~e or meaning of the writer. 

Book of Lamentations through meter and the ", ...... ,",<:,1;, ... 

::..::=.;;.;:;;;.:..;;.....;..:== : In 1 that is often distinguished a 

particular meter, the or elegaic meter which named the kinah meter, 

noticed that in chapters 1-4 of the Book of Lamentations each poetic line of the poem 
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had two unequal the hemistich colon or half-line) is at one word 

(which was a of two or more words): the longer than the second 

prf"Tnlrp are usually of pattern 4+3, although it is not easy to 

recognIze meter. 

line 1 is a good example of kinah meter: 

Eichah "~ri~rf ha'ir 

Rabati am (1:1) 

The line is longer than second. meter in short vlG.tu>\"" is supposed to a 

sobbing effect. There are to this <'''Ml1l''tlllr", of the but the 

unbalanced line is dominant (Hillers, 1992:139). 

Hillers does not agree that kinah meter, described by Budde as "rhythm that always 

, is constantly definable can be to identifY lament, as it is 

found in a number of Hebrew laments7 but also poems which have nothing do with 

lanlents such as 19:8 and Song but he reCOgJrUZ4~S that it seems 

appropriate for poetry sombre chalIac;ter (Hillers, 1972:xxxi-xxxiii).8 

kinah meter speaks to the ear and to the "'''''''LL>.F>''', ........ "".-..-.u"-'" rhythm 

convey the feeling of and drives home its Int;:j:S<1~!,t; with short. sobbing 

as-

min-bat'tziyon 

kol-hadara 

And gone is from daughter 

All splendour. (l :6) 

v'sari v'ori 

Shibar atzmotai 

My and my hath worn out; 

broken my (3:4) 

to 

such 

1 It is found in laments such as Is 10-12), Is (14:4), Jonah (2:2), Ezek (19), Amos 2 Sam (1: 19ft); 
and the first four of the Book of Lamentations. Chapter five has the more familiar 3 + 3 rhythm 
(Gottwald, 

I> Kaufmann (1960:59) feels that Budde's terminology of kinah as a meter is a misnomer for the 
same reason. 
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PTt'''Tl£' : In Book Lamentations all poems are formally related some 

way to the alphabet. It is likely that Biblical alphabetic owe their origin 

ultimately to Mesopotamian acrostics. (Lam 1-4, Psalms 9-1 34, 111, 112, 

119, 145 and Prov 31: 10-3 are complete or nearly complete acrostics.) 

The acrostic form is noticeable in chapter which conforms to the alphabet 

only in having lines, one for each letter of the alphabet. 

In chapters one and two, each stanza has lines, and the word of first 

stanza with first letter of the alphabet, aleph; the second stanza begins with a 

word starting with the second letter of the alphabet, bet. 

The most elaborate acrostic is chapter three with three-line stanzas, in which each line 

bell[1ns with the appropriate letter: three aiel and three bet lines so on. 

Chapter four follows the same scheme, but has two-line stanzas. 

of the m to the Book Lamentations is uncertain. It 

been proposed, on the basis of observed use of acrostics in generally that 

it is 

• an aid to memory, which is useful if the text is to be reclltea orally 

.. a display of artistic skill or 

.. an expression of completeness, as to imply that 

said. 

from start to finish has 

This sentiment underlies the Jewish vidui or listing of used for confessional 

purposes which is also set out alphabetic (Gottwald, 1962:28). IS 

prayer ashamnu, bagadnu, gazalnu, alphabetically and it is an important part 

of the Yom Kippur service. 

Hillers (1972: maintains that the somewhat rigid bounds which the acrostic pattern 

contribute a desirable to a subject matter which might otherwise run on and 

on. 

The order of the letters in chapters two, three and four is different from the usual 

Hebrew order; here pet comes before ayin, instead of the other way around as in chapter 

one. 
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Gottwald a philosophical reason for external <'I".r.nClTl tallying suiting 

the internal and content of the LI"""'''oC>. Every had to be 

ventilated from A to Z (from Tav), 

of grief, of and 

poet sentimentally over the scenes of horror he He 

vista to 

'"'''.J..-'''' .... kinah meter, 

" acrostic, combined 

with the 

and res1:ra111ed. This n.v ... "' ..... foundation of the structure of of the 

or poems the period (Gottwald, 

1) ATMOSPHERE 

atmosphere conveys a nPr,\'<I""" dominant mood. The Book a psychological 

setting, about a 

humiliation and ;:)1HUll''''. 

with 

from depression, 

The "Widow Zion" has become desperate. people are 

A moment of time is described the history an covenant-people, pause 

between a corrupt irrecoverable past and an unimaginable (Lanahan, 

1974:49). 

m) POETIC DEVICES 

Apart the already discussed parallel ism, anaphora, 

paronomasia and wordplay and the alliteration and assonance with 

techniques, the book also uses personification, juxtaposition, synecdoche, 

metonomy, onomatopoeia, apostrophe, distancing, the use of 

different and constantly fill text 

to out the and places They 

are an in communication the "known" to the 

"unknown". 

The of Lamentations on a large uses the device of 

personification inanimate objects. The traumatized relationship in the of 
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G-d Destruction, is expressed through the 

personification. 

aftermath of 

are aware of 

Zion") and the 

personification lithe widow" "her sons" 

and representing 

physical pain 

city" or "the nation". 

city, "Mother lived immediacy. This 

credibility to credibility, but also tensions and contradictions. 

Not only is an (11,12) and a lying and a in secret 

places (3.10); but the unto them that wait for him, "it is good that a 

man should the salvation L-d " 

~!l!!f!§!§...Jmg~~mJQruu.;~§lli~ : The dramatic contrast 

together can powerful: 

this city that men called 

perfection of beauty, 

The of the whole (2:15) 

question 

notice. 

this city?" - a taunt ..,,, .... l'> irony arouses 

question 

audience to 

Reversals : Another motif is central to book is the of 

that the reverse of what should normally be the case. It is treated grotesquely; 

becomes cruel, mothers become cannibals, are killed G-d's 

sanctuary; the city's population is slaughtered at what thought would be a jubilant 

of holy profane. What is most is that the fall of 

Israel is the exaltation of the PHP'.n" 

The tragic reversal of Zion's fate9 involves a destroyed people; the hiatus between the 

"then and now". einsl is abysmaL peculiar the is derived 

from the juxtaposition of a constant move between the and now". hath 

down the of Israel" In poem 3 man" pam, 

loneliness, rejection, "the man" once had peace, shalom (3: 17) hope, 

1) and eternity, ne=akh (3: 18). 

9 Mintz (1 also Gottwald 
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Lam 11,1, instead life (milk) from the to child is death, which 

is written in form, b'hishtapeikh nafsham; the little "poured 

themselves as though was no longer a desire to 

The too has a breakdown, a collapse, when he sees the children dying, as 

though soul, too, is also pouring itself out. Words him (2: 13). 

(1984:28) this and children, and words 

describing it, vibration of fate of children whose life 

pours itself out in this way. n goes on to that the linkage is significant because it 

signals a reversion to the rhetoric of personhood. 

As long as poet has been lamenting of the J udean and institutions 

he kept firm control voice. 

The breakdown only comes when the monumental of the song undercut 

a child suffering. In other words, the HI.UJ......... sentiments are more easily 

expressed. 

only is that of "tragic In (Gottwald, 1962:55), the victors 

should become the vanquished. 

the verse liThe Lord has purposed to destroy the wall 

the daughter is part· of the city (from a military point of the 

most important part of city) (Goldman, 1946:79) and city as a whole. 

is an examole of svrLCClloc:ne. In "the breath our nostrils, the anointed of 10 

we have a change of name, a metonomy. 

name of the book Eichah is in itself an onomatopoeia, word 

eichah a Midrash Rabba Lamentations (Cohen, 

1 1 :66) comments that people prophesized using the word Eichah, Moses, who 

said esa l'vadi ... ? - "How can I alone 1:12); Jeremiah, who 

began 

how doth 

Lamentations with 

city sit solitaryffhat was 

Eichah ha'y'ta ['zona kirya 

1:21). 

yashva vadad ha'ir 

of people!" (l: 1 ); and 

am - "Alas, 

who lamented, 

is the city become a harlot!" 
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All were using the term to at what they were reporting. 

are other instances of words sound effect, for example: 

kapa'im - they clapped their hands; vayani'u rosham - "They and 

heads" (2:15). Sarku conveys a ><'''''"'''''0 sound; Sarku vayacharku shein -

.... .."J"" .... and gnashed their teeth" (2: 16). make the hissing and .5u"",uu,.5 

alayikh pihem - mouths against you" (2: 1 

syllables pa and pi, the sound to be 

of Lamentations a model of collective 

"'"""Tn" IS an throughout history. 

verse is archetypal. 

starts with the word LU •• UUJ". v",'"", • .,..u ... ,.u,,,'''' of suffering, a groan, 

which it stands "outside" the metrical " ..... >Jl...,U,'''' Eichah \ ) is known as 

The first line gives the key 

..., ............ u ........ , the place that once 

anacrusls. gives emotional emphasis to what 

to the city that was once so 

stood so esteem of the peoples, has now 

,nli""'''''' vadad! 

she sits solitary! 

with 

powerful and CorlVIrlCIrlg 

in the text. 

of the Book 

a large audience through 

on the readers and 

to 

In the first four .... u,"' ..... ''''. are the male voice, the female 

not in solitude but 

poetry exerts a 

't1",,",r,," .. ,1" voices 

speaker's 

voice. In chapter chorus of the entire corporate voice "IJ'-'a~ .... .,'u"' . .., all 

the voices. This I"'n' ...... ".r"'i,"" was withheld until now. 

According to Lanahan the unity of the various nel'l~r}J1ne 

as a single controlling aw:arelness. is a rhetorical device 

intensified. persons to 

can relate is more of an "abstract" city. city be(;OnleS "alive" 

iOLam 4:20; probably to the Zedekiah 
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through its IJ,",'V'L,.",. Ultimately "widow", the poet-prophet, nation, 

and the become one. 

city's IS mt«ensltIe:ct by the inability narrator to aid and console, his 

self-imposed task. The human is too sensitive to cope with what is seen - such as 

v .... ,~"'.:> dying hunger in So narrator withdraws into background 

11) and allows the to fill what to be said. 

n) SUMMARY OF THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS 

The Book of Lamentations is not simply an expression and a out against 

there is by human and by spiritual 

desolation. There is a recurring set-backs and reversals in the of 

the funeral which has adapted as a tool for teaching theological ideas 

which Gottwald (1962:53) . It is hoped that in 

when the have and and have to G-d, the 

wrong win righted, and the roles of victor and vanquished will be r .. ",..n.:'~" 

Israel will victorious. This is the resolution of the history. 

this way profane lament as that to the destruction of city of Ur 

becomes a religious song of encouragement after the destruction of the city of 

Jerusalem. 

literary of lament involves death or destruction, but the Book 

addition, an exhortation to 

G-d's of love and justice can never erased, so IS a restored 

Israel. An "implied combination faith and social morality is one the 

Judaism to the world" (Gottwald, 1962:70). 

The contradictory could have ....... "' ........ all faith, and yet, that suffering 

reaffirmed the faith. This could be Book of Lamentations. 

o ) ACCENTUATING POSITNE 

Although the Book of has five of suffering lamenting, 

mainspring of the book is one of hope, courage and faith. The book has particular 
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relevance 

nation, to 

survival of Jewish faith. It a communal function for the 

of adaptation to most difficult catastrophes 

alive the memory of Jerusalem as a point 

Gottwald Book of Lamentations" has ",un,TPn a whole 

chapter to theology the book (1962, Chapter Five, 9 Ill). 

the catastrophes that took place BeE, Cohn (1986:272) affirmed the 

prophet believed a vision of a new and saw as a temporary 

punishment the to goodness was not forgotten. 

covenant between Israel had broken but not rlpC'1"rrn 

"tragic reversal", 's setback), be reversed Ul".'UU, to become 

reversal in (Gottwald, 1962:60), that is the opposite of current state 

Thou us unto 0 L-d, 

and we turned; 

our days as of old. 

canst not have l1TT~'rnJ rejected 

And be against us! 

Tum Thou us unto Thee, 0 and we shall 

our days as of old. 

Hashiveinu 

Chadeish 

v'nashoova 

healing is the following on Shabbat Nachamu, the "Sabbath of 

Comfort", are repeated, this Isaiah ] ,2: 

Comfort ye, My IJ'J'J/,j"",_ 
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Saith G-d 

Bid take heart, 

And proclaim unto 

That service is accomplished. 

encouraging instruction to the prophets to comfort Israel and 

to announce the captivity. 

nr"""p,,U and a future. been severe hence the is a 

reason for of a lamentation. people are 

spiritually. But are convinced that G-d will not IJ .... LJu.:> .. for ever. 

The holds promise restoration and thp·rpt,,,rp 

IS hope that has Lamentations 

The poet-speaKler individual 

young children, old people as 

it 

despair. 

,ftp..,".",,, of maidens, momers 

by the Mother 

These riif'i-"' ... "' ... t HUJl~El'U'El "''''1''''(;' whole text to life and represent the 

whole collective community. book speaks the We the "voices" 

human beings us what are They could glVen every 

bit of hope and perished. They had no food. were destroyed, young 

soldiers were killed, citizens v" ... ,"' ..... was 

In Book Lamentations the u .... """'CJLEl"". Do not fall into total self-

righteousness or total despair. hope beyond disaster. 

p) EXPRESSING FEELINGS 

The of 

depression, powerlessness, v,",uvu. humiliation and shame. There is 

passionate wailing, and references to for "''',"".""" .. 

weepeth sore in the night, 

And her tears are on her cheeks; (1 :2) 

There is self-pity: 

How abject I am become. (1: 11) 

guilt, 

sorrow and 
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if there any pain like unto my pain. (1: 12) 

All are feelings with which the mourning readers can 

q) FAITH AND PRAYER 

participants begin to feel better when they are able to pray 

feeling of the of mercy compaSSIOn 

a 

chapter they are 

encouraged to pray as one. Group prayer as In Book of LalllleJ!ltalLlOflS has an 

important force. 

When they pray they do not lose hope. The indestructibility ofG-d's love and justice is 

and the seed of hope in a restored sown. The nation despite "'''F'r<lTn, 

together: our days as of old." 1). poet-speaker has for basic 

purpose mastery of pain and doubt, ..... t-,Qr<>"t-" of G-d and actions 

are continually is never forgotten. 

IS 

as a 

Thou, 0 art enthroned for 

Thy throne is from to geller':Ulcm 

Turn Thou us unto Thee, 0 

Renew our days as old. 

and as IS so IS 

and we shall be turned~ 

promise (to restore Israel) enduring. 

• ......," .. UF, ....... "'" of G-d and 

promise. 

past 

constancy is 

a 

because the people saw it 

future is sown by 

of the past, 

win be res1:ored. This a for the people written for 

It has been the immemorial tradition in Jewry that at the moment that G-d punishes 

people he prepares for their healing. most prophetic books, oracles of promise 

follow oracles of doom. 
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r) FAITH IN REDEMPTION THROUGH RETURN TO ZION 

Book of Lamentations begins with Jerusalem, doth sit 

book mourns the destruction of Jerusalem ends with the hope that the 

solitary". 

will 

return to Jerusalem and and ... "",,'hvr<,ri 

s) CONCLUSION 

The form corresponds to the content which the poet wishes to communicate. 

going back and the fluctuations and are more adequately 

the sum all five m anyone and a completeness is thus 

.v"'"'"'''" .... with a of and an economy 

Hillers (l972:xxiv) has noted although each has own individuality, IS 

a between Gottwald, (1962:32) a novelty artistic 

in what subject communicated in a by an 

Hartist the is a short book intensely powerful in content, with 

prolific use of artistic devices as shown 

in such short 

to aid 

I ... .-n .... ",.,,,, that seed healing found in core 

describes a devastating catastrophe. 

expression of a traumatic 

Book, even though it 
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DAVID'S LAMENT OVER SAUL AND JONATHAN 

No selection of Hebrew laments would be without inclusion of 

lament, possibly the known and loved of the laments. It is so popular a recent 

South African novel referred to it as most beautiful 

(Freed, 1986: its Hebrew origin. I am naturally this Hebrew 

.... u,"'"'... III including it after the Book of Lamentations, my basic 

standardized prototype for genre of laments, although it was written 

a) INTRODUCTION 

The Book of 2 Samuel a description of the death of Saul and Jonathan in battle and 

the defeat of Israel by the Philistines which ends with lament. 

Although it is likely the were collective work composite authors, the 

authorship is ascribed to David. The psalms probably formed of a collection 

an(::lellt poems commemorating events of national importance" (Goldman, 1964:190) 

intended to the people of Judah. 

b) mSTORICAL SETTING 

It is of scope of this to verify historical details, therefore it conveys 

historical oacKgrol as it in the text. 

Saul about 1020 when it became apparent that 

ne(~Qe~Q a stf()llg centralized political and to oppose the 

invading 

(Goldman, 1964:x). 

who a and military 

Philistines were organized into a federation of five states 

and were advancing from the narrow coastal strip into Israeli destroying cities 

like Shiloh and capturing (1 4:1 Saul succeeded in pushing back 

UUJl.:JU,U,",,,, and brought a of unity among tribes. 

The army attacked Saul's army at Gilboa, defeated and slaughtered thousands 

Saul, his son Jonathan Saul's other sons (I Sam 31 1 :5), 

the royal bodies at Beth Shean (1 Sam 31 :9). 
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After the death David became and over all Israel about 1000-

960 (Albright, 1 

ABOUT POET 

The as a good young shepherd (1 Sam, 16:12; 

16:18), eighth and UUi'."""l>t son of Jesse Bethlehemite and grandson and 

Ruth, who had anointed by for future n.Ulj",.:>AU 

to suffer from David was brought to the to relieve 

singing and playing his harp to and "Saul found and it was 

Sam, 11; 15.). 

began 

moods by 

with him" (1 

became with Saul's son Jonathan, and married Saul's daughter (l 

Sam, 18:27). Saul's death was himself king (2 united the 

detleat~~d the 8) who were forced to him tribute, 

"'''''''''"v .. ,'''u .. ,.... a over with Jerusalem, previously held by the 

Jebusites, as capital (2 Sam, His reign lasted forty about 

960 only was David a musician, and leader, was also a poet and 

composed laments on death of Saul and Jonathan, on the his son C"-U"'''U'VUl 

19:1) and on death of his Abner (2 2:8). 

d) LITERARY ANALYSIS OF DAVID'S LAMENT OVER 
SAUL AND JONATHAN 

Fokkelman (1 tells us lament is so varied that pra.cm;all 

sets out verses differently. I shall be following Fokkelman's 

stanzas in David's (Refer to 

everyone 

numbering 
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is mistaken the lament not start on verse 1 9 Chapter 1 as is 

thought, but on verse 1 

The verse 

And David larrlerrrea this over and 

over Jonathan 

the bow. 

son, (v 17), and said, teach the sons 

L.I"'J'~'V""', it is in the Jashar 

(v 18). 

17 clearly "David lamented with this lamentation" and therefore it IS 

that starts Kimchi 

the Bow 

'Before David lament, 

said to not despair, 

of Judah (Goldman, 1964:x-189). 

War (ultimate victory) is hands 

elegy was "'TTITPrt in the book to teach sons of Judah bow, that 

these words turn lament into a message 

USE OF 

poem is well supplied with devices I shall a few examples. 

~~~2!.!:! : There is some parallelism in the asm 

Tell it not 

it not streets 

daughters reJOice, 

Lest the daughters Philistines triumph. 

beginning of lament Samuel, 1: there IS a most 

compelling H' ......... ...,UV. 

places 
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source of enrichment" (Fokkelman, 1986:652). A could be a or 

figuratively it could a "handsome boy", "glory", splendour or beauty, a "prince" 

(Ackroyd, 1977:25), a "jewel" or an "ornament" (Fokkelman, 1986:652). If tz'vi is 

taken to be a gazelle, the poem links up later with nature, the mountains and the 

2 Sam 1 :21, and with lion and the (2 1 The word could also mean 

an "ornament" or "jewel", connecting with 2 where there is a 

speaking of adornments with which the king adorned his women after battle; 

"Who clothed you in scarlet, with 

Who put ornaments gold upon apparel". 

The poet is addressing IsraeL "The (or 'jewel'), 0 has been slain on 

your high places" 

Hatz'vi Yisrael al bamotekha chalal 

immediately makes his "''''''u·'''',,,,, anxious by referring non-specifically to death and 

annihilation, using the word tz'vi that could 

or a "beauty", followed only afterwards by -

How heroes fallen! 

Eich naflu giborim! 

to a "deer", to a "jewel", to "splendour" 

David, having first given his or a for the bow 

so that they could protect themselves the future then puts his audience suspense; 

it is not why he has given that information to them or what them 

through use of the metaphor, hatz'vi. does not break news an explicit way, but 

as though IS by emotional pain, to repress not 

wishing to break the news at once. Al bamotekha chalal does not the answer as to 

who are the ones. Fokkelman (1986:653) asks the question, "Is the location of 

'tz'vi' at the beginning an iconic of what/who is closest to poet's heart?" and 

maintains that it is written a "strange, different, awkward way" . 

"heights" are usually considered a place victory, but the on her 

"own heights lies slain" (2 Samuel, 1: 19), Al bamotekha chalal. This represents 

disaster. (fyou fight from a superior height, the victory should be yours. The poet then 

says in a straightforward way, "How are the mighty fallen!" 

still does not tell who the Iz'vi or the fallen ones are. 

naflu giborimf but he 
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Verse 19 can be that is inversion order of syntactical 

""";''''"''''''''> the singular verb can be applied to the plural noun, and other way about; 

so "fallen could apply to one person, two or many. 

Hatz'vi Yisrael al bamotekha eikh najlu 

""-== : As Fokkelman (1986:657) it can be clearly noticed that words frequently 

paIrs, is important to the construction this lament. There are about 

20 pairs, verses example IS seen two 's in verse 

21. Fokkelman states that rhythmically this of two beats IS a dominant 

phenomenon provides metric cell the poem and he points out that more than 

70 ago, noticed two~beat pulsation the heart, as a of 

mourning and he based scansion on it. Not only is poem composed of word 

with one of the paIrs In and Jonathan . 

.,"""J,u.. ... 3 (2 Sam, 1 el Shaul b 'khena - Saul is 

rather This is a "" .. ,.> nT,'''' line. In line there is a phonetic 

chiasmus, a crossing over: 

Yisrael/ Shaul b 'kJu;ma. 

B 'not up with b'mena; "daughters" were the professional wailing 

m 'kon 'not); Shaul up Israel were associated). 

names, and Shaul come in centre, "the daughters II and "cry" bordering 

the names. 

=.J..-.;...:.-=:';:";:= : David "1-'''''''''''''' of the 1'1",,,,,,","''' Saul Jonathan, and in speaking of them 

refers to word giborim. and words derived the same 

root, appear times giborim Sam, 

1: mighty ones were, IIswifter than .... ,,1'; ..... ., 

and stronger than lions. II With use of the word, the name "Jonathan" or 

or both, are The and the lines of stanza 2 have the keyword giborim or 

gaveiru, and this is a cornerstone (line a strong just as the examples ofthe 

word , mi'dam challalim, mei-cheilev gibborim, mi-n 'shariin kalu and mei-

arayo/ gavaru underscore the strength and bravery of the npr,np" 
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== : The moisture motif is played on considerably with variations of characteristics 

(isotopy). moisture on Mount Gilboa must be stopped; but sword should be 

oiled, and the to blood of the slain and the fat of the , emerging 

as a result of the flowing wounds caused by the is powerful. arrow 

drinks the blood sword the flesh" (Deut, 32:42). 

feature "covering" is a further motif the first verse of the poem the "high 

places" are 1',","Prl"n with the "slain ones" (verse 19). In v 21, Mount Gilboa is cursed to 

lack a covering or Ai-tal v'al-malar, and v Saul's shield, the 

oreOlcate 10 nasog achor predicate 10 tashuv reikam or 

construction) could be covered with blood. 

part of a chiasmic 

An additional "turning away" motif, away from 

Philistines, weapons, is that of turning the 

eagles, they were stronger than lions" (2 1 

mourning becomes a song of praise. 

subject death, to 

"They were swifter 

a moment the 

s:&n!.n~ : In the words of v 19 we find a range of emotions, glory, war, the 

nation, pride, sorrow, love, a plummeting from the heights to the <1entns. 

are varied meanings of connoting beauty. What happened the 

beauty and splendour mighty ones! It been swept away battle. 

Negatives: In stanza 2, verses 22 and 23, are a number negatives, 10 

tashuv, 10 nifradu. seems to be a continuation of negatives from stanza 1; aI, al; 

pen, . al, vial; b'li; In it could actually be use of litotes, the use of 

n .. u''''n/ .... to emphasize the positive. David does not want to people a 

IHC:~:Si:1);C but uses litotes to insinuate an underlying By "He did 

not retreat" he was implying was a By saying did not return empty" 

was implying always brought the spoiL "they were never separated" 

is implying they were as one. The use of these negatives is in order to praise and focus 

on the praise being a frequent characteristic the of lament, in this case 

telling us that the king and his son were beyond criticism. 

~~!.@J~~Uill!J~m.g!!! : There is a phonetical progress through alliteration and 

assonance, example, sham and shamen in verse 21. is a building up and 

rhythmical process, through the sounds letters, leading up to a crescendo, the 
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than stronger than lions" and the of the 

passionate and overwhelming in the death of the eternally inseparable 

son (verse strophe 4). strophe deep unity between two. 

In Shaul vi'Y'honatan hane'ehavim v'han'imim IS an In Shaul and In 

hane'ehavim and an ayin which is similar to the aleph in sound. 

are nun's han'imim. "The stand shoulder to 

lOa, are both equally loved lOb, climax 

in line 

formidable 

opposition of and death (line 11a) was powerless to separate the two (line llbt 

VL,,",-',"L"'''''U, 1986:667). Death and 

In 14 verse the women are richly clad in "scarlet, with delights" , 

with "ornaments of gold". The assonance and alliteration are 

HrIll'l1fllnls.rucn'em shant adanim 

Hama'ale 

Through the rich and lush sounds lavish silk and ornaments with which Saul clothed 

the women are brought 

sound patterns are of particular importance. the 

syllables of each word increase with intensity: one syllable, najlu two 

Y .. L,V<\"" and syllables. emotions are played on through 

,",,, ... ,u,u,.uUl5 sounds, increasing with momentum. 

Eich is a small word, but it a depth of feeling; and the repetition of the lines in 

which it occurs comes as a mournful of music, n,h,"""'" appeal comes 

through ear the emotions. 

is a within the momentum 

horizontally and vertically through a dynamic process (Alter, 1987:620). instance, 

we are told, were than eagles;' and in the same line we are told m 

addition, "They were stronger than lions." 

continues to read down the poem. 

..... rr,,...,,,,.,., is increased """rrYT''' as one 
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Gender: The first six lines are orientated in a feminine way, b'nol, again a second time 

b'not, chutzot. s'dei t'rumot connected with the bamol. The Philistine women are going 

to be the ones to rejoice and commemorate their victory. They are important: in times 

of mourning they playa crucial role, in times of victory they sing and rejoice. David 

did not want the women ofthe enemy to gloat and rejoice over the disaster ofIsrad. 

Al tagidu b 'Gat, al t'vas 'ru b 'chulzot Ashkelon 

Pen tismachna b'not P'/ishtim 

Pen ta'alozna b'not ha'areilim. 

Verse 22 (stanza 2, strophes 3 & 4) is male orientated, taking us to the man's world of 

war (verses 22, 23). 

The last part of the lament is personal and there is no gender focus. 

Refrains: There are three large units, verses 17-20, verses 21-24 and verses 25-27 and 

each is divided by the refrain 

Eikh naflu giborim 

The poet calls: "Weep for Saul," verse 24, precisely as follows, in these ceremonial 

farewell words of lament: 

"How are the mighty fallen" (verse 25)! 

(Also verse 19b and in verse 27) 

This links up with the beginning: "How are the mighty fallen! II It is only in verse 25b, 

line 16, that we realize the importance and function of these words near the beginning 

of the poem (verse 19b, line zero). Line 16 tells us clearly that these words which are 

repeated in verse 27, are the refrain and that these words must be used to commemorate 

the fall of the heroes. It is only now, at the end of stanza 3, that we realize that the poet 

intended at the beginning to use those words for his main motif (Brueggeman, 

1973 :216). David uses this as a refrain near the opening and in the last line, to close the 

poem. The three words of the refrain, Eich naflu giborim, make the expression of 

tenderness and love more poignant with the feeling of grief. These recurring words of 

finality (2 Sam, 1:19,25,27) with their intense contrast not only stress the feeling, but 

pattern the sounds in the seemingly simple poem. This attunes the ear, lends emphasis 

and helps unify the circle of lament which begins with the instruction to learn to shoot 

and provides a framework, a focal point of reference. The refrain also satisfies the 
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natural love of repetition, """'1-'''''-'''«'' an oral transmission hearing of 

word is of importance continuity and enhancing the lyrical quality of poem 

Lawton, 1983:44). 

refrain is intimately cOl1Ue:ct(~d the of the poem. Meanings and structure 

may detected by " .... "'.U1", between one clause and with 

interweaving, ramifications and repetitions. "How are the fallen!" comes as an 

eXl)re~;Sl(Jln of agonizing and deep-seated and penetrating it threads 

its way in 

Through this 

and 

and finally 

In 

out of the poem, from depths of its 

of Israel to weep: 

bamotekha cmual 

(verse 19 line 0) 

Y'honatan bamotekha chalal 

25 line 17) 

are mighty fallen 

And the weapons of war perished! 

line 20) 

eikh 

peak culmination 

f) CENTREPOINT 

poem. 

shown chapters one, two and four of the of Lamentations, the exact """",.'t .. "" 

of this poem also here as a highlight. The of Saul son 

Jonathan is emphasized (Kaufmann. 1960:586). This focus on warm human emotions 

David of also it a resonance to which can 

relate. It is only on one occasion, in the centre of the names of 

and Jonathan are linked as follows (Fokkelman, 1986:669,670). 

Shaul vi'Y'honatan hane'ehavim v'han'imim 

(verse line 

Saul and Jonathan, the beloved and pleasant ones 
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poem, Saul Jonathan are extolled. In ......... "u.,u 2 

a eulogy, within heart the lament. and Jonathan is more direct 

are the ... ",,,.no<, 7), heroes - they are giborim, gaveru 

(verse line 1 

are also love. understand that Israel is commanded to bemoan and 

ululate chorus of mighty fallen!" and that the is Jonathan! 

"Jonathan is slain on your high " Jonathan is the surrogate, representing all 

mighty ones. 

David explains his own intimate loved Jonathan, 

26). For David has that metaphor, tz'vi, which connotes splendour 

beauty and admiration as a title honour. 

In verse 24 David describes but is no special warmth in his 14 

15. IS stating facts. when David speaks about Jonathan, 

with to with Jonathan and "you" takes leave of 

him, "naked and open" (Fokkelman, 1986:670) his 

I am for 

pleasant hast 

Wonderful was 

my brother, Jonathan, 

been to me. 

love to me, 

Passing the of women (2 Samuel, 1 

the poem 23, err,,,",,n line 10), we know that Saul and Jonathan were 

nefehavim un'imim. 

In 1 Samuel to Saul, who is not his 

I in verse 20, lines 5 and 6; in verse iines 8 and 9; in verse 27, line 20. 
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g) COMPARISON DA VID'S LAMENT THE BOOK OF 

LAMENTATIONS 

David's lament nme as five of the Book 

Lamentations, they are both reactions to grief have been turned poetry. "How 

are fallen!" three times: najlu giborim 1: 19,25,27)! 

" 

catastrophic situation 1:1; 

Uy, ............. to express this 

people weep publicly to commemorate 

song is a kinah but it is not 

Lalnelruan011S nor acrostlc form. 

verses lies in 

three expressing grief at 

have to help 

now gone. But it is imperative that 

of the in the war! 

in the "limping ,."..a.,~£> ... " of the 

mourmng can hauntingly ..., ... ", .. uJ. ..... u, 

mourning. 

him" (2 Sam, 1:1 

mourns without pretence, he 

pathos 

"all the nation 

tone 

were 

" ... they wailed and wept, and fasted until even, for Saul and 

...... u •••• u" ... his the people Lord, and house of Israel" 

1: 

says: 

Book 

Y e ClatLghlters of Israel, 

I am CllsltresseCl for 

was thy love to me (2 

LanlentatlOns 3:40,41, 

over Saul (2 Sam, 1 :24) 

brother Jonathan '" wonderful 

narrator with his people, us 

search and try our ... Let us lift up our hands ... we transgressed." That is the 

too, identifies with his turning point of the drama, a oneness with the nation. 

his is of 

.... .., ... ' .. " . ., directly, passionately, from 

official, public, an intimate, 

Unlike the Book Lamentations, 

between David and Jonathan. 

pleasant 

which 

innermost 

VOIce, as 

the nation, He 

an 

Book of LaIneIuallOns. 

is also a personal human side, the relationship 

unto me. 
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There is the relationship between 

Saul and Jonathan, the lovely and pleasant their' 

even in their death they were not divided 

Sam, 1 

the Book of Lamentations the relationship is of a more spiritual nature between 

and 

69 

both laments there is a lacuna between the past and present. The of the 

and now, as it was then? and as it is now. Then Israel was lament is to contrast the 

mighty; now there is U,",L',",U'. contrast of what was what is deep 

obvious" 

Thy 0 Israel, upon thy high places slain, 

How are the mighty fallen! (2 Sam, 1:19). 

is a marked paradox. beauty, the mighty ones of Israel, are slain, having 

fallen from greatness and """"6U'''' to nothingness. same pattern is found in the 

Book of Larnenltatl this book, a notable feature is reference to the u, .... u ..... y 

enemy, Edom and "the lovers" taunt and pillory Judea her state. it 

(such as parallelism, hyperbole and metonomy; metaphor, poetic 

and These are aU used for persuasive power over the ."" ....... "'. to help 

"'"VT ...... .,..'" what was felt about the lamentable describes as a 

noble king, and "mighty", "lovely and pleasant", 

lions". This is a powerful way of speaking. 

Nature appears both in David's lament and in 

than eagles", "stronger than 

of Lamentations: in the Book of 

Lamentations nature I s portrayed as " ... the mountain Zion, which is desolate, I 

foxes walk upon it" (5: 18); "a river"; (2: 18); "a garden" (2:6); "com and wine" 12); "a 

bear", a "lion" :10); "jackals", "ostriches" (4:3); "the the heavens", the 

"mountai '19); "darkness and light" (3:2). In lament the 
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death and occurred on high IJU,"'",,,,,,,. where there was of 

choice fruits. 

the Book Lamentations and lament David are responses to Jewish 

catastrop,ne; III Book Lamentations fall of Jerusalem is as divine 

David's lament the .. "."'nA .... "'". to deaths the king, his sons and 

the downfall nation. 

Both describe a 1"\r<:'f'H'''' moment in Book of Lamentations there are 

oe['wetm 596 and 586 BeE, when Jerusalem was approximately ten painful 

finally destroyed; in David's lament it is the loss Saul and his sons and heirs to the 

throne at the tum the first were vanquished in battle with 

the Philistines which changed history and dynasty of directing their 

towards their people despite own authors the Book of 

Lalme:manOllS and the lament on and Jonathan enable Israel to take to mourn 

and integrate "Israel summoned to provide 

best grief for its loss" 1990:216). 

David's poem LU .... "' ... e:i<pt'es!;es his intense response to national and personal grief 

and enables listener to his response by a preparation the 

emotions, a preparation which uses refrain eikh najlu which helps 

announce the (after & 1 

In refrain, David uses onomatopoeic word Eikh, a small word, a a moan. 

In the Book of Lamentations moan IS it gives the book its name, Eichah. 

words were used frequently for laments over Jewish catastrophes in the 

that followed. 

poems laJment, both Eichah and David's lament are organically structured, 

natural and spontaneous, the elements being composed into a natural and harmonious 

whole the "''''''n"",~~n 

Scholars at the grief in these two poems, but there is more to them than They 

are both about the future, They are both didactic look to a positive 
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h) ACCENTUATING POSfTIVE 

lament not start in verse 19, but in verse 17 with not on on 

usmg disaster as a positive opportunity. 

What determines character, mood and of the poem is not the sad 

but the message delivered at the when the audience's attention is 

teach the sons of Judah the bow, 

I.e. teach his to fight, to themselves, to .... Uol' ... n., to to future 

not the 

They must be taught military prowess, so they will not victims in future. 

i) CONCLUSION 

lament been caned, lithe most beautiful heroic lament of all time"; not 

surprisingly is celebrated not only his musical ability also his 

powers of expression" (Hertzberg, 1964:238). However, although the lament was for an 

event which was 

there is the core 

the people a catastrophic this 

the lament a of hope and a call for 

lament has a positive me:ssaJ~e - do not give 

proposes that 

This 
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THE PAYYETANIM 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of scholarship and was centre 

Hebrew letters remained so until century 1981:14). Our 

sages were involved in liturgical, hermeneutical matters, not in nnjO·rn;, 

In the vast tomes of the Talmud, the number of laments is smaU, and they are written 

for indivi4uals, as example 

sway your 

a noble 

Who days and nights 

him, day and night, 

which was on the death 

deplore] 

IS no more 

meOWUlcm spent; 

us lament. l 

After the Muslim conquest of 636 post-biblical Hebrew """'.0 ........ , was affected by 

poetry and 

(Waxman,1938:201 vol. 1). 

but the remained the model 

catastrophe, in the safety of synagogues used poetry to Viewing a 

express 

1938:205 

protest against their and prayed redemption 

1). The hope for redemption alleviated the distress for the t"\n,"'I"'PCCP·(1 

people. were also frequent and impassioned petitions to G-d for vengeance 

numerous of even defiant indictments 

silence or All were part 

motivating factor of the Hebrew poets of this period, known as payyetanim, was 

desire to express deep religious emotions and the suffering of the 

people. It was both a poetic of and a constitutive response to history 

1978: It was sacred poetry, a lament over or national oe~;trulCtliOn. 

or catastrophe which reJJlres:enlreo the L"' ......... '''''''' 

on all lived in permanent of oppression 

were to come to terms their adversities. 

I Moed Katan 25b, Trans Lazarus (1938:160) 

a nation that felt 11 ...... ->.L"' ...... "" in 

to G-d for ""l"'r,,!"p,'Nr,n 
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piyyut was a lyrical composition u .. '''" ... ''' .... to embellish an obligatory prayer or any 

other ceremony, communal or For and the 

liturgical poets added new compilations to the 

compositions elaborated on Bible reading 

they devised new methods the further 

through different stylistic and 

festival, 

Hebrew language 

been recited --------J SInce 

the of Temple were once again The communal singing of 

prayer-poems has been as apt to plant spirit of the Law into minds and 

hearts of the and old (Birnbaum, 1979:506). It is contention that Birnbaum 

should also pointed out the emotional comfort gained participating collectively 

and enjoying solidarity. 

The Prayerbook and the Holy Prayerbook, the the Machzor, 

contain only a portion the thousands metrical compositions that were 

inspired by the standard Jewish Birnbaum (1979:507) states that many years 

will pass and much labour will have to be spent the contents of the 

mnumera01e manuscripts will be made accessible. 

Although prayers were written to instruct and uplift people's they are 

often difficult to of biblical metaphors, 

and allusions to varied legendary midrashic allegories. 

could be quoted verbatim or merely alluded Because the piyyutim were 

obscure, one can understand why to the medieval Eleazar 

ben Kallir, (one attributed to (1040-11 05) were written as early as the eleventh 

THE HISTORICAL 

After the Destruction of the second Temple (70 and the brutal suppression of the 

Kochba rebellion (135 CE) communities Palestine diminished. So 

many were sold into slavery slaves dropped. The name Judea and 

erulSalem were blotted from Roman to replaced by and Aelia 

which Jews were barred (parkes, 1964:39). 
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The Judaism was prohibited and many fled to Babylon where there 

was a large Jewish community. more emigrated as Roman to 

Those who 10 

where flourished. "It was a melancholy twilight eked out by a 

Jewish minority what had been own land" (Goldberg 

of a central of worship the dispersion community led to a 

the form of worship. The laws were codified· into the and 

and post biblical poetry began develop. the sacrifices which had been 

brought to daily local places of developed. was a 

continuation of the daily services introduced by the of the Great 

during of the Second 

HPIr'lT'P'Ul liturgy was developed recited at (Waxman, 1938:202,203 

1). The liturgical caUed piyyutim were composed the early Dm~t-S1Ogers 

or payyetanim (from the word poietes). These were irn"'UTn as the 

payyetanim" and were generally cantors (precentors). 

of some of earlier are found in Talmudical sources and texts 

composed at that time seem to have become of the system 

With the of Christianity at time of persecutions 

oppressIon many opportunities were provided kinot, 

martyrdom, had to Crusades), 

found in the In France 

of descriptions of the bloody persecutions 

communities. 

Germany writings took form 

devotion unto of the Jewish 

In some places the kinot were recited not the synagogue but at home. fathers' 

loyalty to faith left a of inspiration to those who came after them. 

works of many these authors been in the of the Cairo 

§GTL'L.UJ'L deposited prior to traditional ritual buriaL of 

the Research H .. I" ..... ·.xr Poetry2 were chiefly responsible for 

rescuing the of the vve,lUlum and many of photographs 

Geni=ah manuscripts (Ell bogen, 1 108,248). 

2 H. Brody, J. Schirmann, A.M. Habermann & Mehahem Zulay 
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Piyyutim were lyrical compilations, public or private, written 

poetry, in a lofty with a particular 

Page 75 

genres of 

but not at the 

with were an att€~ml)t to alleviate distress in a deeply devout 

people turning to for 

ABOUT THE POETS 

of the known poets was ben Jose ha-Yatom (c 600-640). IS 

known as , thought to named his father's death. His IS a 

Hebrew, and hardly uses rhyme (Waxman, 12 vol. He uses the acrostic a 

multiple way. contrast to the payyetanim writes simply. After him come 

Yannai, Simeon Megas, Raduta ben Abraham, ha-Kohen Joseph ben 

Nissan. It was Yannai who in 640 introduced with name-acrostic; 

works were discovered the Cairo by Davidson c.1930 and subsequently 

discovered hundred of Yannai's poems were thirteen 

they were found. 

The greatest the medieval IS considered to be 

(HakaHir) whose dates are unknown, but probably in the sixth or eighth 

Saadiah Gaon, Babylonian (882-942) founded Saadiah school which was the most 

radical in instituting new uses in the piyyutim and introduced a 

individual complex diction which reasserted supremacy Biblical he 

was person to philosophical later Spanish poets did not 

like exaggerated innovations. 

They wrote in a clear and flexible way. Abraham Ibn who wrote scores of 

piyyutim, vigorously opposed style of the Saadiah schooL Most of the Spanish poets 

included piyyutim in works, in which they approached the style of poetry. 

Amongst them were Ibn Abitur, Shmuel Shlomoh Gabirol (who a 

in purifying the used by the eastern payyetanim adhered to 

Biblical system and language), Ibn (an innovator, who 

wrote hundreds ofpiyyutim), Moses Ibn and Judah famous for creation 

3 Carmi, (1981 :248); Waxman (1938:215 1) 
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of the "Zionide" genre, in which a passionate and admiration for Land 

IS work will be the next vu ... ..,."'. 

THE PIYYUTIM 

The style, content and manner expression of piyyutim depending on time, 

place circumstance. were many types of piyyutim and kinah was one of 

them. The prayer verse differed in community, depending on 

standard of the community and what (Carmi, :14). 

There were two main types piyyutim, the IS 

more impassioned and more national, and the Babylonian-Spanish, which is 

more individual and accomplished (Waxman, 1938:205 voL Most laments are 

combined, with both individual and national components, and the many laments written 

Spain, commissioned on the occasion of the of an person could have 

been personal, national or a combination. 

The of piyyutim at was the most part straightforward and clear. Later 

on the piyyutim more with wordplay and rhetorical elaboration, 

including an Islamic-influenced interest in grammar and and linguistic, 

"JT',,. .. ""'" and bases were as in KaHil's Elm Asher Batzedek, based on 

the talmudic (Baba Sarah and 

... "''''' .................. ''' forms of structure, found the Book of Lamentations and many of the 

Psalms, are different ways of using alphabet, the basic one being to begin each verse 

with a consecutive of alphabet: sometimes alphabet is doubled, or tripled 

(as in Book of Lamentations, Chapter or it may used Ps 

1 The early liturgical made use of 

combinations, such as using the alphabet backwards, the Tashrak style Tav, Shin, Resh, 

Koof(Waxman, 1938:2071). style was popular, and continued even when the Arab 

delight in rhyme (single-rhyme, double-rhyme and triple-rhyme) was copied and when 

meter was used (later introduced by the Spanish Hebrew grammarian, Ibn Labrat) (lOth 

century). The AI-Bash (using the seQluellce of aleph, lav, shin) was also used. 

There were also name first payyetanim piyuttim only with 

their names, but later the name of the father was added, and the names of relatives; also 
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the place where poem was or without the profession of the and a 

short prayer (Waxman, 1938:207 Vol. 1). The Spanish were fond of using 

but the West-Europeanpayyetanim did not make use of this style. They the old 

style acrostic name and alphabet and used rhyme. 

The piyyutim are everlasting. have a timelessness that makes them the po~)se~;Sl(]m 

generation (Birnbaum, 1951:xi). 

As Birnbaum (1979:352) says the piyyutim: "Varied as their freshness is never 

lost to those who are imbued with midrashic lorel!. also says, "No other kind of 

medieval literature has so popular as the piyyut the and in 

Jewish home; it III JOYs the and in Sabbath and 

bidding it farewell), and the sadnesses that accompany life along the way" 

(Birnbaum, 1979:352,50617). 
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c.7th 

ABOUT THE POET 

KaHir is the foremost amongst the payyetanim. are 

as to the origin of his 01O,gra~prulcal details are unknown and 

to speculation. Some scholars place end of the seventh ... ", .. ,1"1,,'"\, 

and of the eighth century. lived between 

Kalliri. 

prayers 

also 

Provence 

deeply and 

Kallir's 

own 

Abraham 

Aramaic 

text. 

either in 

of the medieval 

was one of the lrreatest 

who was prolifically 

a man of extensive learning. his style were caned 

wrote poems for most of the important synagogue services, including 

(said on Sh'mini Atseret) and dew, (said on the last day of Pesach) and 

Tishah B'Av (Waxman, 1938:214). the poets of Spain, 

do not go into great detail endured, Kallir felt 

about it frequently. 

expressed in his J.H"~;:''''''''''''''' 

he was 

language was not 

daringly coined new 

evolved 

VfJ~"LL";'LL poets, eS{)cClall 

u"" .. 'u .... ~.... he interwove 

neologisms suited the 

carefully and elaborated his with an 

interweaving various rhymes and auditory images. drew from the 

Agadah, and to it He made use of the devices of rhyme, and name 

acrostics and alliteration. was skilful in manipulating the language to suit his art. 

Kallir writes of the of the union of G-d and Israel, the of "':>"""", 

their future and destiny. 

b) INTRODUCTION 

The reason why I 

widely read and u ...... , ....... , .... 

the understanding that 

to the l'ayettanim is u"'", ........ , ..... 

inclusion in the prayer book. One must 

is one of many and is a representative of this 

IS most 

him with 

all 
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poems, I Az Bimlot Seifek for inclusion in this because poem is not 

only a lament itself but skilful up 

other laments and conjures up an unforgettable of sorrowful 

memones In national lIcollective mind" of Jewish nation as in 

second hein tzataku chutsah. "when angels cried without" comes directly 

from Isa and is a lamentation describing the desolation and bitter disappointment 

and the fortified of Judah, which Sennacherib of Assyria 

captured 701 

Az Bimlot Seifek 

c) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

Kallir was main pioneer payyetanim. was a master at weaving """ ..... 1.«U11'5.:1 

diverse elements into a well-constructed, albeit ..... ~"., .. '''''u to understand, unified entity. 

new innovations in language, system had an Hll.j' ....... ':A"'''' on 

poets; some poems were simple but others were difficult to because 

drew from Biblical lexicon with different levels of understanding, and because of 

many traditional ret,erenCt~S and allusions. One of the allusions, instance, is to 

to Isaac as he is akud, the "bound one". allusions can very 

elaborate and are part the aspect "hidden of 

(Spicehandler, 1993 

the involves an allusive use of language packed with references to 

written and oral traditions, so we find that the dramatis personae poems, as 

well as various objects and place-names, are designated by "' .... 'i-h"' .... 

many of which become the hallmark of liturgical writing. example he 

morphological oddities, as the description antecedents in the the 

sons Jacob, or twelve "sixty" (the "threescore 

queens": Song Songs 6:8), and "one" (G-d) (line 12). probably did not seem 

to his contemporaries. are the novelties' of the Kalliri style and 

form; however he also wrote simple and direct poetry" (Carmi, 1981:89). The reader 

needs to r<'AN'"r", original texts. In this 1<"1)''''1''' Bimlot there are "'AU" .... ., 
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within circles, laments 

source of stimulation, since 

the lament. To reader of today, the poems can be a 

are intellectually satisfying. Many liturgical 

poems were books 1 :221/3/5,261) and 

machzorim (Birnbaum, 1971:43) have been listed by scholars.4 

d) ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

==== . This poem is one many acrostic laments jJU.-","",C;U ben Kallir. The style 

the poem is formal and an interesting poetic and intellectual concept, and yet 

tone is empathic and compassionate. 

A the poem is the dialogue G~d and His people 

interplay of the intermediary, the prophet. 

the 

-"-=== : The poem concerns a woman, as in Eichah, representing Jerusalem who has 

come down the world. Although Jerusalem is not mentioned, it is replaced with 

word first two Bimlot 

reputation, 

yafah k'Tirtzah, / hen erelam 

za'aku r!nl1Jl.f\,'71 she not she had. 

the prophet Jeremiah to intercede with G-d on her behalf G-d answers her 

compassionately, explaining that 

through her destiny. 

is no solution, excepting repent, and work 

The poem starts with a contradictory description 

m'nuvelet ... yafa - "a woman beautiful 

the woman, eishet y'fat to 'ar 

ugly ... as beautiful as 

weB-known quotation concerning Tirtzah, is from Song of Songs 6:4: "Thou art 

beautiful, 0 my love, as Tirtzah / Comely as Jerusalem / as an army with 

banners." 

The Midrash, followed by commentators "Thou [Israel] art beautiful when 

thou performest deeds that please (cited in Cohen, 1946:23). 

"Jerusalem, terrible as an army with banners," the nrnMPt' a 

seductive woman is compared to an armed host. In this quotation from the of 

4 Israel A. Murtonen 
and A Scheiber, S. Wieder. M.Zulay 

5 Tirlzah was a city of the Israelites. situated in a pleasant region, the seat of the kingdom. Josh (12:24); 1 
Kings (14: 17; 15:21); 2 Kings (15: 14) 
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intention of the speaker is to assert that the cOIlstalnc~ country 

maiden was as formidable as might an (Goldman, 1946:23). m 

poem Kallir, is doubtful~ m'nuvelet and shoveivah are not indications 

constancy. 

indicates that IS .. "'+"" .... i"'". to Jerusalem, "beautiful So, the use 

Jerusalem", including 

(naughty). 6 

people (which has become) m'nuvelet and shoveivah 

must bear in that nation, the beloved, Jerusalem and Zion are to 

::...=..:..=;::...::::;.:::.....:...=== : Not only were difficult texts retl~rr(~d but the payyetanim were 

enamoured of rare Biblical 

new words. 1.1 ..... ',,'"' of the 

employed Aramaic words invented ID(]IUSl:lfl(J1S of 

LHL,.: ...... "'.,'"' ac:rob,atlCS" (Rabin, "se:errlea to 

1968:57). Kallir evinced great skill in bending 

(Waxman, 1938:214 1). 

language to his skill purpose 

woman, Tirtzah, tells forbears; Abraham, first to proclaim the of 

G-d the world, known as "the one"; "three" toretaltht~rs; the myriads; (the 

nllT,nr,>n thousand at 

Sanhedri-yah 

.LJ.I1>.,,, ....... , ... who acted as "one,,)7 the "seventy-one" of 

Assembly) and "the tribes of Y-ah". This is part 

of the often obscure Kalliri to describe something in of something 

(Rabin, 1968:57), as Jerusalem is described in terms of 

Numbers we read that Tirtzah her all married Joseph's great-grandsons 

(Num, 36: 12), and ties up with fine anteCt~aents m poem; "tl-l, .. """.", the 

"seventy one", the "twelve" the "one" are all important to her. "forbears II 

illustrate that the woman was chashuvah, as she to think, of birth, 

sensed was important to G-d 5). 

e) USE OF LANGUAGE 

uses sympathetic .... "0 ...... 0 .... to " ..... ,"'""'" that is speaking gently to woman 

because she is important, feels is "chosen", to my reason," He 

6 The words m'nuvelel and shoveivah could mean of "filthy attire" and "faithless" respectively. 
7 who left with one thought in mind (Rosenfeld, 1986:136) 
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says, "and rp"pnr because are important. 

yale lach (line 

are a beautiful woman ylat to'ar 

and it will be u'"' ....... u for you to goodness, no 

to be called hashoveivah. ,,8 message no 

matter how is important to 

There is in the "fled" (left), to indicate that 

everything that woman treasured has In the sixth and seventh verses 

despair and ..... "">V .. "'~A'J. is portrayed. Everything because of her 

dwelling 

the 

has "gone", and tabernacle is 1-I";''''5'"'U' Who is 

Israel had to for her sin - b'avoni nadad (line 25). 

all have left. It Presence accompanied m 

exile which fled! 

are different voices - speaks gently, woman questions 

and ......... ,au,;). 

speak to 

..... £.~ .. shouts: In verse 8; the woman to Jeremiah to pray 

Sach leilokekha makat so'arah aniyah, "The woman" on 

to say, will answer say Daya is expressing a 

.. n' ......... that frequently occurred to the suffering It is 

has resonance a poem of 1389 Avigdor Kara: 

How long still 0 

Has there not been enough? (Rybar, 1991 

recogmzmg 

Jeremiah shouted 

of the mourning Kallir is nrn',nrl1 comfort. 

9), "What father exiles and woe to a son is 

not ..... " . .,,,,,,,1" his father's table!"ll too, by acknowledging the an act of 

alleviating distress. 

woman tells (verse 9), Why are you so quiet? Go and call 

forefathers Moses and Aaron:" (They are the of their people, as 

was shepherd of the shepherds a lament, for wolves of the 

evening have enqmres, involved in 

8 In Jer (31:21) we read, "How wilt thou tum away coyly, 0 thou backsliding dau.ghtlerT - habat 
hashoveiva?; and in Sotah 22 almana shovavit is 

9 _ nadad; see lsa Nahum 
the Talmud, there are the words Ani hu she'amarti I'olam, dai! 

Ps (128:3); also Tikkrm Chatzot by Tabib in chapter 8 
12See z 'eiv erev (Habakkuk, 12:8); z 'eiv aravot 5:6) 
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covenant, IS no privilege"" (or more "if like 

nc::(:trP'c::c::Pt1 the covenant, is to Dec~Orrte of the merit those 

they 

whom the 

covenant was made?,,)13 and G-d answers affectionately: "There is no help: it is destiny" 

- Ma e 'ese tUI\.U<:O'H. banai, / hi mil'fanai! is to if a covenant is em:ere:Q 

into, it involves 

it. 

responsibilities - and if you you are required to pay 

===:..!. : And Jeremiah roars a lion v'na'ham at the of Makhpelah. 

"'.uu .... in no uncertain terms instructs the fathers of the SDlen~l1d avot hatzvi,14 

"to give III for sons who erred and have into captivity. 

voice is mighty fearsome, and re-echoes doubly trebly al makhpelah. This 

vociferous could be as a of anger or or distress. 

"The <.un .... u.''-'. metaphor taken the as In 

image of IS as a in the writing of laments U1 .. ; ..... ' .. Uj,~ III 

twentieth century laments by Tchernichowsky and Uri Zvi Greenberg. 15 

f) STRUCTURE 

The poem written III acrostic the 

following second and when samekh 

the alphabet 

fifteenth letter 

alphabet) is reached, poet uses his licence to allow the letter sin take 

of the samekh. However, some versions, IS a Salneli;n and not a so we 

cannot how it was originally written. It could not be conclusive it must 

be remembered that there was an era these 

=~~ : Kallir has ingenious devices for 

were interchangeable. 

there are four III 

verse, and m poem rhyming is aabb, ccdd, The poet uses rhyming 

and the poem chashuvah rhymes 

131m k'adam avru v'ril 
Ayei z'khut k'n/lei v'ril? 

hatzvi Yisraei (2 I: 19) 

t'shuvah, shoveivah, b'tovah, 

15Tchemichowsky Hal/adal HaZ'ev and Uri Zvi Greenberg Kinal Hase L'vadad. See also Hai - lalam 
k'tsolJ ma'akhal in Akhe" SaT Mar Hamavet written a millenium earlier. 
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sh'viyah, yash'vah and b'shuvah. This also 

and binds the 

out the importance of 

84 

words, 

In verse 8 dayah rhymes with Yirmiyah and so'arah, aniyah with shivyah; 

strengthens the dayah! - Ya'ane is very much like word aniyah, two 

words and all the words for a rhythmical 

n.i!;~~~~~~:ll!.!:.~ : The words pachdeikh (line 8), pachal (line 9) and nachat 

(line 10) inter-relate in sound, and emphasize the of woman. 

In line 8 pachdeikh v'yir'ateikh is very much like pachd'kha v'yir'at'khah in 

pachdeikh and yirateich seem to occupy an important place in the speaker's 

mind. 

Likewise the words yash'vah, b'shuvah and shoveivah, link: up, emphasizing the 

"misbehaviour" of "the woman". 

~~~...!:!!!~~~: The past and present are discussed (verses 6,7), and tension is 

conveyed through the alternating conversation between G-d and the different speakers. 

~~~~~:.!.!E> : Al makhpelah has a double meaning, being the place where the 

forefathers were buried (Gen, 25:9) Bamakhpeilah - shekol mi shehu kavur 

b'tochah batu'ach she's'kharo kaful u'm'khupal. 16 It could mean roared 

strongly or "doubly" like a lion, also implying that he roared with his voice for the 

forefathers to hear his prayer and carry it to G-d. 

to your 

says: 'Enough!' " 

about the stormy ","Tt ..... 

woman has already said to 

the poor woman until G-d 

~==~""-"=",,,--,~~';S"'d',-,,,C' : The poem abounds in Biblical, Talmudic and Midrashic 

in which a personal and national IS The introduction, Bimlot 

namely that 

Job, who he 

...... ,,"" ...... of his sufficiency" from the Book of Job (20:22) us 

shall (this is the "comforter" mistaken opinion of 

will be in trouble, "because he has sinned"; this could be a retlereltlCe 

on part poet Kallir to Jerusalem, that she has "sinned"). In Job the verse goes 

on to hand of the shall come upon him." the short 

expression from Job, Bimlot Sefek is foreboding: punishment comes. 

16Breishit Rabah (58) 
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In the second line ben-Chilkiyahu out his palace", mei 'arm on k Ben-

Chilkiyahu refers to Jeremiah (Jer 1:1). On f"n~r" .... ,"" out of 1.1"""'''''"' he found the 

beautiful woman had been to'ar m'nuvelet matza. In 

39:6 Joseph is described as beingYJe to'ar and was "disgraced" and thrown into prison; 

he was innocent. poem of Kallir's, woman, the beloved, is beautiful, 

but not mIllocc~nL 

There are Talmudic .. ""-1-"" .... ,,.. ... ,,,,,, presumably "I order 

you Gozrani alayikh, 17 the name of and man. me if you are a devil devils 

or a devil man. Your beautiful is of flesh and blood, dread and fear of 

you that of angels alone." (This up with the er 'elim in line 2). "woman" 

then defends herself: am not a devil of devils or a devil of man nor stupid nor of little 

worth." Hein 10 sheid ani v'lo golem pachat. It could 

mass of destruction", golem pachat. I8 

"I am not a shapeless 

Y'du'a hayiti b'shuva v1nachat, the woman, !II was known for still restfully. I' 

appears be an allusion to 15. The text Isaiah says, b'shuva v'nachat 

ti'vashei'un, "in stiHlt or """".U.JLlll"> peacefuUy" , nye shall be saved." 

The phrase in the poem Y'du'a haytti b'shuva v'nachat, verse 3 could, by allusion, imply 

opposite meaning. In the addressee could "be ... but would not." 

Kallir's implication may that Tirtzah will be punished, yet at the same time there is a 

su~~gestl(m of hope that she could be this pam with 

punishment. 

.. ~.~ ......... "prayed" to "Full mercy, a father on son" 

(verse 9). The word used "prayed" is pileil which is a Biblical form. 19 Also the 

entreaty that G-d should have mercy "like a father on uses language of 

13 and the Rosh Hashanah - Hayom Haral Glam prayer. This shows compassion 

on the part of Jeremiah. This designed to encourage the reader. 

17Tractate Ro."" Hashana 2:9 
golem is Ii legendary shapeless automaton of clay. 

'9In Ps (106:30) there is an of the word used with a double in the alternate sense of 
"executed judgement" which seems to be more in accordance with the plain the pshat of the 
text. The "execution of justice" and the praying" can be understood simultaneously, as a praying with a 
hope for redemption. It is a device that can help to alleviate pain. 
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CENTREPOINT 

The leaf, of alphabet, appears act as a centrepoint to 

structure In this poem IS 

which to Book is a turning 

point the good. 

h) COMPARISON WITH THE BOOK LAMENTATIONS 

AzBimlot skilfully of Lamentations. It could be 

a "mini-Book Lamentations" as it is a large a verSIon the A,., .. h", .. 

work. It contains or allusions to the Book, as well as to 1,2 and 

Biblical books ............ uu,.!S as in Job.20 

The most '."~'UH""" contact between Book Lamentations and 

kinah that the '4rr".nh,"'t Jeremiah features in both, as the traditional of 

poem. 

The 

book 

of Lamentations, or as an important character amongst 

Eichah occurs in Book Lamentations in the 

(1 4:' 1) and word Eich occurs in Kallir 

of Lamentations beJlo.ns with word 

personae Kallir's 

times in 

6), but the 

the centre of 

the poem. In both poems, the main character is a woman than gever 

Book of Lamentations), fallen estate, and in both poems they represent Jerusalem, the 

lonely often to describe the nation. In Kallir's poem city (the 

is "as beautiful as Tirtzah"; Lamentations is tiferet 

(2: 1), "the beauty ofIsrael", k'lilat yofi, "the nP,eti:>,'t.r,n of , masos l'khol 

(2:15), joy of whole earth". KaHir's lakh b 

(verse 5, 3) v'lismo'ach b'tovah, "it is u'"'''' .... ~ • .L .... to joy and rejOIce 

both poems "woman" has .. ,. ..... v ...... of Lamentations "Her 

was III / was not mindful end; / Therefore is she come down 

wonderfully" (1:9). "she" was "beautiful of , y'fat and "ugly" and 

als:gra,cea , m 'nuvelet. 

from which the title of the poem is taken. 
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In the of Lamentations, "woman" was a widow" (1: 1). addition to the 

loss of status and other disadvantages of widowhood, a widow would often 

penniless. Hence it its that in Book of and also Kallir's 

poem, the "widow" or had to on any profession by which she could 

be a and therefore "her sin" was a necessity for 

Both poem and of Lamentations have certain melnes from the 

standard lament: now" IS of 

lDnloC4~m;e and happiness and "now" of ugliness and the contrast between 

the past and the both ooems. G-d is sought, directly or indirectly, help. 

an attempt is made to communicate with Him through 

"forefathers" . 

and the 

In both poems the "woman" is to cry to G-d. 

Pour out thy water 

...,""T ......... the of the Lord; 

up thy hands toward (Lam 2:19) 

In Book of Lamentations the whole community is called upon to pray. 

Kallir verse 8 , there is an to "give voice in there is an answer: 

"What can I do? This is a " Book of Lamentations G-d cannot be reached, 

although there is encouragement: it is 

the Lord" (3:25) 

"It is good that a man should quietly wait for 

There are many metaphors m 

Book Lamentations (1:3) we read, "she findeth no rest". 

two laments. In the 

Kallir the third verse 

the woman says: "I was known 

in the she no rest). 

sitting restfully!' (We notice this is in the 

Kallir, woman "How can she and lift 

her voice," when her people are captivity, and in the of Lamentations (1 we 

are told, "she weeps sore in the night." 

In Kallir, verse line 2, we have ol'lai nit'nu byad Book of 

Lamentations (l :5) hal'chu sh'vi lifnei tzar. 

the prophets did not their of guiding the community; 

(this does not to the classical prophets); Kallir also these prophets as 
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defective, laku (verse however, poem the prophet is not 

IS a persona a mediator. 

Kal1ir 6) writes laku nvifai damam "Our prophets are defective their 

blood is poured down," - lias waters that are poured a steep (Micah, 1:4); 

the of Lamentations we are told "Instruction is no more; I her prophets 

find no vision from Lord" (and fail to the 

question is asked "Shall the the be I in the sanctuary of 

the (2:20). Both speak of the prophets not doing work and 

slain. 

Both UA""""'''' the In verse 6, line 4, of poem, G~d is told, kings 

and ' .. "'L""''''' are .. """, .... ". priests are in yokes or chains iron on their necks. 1121 

Book of Laltne:ntatl01LlS we are UUJlVU.F, 

and breath our nostrils, the anointed of the pits" 

(4:20). 

In both poems young men have into Kallir, the is desolate, 

Shamem mib'li mo'eid and all is a ruin, b'avoni nadad (in the last 

and the Book of Lamentations, city is and solitary, Mi'bli ba'et 

mated sh'areha sho 0:4). 

In both poems usually bustling city has no inhabitants, no pilgrims, no festivals, the 

IJ"'U'IJ'''' have erred stumbled. 

However the Book Lamentations IS an ....... ..;, .. "'. what will the enemy think? 

This does not occur in Kallir. the Book of LmneltltaltlOI1S poTlP'rn" IS (3:60-

66), and hardly mentioned in KaHir. 

Animal occurs in both makes a lion: sha'ag 

v'naham at the of Makhpelah as in Amos, 3.8, sha mi 10 yira. Book 

of also animal imagery; G-d, not Jeremiah is compared to a lion as 

wen as to a (3: lo). Here is a double lU,",UHI'U5. 

voice of G-d, as in Amos ] :2: "the L-d roareth from and from 

Jerusalem", and as again Amos, 3:8, L--d hath roared, Who will not fear?" 

Jeremiah is prophet who bears words and therefore roars. opposed to 

21 Kolar "chain" is a Talmudical word Sanhedrin 7. 
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roaring like a lion in KaHir, in the Book 

is silent: words fail him (Lam 2:1 are full of tears (3:48-51) and "his eye 

atre,ctea (his) soul" (3:5). 

summarize, are certain structural similarities. Kallir's Bim/ot Seifek is like a 

short version of Book of Lamentations, thirteen four-line verses as compared to the 

five chapters of Book of Lamentations. Both personifY the city of Jerusalem as a 

the atmosphere is both, but is no sobbing meter in 

KaHir's poem. 

Kallir .. v ......... "" • ., more on rhyme and alliteration, and in this poem uses short simple 

sentences, whilst in the Book of Lamentations there is a predominance of rich 

Biblical style of repetition some parallelism. 

Both Kallir's poem the Book of Lamentations hinge on the centrepoint of the poem. 

As demonstrated important occur in the of Lamentations 

central verse each of 1,2,3 and 4, simultaneously with letter of 

the alphabet, letter kat In poem of KaHir as well on the letter in the words 

ki-eich something important occurs22
; it appears as if these eight lines (verses 6 and 7) 

are a smaller version of the Book of Eichah. 

words KaHir spoken by the woman in verses 6 and 7 concisely and 

relevantly, the essence of the Book of Lamentations. is an important central focal 

point the poem, starting on the continuing an intensive way 

"'HUlU'!; Rabati am eichah yash'va vadad. 

7 of KaHir's poem ends with the first line of the of Lamentations chapter 1, 

but with a slightly inverted word order: instead of Eichah yash'va vadad ha'ir rabati 

am, KaHir says Rabati am eichah yash'va vadad. done for the sake the 

and ha'ir has to be omitted. changed version attracts attention; it is 

a climax, and the rp"r",.." .. " word order accentuates the paradoxical situation, that 

221n the Book there is an important transition, by way of a point, in the centre of 
chapters, 1,2 and 4 Kaufmann (1960:584, 586,589); also Gottwald, (1 In chapter 3, which is 
the centre and which is written in triple acrostic, at the letter Ka/, the middle letter of the 
WIJ"a.u" .. we find three verses each with this middle letter kaf and these verses, found in this 

of gloom and an indication of light, exactly and precisely in the centre of the Book. 
It seems that the centre oflaments often forms an important highlight of the composition. 
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IS, were SO many people, but now "the widow" is ',,!-LV",",,_ it can conjure up a 

change for 

Both Kallir and 

a 

of 

point as opposed to the original '':>'-'J,a',"'u 

conclude with a of comfort to the 

KaUir's deliberate modelling of his laments on Book of Lamentations can also 

clearly seen in his kinah, Suru Meni Shimoni Ovrai which the verses of the chapters 

of Eichah are linked into an alphabetic chain, and which is read on Tishah B i4v.23 

This message is stin important today, in a century of conflict and disaster and has the 

power to alleviate despair. 

i) ACCENTUATING THE POSITIVE 

Jeremiah, in Kallir, concludes in beautiful rhyme, "Restore them, support them and 

sustain them, have for time has come"" T'shiveim k'mei'az. someikh v'so'eid, 

/ T'rakheim Ziyon va mated This is the same <u...,.u'"' as the told "' ..... 'u.s of the 

Book of LaInerltatllon. us unto o Lord, and we shall renew 

our days as of old". Hashiveinu Adon-ai elekha vtnashuva. Chadesh yameinu k'kedem 

(5:21). 

The in this piyyut is that in spite of suffering in hfe, a covenant has been 

entered into, which involves discipline and and which in the end will 

bringjoy. 

It is beautiful for you to injoy and to in goodness 

j) AND PRAYER 

this woman, speaks to the prophet and asks him "Please to 

your G-d on behalf of poor distressed woman, until G-d answers and 'Enough'! 

231n other kino! which Kallir bases on the Book of Lamentations, some are arranged according to the 
verses of one or more chapters of Eichah, for the kinah - Z'khor Adon-ai, me haya lanu by 
Kallir is based on chapter 5 of Eichah. Each verse with the consecutive verses in chapter 5. 

verse in the Kallir poem ends with Oi, Oi, me haya lanuf The last four verses in chapter 5 and the 
Kallir - Z'khor Adol1-ai identically: Hashiveil1U Adon-ai Eilekha v'nashuva chadesh yameil1U 
k'kedem. KalJir his name at the end. Another piyyuJ of Kallie's starts Eichah in each verse 
and has a alphabetical acrostic (Rosenfeld, 1986: 1,19). The alphabet is five times for 
odd-numbered letters (aleph. gimmel, and six times for even-numbered letters (bet, vav ... ). 
This repetition alludes to the Five Books of the Torah and the Six Orders of the Mishllah. 
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that will save my children from the sword and exile". 

deserves to enjoy a good and will no called 

her to 

bad woman. 

And before Master, would be merciful to his 

son. 

Restore as used be Support and 

T'shiveim k'met 

T'racheim 

UHtt~lflvlt V 'eid 

va mo'eid 

rrlPTPU on Zion". 

.A'-..... I"""u.~'-'y expression is given in the piyyutim to the hope G-d will finally 

put an end misfortunes replace it with joy and I".v"', .... ..,'-'"". 

FAITH REDEMPTION THROUGH RETURN TO ZION 

Tn"""''''' for Zion hope that will and children of 

Israel would able to return Israel. 

1) CONCLUSION 

"It is beautiful for you to live injoy to rejoice goodness". 

This is still today a century of conflict 

hundred Kallir's ability is still Urbach, 

Academy Sciences, said that KaUir's power to alleviate and 

conapa,reO him Uri twentieth lament 

(Lindenbaum, 1997:107). I tried to demonstrate method used the 

poem to achieve this aim. 
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LAMENTS IN GOLDEN OF SPAIN 

INTRODUCTION 

of the in Spain was Arabic; Bachy Ibn Pakuda, Yehudah Halevi 

and Maimonides aU composed their philosophical works in Arabic but their 

although adapted to the Arabic style was written in most poems 

were written for Hebrew the holy tongue, was the suitable medium. 

was a period when the sect was Rabbinical • ..., .... '1./1, ... ,"1"."" and 

scrutinizing the and the of Spain in became enthusiastic 

about the Hebrew and its language (Goldstein, 1965:14). wish to 

Biblical Hebrew was dominant and most of the Hebrew poets excelled themselves in 

their uniqueness (Zedakah, 1988:14) and enlarged Hebrew vocabulary extending the 

semantic range words. 

Hebrew poet-philosophers living Muslim Spain from the ninth to the twelfth 

not necessarily abide by a particular convention. They structured .... u o ...... o '" 

and Imagery human and of human 

existence. 

lnllUelnce:Q by Arab T'\l">,,'f'nr and philosophy, the pnrpur poetic mind use of the 

standard of quantitative meter rhyme, it to Hebrew Biblical, Midrashic and 

esoteric Jewish sources. Arabic as regards composition, metric 

patterns and themes (Spicehandler, 1993:594) had a powerful attraction. 

rhyme 

Spanish-

Arabic poetry was rhetorical and epistolary with ornate metaphors III an 

flamboyant way; the of writing were strict, according to a clearly 

defined fixed crystallized tradition. 

Hebrew poetry was the product of a symbiosis Hebrew and Arabic culture 

(Carmi, 1981 combination stylistic aspects of Spanish-Hebrew poetry with 

the various aspects of the ancient Hebrew style results 

perfection and beauty. 

rare achievements of 
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One 

the 

patron l
. 

Hebrew 

brilliancy 

and 

forms 

With 

most common genres was the Arabic ode, the qasida, which soon 

occasional poems written to celebrate an important event or to 

and Halevi as the three stars in the 

Spai~ and Hanagid became identified as a fourth star 

1945 :xxiii). 

contributors to the Golden 

and abroad and their 

hundred years 

south of Spain in 711, the Golden 

enjoyed equal treatment in Arab lands under 

93 

a 

a 

of 

enlightened rule 

to develop 

~'J."'U"'UUJ'''",,''''''''J.l caliphs and every encouragement was them 

communal life (Ausubel, 1956:105). It was a 

marked by liberality advancement of sciences and the arts. Jewish 

intellectuals oec:arrte "'.' ............ n' ... ""' ... co-workers of the learned Arabs in every branch of 

knowledge and cultural " ... ""OT"." ..... 

During the Golden 

twelfth century, 

education in an aristocratic 

period suited to a 

1938:216 voL 1), including ..... u."'u..'" 

Gabirol, Ibn 

wrote many poems 

In 

lasted from the ninth century to the end the 

""'"".,......, was considered an essential element of 

........ ''''''u·" standard of education. This was a 

at 

Hebrew creativity (Waxman, 

(Gabiroli, pain and sorrow 

Land (Halevi). 

being Hayam 

h ..... 'th,"' .. '" graveside. 

1 The most common form of line was into two cola (clauses or phrases). Both cola of the 
lirst line rhymed and that rhyme was throughout the poem to link the end words of the second 
cola, i.e. - a • a I • b • a' - c - a I - d - a as in Hayam Beini U'vei 'ne 'kha.. However, the 
poems studied here by Ibn Gabirol, Ibn Ezra and Halevi do not follow this pattern nor do they follow the 
formal constructions or the payyelul1im, 

2 From Harizi's Tachkemofli, Third (;ate in Nave & (1 
3 On leaving Saragossa, Nichar Be 'leor 'j G'roni 
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Times did not 

engaged 

ruled their 

suffered 

peaceful. Moslem fought 

wars. Meanwhile, the North of Christian kings 

kingdoms prepared to drive the 'VB .. ' .. ,. ... ' .. ,.> out of Spain. 

during these stormy times - frequently intolerant Arab 

94 

still 

Jews 

would 

drive was the time greatest and 

philosophers their to Arabic-Jewish and created a 

Hanagid had to flee from Cordoba in the wake of conquest. was 

orphaned young and suffered poverty and alienation. Ibn Ezra was unhappy 

in life & Solis-Cohen, 1945:xxiii); for he was wandering 

through a Christian u .... .,. ... Halevi, despite in comfortable circumstances, 

viewed as living am.[mg hostile foreigners yearned for a Zionist 

homeland (Fleisher, 1994:37). 
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a) ABOUT POET 

SHMUEL HANAGID 

(993-1056) 

Shmuel Ibn Nagrela was born Cordoba 993, and had to city ru,,,,.""", 

95 

later when the destroyed it, and he became a spice He entered the 

service of Badis, ruler of Granada in 1038 who later him vizier. 

He was a poet and patron learning and Jews of Spain conferred on him 

title ofNagid (governor) to indicate their acceptance of him as national ~"'''''''''' •. 

encouraged development of Hebrew philology, lexicography. 

He skills, scholarly and practicaL being a talented poet, he was also 

a statesman, rabbi, (Kalrich, 1994:41) was acclaimed 

each of fields (Goldstein, The rise and political and military career of 

Hanagid marks a high achievement of a in medieval Muslim Spain. 

In to his sons, sent his poems, them to copy and 

arrange them 4, for which work they were remunerated and praised . 

.,,,, .. ,,,,,£1 in the Muslim army for years and sent sons poems from 

the These a diary which is as 

it did from stormy scene of military action 1981 

He Yeshivot in Spain and scholarships for students and philanthropic 

works included the supply of olive oil to the Jerusalem. In of 

Jewish life in as one of and longed for return of 

his people to Zion (Comay, 185). 

He in 1056 at the age of sixty-three many fighting, following a 

strenuous campaign Granada. His triumphs were viewed by Jews as national 

victories. 

It was difficult to select a lament by Hanagid, because he wrote so many. When his 

brother died he wrote nineteen poems lamenting his death. I have chosen one of these 

because the pain and sutTering he 

graveside, is as fresh today as it was then. 

while ruminating at brother's 
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Hayam Beini U'veinekha 

b) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

Hanagid had a sure of ..... "F> ....... F>"', and although the Hebrew Arabic poetry 

of that was "precious" a natural way. Goldstein (1965:45) 

comments that poems are II noteworthy for way in which was able inform 

the artificiality and occasional of with obviously 

SIncere will be the poem sel'eCleo, which is written in a 

natural conversational style. 

was a master and poetry eXl;elS the fusion 

and it he LU"'U .. , ..... j ........ a rich .. ", ... "",rl,,,u motifs. 

literary artist high order, sure command of language is aelno:nstrat€~d by great 

of chose expreSSiOn. 

He was particularly known for his poetry and is credited as been the one 

to introduce poetry of war and battle into H"'I""""[17 literature. 

c) 

poem is one of a dirges to deceased 

brother Yitzchak to whom was greatly attached. Although he saw death the raw, 

could not to his death and height political and military 

power, wrote a tractate of poems on death of Yitzchak. This to 

mourn numerous poems will observed in poets thesis, 

particular Uri Greenberg, who wrote 400 on the HOiocam;t. 

Above the poem a short explanation, originally written in ru'~VL''', son, 

explaining that as the 

with his brother. 

passed his n .. "'.'tl"l',. .. ·'" grave on a journey, he C''t'''''''''''''i''! to "speak" 

====-="-"'-'-= : The poem off by attl:actmg the attention of the with a 

question; "Is there a sea between me 

lament, to arouse interest 

4 wrote captions to the poems in 
and six res{)ectlVellv. 

you ... ?" question is a openingS to a 

sympathy listener or reader. 

'4U~;U4f';"" The children started this at the ages of 

5 known as the conqueslio. in the V"5.UllllJ"5 of a conmOSl1:1()n 
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IS not to an actual reply, but to achieve an emphasis than 

a direct statement (Abrams, 1988:161). 

his brother "U.'<'''''-'''.VU'U'VL 

B 'khor av i imi, 

V'ru'akh Ei-l ('hi nacha rukhakha v'nishmat'kha! 

The khas lines and at the end of each line a part of eichah in their sound, a 

strong lamenting sound, with strong mourning associations. goes on "I am returning 

to my own soil, you have been locked under the soil." / "Sometimes I will and 

sometimes I will awake, but you will Until day of passing, the 

of your departure will burn in my heart" (trans 1981 

poet speaks in the first person, and addresses brother as "you", as if brother 

were actually there, since the of C1e(:ea~;;eC1 brother still on 

heart.6 This is a form of denial. 

d) USE OF LANGUAGE 

Rhythm : The meter is marnin, long, short, short; short, short. 

rhyme is mavri - each line ending the sound t'kha. 

(Kalrich, 1994:44). context, in can only think of his 

brother, the "you" to whom he and his own involvement in the brother's constant 

In the crucial line of the poem known as the qasida, 10, sh'ol beit'kha and 

u'vakever monat'cha rhyme; this is l'ti/eret - to enhance the beauty of the poem -

usually l'tiforet hap'tikha (for of the opening), hadelet or l'ti/eret hasiyum 

the enhancing of the ,-,lV.:HUjl'<, hasoger), in the lines. 

had one rn'J1'np repeated at end of each line as if forming a string of beads. 

changes grammatical rules to suit the sound and rhyme, for 

example kiv'r'kha kivrakh in line 4, and ['kha becomes lakh in line 11. In 

these cases he changes the gender of the words. is addressing his brother yet these 

two words are feminine in gender. This fonnation could of Aramaic influence. 

6 CfWordsworth's "Milton! thou shouldst be living at this houri" Sonnet~ London, 1802 
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poem is meticulously punctuated at the end of 

emphasizes the conclusiveness and finality death. 

line. This 

embellishments, yet 

my dying day the 

~lllm~ : There are 

dead, and the land of the 

silent; the says you" but "I don't hear your (line 6) "I come to 

you" but "you don't come to meet (line 7); "I go to my land, but they close you 

your land" (line awake and sleep, but you sleep (line 14). IS a 

tension between contrasts. 

poet if there is such a huge immeasurable distance 

between him and his brother, such as the sea (2:13) that he, with troubled cannot 

stop at brother's graveside to commune with him. He feels that if he did not do 

would a traitor to the brotherly love that had existed between them. sits at the 

l'umat'kha "facing you", and the pain his is just as as on the day 

that his brother died. Here is verbalizing pain ofloss 

recalls the joys they with use of 

negative word 10 these joys no longer apply. They cannot see each other or talk 

and joke with other, or meet. 

He explains that this is ['ma'an sh'ol beit'kha u'vakever m'onat'kha - "for the 

pit is your home, the your dwelling place". It is clear they had a close 

fiat:emal relationship, and that there in the poet's life, but fact that 

to him, 

alleviate 

him within brother the land of the 

pain of separation. 

helps 

=--===....:::.:::--"-===-===: In lines 10 to 15, we see much use made of Biblical sources 

as was common in the Spanish Hebrew poets. this poem there are allusions to: sh'ol 

beitakh (Job, 17:13); b'akharitakh v'na'cha alav ruach Adon-ai in line 12 

from Isaiah (Isa, 11 :2); v'ad bo yom chalifati in the line fluntil my change comes", 

meaning "until my day" from Job (14:14); 1966:247). 
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COMPARISON WITH STANDARD LAMENTS 

a lament, this has lament for are 

you" and "then and now" features, as seen in 

achva't'kha, "brotherly love", b'khor u'ven imi, a special 

son of the parents. We are told speaker's is as vast as sea: 

uveinekha ... ? This Book : "For thy is great 

sea" (2: 

A for deceased is "May spirit of rest upon your spirit and 

soul!". The IS on a but is individualistic and 

powerful, as was the "Spanish" ~ ... "uv ... ". 

1) EXPRESSING THE 

Hanagid is one of the who comes closest to in touch with a true 

feelings, by so doing the reader to find closure lighten ........ "11-1 ...... 

can 

his grave, 

poem 

no adornments. 

and it discusses feelings we 

brother while visiting 

brother were actually 

to his deceased brother as though he could hear is an to which readers 

can relate, an that uu ...... "'.., one left "",,",uu .... feel as though he/she is not quite 

alone, there is still some sort contact 

one of the 

dead, not actually 

and than and feet. gives the 

affectation. 

may represent the denial 

The mourner feels 

of 

the 

forever or far, is nearer than breathing 

a feeling genuiness, not of poetic 

Hanagid's over his brother seems and raw. We can see brother and 

to do and how 

It is but even 

is able to .. v ....... ,'''' 

brother, but of nT'1'''''''''''' 

makes the pain Lewis has 

were to see other. 

bitter it is healthy that he 

the many shared with 

not help; it 

circumstances, "The under 

greater happiness the greater the sadness now." The readers gain comfort in 

,"""" .. uu;;this lament because it is easy to identify with Hanagid's honest feelings. 
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g) CONCLUSION 

Habermann (1971:8 18) said that Hanagid was never content; of 

melancholy at him, and a note of sounded in his poetry. It was the 

depression that spurred to write, act of verbalizing and 

catharsis he through Because of depressive natlure_ 

Hanagid had an understanding of and a sensitivity to the feelings of mourners, and 

because was able to "tune to their laments like are able to 

enable readers to empathize with him share in his Readers can identifY with 

the poet's and helps 
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a) ABOUT POET 

SOLOMON 

1021~1 

101 

GABmOL 

is known ofIbn Gabirol, although glimmers may be gathered from his He 

may have been born in Malaga in Spain c.1020 and been taken to Saragossa when 

young. was orphaned and destitute at an age, and sutterf~d 

throughout the thirty-four of R'vivei (Carmi, 

1981:101). 

ri ... ",.,,,,ri with great ish eshkolot (Zedakah, 1988:248), Gabirol amongst the 

poets all He dedicated his life to poetry and philosophy; 

and was dependent on precarious support 

benefactors. was known his insensitivity and wrote about 

U.UJ'~"'''''U. as "one who wisdom even as a youth", bat mi'n 'u 

"Ani Ha " and asserted that to all "doors of wisdom" were opened whilst 

they were closed to fellow beings. One wonders his self-opinion was not due in 

part to his and part to a sense inferiority caused by solitariness "To whom 

shall I speak and to whom shall I tell my sorrow?" as as his unattractive 

poor health & 1955:218). It would that 

self-praise was in fact a part of the sclllernle of Arab and also Gabirol may have 

over-extended himself his descriptions as imaginative exaggeration was the mode of 

times. and intelligence made it difficult for the poet to establish contact 

with those around him (Zedakah, 1988:12). was known for his lack delicacy 

in He insulted others, people of as is 

the poem "On g'roni, resulting in conflicts with 

influential people, 

Gabirol insulted his patron, Hanagid, saying his poetry as cold as as a 

glaclelr"", Gabirol had one excellent, empathic friend his youth, Yekutiel, who 

became his new patron and who protected three he was ex~~cutea 

owing to court Eventually Gabirol had to leave his home m 

because his became unendurable due to unpopularity (Levin & 18). 
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was steeped in "wisdom and philosophy. His major philosophical works 

were Kingly Crown", Keter Malchut and the influential Haim "Fountain of 

Life", a work written in 

of a LV>'",""""" known as Avicebron. 

Latin as the work 

T""'· ... "'. in 1846 when 

translated and nrpCPr'llPH 

was only attributed to 

I'pn.1"('\n were the same oer:son Munk that Gabirol 1901:8), so 

luck continued death (Carmi, 1981:101). 

Unfortunately his religious associates did not appreciate his knowledge, and his abilities 

did not him socially acceptable. Gabirol's knowledge was vast and despite his 

short he wrote prolifically the heights literature. He 

died (Zedakah, 1988:248). 

R Shemesh 

Ibn Gabirol many laments including Shomron (Rosenfeld, 1986), which is one of 

the kinot recited on Tishah B Although Shomron is ';uu,,, ...... theme to 

like the Book that of the Lamentations, UUUl"""L) 

of Lamentations which ends with 

days as youth". I have "''''''',,'''' .... 'u 

"'UUUJ.J.6 of the people, 

as of old", it 

Shemesh, a less 

show of the lament intervening years. In R 

theme of despair is handled in a more modern and symbolic manner, with 

of despair and of comfort being metaphoncally, 

symbol. Day undeviatingly follows night; and rising of 

symbol of the and the hope in the ................ . 

As Levin R'ei :ih,em,esh is an example of an 

our 

to 

Shemesh the 

darkness 

nature as a 

a 

umque 

fashioning of a upn,,,,.,-<> of the stamp sorrow in the world, 'the .., .... "'"l6 of the 

lights' ., (Levin, 114). The title of this and its content is of the 

legend in which Isaac, after the akedah, returns and laments the death of his mother: 

Woe is 

you 

oh, my mother, harachmaniyah, 

me suddenly! 

I I would yet see your 

was to me as light of the sun at 
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I thought I would yet hear your pleasant words 

that gladden the and revive the soul! 

And now, alas! my IS aar'Kellea and my heart is broken, 

How can I comforted when 

is gone from me? 

comfort 

(Levner, 1 

b) ANALYSISOFSTRUCTURE 

103 

~~m : The poem Shemesh, one of two written by Gabirol upon the death 

of through and colours a traumatic emotional It is a 

lyrical poem, in which poet Mourners 

frequently project their despair on to the world about them. 

poem is written a typical Arabic m'ruba, one long and t\¥0 short 

beats, one long and two shorts, and a long and a short. 

rhyme is taken from the Arabic, the kharuz, as in a string of beads, IS 

called mavri'akh, with every second line with other with the sound seh, a 

unifYing element through the poem, as a "bolt", !'havri'akh - ttto bolt throughtl. 

rhyming words the of the lines are similar in meaning (Kairich" 1994:61). 

c) OF LANGUAGE 

~~~~~:!:....;!;!~~ : There are words with insinuated meanings, those 

from Biblical sources, which include vivid metaphors and images. the 

represents Yekutiel; the the and 

and "night" and the imply death. entire universe mourns. 

is personification the "sun red" and left 

naked" (Kalreich, 1994:62). 

~~ : In the are 'shah, t'fasheit the 

words mich-seh, times and and sak, with fln,lml11n 

provide a unifYing theme or motif of nature dressing and undressing. These metaphors 

describing the setting of the sun in parallel, but progressive ways, crystalize poem 

(Zedakah,1988:13). 
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::..=.,r....:..:...:::.== : Notice the protective" rhyming words in every second line: 

fimikhseh (2), t'khaseh (4), v'techseh (6), mkhuseh (8). 

This is interesting. The word mikhseh is a key-word in the poem - is much 

mention "covering" "protectionll
; yet the "protection" is 

With all in the protection which is no longer 

north and south are stripped and the earth is left naked. "Red" was predominant 

colour just '""'Pt',u·p darkness covers all. 

the eight is a play on words, such as mikhseh, 

"covering'\ the verb t'khaseh, "covers", tech 'she, 

(Kalrich, 1994:62). 

o::hp·lfpr" and m'khuseh, "covered" 

Yekutiel and the universe is swathed in a covering of darkness. 

Adumah (1) rhymes with arumah (5). The adumah (bloodshed) causes feeling 

arumah, of exposure, of K'ilu (2), typologically speaking, is diametrically 

opposed to k'ilu (7). draws attention the word: it is as if it cannot be believed 

that his beloved patron was dead, a form of denial. 

Gapping: Basically, the is traumatized by death; he sees the entire In 

terms of blood. interesting factor that the moment of death, 

when the sun is not mentioned. It is a moment that cannot be faced. 

are opposite features: the dressing and the 

undressing, little man as the huge sun the sky. The different of 

colour serve to the tremendous shock of the finality of the occurrence 

death! Nevertheless, the fact is that the sun only to rise tomorrow. 

IS the polarity of the sky above and the beneath, and the silk garme'nt 

tola as opposed to the "sack". There is also the red and the shadow, and the north and 

the south. Implicit in these contrasts, is the contrast and death. 

~~!!.....!c~'~"!lYl~ : This poem is based on nature It is a of brevity 

and colour. The range of and scarlets, the evening of the day (and thus, the 

evening time of life), the darker purple of the west (symbolizing congealing of 

blood) leading up gradually to the shadow of the night ultimately the dark the 

naked earth, all go to describe the death of the patron Yekutiel. colours to 

the ambience of death, and the relationship (which is not stated) the mourner to the 
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Images of nature are evoked 

with sackcloth, mourning 

last line tells us, "the skies r1<:l1rlT<>,1"'I as 

Y ekutiel" (Levin, 1973: 113). 

this poem nature 

to represent death 

convention of lament, 

lament nature is often called upon to a 

startling colours, a sun 

is often 

indirectly by the enormity and exteruavc;:ne~)s the sphere of mourning 

adumah; scarlet, tola; (worn by,.... ...... ·..,..,." 

ar!?'GlnaJ'2.8 

use of the aristocratic 

officials)7 and royal kingly 

V'hashachak azai kadar, kWu I b mot Yekutiel 

m1khuseh. We are unc~xt>ectea told how the sky darkens (Zedakah, 1988:11); we 

might have thought this was a nature poem. Until now, we were 

being was mourning a 

11"",r11"'" for creating a 

last three words of 

a restrained way. 

slw'cn{'!1C (line 7) is 1-1'''''' .. 11''''· ... 1-

told that a human 

pointe is a 

example: mi vO-j>na,ctu.rK aa4JltllOn to .. ",1'",..,.."nO' 

for 

the sky, 

which should 

but the sun 

shachak can also mean 

alleviate the pain. 

unfailingly does 

of 

morrow. 

Maybe this is 

and sorrow is difficult to 

B'tzeil halailah sounds like y'lalah, which is an onomatopoeic word for lamenting or 

31 : 8 to "stripping the slain", although there is no wailing, tjasheit as 

mention of death line, there are frequent allusions to it through Biblical 

words connotations. 

The nature as a mourner is within of lament. In this 

poem, is wrapped in sorrow. covers a large 

universal area. vyamin / The 

extensive deceased is restraint of 

the poem, it would that the poet mourner is grief, and is 

7 Lam (4:5): Ha'emllnim alei tola 
8 See Ex (28:4,5) where purple and scarlet were among the colours for the garments of Aaron 

the and scarlet were also specified in the construction of the Holy Tabernacle, Ex 
(26:1). 

9 Ps (89:7). Job Prov (8:28); Job (31:21); Job Deut Ps (68:35); Ps (89:1,38) 
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specifically focusing on what is outside himself, to try to avert the pain. 

immediately comparison with David's lament over Saul and Jonathan. In 2 Sam 

(1: 1 distractions such as weapons, are to try to 

the pain; in poem the mourner turns to nature. 

Often the to write commemorating the dead, to be 

read in public, but this poem, although it has no first-person narrator, it becomes 

clear that the himself is the chief enveloped in 

See, r'el, , "The sun at 

and scarlets symbolizing the blood the IVA\,vUUVl 

time!" - with the 

is the bloody end his 

are stripped colour, as though only friend, patron The north and 

has lost LU"' .... UU ..... and then, at 

really dark. 

end of day, even in west it become 

earth, like the is left naked, vulnerable, exposed, without protection, 

cover or warmth~ and has to retreat into the shadow the night, alone, to hide 

in sleep - hoping for oblivion, nearest one can to 

The It is simply shadow the night, the sombre 

skies cover all - as if the entire is covered with sack-cloth, because the death of 

Jekuthiel - k'ilu / b'sak al mot Yekutiel m'khuseh. That means the whole universe is 

wrapped up in mourning.1O But the knows that tomorrow the sun will 

d) ACCENTUATING THE POSITIVE 

short poem at sight seems to be a nature poem, but it is not about nature. 

However, it is in its use nature to symbolize death without mentioning 

by name through its rendering of images using nature symbols. 

In the it seems as though sun has gone to bed forever, that this is the 

end of aU that is dear to (1988: 11) interprets as indicating that unlike 

sun which daily, man sets only once. I with interpretation. 

who fails to understand the sun, always a symbol of life, is much more potent a 

metaphor than insignificant ephemeral man. 
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the that no matter how dark it may seem to be at that moment, sun 

Things will improve. will rise 

depth of and sorrow is difficult to but because the sun does on the 

morrow, maybe in 

alleviate the pain. 

of is the of hope which should 

e) CONCLUSION 

Gabirol had a virtuousity of style and is said to surpassed his 

contemporaries by quality of compositions as one who brought art Hebrew 

poetry to perfection (Zangwill-Davidson, 1923:xl) and also the Arab 

treasures and fountains" (Ungerfeld, 1977:27). 

This lyrical lament is perhaps one of Gabirol's finest poems (Levin, 114). It has 

power to alleviate despair through the underlying understanding cyclical nature of 

sunset and sunrise, by association, death and 

:SaCIk:clo!tl1 was always a eg Chigru sakim. sifdu, v'heililu, Jer. (4:8) especially on 
national occasions. 
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MOSES ffiN .lU1t:-.t ...... ,. 

c. 

a) ABOUT THE POET 

Moses ben Jacob Ibn who c. 1055-11 was one four distinguished 

brothers from Granada. We have no record what became of him during the 

neJ'sel~utlon of Jews in Granada in 1066, but it may have been at time that he 

went to "the of poetry!! 1:218) to study under Isaac Ibn 

Gi'at. At all events, we find him in again when the community was re-

established he around a of scholars and both 

and Jewish, among whom was young Yehudah Halevi. 

Although his early poetic achievement Granada received great acclaim and he was 

an honorary he an unsettled 1090 the community of 

was destroyed by Almoravids and family left Granada; 

some years was a family quarrel over 

him as did his children (Goldstein, 

asa 

103). 

of which his 

He was a skilled poet and prolific writer, and one of the treatises which he wrote in 

Arabic "The Book of Conversations and Memories" based on Arabic poetics, is a 

valuable source for the of Arldalusian poetry. This book umque In 

medieval literature, which amongst other subjects dealt with rhetoric and 

ornamentation" (Schinnann, ]951 19). 

Ibn outlook on was basically their 

deaths like passengers embarked on a voyage in a ship. Although the are not 

conscious of it, they are constantly being forward" (Fleisher, 1994:39). 

I have selected Hekitzuni S'ipat because in this lament Ibn IS about the 

voyage, and discussing 

families. 

after death in a positive way as a reunion of separated 
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H ekitzuni S'ipai 

b) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

For ideas on "ornamentation", rhetorical forms metaphorical as a 

means to embellish the content of a poem, he drew abundantly Biblical texts and 

as a made studies the texts 

aesthetic writing (Schirmann, 1 :219). 

which he had from Arabic he 

adeptly combined Jewish religious and Arab secular 1"""'.>nu",o.,, many of poems 

are in the 

ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

Content: J-10tr1P"7IY1 is a meditative, lament. title of poem tells 

us was 

('''''1'YlPT'P,,",1 and conversing with his dead .... '.>,rpnt" or could 

nal"ents and 

as a companion. It is reminiscent 

brother Hayam beini uveinekha. 

have been 

friends are gone. has no one to be at his 

visit to 

poet-speaker 

thoughts aroused him to 

them. asks them a question, 

because his ones cannot or 

betrayed, because they have an left 

father. 

as In 

those he his 

cemetery. he communes 

question, 

neither can he expect an answer; 

closest his mother and 

Then comes a surrealistic they, him to them and show 

his place at their side. thoughts have him to see truth as it 

open open As he older everyone leaves him. They die or are 

ill or His turn will come next. He alone for no one own. 

=~~ : The line fourth sixth '/omi, v'imi, m'komi~ 

the I hyme is in the 

dejected feelings of line 

as this is a personal poem, the 

word makshiv rhymes with the word 
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emphasizes that the closest family and 

is no one to or respond to the speaker. 

poem is based on syllables and not on the 

is no regular meter~ each sentence is built up of 

are not 

of the words used are abstruse. The forms are 

the right number of syllables for each line. Verbs are used with 

as he 'ki'tzu'ni, k'ra'u'ni, and her'u'ni, Sh'iltimo 

....... ....,1.4<,1.1 and archaic form of sh'al'tim, "I asked them" "my n<lt."pnt" 

sound to 

this 

sha'alti "I asked" has been combined with a verbal suffix 

of the word for the sake of the number of 

- v'ein makshiv u'mei'shiv. 

shin occurs many times in the poem, ..... ,,~' ......... J'all 

cernelerv atmosphere with the Uu.:>H""'" 

use of the assonance and 

1''"''''''''''''' a downcast feeling. 

n. ............. ,rY sound. 

Midrashic texts. The word 

110 

so 

IS an 

means 

it is near to the Arabic, meaning "worry", "pain in the 

whereas in Ibn 

causes 

the prophet on to "thy 

This is also homonymic, as the 

the poet-speaker's dead ones in 

meichezyonot halaila ... In Job, a voice is 

""OJ>.]'''''''''''' of voice and the Biblical verses which 

m 38:22 as "friends", and 

mire and they are turned away back". 

of all the dead, including the feet of 

....... '."'" ... are presumably under the ground and 

can never Also "they are 1"",.,,,,,,1'1 can never tum round again, 

and face one. 

II See s'ipim Gesenius 
IlJob(4.13fl).ln from the visions of the when falleth on men I Fear came upon 

me, and trembling, which made all my bones to shake. Then a before my the hair of 
my flesh stood up: It stood still, but I could not discern the form thA.'..,.,t' was before my eyes, 
there was silence, and I heard a voice ... " 
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words and expressions from Biblical texts are essence or key to something 

more complex, which a explanation of the connotation of 

Malon (line 2) is used as a "lodging-place" in Josh and in J er 1. In Midrash 

Mishlei 

mitat'kha. 

"Happy are 

is to found: Ashrekha, Rabbi Akiba, she'nimtza 

0' Rabbi for whom a lodging-place has 

hour of your death." 

d) AND PRAYER 

malon tov bish'at 

found at the 

There IS a hidden source hope S'ipai, a poem 

retllectmg on the is seen not as finality, but as a crossing over a 

journey of transition. All who loved him,are waiting him, beckoning him to 

the afterworld. There is a torch of hope the although is a nightmare. 

poet speaker sees his family at the of a dark tunnel and there is an indication of 

a with loved ones. IS a resonance the 

shlomi. are other synonyms but poet chosen the expression, 

un.'J1lt:;1 shlomi, which conjures 

the place, his parents and friends cannot speak to him, but beckon to 

him. Physically, the anshei shlomi, are waiting for at M'lon 

lodging whilst they are en passage, towards ueSllm~u home. 

They are going over to a better world. Notwithstanding the use 

language, the of the Age of Spain, poet does 

"grave", a , "earth", "blackness", but of m'lon horai, the night 

speak of a 

of my 

parents. 

poet is a man of words, but his family cannot speak to him with words. are 

He troubled by their inability to communicate with him. a barrier 

between But it is as they are waving to him, and they are 

Ket~PlIlg a place him with people who him. However, the that he can 

see them when beckon shows clearly that is light they this 

gives him a reassurance. What appears frightening at first sight may be an 
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indication that thcy will to Although one does not wish to leave this 

world, Moses Ibn indicates it can mean reunited with loved ones. 

natural fear of death dictates on this these 

L"'VUU~;" make the to the reader, overwhelmingly 

The acknowledgement this poem that death is only a in the whole process of 

alleviates natural fears and this recognition helps to light to the 

bereaved; those who loved are waiting them at M'lon horai. 

For religious there is a belief in Olam Haba, a life 

death, these beliefs comfort. people spiritual comfort and 

consolation in the knowledge that will rejoin loved ones in the O/am Haba. 

In S'ipat, Ibn Ezra accepting these beliefs, comforts mourners able 

to and anticipate joining his family. 

CONCLUSION 

This a typical individual-universal lament, and although short 

with restraint, it poignant with sadness, but 

somewhere. 

Introspection and meditation are focal points 

is a hint of 

written simply and 

future, a journey 

poetry. The ..... ..,.Ull~'U 

Hebrew poets were even when was and dejected, mood 

impeded 

1 1:218). 

poetic sense nor undermined his (Schirmann, 

This lament 

their loved ones 

.,...C"'UPT to alleviate despair through its that bereaved will see 

In world to come. 
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YEHUDAH HALEVI 

c. 1075-1141 

a) mSTORICAL SETTING 

113 

Yehudah Halevi was at a time when Jewish population was between 

two warring enemies, Christian and Muslim 

by Almoravids influenced his life and 

of the poems. 

b) ABOUT THE POET 

Yehudah one of few poets this section about whom we pol;se:ss 

biographical details, not only from his written work also from 

Cairo and from information from Ibn 

lived c.1075-1l41. He was probably born into a wealthy In 

Muslim Tudela 13 on 

and Arabic "" ....... ,""u •• ULA 

borders of Spain. received a "~U'.l.V'4o:;.U Hebrew 

the other Jewish was strongly influenced by 

culture, elements of which he ingeniously ... ..,">LA ...... '."' .... 

studied in various colleges in Andalusia where met his lln~-JC,nl! 

.... J.U'""",, ibn .., ...... 'n .... "u the of Isaac (known as 

After completing studies there he settled in Toledo, the capital 

Castile under, ,"u"" .. ,.., Ul"POTP, he suc:ces:stu practised .l.LA",,",n,", .... ,,, and was consulted 

by court of Alfonso. 

When Halevi's benefactor Solomon ibn Ferrizuel, a Jewish nobleman in AU:Oru;O'S 

court, was by Christian soldiers in 1108, to the 

of celebration he was preparmg eXllCctea return from an important 

mission, and compose in place a long official elegy. 

When Jews in Toledo were attacked the following year, he moved to Cordova 

(Carmi, 1981: in Mohammedan Spain. 

13 not the hpttpr_il'nfn'Jn Toledo, where he later settled 
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Halevi was a philosopher and wrote about 800 poems on subjects 

traditionally dealt in Spain which included nature, love, 

and uncommissioned laments. poems describe 

significant ... ",.,'71 .. " 

travels in 

and different countries, his status in the community, the ..,"''''OJ.''' he met, and 

development. 

spiritual 

was particularly vnr.nrn for his "Zionist" Doe:ms of passionate LVUE,UJlE, for Zion, 

the celebration Jerusalem song". These WV .... 'LU ... are known as nZionides". He 

longed for the redemption of his people through Aliyah, not as an escape from 

but as a goal which would bring the time commg Messiah closer, return 

of Shekhinah and exiles, and the rebuilding Jerusalem and 

land. Redemption to Halevi is an important solution to the Jewish problem. 

Halevi, the the nation can never be complete in This belief is one of 

117) in his poe:ms in the Diwan and most characteristic tnelnes (Goldstein, 

his philosophical dialogue, 14 

that time was a movement called Zion, 

encouraged their followers to go to Israel where they could mourn the 

Jerusalem the loss of a state. 

who 

eStIuctlon of 

They would at the Wall (the Wall), the last remnant of what 

and what is referred to ;'prrnll.n as the 

the "Wall of Mourning". 

The Aveilei Mourners became an important of Jewish 

mourning ~''''''''<l'J'''''', They are ... ""h", ...... ".rl to upon the entry mourners into synagogue 

and at end of a to the house mourning in the prayer 

comfort you 

of comfort is said at 

other mourners for Zion and 

conclusion of a funeral 

This prayer 

and on 

Tishah'B'Av in Shmoneh Esreh TU "'" ... ,- a special petition is inserted 

with these words: "Comfort, L--d our G-d, 

Jerusalem. " 

mourners for and the mourners 

l"About 700 years later, in the 19th 
unforgettable reconstruction of his 

Heinrich Heine was inspired by Halevi's works and wrote an 
"The epitome of the woeful and heroic Israel" in 

"Hebrew Melodies" (1851), 
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Birnbaum wrote that <'Mourners Zion" having <>"",,,, .. ,,,.<>11 from darkness into 

light, out mourning into festivity. are an inseparable segment the fishuv, 

Jewish settlement in Israel (1979:549). 

contemporary of Sahl ben Mazliah, wrote that "Jerusalem at time was a 

for all who fled, a comfort all mourners ... wherein resided dirge and 

eulogizers Hebrew, and (Beinart, Such a dirge and 

eulogizer was Yehudah Halevi. 

was seized with a burning (J"""""uv'u un .. .:nu, .... and travelled 

composed many sea.-sonlls aboard became ill in Egypt never 

• -.,u.vu ........ the LJ .... /;;,v ........ however, tells that was killed at Wailing Wall 

Libi V'Mizrach 

c) ANALYSIS OF 

is a monorhymed (aa,ba,ca) of qasida form 

U""l,L .. "'U..,JU..,,,, (half-lines verses). It is monothematic (the 

Zion). An ""'"'''U'p''''' 

Libi v'a'no'khi b'sofma'a'rav. 

two symmetrical 

of 10nmn,9: 

title of the poem Libi V'mizrach tens the the content. It is to be understood 

that he is the west and yearning to be in east, that is where 

d) 

poem V'mizrach on Zion; to Jerusalem in the east, is the 

speaker's sole heart's desire. He laments that he cannot get there, may never get 

there, and laments over the destruction of Zion, at same time craving 

to see the adored holy f'kar b'einai afrol d'vir necherav. He has 

mixed J.'"' ...... uu~,"'. lIltel1se love for Jerusalem grief at her destruction. He can enjoy 

nothing in nothing has a taste: what he eats has no taste~ how can anything be sweet 
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when he is so far glorious 

of the f"TU"ITHf 

And only that, but is b 'chevel 

Edom in as a of their victory 1099) 

'trVlL"":>t Arav, (in iron chains Arabic ) The 

of good things Spain." 

are recurrent motifs like "heart longing theme, "east 

conquest by ,","',LAU,""', the love Israeli stones and dust 

~:!!rng : There is a tenSIOn between and pain, ne['wet~n the reality 

the between east west - not geographical location 

connotation of Jerusalem in 

joy, compared to the of sunset dark and the of 

of the 

the dream, 

east and 

and 

intellectual overcome by feeling sorrow. IS an 

enticement, a of home culture, not so strong as the desire to see "the 

dust ruined , afro! d'vir necherav. 

T .... "T'I'1 ..... : The alliteration in the with the resh helps to unifY the poem, 

as that letter is carried through the rhyming at the end lines of poem, 

necherav. 

~!!ill!~!!a!! : At the 

enjambement emphasizes 

desire to see 

of lines 3 6, with words b 

lines that follow, namely east and west ",u,.u.uvu." and 

ruined shrines, d'vir 

2 and words "How shalll and "How shalll 

enjoy itT' are rhetorical questions. in Hayam Beini Uveinekha by Hanagid, 

questions are typical to laments and are designed to arouse reader's 

sympathy. 

and occur frequently in L ... """ ... 

revea1:ed. and word ok hal 

ashaleim n'darai ve ? 

Pf!llnn.nre: : Zion and Spain respectively are described in terms of something 

namely B'chevel Edom B'khevel Arav. The poet-speaker is unhappy because he is 

15 Also in halo tish'ali 
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down "by the chains Muslim country", and where he wants to a 

strip enemy country". 

~~==;: : There is a play on words chevel and khevel, words the same sound 

with different ........ ' ...... n 

tn""rn",,,, : In Arabic poetry hyperbole, and exaggeration are regarded as 

praiseworthy poetic ...,1...,111...,11." 

of desire and languishing for 

in 

throughout 

Libi V'mizrach, v'anokhi b'sof ma'arav-

Eich et asher okhal v'eich 

IS aware 

poet cannot enjoy life: 

heart is the east and is at the end of west. It appears as an 

exa~gg~;ratlon or hyperbole but is how he the rift. is most unhappy 

and because of his inability to be in Zion. 

e) ALLUSION TO OTHER SOURCES 

: Eichah ashaleim n'darai ve'esarai ... ? "How shall I fulfill my The 

poet-speaker had made a vow to Spain and go to Jerusalem. This was a solemn 

matter (Num,- "How can I taste what I how will it be to me?" 

Eikh et'ama eit okhal v'eikh ye'e'rav? in line 2, COImeC{S with line 

vows, vows made with the lips. In other words Poe~t-s1pea.Ker is implying 

that he cannot concentrate on oral pleasures while his vow is unfulfilled. also 

alludes to Job V'cheich yil'am le'ekhol (also Job 12:1 "mouth (or palate) 

tastes what it eats. " 

Cheich is similar in sound to lamenting word eich. The ye'erav, "to be sweet", 

2, could also mean be responsible for", hence to "vows" 

have namely to go to 

~i:!!.!.!~J:!.!.~~ : Biblical are important elements in poetry as are 

Koranic allusions in Arabic poetry (Fleisher, 1994:42). In this poem Biblical are 

used to enhance the meaning of the poem, and there are within layers. 
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f) THE FEELINGS 

was common in this period, Yehudah Halevi combined an intellectual 

with an expression of genuine emotion. The poem, describing 

is technically evolved and polished and springs the 

can enjoy nothing in life, not even eating. Lack of appetite and inability to 

''''';'''"'''''' out are recognized symptoms of depressive illness. 

eve 

AM. Klein (1951:92-94), who translated ........... u .. " 

joined "the venerable elders of Jerusalem as went 

to on mount Zion. In mournful broken singsong 

Rabbi Y ehudah Halevi and from the LatnelUatlOnlS, 

This is a description how 

THE RETURN TO ZION 

unfulfilled desire of the poet, but 

118 

of 

of 

the IS a 

poignant 

destruction 

limited to a day, 

city, as in the Sumerian lament over the 

Jews latnenting for the destroyed city is not 

is marked by a continual mourning. 

destroyed IS even rcrnCIllo'cr on a wedding day. As the Psalmist said "If I 

forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, may cunning" 137:5). 

To Yehudah Halevi redemption through was an important solution to the Jewish 

national problem and Zion was 

of Zion. To Halevi the life of the nation 

1938:230,,231 ). 

In this poem Halevi expresses 

homeland in IsraeL 

fed the fires of Zionism and v ... " ... u.u. ... ' • ..., .... 

uses his poetic abilities to ""v ...... "".>'" L'-,...,UJllF," 

the heart is sets one on to L",.unJ"...,"'., as 

V'mizrach he dreams 

(Waxman, 

HJU.",-UJ,j; for a Jewish 

by Jews, 
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h) CONCLUSION 

beauty of this lament been compared by the Sadan (1970) to the 

Book of ,. and the Hanahar by Greenberg on the 

Holocaust (Lindenbaum, 1997: 110). I that Sadan's praise is a little extreme in 

comparison. It is not practical compare the short poem of Halevi with chapters 

of the Book of Lamentations almost four hundred of Rehovot Hanahar. 

lament with strong message a hope for redemption through the 

return to Zion C'TT'£UH. rp'l.TPrhpr!:1hnlr1C through the because it's 111\.",.:>.::>Q.l,,'" 

alleviated despair. It 11"t'11',rp;a the nineteenth century .....,u,E>u~.u ,.","rO'A Eliot who 

in Daniel Deronda made hero Mordechai quote in the from 

V'mizrach in an impassioned (1964:359). 

It has become the Tishah B 'Av service of the comfort it provides 

having read the Book of Lamentations which has described of and 

gives a positive Illt;:S::;i:1}~t; of redemption and return. 
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LAMENTS IN THE BEGINNING OF 

FROM GOLDEN 

Hebrew poetry been divided Biblical and 

modern period _,..,. ... !"> which discussing and 

were .... r""!u""n 

The medieval """"Vy includes Mishnaic and 

120 

MODERN WORLD 

we have 

....... "' .. ''''"' about to be discussed 

period (100 - 500 

........ ., .... "" period (500-800 , ... "' . .., ....... Spain (lOth - 12th centuries), Christian 

Spain -1492 C period ........ u ... u poetry 1993:501). The 

poetry of pre-modem Ashkenazi Jewry was almost totally religious. the assaults 

massacres of en route to Holy Land in the 

composition of many which of the akedah - sacrifice 

frequently occurred and was as a symbol of martyrdom. akedah became a 

particular martyrological and is by of Bonn's 

Akedah. (12th (Spicehandler. 1993:506) and the Netaneh Toke! attributed to 

Amnon 

Pre-modem intellectual Jewish in Central Eastern was focused on 

or .. u ......... ,'''"'". study and original work from religious commentary 

was tolerated by community until of the Wil(;w(.rn movement 1770's. 

The Haskalah was an offshoot of the ideas Enlightenment which was sw<~ep:mg 

through The Maskilim, promoters Haskalah movement, placed 

...... ""'+A .. emphasis on modernization life, .... , ........ ' .. into the world and 

to its education. .... "'..,........ books were translated 

into Hebrew and Yiddish, ~phlrpnJ became a vehicle for ""'V'I...,"" and professional 

scientific (Slutzky,: 1440) and poetry was composed lito prove 

that of distinction could be written Hebrew" (Spicehandler. 1 By the 

end nineteenth Hebrew poetry distinction and significance had 

developed. 
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HISTORICAL SETTING 

19th century Tsarist for the was one of "implacable hostility" 

they were as Under Alexander II 

(1855-1 ) there had to and schools and 

universities were opened to who flocked to them, m 

.I. ........ """... l~mf!ua~~e and literature which flourished under pens. However, lithe 

achievements Jew in Russian literature ... are poor compared with 

success the domain of (Raisin, In this atmosphere promIse 

enJllglltelament there was an outpouring m by 

the Maskilim; poetry, novels, and historical works, as as Hebrew 

newspapers Hatzfirah, Hatzofeh and were published (Slutsky, 1971 

Unfortunately the modernization of Russia led to demands by the 

populace and a growth in revolutionary which a tightening 

up State which Jews ""'1",,,,,,,,"11 a;)~,a;:"Hll(:nl\.nl of 

.CU. ........... .J.L ..... d II in , the doors to liberalization shut tight and plight the Jew 

OeCianlte intolerable with numerous legal of a discriminatory and antisemitic 

leading to Jewish impoverishment successor, 

Nicholas I, pogroms became policy, which in the words of the tutor 

'e(loom)s~;err was to "force one third (of Jews) to another 

to embrace Christianity and remainder to die of starvation" (Raisin, 1949: 164). 

Pogroms against the Jews provided safety to distract popular 

dissatisfaction against the status quo and it on to Jews. 

such pogrom took place in Kishinev, the provincial capital 1903, 

in which 49 were 500 injured and 2000 families homeless. 

This was by the discovery body of a Christian child, and the death by 

" ......... L<J'''' of a woman in a Jewish .... ""c· ....... '" 

These events were adequate "reasons" to blame Jews. Agents of Ministry the 

Interior and high Russian officials of the Bessarabian administration planned the attack. 

Russians, Rumanians and students theological . senrnn:aI 

participated. 
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of 5000 soldiers stationed the no action in holding back the 

It was established that the Jews were innocent of charges against 

CLavi, 1972:1064,1065). silence of their erstwhile Russian intellectual associates, 

their acquiescence in the pogroms harsh laws, led to enormous disillusionment 

among the Maskilim who now turned to as synonymous of nationalism "and 

Hebrew writer ipso facto regarded as an advocate and upholder of 

ideal of national regeneration" (Raisin, 1949: 

the of the Russia was the throes of a struggle liberation and 

constitutionalism and many sympathized with the fighters for reformist 

democracy. failing system and supporters identified the revolutionaries 

with the Jews, did their to the attention the away the 

u...,,,,,,,,,,,., and to screen their own by up anti-Jewish feeling 

and blaming troubles including the attempted Revolution 

1903. were arrested shot and others were sent for long prison to the 

wastelands of Siberia. Many others emigrated to America, Palestine or wherever they 

could fmd 

Those went to formed five distinctive Aliyah (1882-

1903) consisted small groups who established the early moshav settlements. The 

Second Aliyah (1904- 14) was the Aliyah that was responsible for starting new 

Hebrew Press Hebrew literature. They were pIOneers worked as 

labourers and their motto came from a popular nWe come to Eretz Yisrael to 

and rebuilt" livnot ul'hivanot (Schweid, 100). 

post-War Third Aliyah (1919-1923) had many pIO:neers who worked on road 

building. The Fourth Aliyah (1924-1928) were mainly ........... '" class Poles settled 

cities. The 

included 

Aliyah 939) arrived as Nazism was tightening its and 

from Germany. The writers were born in Europe; when they 

mO'lIPn to Palestine, they wrote ....,.."", ... , in I"''''''''''''''' of in AU,",,'..,", their mother 

tongue. 
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a) ABOUT THE POET 

CHAIM NACHMAN BIALIK 

1873-1934 

Page 123 

Bialik was born in 1873 in Radi, in the province of Volhynia, where scholarly father 

oversaw leased lands and woods. 

the eighth and youngest child in a poor family, Chaim Nachman was to his 

dreams and and an exploration of world of nature. 

old, his family moved to a suburb in Zhitomir, which had a 

where father became a tavern keeper. When Bialik was 

When he was five years 

Jewish community, 

his father died and the 

boy was sent to live 

he was reading medieval 

1948:2). 

strict and pious age of eleven 

of philosophy and mysticism as well as stories and 

At he attended famous yeshiva Volozhin. After two went to 

Odessa where in 1892 he published first poem, El Hatzipor. After his marriage 

1 he worked as a forest merchant Korostishov and then as a Hebrew teacher in 

while to publish and stylistically modelled 

poems and Aryeh Gut. Mei'achorei and Hachatzotz'rah 

Shenit 'ba 'y'shah, the autobiographical prose poem Safi'ach and the 

Megillat Ha'eish. 

publication of his first long poem Hamatmid Eternal Student" in the periodical 

Hashiloach established him as the Hebrew poet of his time. 

Bialik returned to Odessa 1900. Together with his friends Ravnitzky, Ben-Zion and 

eWllnSi!~ he established the ",'U/U.::>UUJl15 house Moriah for publication of SCflOO'l-

books, and edited and fiction for important monthly Hashilo 'ach. 

When news of the Kishinev tragedy became known, Bialik was commissioned to 

investigate by the Union of Hebrew writers, consisting of Ahad Ha-am, Simon Dubnow, 

Ben-Ami and Ravnitzky (Roskies. 1988: 156-159). 
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Bialik's task was to bring back a detailed of what he found, so that plans could be 

to prevent such catastrophes in future. the Bialik archives is a letter to 

Bialik from Dubnow, chairperson of the Historical Commission, written on 24th 

July 1903, giving him instructions. These included having to attend court cases 

during the inquiry, record lists of names of the dead, consult nurses and doctors, sound 

out the wounded, record with photographs, consider the damage perpetrated in 

synagogues and communal places, record rapes, gather evidence concerning the 

complicity the authorities, compile statistics and see what defence measures had 

been taken by the Jews. Lachower found records which showed that the long report 

which Bialik wrote was never published. (1944:425). The night before he left for 

Kishinev, Bialik wrote his poem, Al Ha 'shechitah. 

After 1905 and his Kishinev exposure he became more active in public devoting 

his abundant vigour, vision, and charm to the preservation and advancement of Jewish 

culture. participated in Zionist Congresses (1907, 1913, 1921 and 1931) and 

Congress for Hebrew Language and Culture (1913) . 

In 1921, he moved to Berlin 1, and in 1924 to Palestine, where he continued his cultural 

missions promoting Jewish culture and working for the Hebrew University as President 

of the Hebrew Writers' Union and of the Hebrew Language Council (Spicehandler, 

1971:801). 

Bialik's works have appeared in numerous editions. His letters have published in 

five volumes and recorded speeches two volumes. translated Don Quixote, 

Wilhelm Tell, Shakespeare and the Yiddish play Der Dybbuk into edited the 

poems of Gabirol and Moses Ibn and began a commentary on Mishnah. This 

constituted a re·linking of Hebrew literature to its sources and a safe-guarding of the 

literary treasures for the generations to come. He was known as the national poet and 

the voice of the people. 

I He was one of a group of writers who were to leave the Soviet Union, thanks to the 
intervention of Maxim Gorky, the pro-Lenin Russian writer and champion of the oppressed Jewish 
people in Russia. 
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Without doubt Bialik the of eastern Jewry 

early twentieth century. That collective Av~v.>rtAnr'"" became 

existence most countries Diaspora. 

In he was the ntl'rrn.,n~·" leader of all whose Jewish consciousness was a 

their opinion were aC(~eDtea as and 

was seen both as a poet of renascence as as a destruction (Shaked, 

1985:20,29). 

expressed mner of a concerned about attitude to Jewish 

tradition. His name became a symbol culture, he was considered 

rep,resentatnre (Waxman, 1947:221,226 His theme is crisis of faith 

which confronted his as it with the sheltered and confined Jewish 

........ "un ..... culture sought to hold onto a Jewish way of and thought 

the new secularized world. His poetry can be read on individual, 

Jewish and universal. 

Bialik Vienna in u'n~r~ he had gone for medical .. ~'HU''''Ln (Carmi, 

1981:133). Seldom did a poet 

influence in his own lifetime as he did. 

Jewry, or as much wide-spread 

Three poems Bialik are discussed in These are Ha'shechitah, 1m 

Sh4'lmiesh and Be 'ir Hahareigah. constitute a all three having been \Afn ..... n 

as a response to Kishinev pogrom, a dark moment history. 

I chosen to include these demonstrate a watershed in 

writing laments. Traditional expressions grief conventional belief in theodicy 

and the vindication of G-d's justice are no longer adequate. The poet is not to 

appease the mourners, but is expressing anger at the mourners for allowing tragedy 

to happen. is the first since that the not n .. ",'n1ll1rp'rt to 

accept 

bow", to 

Jew's passivity and martyrdom, but like 

back. 

the people "to learn the 

That the act of writing in alleviates distress that the would have J;UUlU ...... 

comfort by pouring out his feelings of the festering sore of rage can clearly seen 
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through these poems. By the end of the Kishinev cycle, it is obvious that IS 

feeling calmer and is some light. 
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"AI Ha'shechitah" 

INTRODUCTION 

Although these are not typicall VV,-,AU.::o the lament I believe that are 

definitely laments and that they draw particular strength from their subversive style. 

We find the coming to terms with loss them: in 

Hahareigah feelings of denial are ","v"", .. ",,,,,,,,,r1 

feelings of depression and conflict as in the lines: 

flee! 

cup of affliction thither bear with theel 

Take thou thy soul, it many a shred! 

With impotent rage, thy heart deform! 

upon the barren boulders shed! 

And send bitter cry into the storm! 

...... ...,UJ.1~~" of impotence. 

In Ha 'shechitah there is a clear denial of G-d's eX1:steIlce. G-d not be III 

the traditional sense. In the It is that are not ........ vu..., 

"'p ........... uAfS of Al 'shechitah. (1974:18) lithe tone beyond 

mourning into agony and violence". I agree with him. The same to Be'ir 

Hahareigah, and this anger is than mourning, turning the poem into what could 

be a 2 which. with the mentioned above and that of 

1m Shamesh, intense power. 

can little doubt that have as a of coming to terms 

with a national catastrophe. This is recognized in the most recent book Holocaust 

poetry which is called "Beyond Laments: Poets of the World Witness to 

Holocaust" (Striar, 1998). 

Bialik represents lamentation tradition transition. is no strictly bound 

to the religious authorities or past fonnulas and his laments are more complex than 

traditional laments that came before him. It is clear that III a new 

:1 Mintz speaks of "transironic" in sense of beyond 142) 
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Previous wrote that they had 

TtlPrpT,nrp punished, or f"nrH1111lprp'rI granted to 

they should suffer. 

resistance and lack of 

saw the ".UUUJl6 

L.JLd .... .u. (1982: 102) are far more complex than 

poems, 

traditional kinot not only in their 

me:OQICV but also in their exploration victims. Bialik indeed 

it unacceptable that his people should accepted their fate when they should 

have retaliated and fought back. He "",,'{"\tPC't not by a retreat from but by 

subtle inversions of the traditional reSIDOIllses to catastrophe. By retaining the familiar 

symbols and constructs yet altering their 

conveying the ambiguities and """' ••• .., .... "'. 

and significance, Bialik succeeded in 

a new spiritual reality while satisfying 

need for the 

Striar (l998:xxii) 

a challenge to the status 

-':"""""'C""'" and satire can be nec:ess:arv 

Kishinev was a mammoth 

such shock and therefore the only 

inherent in the very act of 

to console and comfort the .."..,""1 ......... 

alleviate the pain and despair of 

These poems were written as a 

Ai Ha'shechitah was written the 

wrote 1m Shamesh a month 

said, "Let G-d live". 

in poetic form because in 

but can be subversive 

neO!Ole into action. situation 

it is difficult to fmd words to ""Vl ..... "".~C 

to do was to subvert. Bialik's was 

writing there was thought for the future, 

could be a better future, and thus to 

his mission to report on the Kishinev massacre. 

1'\",1",{"\ .. ", he left for the disaster area. When A.JUuu"" 

he had calmed down considerably and 

was regarded by Adi Zemach as a 

'shechitah. • ir I-< rift""'''' was over a period of 

catastrophe. 
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LITERARY ANALYSIS 

.:::..=== : The is the ':>''''''''1'',''''''' of mnoce:ms at Kishinev. This is a spontaneous 

poem short combinations of shouts and ",vr\r",,;:'c, of 

flaming, lyrical pathos. 

d) ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

speaks with an enraged prophetic IS He indicts G-d 

not ask G~d's ends with a curse. poem is on 

of blasphemy. 

Play on Words: title is a manipulation of the blessing said on the slaughter of 

animals. it concerns the of the people in the and at same IS a 

play on words: 

speaker~prophet seeks but G~d cannot be He the heavens, case 

G~d is found but he cannot find him, asks the to for 

mercy him. cannot pray. for his is dead; cannot even 

mouth the has no strength and no hope and proclaims:- Ad-matai? ad-ana, 

ad-malai? 

~~~: La'netzach, la'netzach 14) rhymes with relzucn m (murder, 

..... L~ .. LA is effective his In verses, first and fourth rhyme, the 

second third, and the fifth and seventh; verse 1 ~ abbaaca; verse 2 - rI"'jO.rI+c....-· m 

verse 3 - SU"S'J', in verse 4 ~ 'UU"'-<UJ'llU. 

e) USE OF LANGUAGE 

are words powerful ll.<. ... 'S .... " 1CU~;eu;:v, I 'kha 

im kardom, v'khol Ii hach kodkod, vi ... y",c;..", dam retzach. 

These are fierce onomatopoeic sounds: the Its /cum, kakelev. kardom and the 'g' 

gardom. term hakh kodkod is quick incisive and it reflects the sarcastic cutting 

tone ofthe poem.3 Used here the poem is highly subversive. 

3 See Sanhedrin 8: Tol makeil v'hakh al-kodkodam. 
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poem we "The blood of and old will onto your ''''V~H''''''. 

and wiH never wiped off" word IS is used in 

connection with Amalek, the prototype arch 

1 14) and connotes a curse. 

who 

questions Ad-mata/? ad-ana, aa··mr..!llli bring to mind the mourning sounds which 

reinforce association 

things that happened, the cannot pray, 

the to be aG-d 

There is no answer from Heaven, so cans to killers: Hatalyan! Hei tzavar - kum 

sh'chat! I Arfeini kakelev, 

Va'anachnu - anachnu ha'm'at! 

z'ro'a im kardom v'kho! ha'aretz Ii gardom- I 

like a you have power Here is 

and the axe.4 
/ For whole IS an exc;cultlonelr'S block to me, / we are 

the .. 

Dami mutar - hakh kodkod, vizaneik dam retzach, I Dam yoneik vasav al ku'tont'kha I 

V'lo yimach lanetzach, lanetzach. "Shedding my blood is permitted. Strike crown 

the and let blood gush 

shirt, / And it will never be 

~~~:±.....!:::~~~~ : Not only are 

In / Blood babe and man on your 

ever".5 

hate, but words of scepticism. 

In the II If there is justice, let it itself at It "But 

is justice" akin to 

have been ",eTT£n'PrJ from beneath 

The word hishmadi up with 

let heaven rot, shamayim yimaku, with 

confirmation 

only 

overall destruction. 

justice's 

throne, - the .:IV', ............ 

and there is no justice or or 

you ... " if justice shows itself I 

throne be .... u .. -."",.., down ~"" .. -""","r ,. 

blood not blotted out forever" -

evil of the world. "Heaven rotting" is a 

,ro--" ... , ," Justice's throne can be hurled down 

G-d and his IS There is no 

the world. The "forever", 

4 "You have the power and the axe" is a far cry from the Biblical counterpart Ps (89:14) L'kha zro'a im
g'vuru, "You have the power and the 

5 Translation by Daiches in "The of Tears and Dover Beach", 
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is similar to repeated lanetzach, lanetzach. will be no world, win be 

nothing - only extermination extinction. The hypothetical "1m yeish. .. Ei-I ... " (line 

2) V'im yeish - yofi'a miyad (line 1 is a G-d and if there is 

justice, appear immediately") is effective rhetorically conveying the derisive 

is none!" 

Words of Power 

The poem is replete with imperatives and 

marks in 

damnation. 

poem stand out They are an understatement of 

The exclamation 

malediction. There is 

All are damned, the heavens, Justice~ person who IS If 

V'arur N'kom! The evil-doers are cursed in cruelty: 

U'v'dimkhem v'hinaku. It is possible the first thought the murderers 

should destroyed, but he changed mind, realizing that was no 

payment the deaths helpless and the 

and be cleansed" or "thrive" as Roskies or "be destroyed"; the 

translation, ultimately all would perish, the blood would consume abyss 

rotting foundations earth. astute says even Satan could not devise a 

suitable that would measure to the crime. V'arur ha'o'meir: n'kom! and in 

last two verses of the poem, alliteration assonance bring an 

onomatopoeia and doom. 

N'kom sonally with kardom gardom and t'hom. These metaphors 

unkind world, the "chopper", the block" "deep , rhyme 

with other and strengthen each other their association with cruelty and 

be far worse than tohu vavohu v'choshekh pnei t'hom as we read in 

UelneSlS 1 rotting founda1ions will filtrated with blood. poem states Yikov 

hadam et hat'hom! and repeats yikov hadam ad t'homol machashakim. This us 

back to 92a, Yikov et hahar (the law must adhered to, without 

preferential treatment). In other 

should perish. 

it is implied that whole accursed lot 
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Justice's has no esc:aDe. Y'mugar na kis'o la'ad!6 IS 

forever. situation is fraught with terror, m and more so with The 

of a dreadful 

rotting IOtlnaaWJns of the 

of blood of slain ones devouring 

The words in the exclamation Ad-matai, ad-anah, ad-matai? (line 7) is emlm~;Cel1t of 

certain Psalms. For mstarlce m there is ad-ana and ad ana, "How 

I take mmy / having sorrow in / How 

Variants the sound ana occur in the 

shall 

of 

aneini einai in verse Psalm All ..:Jv,.uu.'''' r<' .... 1·nrr· .. the aa'-afl!aS 

Biblical verses. All of sounds reinforce the ad-ana ad-matai Bialik's 

poem and the in the in addition the exaltation of the ",,,'vAL.A,,,,,, 

over Jews throughout history. 

t) EXPRESSING FEELINGS 

One Kubler stages of coming to terms with is anger. IS an 

poem. with G-d, is angry with the people. He uses strong words 

and powerful images to 

.... "'.u ... of G-d's eXl:steIlce. 

impotence. 

vent to his feelings. 

eXT:)res:ses feelings 

FAITH AND PM YER 

Even though the IS so he still approaches 

He pYT\rp~!(1p(! feelings denial, 

bitterness, of depression of 

u .... " ....... he has difficulty 

prayIng, to pray for him there be a He I"'",nnnT 

find G-d and heart is dead, and doubts that a G-d or justice in world. 

feel 

This "."""'nT' ........ " has been tragedy would 

6 Ps (89:45) V'khisa la'arelz migana See also: 
mllgar adei ad implying destruction. Also the 
daily Shemoneh Esrei, V'lamalshinim 

have 

Piyyutim (699). Moses Ibn foyil 
,'mllgeir is found in the thirteenth b'rachah of the 

7 Jer (46:5). Magar misaviv, an expression also frequently used by Greenberg in his anthology Rechovot 
Hanahar 
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in many Holocaust But it is a valid response 

these Bialik tunes into many thus 

by acknowledging 

a catharsis. 

h) CONCLUSION 

verbal onslaught had an influence on Jewish youth inspired them 

action. influence is shown the autobiography of the leader, 

Shmarya Levin, mentions that: a of and Bialik POulreQ 

forth the of the Jewish people the pogrom hooligans, against itself, and 

""5"""'''' its own It is one of most remarkable utterances in 

with the impartiality of utter despair, it neither the nor the 

1"n .... n"' .. it the name is referred to as "a pauper G-d". 

These U'"""'-'L'..., .... from to end 

everywhere Jews learned it heart" (Levin, 1932:253). 

scholars "", .... uu"uE> that Al Ha'Shechitah is a poem, 

In VV •• U'-"U this is a superficial the mere fact he is motivated 

put to his for posterity, is in an act of lamenting and 

writing. In the act of indicates 

positive belief, as slight as it future. 

This poem not alleviate despair, by eXIJre1islrlg help to 

ventilate feelings many and the act .. ..." .... "u,"'''' mirrored in a 

poem has power to 
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"1m Shamesh" 

I Shamesh without including an analysis simply to 

face of disaster. 

Bialik 1m Shamesh, an optimistic poem, on the massaCI"e, (24th 

1903) a month wrote Al Ha'shechitah (Iyar 1903). thesis, 

them to act writing is therapeutic for people in shock and grieving and 

come to with the loss. This can be clearly seen in 1m Shamesh. When he 

Bialik in Al Ha'shechitah poured out his for 

ro"', .... "' ....... to happen. 1m Shamesh, unlike light. It 

is a "'''''''''V'U of the Kishinev poems, as we see from the place and 

1m Shamesh alleviated and he is u"' ....... ,,;:;, 

IS 

U'v .... u.'" are closely ...... ~ .... , ... are as one distinct 

• Al 'shechitah is a poem of curses and "'V""""'''' 

...a .... ''''"'u .• F> which is inverted, and the t'\p.~'{fpn 

• 1m Shamesh carries a positive HU;;;:';:'Q15v, """V"An. 

and inner strength to his readers. "There is 

message. 

.. poem Be'ir Hahareigah is a double 

learn how to act, and b) the OO(:::'{-[)r01Jne 

mounting crisis. 

on a 

comfort, hope 

- hope!" This is his 

""1-1 ........... a) the people must 

how to with his own 

The three sections, when considered as a 

the part of the poet, that when all seems 

the disaster ofKishinev, wanting to 

to a IHv.);)Q.~;,", of encouragement on 

at same time instructing them to 

The last lines of Al Ha 'shechitah are: 

Yikov hadam ad ('hamal me.'lct:!aSJ'lal;um 

v'a'khal bachoshekh ,,'rj~nll"J" sham 

Clearly he is lamenting 

of their distress, while 

attitude for the future. 
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last 

Kal ha'aretz ha'n'makim. 

the blood seep down to the of darkness, 

in the and breach all 

the foundations earth" 

of verse 1 of 1m ,,\'hI2m.e!i!h are 

n'makei hachoshekh u'r'keivei ha'amesh, 

Hitpa'l'lu la-shemesh, la-shamesh! 

the rot of the darkness 

-n'maket hachoshekh 

for the of accentuation acceleration, the words "and 

135 

rlN',,,",,,.,," _ u'r'keivei ha'amesh. Therefore 

and repeats 

rotting 

darkness", 

poems speak "rotten 

similar words and reinforcing with the same meaning and 

the Shamesh (Verse 1, line continues n'ma'kei 

halmosmucn and r'ke/vei ha'emesh ,"you must and the good healing gold," and, 

not see the light," (third lIyou must create light of sun 

3). out nothing" 

It is interesting this poem, a Kishinev poem, ........ " .... ., and (as does the title) 

with the 

the seven days 

In his poems Al 

accoramg to Bialik mythopoeia, 

creation" (Zemach, 1988:309). 

'shechitah and Hahareigah, Bialik is trying to motivate 

of 

Jews to proactive to take active steps to defend themselves. is loud, 

and angry. Do not peddle bones of one's depression. not be a passive 

victim. Take action and prevent such horrors happening again. Like 

lament, which tells his people that they must learn to shoot, 

to motivate his people to learn defence. to do 

.. "'''",''I .... ., by observed in Kishinev when he the pogrom. In 

Be'ir Hahareigah, fiercely brands people's weak to pogrom 

Kishinev. It is interesting that also finds similarities with the payyetanim. 
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In the hyperbolic mode of the 

iconographic use by 

and the payyetanim, Bialik 

event particularity 

stand 

millenial 1984:131). 

Page 136 

to 

informing it 

Bialik succeeded forty years the ghettos and Lodz, 

poem would constantly to measure the ""1"",, ... 1..,..., from pogrom to 

solution. 

the Warsaw n"p'TTn diarist link Kishinev to Warsaw with 

Siallghtenl!r IS slalugl1ltenm 

to the prophet, who IS 

poet feels a 

conflict at his 

of 

pogrom, 

plessness in this of slaughter people. 

influenced themselves more rigorously. 

organized and 

( 17) """'~'F>""Lo ....... that Bialik's Be 'ir Hahareigah transformed 

No longer would passivity be 

brilliance 

next 

way modern 

In 1m ,,,;nllm€.~sn_ show his that there is some hope, IS 

In this n'ma'kei 17n,~I~r."n,7IN7 and r'keivei 

t;;1I1t:::;'ifl the poet to the people 

you must seek the· healing gold, 

and 

if your eye does not see the light," (third verse), 

you must the light sun out nothing. 

In other words, if you cannot find hope, you must take steps to create hope yourself 

This poem, and ends (as the title) "the light of 

is a symbol for hope that comfort and I maintain that continual 

occurrence of this symbol laments even these angry poems of Bialik is to lift the 

lament, providing a measure of hope for a better 

1m Shamesh poet is also to give a that a light will renew strength, 

and this has an does the title) with "the light sun". 
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poems had results gave inspiration to youth to take a more active role 

their and encouraged to on Atiyah or involved in anti-Tsarist 

After nature of lament 

helplessness, but also reaffirmed 

i) FEELINGS 

They no 

right to action. 

only lamented their 

These poems by are different the laments in this but the 

other they too have power to alleviate despair, in a totally new and 

diftenent manner. In At 'shechitah and 'ir Hahareigah. Bialik concentrating 

on 

Such IS an 

stages 

resonate in 

""-,IIUU'",, to terms 

readers who feel strongly 

prejudice-driven attacks on innocent people never allowed. are 

unjustifiable, unforgivable, inexcusable outrageous. Bialik is angry with 

.'-' ...... .,"'''' .. A attackers. Bialik is 

with 

Jews not defending themselves, .... "''''LU .. IS 

In Shamesh, Bialik seems to come to terms anger 

he shows so blisteringly Ha'shechitah; has given way to acceptance, the last 

stage in Kubler-Ross's coming terms a loss. 

j) FAITH AND PRAYER 

be found T'I""'UF'T which 

Bialik 

achi, hitpaleil - yeish makom !i't'jila 

Yeish makom ['tikva - ho'chila! 

Arise, brother, pray - is place 

There is for hope - hope! 

prayer 

the worshipper 
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CONCLUSION 

Sokolov did not 'ir Hahareigah as a literary 

1 find it to with Sokolov v"",,,,u ... ,,,, I the work to a profound 

lament which is and influential, on tradition but written a new 

vogue. Kohn believes that the historic of ' .. ""","'V<J,.,u, ... " and secures its 

' .... ".lU6 fame so that it remain a historic story our V""V'1J1"" (1979:1 

This statement is borne out by the that two recent books, Lindemann's 

Accused" (1991), Dworkin's Jews, and Women's 

(2000), both poem by LJ'U',Hfi. eX(JLmlJ1e, m "Jews must fight 

back; must learn to own Jews must stop cowards", 

was the ....... ''''''''''6'''', ImltnellIal[e aftermath of the Kishinev 1"\1"\, .... "'.""' everybody 

before (1991:163). 

thirst for revenge was also laments the payyetanim 

1J"'<HH#4> to for numerous of and 

"'''' ... Jl ....... indictments divine silence or indifference can found). 

In answering silent cry of a people articulation in a new Bialik l". ... .,,,"" .... 

H",,"'""'" recognition 1971 

power laments Bialik helped attitude of the 

so that they were able in future to overcome passivity and start to fight 

It is important to read three Kishinev poems as one cycle. Bialik grieved over the 

luckless of people, chronicling in verse its disasters, frustrations 

through of its ghetto martyrdom 1975:206). 

As Bialik through the he comes to terms with plight and there is light. 

The is alleviated there is a looking forward to a better future. 

"Be'ir Hahareigah" 

I) INTRODUCTION 

This poem Al 'shechitah have selected their and 

revolutionary nature. 

Although this poem does not fit the traditional pattern of lament poetry, it has 

included in some prayer books "as a contemporary addition to the martyrology of the 
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Yom Kippur liturgy" (Mintz, 1984:154,275). This is a combination, 

Bialik was adamant his dislike of martyrology belief and practice. The poem is 

an of the lamentation tradition in transition. It is a lament epic form crying 

out on behalf of a people whom the loves and for whom, in the poem, he 

He a conflict because he wants to help although he helpless. This 

IS a it is an expression of the state of death and destruction in 

which the people on which Bialik with the purpose of 

arousing them alleviating their despair. He wants to shock the ne(]~Dle into action in 

order to help them. 

'ir Hahareigah was written over a period of three to four Tammuz - Tishrei 

1903) completed the writing of this poem whilst 

staying with his father-in-law in the of Goroovtshina. 

had intended to publish his report book form in aid of the wounded. 

subsequently"' ................ ,'" that a poem would better serve the purpose of arousing his 

"audience" of readers convincing them of to change their way 

acting, to III to fight and obtain results improvement 

act recogrnze:C1 by totalitarian governments which 

poetic expression, often reacting with suppression, censorship 

1998:xxii,xxiii). 

always feared 

persecution (Striar, 

To avoid the State censorship, poem is written to be read symbolically. As a result, 

instead of naming the poem after Kishinev, Bialik it Nemirov, after a 

pogrom the Chmielnicki persecutions of Shaked (1985:23) 

IS as $Inlr'1rnnr1$1tp v ....... u .... , .... both events are simply twin 

that the 

of 

iceberg an historical paradigm which had a long past, and which was also to have a 

long future. Bialik wrote it rhetorical mode and in discreet code. 

Be 'ir Hahareigah has been described as "a and elegiac ... poem memoriam for 

those innocents who had been massacred ... following the pattern set by the Hebrew 

dirges that were composed ... for the '" martyrs during Crusades and the 

Death" (Ausubel, 1975:207). In this poem Bialik registers his protest by retaining 
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familiar symbols and constructs but changing their context significance, showing a 

new spiritual reality while 

1978:138). 

m) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

a difficult 

the community's need for an 

To way UUJ,.u:UUl;, the people accepted their 

torture as a and did not summon up strength to fight for their rights. 

had to persuade a community that they were wrong in that if they stopped 

"sinning", they could leave it to to protect them. had to protect themselves. 

At the beginning of the poem the people and pogrom are main focus. Later 

mC,realSInlg cnSlS the poet becomes the foremost topic 1984:144). poet 

not The rebuke, together with 

the core lament. The "rings not with an accusation against heaven .... , not 

against the dehumanized mob, but with a burning shame and indignation at his own 

people, the victims pogrom" (Spiegel, 1930:303). speaker displays nel1:ner 

pure piety nor unmitigated compassion; he is repelled as much by the cowardice of the 

''''''JlA • ." the men cowering in comers, as by the brutality of this 

poem, it human behaviour as 

1 982:234 fo25). 

as providence, which is being 

poet not only anger and pain, but love for his people. chastises them as he 

sees an urgent necessity for them to change their ways manner of thinking. They 

must either themselves and be to defend themselves or leave. Be'ir 

Hahareigah is not about tragic defeat to initiate (Mintz, 1984:147). 

poet does not want to admit that some 

themselves, as noted in his unpublished report, 

did try unsuccessfully to defend 

they demoralized, nor could he 

encourage the Jews to as they played an important role in the economy, and 

discretion was essentiaL For example, in 1898, of 38 factories in Kishinev were 

owned by Jews. When many Jews left between 1903 and 1905 as a result of the 

pogrom, the economic development of the town was brought to a standstill. he 
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facts openly he people would fifth 

columnists. 

used deliberate psychological mechanisms to achieve his aims. He 

instance the "cowardly husband" and the vending of human wares by 

the schnorrers. withheld facts, to 

through use of his arouse people all 

Be Hahareigah, the of , is an historiosophical which 

attempts to 1nt"'rnr,pt the ambiguous situation the victims, the the way of 

the world sun shone, the acacia bloomed, and slaughterer slaughtered". The 

acceptance of 

In other words, 

1985:24). 

victim's situation as a divine decree is worse than the murder 

victims could be more contemptible than 

n) ANALYSISOFSTRUCTURE 

like Al Ha'shechitah, is a poem crushing and fierce indignation, 

but directed inwards at the own people. It the same between love 

hate that is found the ethical values of Biblical prophecy and KaOOlmc 

Using the format of the Hebrew dirges recording medieval persecutions composed 

the payyetanim "Bialik cried out to the for retribution on behalf the 

'Remember the martyrs, Lord; Remember cloven infants, Lord'" (Ausubel, 

1975:207). 

This is a long poem (which Bialik calls a poema) designed to set emotional tone 

dwell on the subject while the details a notion reality. It is episodic in 

sequence and is between G·d and the poet-prophet. 

employment of verse allows the dramatic description of appearance" 

(Gitay, 1 :3). words into G-d's mouth, the prophet-poet casts 

inordinate indictment onto his pauper Lord. 

imaginative and indirect, expresses an admixture of Biblical prophetic-

visionary style and includes personal dynamism and imagination of poet. 

Poetry is the of a medium which allows the to portray the 
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world in 

and 

own colours. style is polished processed, written in long verses 

SerlteIlCeS, with well crafted structures. Bialik had his 

own and ways rhetorical 

as "the hand of was upon me", or ""''''''ATI''' 

is no introduction, 

"UUILlU! (Lachower, 1944:431). 

starts epic style, "middle Ull'IL~" , in medias res, at a critical 

point in the action. 

Although not actually an epic poem, it manifests the epic spirit in the scale, and 

profound human importance of its subject, taking stock of its historical, cultural and 

religious heritage. Newman (1993:362) proposes that this type of poem can change the 

course of the nation to a considerable extent as a result of its influence. I with 

Newman - even in modern influence of Be'ir Hahareigah has been 

considerable. Controversy arose as to whether Be'ir should be taught at 

schools case it the youth to anti-Golah or anti-religious. 

: The poem has scenes of scathing satire. From the attic, they go into the 

and recreate the scenes "before slaughter, the and 

after slaughter", lifnei shechitah. u'vish'at shechitah, u'l'achar shechitah; the 

behaviour of the killers, plunderers and rapists is barbarous, but we are even more 

repulsed by the behaviour of the cowardly menfolk in the cellar hiding places. 

leikh v'heiveitikha kol hamachavo'im: batei machara'ot, mikhla'ot chazirim ush'ar 

m'komot lzo'im, v'ra'ita b'einekJw eifo mitchab'im I achekha b amekha u'vnei 

v'neihem shel-hamakabim, / ninei ha'a'rayot she b'Av Harachamim v'zera ha'K'doshim. 

His assessment of the survivors is more negative than that of the murderers. 

To the graveyards, up your father's bones 

And bones of your holy brethren, and fill your packs 

And shoulder them. On your way now, you shall 

Peddle them at every fair 

repulsive Ull<"~"" compels the to identifYing with victims and 

survivors, to very thought of so they will not to come to terms 

with the dreadful of the world which Bialik is on them . 

... .H ... ,"'''' ..... 1985,24). 
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In prayer Av the martyrs for of Holy Name. 

In this poem, question is this the the 

Maccabees sanctifY my " Not only is G-d's name not 

"' ...... vu •• " ..... but people are .u'-' ...... "F, ..... "". 

The tone ,",U<.A'H5'"'''' from satire pathos to COlUemtll:: Ribono shel olam, 

asei neis - v'eilai 10 tavo ... Rabbi! lshti ma hi? muteret 0 asura? And everything 

IS so it is said) forgotten V'hakol yashuv v'hakol VG,ChllZn 

I'shura. 

~!.!.!:::~~ : There are scenes of surrealism. are forbidden; and anger is 

unbearable. Only G-d can the silence. We a picture. 

take to 

Terror floating near the terror 

"",,"JIB':>. the in darkness, H'UU'F. 

"' ........ .., ... sliding. 

Didst thou not hear beneath the 

of limbs? 

of wheels 

Klein) 

n'U,"tn,"nT: The poem is cinematographic with extended speech. The poet-prophet is 

commanded as was Abraham, then called Abram, Leikh l'kha ... thee out ... unto a 

land that I will show thee" (Cf Gen, 12: J). In the poem, the prophet-speaker is told 

II and, "see with your own .. and instead of being shown how would make 

them a great nation, he is taken from scene to scene, to the horrifYing and 

displays. 
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He is spoken to as "son of man". V'lama teivkh, ben-adam; v'ata gam ala, ben adam; 

emar ala ben-adam, v'gam ala, ben-adam; v'ata, ma l'kha pa, ben-adam. (Ezekiel in 

the Biblical text is also commanded: "Son of man, go, get thee unto the house of Israel," 

ben-adam leikh-ba el-beit Yisrael. 8 The poet-prophet therefore dons the mantle of 

Ezekiel; he is the prophet of wrath, harsher than Jeremiah. As he goes from one section 

to another of a living hell, as in Dante's "Inferno", his anger and fury increase as he is 

commanded to harden his heart. He must restrain all tears, !fa serpent in its nest", and 

let them accumulate and collect into a river of curses and a fountain of poison, which 

would pour out at a later date, to no avail, without words. 

111 will make hard thy heart, yea I will not permit a sigh. 11 "Never shed a tear ... " "I will 

not let thee weep .. .I'll stifle it within thy throat." Ultimately-

Thy tear upon the barren boulders shed 

And send thy bitter cry into the storm (Trans Klein) 

It is reasonable to assume that Bialik, who studied at a yeshivah and was well versed in 

the Bible, alludes to G-d's call upon Ezekiel, and said, "Son of man... Whether they 

hear or whether they forbear ... they shall know that there hath been a prophet among 

them." In Ezek 37:14 G-d says to Ezekiel, "And I shall put my spirit in you and ye shan 

live, and I shall place you in your own land". 

As they go from section to section in the city they see ghastly sights. The poet-speaker 

is forbidden many times to cry even if his heart bursts, - and it is again as though 

nothing has happened, everything is back to normal - "the earth is as it was, the sun still 

shines; it is a day like any other day" (Trans Klein). Only the spiders are left alive to tell 

the tale. 

0) USE OF LANGUAGE 

Motifs 

• Terror motif. Magar, magar misaviv ... "Terror" is a word frequently associated 

with violence; such as in Ps (31: 14). Magar misaviv; Jer (6:25) Magar misaviv; 

g Ezek (3:4, 3: 10). See also Ezek, (2: 1,3,8); (3: 1,3,4, 10); (4: 16; 8:5,6,8). 
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(20:3,10) Magar misaviv; Lam (2:22) M'gurai misaviv. frequently 

uses this word in poems. It is a formula9 which connotes terror. 

• Motif """T"AT motif that is that of the "living dead" -

an idea that became of and represent a 

symbol of posthumous victory over the perpetrators Y osef, 

1988:1564).The style is polished and processed, written long verses 

extended Homeric well Be'ir 

Hnnnl·PIC.,nn opens with a horrifYing description of the aeS:UUiCtICm the 

survivors, are also they are more like living than truly 

.. living people, and as "prophet" comes not to dead but to the dead. 

heart dead is found in 195 when G-d talks to 

IS for '" and neither I nor you know why you died." V'tzar Ii aleikhem, 

v'libi libi aleikhem: ... vgam-ani vgam-atem lo-yadanu lama mat'tem 

v'al-mi v'al-ma mat'tem. Similarly in line 300, "old and yawn, 

death is on brows and spirit is dead." Eileh shom'im u'm1ahakim 

hamavet al-mitzcham. meit rucham, nas leicham. 

Shaked 

all 

that the image of the living dead is probably the most dominant symbol 

poetry. I with Shaked (1985:28) because I think image 

stands out in high relief poems the poet 

n<>c'C'n,rp< and unmotivated, more 

to the dead who think and yawn 

while than alive. have no 

fighting -they as well dead. Yosefs interpretation of the living 

is more positive the image portrayed by Bialik, as Ben Y osef sees this image as 

being a symbol of triumph over Nazis. I have noted that this image recurs in some 

'of the laments I have examined. 

Bialik's poem 

saw, the 

antithesis to 

an 

dead ... 

compulsion by narrator to 

a need which Shaked (1 

to what 

described as "the 

voice of the poetic persona whose cry is the only 

9 A fonnula is of the traditional poetic idiom used by generations of poets, an idiom that combines the 
nra, .... hl'$I1 and llIUlletllllUC: value phraseology with the aesthetic of enonnous 
connotative force. 
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voice to be heard" Bialik roars the vacuum of space, but doubts if o .... ,,,"~.~ 

will pay attention to 

your great tear 

your bitter roar - be lost in the storm 

Comparison and Contrast : Like the idea of living dead, Bialik .n ..... """., dramatic use of 

contrasts. His pain, and shame are the question is U.:Jfi," .... , 

"which is the the 

V'gadol hak'eiv m'od ug'dola m'od 

uma 

is a strong 

world. 

between v", .. ,,uu with whom 

Ki kara Adonai la 1aviv v 1latevach yachad 

IS 

Hashemesh zarcha. hash ita parcha v'hashocheit shachat, 

and ugly 

as m translation, slayer slew, blossom burst and it was sunny weather!" 

Seh-Lavan (no date:41) disputes Nature is 

indlifliere:nt to as is G-d. to the beastly ways 

those who defy beautiful world by I accept Seh-Lavan's 

interpretation v ...... ' ....... 'v I believe that the poet was it as an effective contrast. 

The structure of commanding throughout the 

"allows" 

the poem 

poet-prophet to see and listen only, and not be heard. 

is tension and inhibition. poet-prophet may not "'Vl'\r""~c sorrow 

and he may not the 1J""'~1J1''', is no communication 

him and them. It is difficult for poet to V-""lnv.,..> his pain. 

=.1-===: An overwhelming description the poem is that the schnorrers selling 

relics of the deceased .....,.'"' .. u~ IS rI .. +,,, ... u..,...,,u.,,,~ to his people 

into a wakeful commonsense of pride, dignity and shame. 

The poet uses rhetorical and IS 

persuasive. and contrast Others are 

contempt pathos. to arouse emotion them to 

repetition and metaphor. arouses pam anger in his reaaers, and it would seem 
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that although the pain is great, and ...... n, .... ..,.'''... are gre~at€::r. 

which leads him to scorn the non-action of the people loves. Not only the people 

but also falls under the of his derision. After having seen with his own 

is certain. 

Bialik 

cruelty of humankind, he forth furiously all faith. Nothing 

himself is ".""1-''''''''''' Kohn also rpn~~rl<" on sarcasm with which 

v ........ n . .u ..... "'''' (Kohn, 1979: 117). 

is no reward on the world to come. 

And ... I am fallen from 

I grieve for you, my 

My heart is you 

yours is a pauper 

high estate. 

Silchu Ii, olam, eloheikhem ani khmotkhem, 

Ani hu v'chayeikhem v'kal vachomer b'motkhem, 

tavo'u machar at 

Eft'cha lakhem. mintkhasai! 

V'tzar Ii banai, v'libi libi aleikhem. 

And G-d on to say: 

Your dead were vainly dead~ and I nor 

Know why you or for whom, nor what laws; 

Your deaths are without reason; your lives are without cause. 10 

is dramatically The tells us more than once that 

IS returns to what it was. This emphasizes the opposite: 

called up slaughter and spring together. 

The slayer the blossom burst, and it was sunny weather! 

The earth is as it was, the sun still shines. 

It is a day like any other day. 

Or the poet will many times that he is forbidden to cry. 

The poet-prophet uses repetition to hammer in his points and to arouse the reader's 

. emotions. is a most effective rhetorical device . 

IOTrans Klein in Mintz, (1984: 132ft) 
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perfumes will be wa1:rea 

Whose smell is 

books and scrolls 

shock provided by 

Lamentations ........ " .. u ... 

the imagination 

has graphic 

the acacia bud / 

blood!"; also 

and images 

blossoms will IealmeI'S, / 

and parchments, tom 

Torah". These .... .n. ...... I-""'.., rely for their ettectlVe:ne:ss on 

gapping technique, a technique also used III of 

to the trampled and tom parchments, and 

how the leaves were trampled and how parchments 

were tom .............. " "a 1992:99). 

£ll!~~"'!:!!"~~~~!!! : One of the strengtlllS IS treauc~nt use Bialik 

makes of allusions u,h""1',,·h.., he attaches idea to past tradition and ~l1M'''''''1'T~ it to suit 

the present moment. An example of this is of man" motif, as reti~m:~d to in 

respect of the ""1'" ..... I1.",t Ezekiel. 

Allusions are an example reference to the Atonement 

servIce as is continued and a ~A_,",_,..,.~~ is visited. Instead chazan 

praYing Atonement), ITTUIYlU tzedaka v'hoshi'einu, 

praying for A_'<~"'VW"""""" and lovingkindness saVIng 

['ma'an ha'tvukhim! 

l'ma'an tinokot! 

l'ma'an ofl'lei tipuchim! 

Another e)Glmple IS portrayal of )neIWJ'Tlafl. the traditional term endearment 

for the 

p) COMPARISON WITH THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS 

The poetry the Book of Lamentations and Be'ir Hahareigah, written 2000 years 

apart, a deep mark on memory of the former 

lamenting massacre of the in 586 BeE, and latter a long epic 

the massacre in Kishinev in 1 monumental 

works are persuasive today as were written. The 

cruelty shameless enemy reactions and the people are 

beyond description both in the old in the later poem. 
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There are many points of contact the two poems. The Book Lamentations is 

accredited to the prophet Jeremiah, "the prophet of wrath" 17), although 

scholarly r",,,,3,,rl'h rp'lPl't" this authorship. 'ir Hahareigah is written by Bialik who 

the of the prophet EzekieL "poet-prophet" the poem is addressed as 

Ben-adam, which is the name G-d calls '-'.c..' ...... '.... I In both poems, 

intense pain because the ':>"~''''U'VH':> in which themselves, or which they 

(and nation) have to and adjust. 

In 'ir prophet-poet words to "',''''" .... ,'''' the cruelty the 

the fall on deaf ears: he he has failed and 

flees to the desert to shed his tears on to granite rock and sends out a bitter 

(not a simple cry) , storm of his souL Although there are sections 

lament the prophet-poet wants cry, but cannot; may not 

In Book Lamentations, too, the writer breaks down 13 ~ the tears pour forth, in 

contrast to the modem Be 'ir Hahareigah where tears are IOflDlUl[Jen and repressed. 

express unmitigated These poems are fined with pathos. 

sorrow at the plight of their u,",u'un .. do not down their words. Children and 

babies die (the Book of Lamentations); G-d himself is in a pitiable 'ir 

Hahareigah. 

The image G-d in two long ooe:ms can compared. In Book of 

Lamentations is no help. He is there, but seems to be on the of the "''''''Tn'' a 

marksman, darakh kashto k'oyeiv UEr,U ... l6 against own nation, and 

hand", his symbol of G-d's help Israel's 

greatest enemy (2:4,5). seems to an of the goodness of G-d. Bialik's 

poem, G-d is there, but hopeless and helpless. 

What says Shekhinah? 

In the clouds it hides 

In shame, in agony abides: 

"who chastizes the people on behalf of G-d, 2) and is given a scroll, and there is "written therein 
the Book of and and woe", kinim, vahege vahi . Ezek (2: 
{4: (8:5,6,8) 

Il.ma'aga. CfPs, (38:9); (22:2); (32:3); Job (3:24); also Kallir inAz Bimlot Seifek. 
13Lam (1: 16); (2: 11,12,13); (3:48-51) 
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Bialik 

61 Laments in the of the Modern World 

- He is not helping. 

G-d is people do not help 

" 

a helpless 

Wherefore 

prophet-poet calls upon 

reply: 

cnes ""I-"Vl their 

to them, rage! 

people to 

Let them against me the outraged hand,-

Let them aernarla 

,-,AU'>4"'-< the retribution for the "'u ... "u"'· .... 

centuries every 

Let fists like stone 

AF>""H">~ the heavens and heavenly 

reflects .... "' .... 1.£" anger and dismay at ineptitude 

Page 150 

and so 

against 

defeat. 

Klausner, LV .... 'LA ... ,; of this ~ ...... ~, Eichah, 

bolder, more forceful It is a ALUAI"",,,, like the 

Lamentations, a a stronger, bolder and more forceful 

lament, something beyond lament (Klausner Seh-Lavan,40). 

one at the words Yiddish Frog: 

weak our hand is to do battle, 

and . 14 
IS our woe--

one sees unlike Hahareigah or Al Ha'shechitah of~A'''''A'''~' Frog's shows 

active poem Hahareigah is a passive impotence cmllo:ar 

known as shirat haza'am. Lamentations it is G-d, not man, who is 

angry: 

How hath 

daughter 

with a 

in His 

And hath not renlenlDerea His footstool 

In the of His anger 1 ). 

, trans Roskies (1988: 
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fir is an epic story, a l',npTn~n"OT!:I IJII;SI;Illli:ll.IUH of varied scenes with 

a common denominator of cruelty. plays a triple is the voice that ....... ', .... ".,. 

IS protagonist taking the prophet from scene to and 

divinity plays a part in the drama. 

In the Lamentations, are also clearly-described scenes of a 

IS portrayed as cruel or inaccessible (3:44). nation 

as a pathetic 

besieged. 

cut 

estranged afraid and survivorsl5 are 
---~-crJ 

dying. In 

the are as a bunch '.u".",u",,,,- t,.."' ......... " peddling 

the dead. 

In the of Lamentations women and children are victimized: 

We are become orphans fatherless 

our mothers are as widows (5:30). 

is hopeless. is prostitution, only livelihood available to 

women: 

her was her 

hath no comforter (1 :9). 

In Be Hahareigah the women are raped. The only comment by Cohanim is: 

"Rabbi, is permitted?" 

guilt is an important motif genre, and is in both 

poems. 

as 586 B C and as as 1903, the creators of 

literary and methods persuasion to "eloquence is 

written to heard" (Sloane, 1993: 1046) with the fervent hope of arousing the listeners. 

poetic works can be visualized as pictorial displays in which there is a sense of a 

pervasive presence behind the scenes. 

In their impassioned prolific use of literary devices - metaphor, personification, 

repetition, alliteration, assonance, many figures of - they demand the and 

attention of the reader. These are found in both works. 

15 Lams (2:1O,1I,12; 5:10) 
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ettectlve figure speech not mentioned is joining up of 

propositions without connecting words, ("and" is not counted). In Book of 

Lamentations we "Thou hast slain them in the day thine anger; thou hast killed, 

[and] not 

This 

relentless, 

... _ ..... ,} on 

Haragta b yom a'pekha tavachta 10 chamalta 

of piling up, swiftness, and compression. This verse is a 

19t1lternnlg. yet objective account of onslaught, the focus being 

paradox of G-d's violation his own holy place (Landy, 1987:331) . 

Be Hahareigah the same technique is used: "The sun shone, acacia bloomed, 

the zarcha, hashitah par 'coo v'hashocheit 

shachat or another example, 

Dig up fathers' bones 

the of your holy brethren, and fill your 

And shoulder 

.,. Vachafartem atzmot avoteichem 

v'atzmot ha'k'doshim u'mileitem tarmileikhem 

These .. "' .... , .. "''''''' .... t .... 1"1,,, .... ," .... ('.'" at what poet sees around 

Many of the ........ "" ... .., example in the Book of Lamentations, the 

widow weeps, "weeping she into night and her tears are on 

among all her lovers she hath none to comfort tear is on It is as it 

is there ever. she had III destruction, her would have over. 

poet the should comfort and should comfort The question 

is, do they (Landy, 1987:330)? 'Ir Haharelgah the prophet is forbidden to a 

tear; he is forbidden to sorry for victims. G-d will harden heart his tear 

become like a poisonous serpent \'V ALI un him. Eventually he casts it on to a rock in 

desert. 

Both poems use familiar the effectiveness part 

its familiarity. are distinctly human. the Book of Lamentations IS a 

spiritual warrior. In Hahareigah peddle human OJv ...... ..,. 

In the Hebrew there is no "and" 
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IS life in both poems. Book of Lamentations, lion and the bear 

are wait. This is a description G-d (3: 10). In Be Hahareigah, man 

(dead), (dead) (live) wallow together, their blood dripping down drain. 

Only spider knows everything. In both the poems nature plays a part; the sun 

';:UUlU"'''' while slaughterer and the trees blossom bloody .L ......... « ...... ,L.:> 

spring, Be'ir Both poems in desolate IJLU,"''",,''_ and in the Book of 

Lamentations on Mount 17 even III a desper'ate 

image there is hope, as we see in the Talmud: in this regard Rabbi optimism is 

worthy of "where the walked there the Temple will be rebuilt. 

shaH yet old men and old women sit in the broad places of " Zech (8:4) said 

~l'I.JU.. "Akiba, you have comforted us!" said Rabban Gamliel, R b. Azariah 

and R Joshua. 

Milennia apart, both poems are outspoken, formal also intimate, angry, and 

ironic (Abrams, 1988: 136). Their ends are persuasion, IS "" ........ ..,',LV'"' 

and which is often form and (Sloane, 1993:1046). They are 

written with immediacy. 

Both a for consolation and help, humankind and from G-d. 

This is longing. Both something basic and respond to a certain 

central expectation within the soul of the reader. 

The dominant pattern is a focusing, heightening, or specification of 

actions and themes from one verse to next. is a dynamic movement 

intensification of images, concepts and themes and a compact narrative moving, in the 

telling, toward some culmination (Alter, 1987:615,620), in the Book of Lamentations, a 

hope for reunion with and in Bialik, the not to surrenaer to despair. 

The 

Tum thou us unto o and we shall be turned: 

Renew our as of old. 

In Be'ir Hahareigah, the despair of the poet~prophet remains to 

with tumult within his soul, until such time of renewal. 

17Makkoth (193S:24b). Trans Lazarus 
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The Book of Lamentations is read each at the Tishah providing a 

model for to during times despair. 

of 

nation, part of the cycle laments created by Hebrew poets regarded writing 

of laments as a natural endeavour to help the nation to cope in a catastrophe. 

q) EXPRESSING 

This poem Al 'shechitah, is a poem that expresses anger, denial, impotence and 

depression, this is at own people. 

through his verse, is able 

dealt with. The 

refer to and objects which otherwise 

could not poet to be emotional (in case of 

Be Hahareigah, emotion of to stir the imagination, and to dwell vividly on 

..... ..., ........ '" through ~.,..,_!I:",,!!.nl"'language. 

his 

helps to 

weep." 

he wants to punish the people by not allowing to weep. Weeping 

tension. poet-prophet says "Never a tear .... J win not let thee 

Griefis another feeling ..-".,''''v'' ... ~ ... , .... with loss which is this poem. 

It is the strength the Lamentations and Be Hahareigah that in 

IaITtem:s, "the writer a situation, which a new reality 

born" 1985 for the feaaer to participate and to try resolve the 

answer. 1'"-", ... ""1",,,,,.,,,, takes In creativity of 

r) FAITH AND PRAYER 

Despite the poet's anger and disillusionment, he still refers to a religious world of 

belief in Shekhinah in G-d but does not address with the and 

subservience of earlier generations. 

V'hakol yashuv l'minhago, v'hakol yachazor l'shura. Although IS and 

returned to normality, the dark Shekhinah, in mourning, hides its shame in the 

clouds and abides agony; it to each nook and cannot find I Wishes to 
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weep, but weeping 

(Trans Klein). 

not come; f Would roar, is dumb. fits head beneath wing" 

The Shekhinah occupies a part of prophet's own soul. prophet is told to 

the gate and heart with sorrow, and to about it one day, "But thy lips 

shall not find its utterance." In the Biblical prophets, IS a relationship 

There is a contract. G-d is the effector. In Bialik's poem 

nature is mdll1ti~relt1t 

cares. 

IS a 'VL.I...,U .. '-'"., of the nation; 

G-d is not indifferent, but seems to 

world is mdltte:rerlt; 

help himself Nobody 

satire is "Is that how you Name? By hiding away?" and 

through an allusion to the prayer Av Harachamim, G-d who is implied to be a G-d of 

mercy, is asked the rhetorical question, "ShaH the nations is their 

is a public to a major catastrophe, a vocal outpouring of Jewish at 

the inability of G-d to alter events tragic to people. More than the history of 

Kishinev, or the history of its people, 

the poet-prophet. may not cry. 

for hl11t1SelI he carmot depend on 

concerns the 

sorry for 

within the soul 

people, he not feel 

s) FAITH IN REDEMPTION THROUGH THE RETURN TO ZION 

Bialik in his criticism 

their homes and go to 

m 'ir Hahareigah implies that they should 

which he did. 

t) CONCLUSION 

The poems, with their horrendous beauty have a positive Ult;;::S:SC1}~t;; and they have 

survived and have continued relevance. theme relates to profound issues for the 

contemporary reader, of coping with from which a new may 

be born. The conflict between passivity or active involvement attacked, is still a 

relevant theme. Bialik, who died in 1934 before the Nazis had gained supremacy, was 

aware of the inner workings of Jewish life in Europe. He experienced 

his poetry. 

realities in 
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inclusion in the literary canon was not long in vV<UHJLI". .."."" ... ....., .... that generation knew 

depths of soul that poet which they felt. What at that 

had only a 

poet; only to be 

1985:22,30). 

potential was the breath of actuality by the 

even more dreadful actuality by later history (Shaked, 
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a) ABOUT THE POET 

TCHERNICHOWSKY 

(1875-1943) 

Page 157 

Saul Tchernichowsky, a of Bialik, was born in the in .. " ... ""AU 

1875. had a happy childhood and started learning the age he 

was sent to Odessa, a centre of culture, he received a general education. 

He was especially languages, 

and Latin. Pushkin, Lermontov, Goethe, Shakespeare, Byron, Burns, 

original 

literary 

grown up 

acquired a devotion to 

classics as well as contemporary Hebrew all the 

was drawn to Zionist as well as younger Hebrew 

u.JtUU.JUg.l identity, although Hebrew 

with """'n ...... as his mother tongue, Tchernichowsky 

u41"',5 .... "'6 .... At 19 he published his first two 

poems In Joseph "~l<"U.:lU""l encouraged in OJ""',"'" productivity and 

made vow never to write poems any other language but ~""I .. 1'"""'X1 His book 

Chezyonot U'Manginot 1898 (Waxman, 1941:261). full length work, 

..... """,~ .. , .... the poet's deep involvement with the nn"·~f different and 

it on both the and the COIltel11 "","PTT"U (Scheid, 1971:877). 

greatly admired the classic writers, ancient Greek and literature. he alludes to 

Greek mythology in some of poems, in traditional circles he was considered a 

poet" by various critics. he was strongly imbued with the 

spirit, and was rooted soundly in his own culture as well as other 

him the poet he is 1968:59-62). 

Initially thought an the world his 

celebrated the joys of existence, but he was by the of the Kishinev 

pogrom in 1903, and by the collapse of the Russian Revolution 1905, and 

associated himself more closely the persecuted people (Ausubel, 1957:208). 
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Tchemichowsky to the Kishinev massacre with poetic '"""E,""""" 

and the "Baruch ofMayencel!, ostensibly an attack upon the 

Mayence during Crusade. Like Bialik with Nemirov he was forced to 

topic to avoid censorship. Bialik, deep seIzes poet 

against bestial G-d as own brethren for their 

cowardly submission and he unburdens his 

IJ.., .... ,F>"'., 1930:424,425). 

in a narrative of distant past 

In 1907 Tchemichowsky at m as a AU"' .... U ... ' .. u v,' .... "'.u.vu.,.,. 

He was imprisoned Russia for 6 weeks as a "political agitator" 1981: 

devoted of his creative to translating ancient and modem poetry 

Hebrew, including the epic "Gilgamesh", the "Iliad" and the "Odyssey", parts 

of Longfellow'S "Hiawatha", and poems by Horace, Goethe, 

..... " • .l.l'U.JLA, De and Thompson. 

While Bialik devoted erudition to the in-gathering (kinus) and 

scattered Hebrew Tchemichowsky was engaged a parallel venture, 

namely P!"IrpUT lanlgu::tge of European classics from antiquity 

to his times, from which 1,.-1",1", .. """, n,r\pnr"u had severed the ghetto-centuries. I 

with Carmi (1981:42) Penueli (1966:55) who stated that Tchemichowsky was 

acutely aware of the need to Hebrew poetry not only by the infusion new 

themes, by refocusing attention on fonnal and and by 

cultivating poetic fonus as the ballad, the sonnet and 

narrative idyll 1981 Tchemichowsky's was 

widely translated into (1968:59-62). I with this as 

a poet of such high calibre, is known and been published English to 

moved to Germany in 1922, and settled Palestine 1931. m 

Jerusalem 1943. 

Following news Europe the he wrote martyr 

with foreboding on account of the Nazi menace ... composed in the 

spirit medieval martyr the (Ausubel, 1975:208). 
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Among published works are "Visions and Melodies" (1898) , "Sheaf of Sonnets" 

of Idylls" (1922), "New Poems" (1924), "The Flute" children) 

(1923), "Behold 0 Earth" (1 and posthumous "Stars Distant Skies". 
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Hare; Gilboa" 

b) INTRODUCTION 

I have Al Gilboa for selection for two reasons. Firstly, because it is a 

modem re-telling of 

of Gilboa (2 

lament at the death of Saul and Jonathan on Mountain 

1: 17-27) and secondly because has changed, 

transferred and fashioned original lament in such a way as to show that out of 

age:Qle:s. ct'1"pn,frlh can evolved. 

He not bemoan the tra:geClV does not "Alas" or, is me, II although 

does say, "the is too much for " 

we an example a transformation of a Biblical kinah into a modem 

proclamation. This 

using a Biblical In ",,,,,",'ClHU 

a conquest, 

ll!\;;;;);)(l~~\;i. Tchemichowsky 

was by the "defeatist" attitude of his who accepted victimization, 

so took a poem lament the and transformed it from a of ...... 1"',"' .... 1 

into an of challenge. 

It must admitted that could a controversy whether or not this could be 

ree[arclea as a lament as I have my of David's laDlenl, 

the ."U" .... H~ actually starts 2 Samuel (1: with the message that his men must fight 

and the bow; here too Tchemichowsky's message is that they should not 

gIve up, overcome the obstacles. IS a positive example of the strengths 

laments can and different forms can take. 

Al Gilboa was Fichtengrund 1929, a of riots 

Tchemichowsky wrote to Klausner: itself, as it is often revealed to us in 

reality, is but essence oflife is glorious, veritable poetry ... it is the 

of conquest of over chaos ... of over death". 
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am a poet of conquest" he "but as a I am destined to be a poet of aetieat. 

And against this I struggle, and even as a I am the """""r""T song of 

conquest,,18 believed that victory must be fashioned out defeat 

Tchernichowsky takes concept to an extreme, not themes and content 

his poem, but also in the ...... "' ...... '" of character. deals with who 

throughout history was looked upon as a weak and and not a good "" .. "" .... '" 

of king. Tchemichowsky name is Saul consistently portrays as a 

national hero. 

c) LITERARY 

~=~ 
: The Gilboa is a statement Jewish historical tenacity and 

heroism It is 

"conclusive" Biblical Oll()mtlOn from 1 Sam 31:6 : 

Saul died, his 

all his that same 

and 

together 

title and 

armour 

Vayamot Sha'u! ushloshet 

anashav bayom hahu yachdav 

v'nos'ei gam 

"final" and 

and 

This caption at top of the is a device of the poet, creating an understanding 

hetwe(~n himself the reader, which he makes a stal:ement to reader as a 

preview of 

core and basic 

is to come. adopts the quotation as his own, the context is 

his .... ,a""" 

d) ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

Style: The poem is written in the form a ballad with an narrative 

is described fall of nobility; the incident is briefly described and 

in which 

mind of the 

reader is drawn to the main theme (David, 1987:77). David's lament the 

tragedy after it has taken place. In this poem the IS to scene of "'"''''v .... 

18 And he adds, "But when I really defeated, I am silent, for the conquered have no songs but It 

Waxman The writer of this thesis would like to add that the with their faith and spirit 
such as are never conquered; and therefore all the laments or 
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We are not told what happens, but we do see the enactments before our eyes, as 

dialogue progresses, the events, characters and emotions being reflected in the eng.-",,,,, 

tense and dramatic conversations. atmosphere is dark and tragic. 

=~'-.: : There are three couplets in each stanza, aa bb cc. The six stanzas of rhymed 

couplets of the poem provide terse and tense dialogues between the and his armour 

bearer, between the and the maggidim who relate the news of the faU of the sons, 

and between and the tokei'a; and there is important, powerful and dominant 

dialogue between the sound of the drums and the sound of the shofar. This dialogue 

out drama. 

The short human portray character, outlook, events and feelings: the parallel 

dialogue "drums" and shofar show up history and strength of 

('ki'a of the shofar as the tupim amumim. 

e) USE OF LANGUAGE 

s:&m.!~ : The contrast in poem creates a dramatic tension, many on the Israelite 

side who abstained from the battle as against the hordes of participating Philistines. 

Saurs brave determination to fight to the bitter end is contrasted with the urging of 

armour bearer for to rest. Also the spiritual and physical bravery of the king is set 

the during battle. is also juxtaposition 

I"\""T',,,,,,",>n what is this poem and the description of the Saul in 

battle Samuel in the 

eXl)re~:;si(m el hakeil im in 

V'yeichaltzu hayoshvim at hakeilim l 

us back to Saul, when was in youth, nechba al hakeilim (1 Samuel, 10:22). 

takes the 

man that once 

from weak and Saul to the young 

implying the lament style of the comparison of the glorious past 

with the unfortunate nrl"CP1!'n and the tra:nSl,em~e of young manhood. 

dirges, however sad and are songs of encouragement never to up and may 
therefore be seen as songs of conquest, as epitomized in Tchemichowsky's poem AI Harei Gilboa, 
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"He was higher than the his shoulders "'-"11", ... rI" (l 10:23) and 

he was the one "whom the Lord had chosen, none like him aU the people. 

all the shouted 'Long the I " 

opposite is 

mountains of Gilboa. 

case; king is to die at moment on the 

!!.!.!:~~ • Each verse has a message universal validity for the Jewish people at 

.. the shofar! Strengthen yourselves!" T'ka, v'imtzu! (ps, 14) 

.. "Blowl Gird yourselves!" [to who in the background] 

• "Let come!" [to tribes who separated ,",""lU.:;t'",A 

.. "A disgrace!" [to slanderers and backward ones] 

...,'''~'''. H • .., going to allowed to be slalLlghten~d .. ,,19 

.. His last will command for "Go Take place 

the dead and fallen!" 

These commands each stanza organically, and contrast the 

difference the weak action of the the Biblical of his the 

<'TT'~''''CTrn of spirit the In poem. these commands 

has swung the of the poem over completely. In same way that 

David commanded anny to shoot, so does Tchemichowsky's king use the 

opportunity to his followers to fight. is a message to 

geIlenatl(m telling never to be discouraged, never to to the slaughter. 

same in 

The ballad rhythm and refrain change from verse to verse to suit 

With each verse is a new wave of enemy attack; however bad, the king never 

In. 

Dotf", ... ",· : A poet creates unity in many ways, the creation sound patterns 

one of ways. rhythm and rhyme together create sound which 

suit the poem. There are tensions which 

I::Ofl livcha in Ps 
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The caption at 

follows: 

top of contains a quote directly 

Va'ya'mot Sha'ul u'shloshel banav v'no'sei kheilav 

kol-anashav yachdav 

Page l64 

1 31:6 as 

words bayom hahu yachdav are heavy spondaic stresses, which the 

''':',I'>",r", of finality match the tone of the poem. In these terse words the 

indicates Biblical UVL1UU of soldiers. 

way the tone of Tchernichowsky's poem is set but with vH .... uf~"".., in the sound 

of war with needless 

the introduction is sorrowful ul;;\.,au.;,1;; of the of the but the 

battle is and the sound .. ",>,f-i-c"..., keep pace. 

first three stanzas are written acr'OSllC8n aleph, gimmel, a 

ofthe acrostic style. 

: The motif of blowing of the shofar20
, t'ki'ah in IS to the 

poem. Traditionally IS connected to the 

representing 

blowing of 

of this modem three sons are sacrificed, 

m'nadvim nidvatam pi 

too, proclaimed a time for rest (Shabbat 35b). poem 

connotation U~'IVH"'" the opposite "rest". are tired," bearer twice to 

r .. 'h"\rt", "This is no eit tthinafeish. 

In poem, the W'lf'!U1>- is blown loudly and clearly in answer to the dull of the 

vibrating of the to on soldiers. The and 

Saul is symbolically implied the shofar, ..,~ .. 'u .... , ... and power. 

frequently uses prohibition al lament over 

1: 1 to 1"\rp.,PnT the gloating over David's nation's .... vA. ........ not 

it in Gath / Publish it not in streets of there not rain and dew." 

Tchemichowsky modem however, uses it to encourage 

Al mimakom bo na'amoda, al nu'a. retreat place where we stand, 

(AI with the don't move. II (Stanza 4 line 1 and the homophone Al harfbkha 

blowing of the was a clarion call tl) war and in addition was sounded to announce a death, 
Moed Katan (27b: 179) 

21Stanza 1 line 3 and stanza 2 line 8 
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letter ayin, upon for its sound), {ipol b'yadav :sta1nza 5 in the sense 

of on your swords, on no account fall into 

the This an injunction to 

II as emphasized 

stand their ground 

wherever they meet persecution and back. 

Anaphora : in the poem is not a anaphora but 

anaphora, i.e. (line 6,12,18,31,33) different forms bitko'a, 

31; hatokera, and tako'a nitka/a, 31) acts as an .... ;:)'-'cu'UUJll:5 

and is v\UIlUJlaU 

what is strong: N'sichim 

an escalading 

1; t'ki'ah, line 

of refrain 

shows up 

nidvatam 

pi shlasha, and as 

verses 4 and 

situation worsens, so summons up more but not in 

there is no t'ka, where feels helpless and is .......... ,.., ..... to conduct 

the battle. On 

v'tako'a and t'ka. 

the death 

hand, in the verse it appears five times: 

signifies strength, a of battle, not to 

as a ballad, through 

structure and an intellectual emotional impact on 

the devices is the use certain set phrases, the different forms of 

courage. 

taka'a, 

but to 

blending of 

One of 

to invoke 

lU~C;:IU ma 14); Ma tagid. nffl,,~n,rnn (lines 20 and 26) in,.."",,, ... , .. ,,,, "","U'''''' 

the word culminating 

in the war. 

repetition is to the ear, and lends and unity to the with 

progression and u .. '''U''Ul ......... ' ... of thought The esu;u;elmeltn becomes energized 

significance increases as it moves along with the poem & Lawton, 1983:47). 

,",uu",w in the are emphasized and .. """",.1',,1'1n,1'\ the Qe'/el~[)prne]1t 

IS 

Tchemichowsky'S poem the refrain serves as an acute awareness of 

overwhelming numbers unlimited hordes of pouring in. I with 

Shapiro (1993: 1036) who, in repetitions, states that the constant refrain is a 

4. 10. twice, 15,21. twice. 22 
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reinforcement leading to a and in each repetition, 

and an accumulation recontextualization and significance. This applies particularly 

to the areilim. 

In each stanza the king declaims, are too much for us today," Rahim mimenu 

hayom ha'areilim. Up till now he and the army could cope with the hordes, but no 

vA'..,".".U ... ", "Are we to be killed like a bunch of sheep", Hakeves 

Yisrael, im nishacheit ki'r'cheilim?! 

In the the future. is no time to he 

shofar! those of our V'-'V'Vl'-' background gird their loins. 

themselves! He shows masterly controL 

Blow 

arm 

The king says, T'ka: chizku v'imtzu ... ! Chizku v'imtzu is a meaningful, traditional 

phrase, based on Biblical texts. This figure of speech is analogous to the words 

by G-d to children Israel, immediately the death of their leader Moses when 

they were forcefully told four times (Joshua, 1:6,7,9,18) to be and 

G-d would be with them and they would inherit land. should not be afraid 

or dismayed (Joshua, 1 :9). These words may allude to the changing of leadership~ 

"A""","'''' had to hand down to Joshua, Saul to David new dynasty), and didactic1y now 

Israel should from a to a in homeland. 

Tchemichowsky followed his own and went to 1931 to 

start a new life. In alluding to the Biblical story and reverting to archetypal metaphors, 

Tchemichowsky became a spontaneous participant in 

history. 

creation our cultural 

!J!gg~M~illIl:mg : Between stanzas 1 and 2, there is a gapping. We are not told in 

this poem that Saul is afraid of the We to find that out 1 31 

Vyachel m'od meihamorim. In Al Gilboa the bearer attempts to comfort Saul; he 

says (stanza 2 line 7) "they are shooting with many arrows, but they won't corne near 

" This pity for the king with the well meaning deception is not what the 

needs: on the contrary, he needs positive encouragement to strengthen himself. 

gap between wishful thinking and reality creates a tension and the and 
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is the tense when the questions the messenger ""VJLL"" .. ,lUJLUJ;; 

what happened to Jonathan. "Tell us what is on your says, ma bJikha? 

This is an question. Grammatically syntactically phrase is an interesting 

one. It is put as a question, with a question and yet it is an instruction -

"Tell?" we understand a hesitancy and a CO]UUSIOU In on the part 

bearer, a hesitancy a fear in on the part king. The seemed to 

what was on the bearer's the answer "-because Jonathan fell. I -... " IS a non-

bearer answer the form a conjunctival clause? IS no 

main -Ki nafal Y'honatan. / -... before the "because Jonathan 

fell" and a full stop and a after it; it is only a part a sentence, we do not 

fully what was said by of the words are and 

the subject is v ........ ,F" ........ 

said about 

to death of beloved VLA.""U""U and no more is 

talks about the other sons. are still two to go. shnayim Ii vanim po 

va'ma'a'ra'kha. 

Jonathan 

the moment of trauma. 

In dash, before and after words, "-because 

IS a pause, pause of immobilization numbness of 

In such as pauses at the a clause or of 

syntax, punctuation with "dashes" discriminate between the different "1J .. ,al\.'¥l 

Also the enjambement at end of line 1, after bilko'a, cessation, 

analogous to the that occur between of battle. 

~==:,.L. : The text Ayafta, hamelekh, sov hatzinah / Od kochi v'motnai, 

alekha (lines 3,4) Ayafta, IS from 

Biblical context. In 1 Samuel and in 2 the question tiredness not occur 

bearer not give support. In this poem bearer does to encourage the 

embattled king. Sov acharei hatzina ("tum behind shield") is ambiguous; 

is a "shield", but its could be , and this mean , a sinister 

connotation; on another level, in another form, 8:8) could up with 

and of line 30 which in tum with the hom, shofar and 

the akedah, a father's of his son. 
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words Alai hishafeina, on conjure up Saul's on in2 Sam 

1 wounded or in a state or deliberately on to his spear 

(1 Sam, 31:4) when he and die. 

In line 4, Od kochi v'motnaP3 also rings the change from 2 1 where Saul says 

umo't'teini, "and slay 

meaning. There are 

f) COMPARISON 

This poem of 

although they are both 

Tchemichowsky 

words sound similar but do not have the same 

STANDARD .JL.IL1U.JLJUA 

whilst based on the Biblical 

on the episode on Mount 

the Hebrew poets use of traditional 

conventions. The caption and Biblical theme are archetypal metaphors. This device of 

using archetypal 

and future. 

is used throughout by Tchemichowsky and interlinks past 

(1:17 ff) is Jonathan; they are David's AUAC"...,A .. 

centrepiece 

mentioned briefly, 

more aware of the 

However, both are 

poet's avoiding "'V","'->jLU~ on deaths one Oe(;OnlleS 

In David's battle is over. In the uv, .... ...,... poem, there is a step 

commentary (understood the short dialogues) on the episodes taking place 

the time of lament concerns a accompli. Tchemichowsky's 

poem deals with a of the fait accompli. It is never finalized in the 

individuals must always 

and continue with What stands out is 

in, whatever and outcome. This 

people not to their fate passively but to 

call to courage. 

in my loins"; said by the bearer 

of the fallen 

• ..., .... ' ........ .,. determination never to 

seem to be a message to 

up for their rights. This is 
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laments look to the future, David in 

This by devices UI;:l,'-'U,"""U 

Jewish people, which will brought by 

will to slaughter, as in the 

Page 169 

men to learn the art of bow. 

ushering in of a new era for 

and No more 

is ironic having 

written "'''''Tnr", Holocaust, when this phrase was used frequently). 

g) CONCLUDING VERSES 

the verse IS a blowing the shofar: 

T'ka ('kta gfdola takofa v'takofa 

the ('kta g'doZa blown on the High Festivals. IS a 

identification with the whole nation for time. 

Hebrews will hear it south, north, east negbah, keidmah 

v'yamah (line as m 14-16 where there is a picture: G-d says to 

Abraham sep,aratea from "Look north, south, east and west: I all the 

land which thou to it, to thy for ever." And IS 

Abram's would be numbered as the dust of 13:16). 

evocation emphasizes the 

Israel (as promised) but the enemy. 

the large 

following line 

are not of 

v'tir'ad 

ad amah (line conjures what is said and not m poem, namely, 

ha'aretz va'('hi 

14:15) and the 

opposmg 

Elokim "it into a terror ,(1 

were a state of N otwi thstanding 

T'ka t'ki'ah g'dola tako'a nifko'a takes over. 

Despite all 

to take 

against odds, this line is fraught with evocation unto all generations 

- Takota nitko'a! 

Propelled by his own inner 

answer and an echo to his own 

This AZul is manoluolry as it is 

and conviction, shouts Alu l (line as an 

is a command! 

will testament, the voice of the who 

would be one of the nojlim u'kh'sheilim Alu! m'komum shel nc?ilim u'kh~ .. lleillm' 

"Go up! 

to 

the and fanen!" The king a positive 
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This is a vast progression from m Biblical "How have mighty 

fallen!" is followed by, "And weapons war perished!" Now the tone has 

is a change 

victim 

heart. 

mockery (1 

TTPTPTU Saul from one who was 

afraid he might 31:4). 

In Tchernichowsky's Gilboa the king is noble and proud. their he has 

consecrated sons: 

N'sichim m'nadvim nidvatam sh'losha 

This is times Abraham done in Biblical of the This in 

turn ties up with the 

(v'hinei ayil). 

In the Tchemichowsky poem, m. 

ram (Gen, 

v .. ",u,",,, to retaliate. "Are we 

going to slaughtered like sheep?!" exclaims, implying certainly not. 

h) ACCENTUATING POSITIVE 

In Al Gilboa Tchernichowsky light most people would find 

it is uplifting. 

description the battle is a message future. Harei Gilboa 

IS about the same national as that ~e(;OIlla Samuel 

we earlier. 

It is interesting to see how Tchernichowsky's Saul with disaster. 

Tchemichowsky's we are drawn into scene battle. The content is 

situation becomes increasingly severe on a national personal and 

never Despite pessimistic situation, to find 

encouragement hope and a positive of the thinking even 

m Tchemichowsky sees courage, bravery and hope 

others see The looks to future nation. 

Tchemichowsky uses this to alleviate despair in a number of 

the battle that David had described in Second SamueL is 

not a figure, he is a hero and does not bemoan the He not use 
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words as "How are ... (the soldiers) fl "W' nq 00 ... , or oe IS He 

V'/oo ta 'amod nfl_o"o ha-roshah 

long as key-stone of the arch "aU is still well"; the arch 

being the entrance and the "'Ll'J .. l", ... .,~ V .. 'L'-'UJ'lS force of 

the possibility 

The fact that Saul is about to die is a factor in the poem, but the poet wrote it 

in a positive way for posterity. is a picture of a man who, broken-hearted, .. "'.,., ... """""",, 

his common good. (1975:260:1) claims that it is lias this 

mighty, dark, central no longer '-''''''-JUf''''' to our world which is passing and 

slipping every private fatherly is swallowed, silenced, in the of 

last universal ". 

Although there is a lament content, Tchernichowsky does not wish to emphasize the 

tragic; he wants to the forward-looking aspect. Tchernichowsky's 

description of 

drawn into 

battle is a message the future. In Tchernichowsky's we are 

battle, find encouragement and hope and a positive policy 

of non despair times acute ....... LJ'F,"'L 

i) FAITH AND PRAYER 

The line V'loo fa 'amod ha-even ha-roshah in poem IS to Tchernichowsky's 

.... nc·nn"" poem. It alludes to Psalm 118 Hallel prayer chanted the Amidah of 

mornmg on Shavuoth, Sukkot, and Rosh Chodesh. 

I thank thee thou hast answered me 

And salvation. 

stone which builders 

Has become the chief cornerstone. 

This is the L--d's .... v ........ 

It is marvelous in our 

is interpreted to mean that Israel, rejected the nations, is destined to be the 

foundation-stone of, and attain to, most honourable place in the kingdom of G-d. 
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Israel has been appointed by G-d to have an """""".lLl ... function to discharge in the 

construction of His kingdom upon earth. The prayer continues: 

The is G-d, who has us light. 

aarJlCneSS of 

(Cohen, 1945:393). 

anxiety and tribulation given place to the light of freedom 

By his allusion to ha-roshah Tchernichowsky is to a Ul\,,',;),;)'<5" of 

hope, and light. 

According to at the end of days the Messiah will come and we will 

t'ki'at ha'mashi'ach, the blowing shofar, to welcome him. The shofar inspires 

hope for the final restoration of the people of Israel (Birnbaum, 1979:592). The f'ki'ah 

g'dolah has a continuous triumphant note. 

Tchernichowsky's 1929 Harei Gilboa is that Saul who maintains 

his bravery throughout disaster, the must not give up hope despite persecution. 

The Children of Israel must continue with strength and inner resources until 

independence and freedom have been gained. Two years later he himself moved to 

Palestine. 

j) CONCLUSION 

This poem is an inspiration for time to come; the king never surrenders. 

strength his inner spiritual resources grow. Saul rises above and stands 

as a classic example ofIsrael's bravery. 

Tchernichowsky absorbed his contemporary, Bialik's 

only on G-d. They must take positive steps to help tnems,el 

encouragement to keep on fighting and never give up as 

poem is a didactic poem as is the poem of Bialik, who 

motivation for self-defence. 

Jews cannot rely 

light is the 

against a lack of 

It is interesting, as Spiegel (1930:433) has remarked, that Tchernichowsky, "this 

of Hebrew poets, who in no way went through the usual development of Hebrew writers 

and who represents a new type of Jew, is held fast by an inescapable invisible thrall in 

this old language. Despite his secular education and Haska/all influence it was to the 
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Bible he turned unlike 

developed the theme into a modem exhortation to 

obstacles, through 

lament alleviates U'""'I-''''U 

resources and not 

173 

larnlent in the Bible, he 

is how his 
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HOLOCA UST LAMENTS 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

10HJCausI, also known as Shoah, constitutes 

modem million 

and 1945 of were Jews, one 

began on 30th when Adolph 

Antisemitic beliefs ""£>T,"",,,.r! part of his political platform 

Solution" to the problem" - the total 

174 

of 

the 

Jewish people. 

came to power in 

these culminated 

.... "',.'v .. of the Jewish 

presented in his people as well as every trace of culture. Hitler's thp,nnr 

notorious book Mein Kampf (1925), with hatred the Jews. 

",t"y-t""ti with the elimination Germany v",<.,n", office, 

the of the country. 

A'-r~~M--~ were bumt, as were literature, music, art books. 

German-controlled ""'''...'l'''.'t;""",,,, had to be Judenrein 

The were discriminated ""5L'''U':IL, 

ultimately to labour, concentration 

brutality which was used to extemrunate 

most of The world 

(1979:95) speaks 

moral and "'''''L'''''''' collapse, shown by its 

together and sent to ghettos and 

extermination ""U .. LV". 

Jewish people was affected 

turned a 

as being a result of UYJ,UU'"U 

maltn~reIlce and cruel .:I"",UVv, 

could have 

reasons devoid 

but such plans were and persistently 

moral sensitivity and human responsibility" (1979:214). was 

"murder conducted 

This mass pel'sel~utlon 

left with a strong 

some mass production .nn'."'T' .... 

its mark both on 

,",_,n,)' .. n,'v .. never to and never to 

LITERATURE AND HOLOCAUST 

on world Jewry who were 

it happen again. 

In the introduction I already dealt with the statement by Adorno that to 

poetry after the Holocaust is "a barbaric thing" and I have discussed responses 
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scholars to as well as my own I shaH not this. I consider 

the laments Holocaust to be a literary tradition are both responses 

to a unique event as as a part of a It may be what Baron called a 

"lachrymose view of Jewish history", but unfortunately the VvU'""" forms what is the 

most lachrymose tragic part of Abramson ( 126) regarded 

Holocaust responses to a and unlJre'ceclented historical event. 

in Hurban scholars who for its 269). 

Through my study role of laments I realized that laments form 

of a continuous pattern of laments to alleviate The Holocaust 

may be unique of intensity of iniquitious purpose scale 

fulfilment, but not literature. I malmtam any death could produce such 

were it or or annihilation 

each catastrophe community of had to find a way to the 

terms of its succession VYLLHH. the history of of Israel and in relationship to 

G-d of Israel 1987:126) and this I see as the purpose laments 

those which lamlent the Shoah, aHJLlOtUm doubt is often role or 

poetry his 

it to 

I see the laments as a 

normative or 

and mULml[aO~lea. 

of links in time and 

suit the times and environment. 

similar, yet diversified. This 

n .. ~,,,.,,,,,,,,,, an anchor and us with one common the same 

Na 'a 'se V'nish will obey and we that "v'-'" .... " 

memory which not a recurrence but a 

Ko~)en1:eld (1987:126) correct when he UA .... U ..... AU.., 

the Apocalypse advance our understanding of how a 

said at 

ofa 

of 

v .... ' ........ v ... " suffering has not overcome the Jewish will to creative survivaL the 

following analyses I shall looking at their powers alleviating pain at a 

full analysis. 

I Sir Hartley Shawcross, Nuremberg quoted in Robinson (1971 :831) 
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YITZCHAK KATZENELSON 

1886-1944 

a) ABOUT THE 

Yitzchak Katzenelson was born White Russia 1886. was a and dramatist 

the Hebrew III "''''''''''1 and Yiddish, and received his early education 

writer Jacob Benjamin Katzenelson. spent most of his days doing educational work 

and established own Hebrew ", ... ""o.uU! school in U,npYA he was principal until 

the outbreak of War II 1980:7). identified himself work 

with the world of Jewish children. literary career began in 1904 Yiddish for the 

Folkstsaytung and Yidishe Bibliotek and in Hpl'Irp1lH for Frishman's Ha'Dor. 

Many his poems were set to became favourite children's songs and 

folk songs. was wonder child, an prodigy into our literature" 

(Zeitlin, 1969:425). visited Palestine a number of and his Hebrew works were 

published in volumes in 1938. 

When conquered he fled to Warsaw "'''PYA Jewish partisan 

movement, Dror. During the early days of war he was in the Warsaw ghetto. In 

1943 as an "Honduran citizen", he was moved to Vittel concentration camp in 

France, where he what he observed, what was happening, and wrote 

prolifically in Hebrew and Yiddish. trapped Jews knew the outside world was 

unaware of enormity of the horrors of their "'VieT"',,,,,,,, and made every effort to keep 

an historical record what was happening. the value of a U .. ",U\J record was 

recognized. Kaplan his Warsaw diary wrote, "A poet who clothes adversity in poetic 

form immortalizes it in an everlasting monument" 1978:139). Such a poet was 

Katzenelson who, aware of the importance of documenting the Holocaust, arranged for 

his created in the concentration camps to be sealed bottles and buried. 2 

were later Among his writings was the Yiddish poem "The Song of 

the Slaughtered Jewish People" which he began in October 1943 and finished at Vittel 

in 1944. It is one of the greatest literary of the of Holocaust. 

2 It is of interest that Emanuel Ringelblum, a Yiddish scholar and historian who was killed by the Nazis, 
was a leader of a project in the Warsaw Ghetto to collect diaries and writings in order to document the 
Nazi for the future. The "Ringelblum Archives" were up after the war (Harap, 
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"Honduran citizenship" did not help save 

Auschwitz. father, his 

were all killed. 

and in April 1944 he was 

and his sons Benzikl and 

177 

In 1947 his Ketavim A charon im, "Final Works" was published posthumously. A 

number of his plays have produced. In an which bears name was 

established at Kibbutz Lochamei haGetta'ot for TPC""!:I1r£"h on Holocaust 

Ironically, Katzenelson's previous reputation was as a poet who wrote about youth and 

the joys of although he had also written sad, ironic and sentimental about 

Roskies (1988:543,544) described as "a graceful, musical 

poet" but the Holocaust eXl:>efJ.en(;e changed him and his content and Sadan 

(1970:52) of him "His early ...... "'" ...... <' were written with on a curtain and his 

poems had on 

Nazi persecution altered his world view completely. In same way that Viktor 

Frankel recognized «suffering" as a core element which gives meaning to I view 

V"''''U;::,,", of outlook as an adaptation to his 

his documentations of persecution as 

in the collective Jewish Holocaust eX1)erlen.Ce. 

an expression of 

To Kohn (1 

for meaning 

Katzenelson was the 

tragic of Warsaw Jewry and his authentic account of the pervading despair 

immortalized the total mood of ghetto was as an to 

Holocaust and its 1979:106). 

I agree with Kohn (1979:207) that Katzenelson's poetry remains one the n-r""",1-"",,1-

monuments to millions who died. Although was killed, his works have survived 

to the to survivors. grandeur in his actuality 

and authenticity as and 

This poem has 

Although dealing 

uniqueness in format, structure and vocabulary. 

Holocaust, it different from the fifteen-canto Song of 

People,,3, in which described the Churban 

Chalom Chalamti is a short poignant poem, staccato and sparing in in which he 

weeps his people who not" and questions G-d, "Why?" 
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"Chalom Chalamti" 

b) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

..::.=.::= : In the short 

his terrible dream, 

dreamt a dream" the narrator 

not" alluding to Jeremiah 31: 1 

c) ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

Style : By terminology, laments have a theme, - yet each has its own distinct 

character and its inherent power to and and despair. At the 

outset, the lay-out of Chalom chalamti is eyt~-CIUClt1lng. are twenty four lines, 

short and monosyllabic. The line containing only between two and 

typography has the appearance of a 

hOlrlZ(mt:alline, the more effective, 

..... ..., ... u. as a rhetorical symbol 

and Greenberg, who are selected 

"'U~'''''L_ words and lines shocks his 

POt~l-soeaLKer wakes to find that the u.E,u .... u ... 

uTh"" .. ",h.,.,rp. and how can it be? and he laments: 

I have no people, my people no HJU.F>, .. a 

they are no more, 

words 

are not. 

... nt"T~CT the shorter the 

as it was. Many 

instance Alterman, 

1\.atzeinel:son through his use of 

is true! And he asks why 

For Katzelnel:son it might have represented a hope that he it 

just a ...... "' ..... u. Unfortunately this was not to be. 

dominant 

«'1", "which 

3 I am not 

hal 

Holocaust poetry written by the actual victims is 

within the entire tragedy including poverty, 

despair, dehumanization, slavery, torture, 

to Bialik's "In the City of Slaughter. 
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wounded faith, confrontation and (as in Katzenelson's own case). Kohn 

(1 106) points out that this poetry, written as an eye-witness account 

capturing the horror all inhuman barbarity, the "personal an 

part poet's as is clearly demonstrated in above quotation. 

are repetitions and The are mournful: 

Ha. 

Al ma v'lama 

Ami melt? 

mav'lama 

la'shav? 

va'milchama, 

10 va'k'rav ... 

Young, women and children already do not are not, are not." 

the skilful m last two which in with 

Al ma, riboni, 

V' lama, 

on questioning Al ma and lama? word, 

aUUTt::::;~;lIlg G-d; speaker IS 

invocation to Riboni, G-d, a ""'p .. e"' .... G-d 

words "Why? For what reason?" go with einenu: 

IS a but no answer. short eXl)re:ssi()ns 

never 

to the word 

is also a repetition an 

G-d of Power. The poet's 

what reason are they not?" 

a quick blow. One can 

does not thunder against in this poem. only addresses G-d three times 

yet this is a distress call to G-d. "For what 0 G-d, and why?" seems to be questioning 

justice! "0 in Ramah", "0 G-d on high, mighty God". Ramah could an allusion 

to Samuel (1 19,20) was born lived, and whence was 

dispensed 7). G-d Ramah could be a to Rachel weeping for her 

children in Ramah.4 

here is much like the of "' ......... to of the 

Al Hashechitah, but in K8.tze:nelson·s poem, there is 

4 She refused to be comforted, ki eillellu, 31: 15) 

of "justice" 

insinuation, a 
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more indirect reference of irony I"A' ....... ".".., justice where there is no as it is a 

a world that has lost its "'''' .... ,. .. '''' a world from which G-d has -~~~-<~ I reflection 

agree with (1 139,140) that it is not only in the atrocities that the terror in 

Katzenelson's poetry is 

the more terrible 

phrases from lamentation literature are all 

the divine source of meaning and consolation that 

underpinned the previous interpretation of catastrophe is no longer there. 

d) USE OF LANGUAGE 

poem Chalom ehalamti has few words and each word is important in the repeated 

ein and einenu and einam and again einam. of words as a motif 

constitute the core of the lament. The words are short: the speaker is and 

not say much, but what says is pervasive. 5 

==::...===: The syllable eha- in ehalom sounds eiehah. The DOt~t-SoeaKer says 

"I Dreamt a ...... L'.., ........ , in the title and the first line. Chalom ehalamti is onomatopoeic: it 

sounds a guttural, V""U',"" mourn1Og or a mo.amng, with drawn-out -10m and -

lam - ehalom ehalamti. m sound is continued in third line, 

ami, and then in the n's the next line, einenu od. 

Rhythm : Although mournful, it is written in a lilting metre. is characteristic of 

nature was to have a 10 a sense of 6 

it to an extreme when says even when he vvrote serious poems, he 

wrote in swinging rhymes: "While the poet wept his rhyme frolicked" (1969:425). I 

believe that the lilting meter which the poem is written is characteristic of, as well as 

influenced by, the convention of the 1930's. 

~~~!:.L : In laments is often a TPT1F>TPlnI"P to enemy. inserts a ........... 'v 

phrase which could be words of anger against them: Sifku kaj! "Smite the enemy" as in 

(Num, 24:10) but can be read "clap hands sorrow" it is followed by Ko 

bi'y'goni - "So I will cry sorrow . .,7 

5 Katzenelson also ends "The Song of the Slaughtered Jewish People": Woe is unto me, nobody is left. 
There was a people and it is no more. There was a people and it is ... Gone ... ! 

6 Hence his rapport and amiability with children. 
7 Ko eivch bi'y'goni gam yom. gam lei! - "So I will cry in my sorrow day and night. II 
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to my definition of above) a can 

vocal or unvocalized; it can 

expression hardly spoken, as 

of breath. It 

expressed as n'hi, hi, ntS; a lament can be an 

a grunt or a groan or an 

(Gitay, 1991:111), etc. 

aha (line 6), or ha 

repetition of hoi \<,ul'UPUVl 

vftCA-HJ"1t Chalamti 

monosyllabic 

are close to nehi, ni and by reason of their 

is to say are monosyllabic 

a total 

!....!:!!~~~ : Katzenelson's commas, colons, ... .n.~'i .... U~ .. HJU marks, question 

semi-colons. These are features in the This system of non-

..... ,",'"U''''''''''''' signs that .,." ...... .,.,,,,, ... .., ..... llLJlj:; through implied shifts and other 

mu:.ma,uonal features express Although small signs, play a vital part in 

expressmg IeellnJ~s 

on the Shoah and 

trying 

disproportionate to 

an indecency. It is as 

rhetonlc of catastrophe, J.VJ.J,VU""". 1-<"" ....... ,,1-"". writes about 

that are not so 

as to seem to be 

n""""T·,nTlIU'" or co]nC(~ptlual 

of the collective 

.. J.,,' .... ~J.J. language itself were interrogated and 

found wanting for u,,,uU'5 to provide a rhetoric somehow commensurate with 

....... 0"''' .... ' • ..., of the evenf,.9 comes across because 

J<i..C:lltzemelSQin seems to find ..... "0 ...... 0 ... ma,declu to express 

... "U.L"''', sighs and punctuation ... ""'" .. , 

lIy oungsters, old 

to revert to 

YIf HI un Chalamti 

women and 

theme occurs 

war, and not in battlell 

children." Whole families are wiped ..... UILU,.. n'sheihem u'v'neihem, as repeatedly 

appears of Lamentations. 

Jewish COlleC1Clve psyche, The children, the 

Zeitlin writes that in this poem, 

has monument of 

The Jews in death..camps looked for a 

elegist; historically it has always been the 

8 Jer. 9: 17, 18, 19, 9; Jer. 31 '14, IS; Mic. 2:4; Ezek. 27:32 
9 Times March 6 1999 

short as it is, has become a 

are the future. 

few words of 

from the 

an would bear witness and 

lamenter, who bears un.TlP'oc to 
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catastrophe. Even the historian Haim Kaplan felt that the historical record was not 

enough; I believe that history cannot express reality in its entirety as can the poet. Such 

a poet was Katzenelson, who when writing poetry about the trauma, expressed feelings 

such as history could never do. 

The moving laments, despite (and because of) their sadness, impart a certain 

immortality to those who died and to us as a nation. Imaginatively, the slain martyrs 

arise from the valley of dry bones (Ezek. 37) and bequeath to us the moral strength to 

carry on. 

Katzenelson ranks amongst the greatest of Hebrew and Yiddish lament writers. 

Although a man of cheerful countenance, his poems are suffused with affective pain and 

sorrow. He accompanies his poems with actions which happened before his eyes. 

Katzenelson's poems are frequently read at the Annual Memorial Ceremony on Yom 

Has/wah, being regarded as a fitting public response to the catastrophe, in the same way 

as laments were recited at public ceremonies in earlier times. 

His poems are riveting. He has become a poetic symbol for greatness, glory and Jewish 

tragedy. 

e) EXPRESSING FEELINGS 

As discussed in the chapter, "The Lament as a Way of Healing", psychologists show 

that the act of expressing one's feelings on paper is therapeutic. It does not help to 

eliminate the pain, but by enabling the grief-stricken individuals to take an active step in 

expressing their pain, it prevents the feelings of passivity and introspection and is 

cathartic. The grief process works if you can find words to speak about it and have it 

recognized by others. For people directly affected by the tragedy as was Katzenelson, it 

helps to know that it is not an individual experience. This is why laments that purely 

express the absolute pain of the writer are also significant to some extent in alleviating 

distress and producing comfort. 

The deaths in the Holocaust are intolerable. The poet seeks light. His people died in 

vain! For what purpose? Why? They did not die in battle. They did not die in war. 

He is a thinking man, and he must know the reason. He desperately seeks 

enlightenment. He is not alleviating despair. The facts are irrefutable; however he is 

expressing the thoughts of many unable to express them. 
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Chatom Chalamti with - it as a a bad \Ou"' ......... 

people were When poet through the denial and accepts - he 

awakens with a scream: 

Aha! Aha! 

Asher LnlCllamli 

li, ba l 

and discovers that it is and he to question. 

Denial, questioning - these are all working through trauma and are all 

understandable emotions that time space and the 

a validity is meaningful to reader. someone 1"''''JLLU~ I1PTU"P<1<1PI'1 it can 

be cathartic to read : 

I cry my sorrow day and 

is comfort to in shared expression sorrow, to recogrnze that others 

also in their sorrow, The are not alone in grief 

f) FAITH AND PRAYER 

Katzenelson questions 

He 

still has m 

this all about? 

what Oh G-d! 

Job, he G-d! 

g) CONCLUSION 

and 

IS for u.,,,,",,,uU~E 

poem IS no no positive meaning. However, comfort it provides is 

that of therapeutic catharsis and the poet to express despair and faith in G-d 

and the to identifY their in his 
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Much Greenberg's 

slaugltltered In 

URI ZVI GREENBERG 

1894-1980 

of the six UUJ"1,-/'11 Jews 

their families been tom Kurtzweil 

were 

no 

from the 

point of and educative our people, as was 

evoked in his lamentations. It was as if penetrated soul of 

chose to be the shofar to its pent up sorrow and holy indignation 

(Barzel, 1990:284). 

It was th",'rPTnrp essential that Greenberg be in this thesis. 

wrote so many it was difficult to select just one. 

I shall be eX~lmllmrlg Kinat .... nnOl,,,., B'vorcho Mibeit V'imo is a good 

representative .... u,,'vo. four hundred of Rechovot Hanahar. 

The reason why I ""'''~''''L'_U 

to 

readers can relate to 

lament and find themselves 

u.."" • ....,.vu was because I that his TP'tPTP,n{","(! 

describe the The 

............. f".., of humanity family love in this 

the emotion it arouses. I as well 

""""' ... ~~, ... many others his magnum opus. 

a) ABOUT POET 

Uri Jrec;!noerg was born 1894 in in Eastern '-' .......... " ... to a 

ae~;celt1ae:a from leaders. When was young his moved to 

where he received a traditional Hassidic education. ... ......... ,ca poems, Hebrew 

and in Yiddish, were published in 1912 in leading periodicals. 

In World War I he was the Austrian fighting on Serbian front. 

........ "·T ...... ' and later recorded electrifying horror expenence 

deserted in 1917 and returned to Lvov, where he and family were by the 

Ukranian pogroms in 1918. 

In 1919 he \\Tote a lament on the Lvov pogroms. After the war published In 

Yiddish and and published an Expressionist journal It 
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was revolutionary "''''''"'V'' of German literature of 

definitively stamped Greenberg's verse 1984:166). 

by his experience, as early as 1922 was predicting a 

"In the Kingdom poetry from then on is om;es!:;ea 

vision of horror 

massacres was being 

terrible un;;;);:,a~;;v 

............... to antisemitic 

in 1923 and the following went to Palestine where 

..... ,,1"> ....... 1">.... from Yiddish to devoted himself entirely to HelJre'w 

book of Hebrew poetry was "Anacreon at the Pole of Melancholy" 

contributed to the local Labour editing the journal believed the 

function of Hebrew poetry to 

for its liberty. His poetic 

militancy and what 

During the 1929 

L.J"UU,"~ Revisionist 

Denunciation and 

and also the LJI",'U'., 

to edit the Revisionist >Xl ..... • .. HI 

Warsaw, he escaped to 

not merely aesthetic but also to 

marked with "zealous intensity", 

"wild lamentationll (1975:211). 

Labour movement 

Arab riots 

Die Welt. Two '<1,,,,,.,.lrc 

nation to battle 

clarion call to 

nationalist 

"Book of 

government 

Warsaw 

Nazis entered 

His parents and "" ............. '... behind and 

perished. Greenberg was 

During the 

ma.nelnm scarred by survivor 

Britain for national identified with 

was elected to 

1949 to 1951. He 

the Irgun Zeva'j 

Israel's Knesset, as a 

published 

(Although he v ......... .,. 

these 

and vnth the establishment of 

the Herut Party, 

Yiddish poems and nearly Hebrew poems. 

not permit collections of 

His best-known major Rechovol Hanahar- Ha'ilyot V'Hako'ach (1951), 

and moving threnodies what (1997:110) calls "the most 

lamenting the destruction of the exiles" is a book of interconnected poems dealing with 

the Holocaust which Mintz ( 1984: J 65) called "the most imponant work on the 

Holocaust in literature", Reclwvol Hanahar was the only major poetic work of 
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the that tried to grapple with issues of themes of 

destruction a VISIon 

(1974: 1 considers to one of the o-rP~Tp,,; lament 

the furnace (the Holocaust) with "synoptic eye" unites 

which Abraham was in Chaldean times. The Rechovol Hanahar, "Streets 

, are drawn from the 

resurrection (1990:277). 

was the Israel 

1980. 

of Babylon to the Jordan, the river 

for H,:>I"\1"':>"Xl Literature 1957. 

His 

at 

m 

personal poetry is woven into his ual1"""",1 poetry, and views are often deeply 

1",-,.",1',:><'1 in the 

He 

described 

sub-conscious; he is taken up with the of Divine ....... 'v .. 'vu. 

suffering, and for and his people. 

which is difficult to "'v~ ..... ""'" in terms ideas. 

uncompromIsmg 

the Kohn (1979:89) called 

style 

an 

vu.""'IJ'J""""'u' poet with no patience euphemisms". Mintz (1 193) wrote: 

foresaw, preached, broke down lO
, memorialized". Ausubel 

(1975:211) of his "characteristic verbal i'prn('"h 

b) GREENBERG'S LAMENTS 

Zvi 

for 

mythical 

jrel~nDerg is a giant the Hebrew 

thus "'1. ......... ,,1". a powerful 

believed, is the essence of 

<>"",,,, .... 1-,, with a marked 

which he combines the 

poetry (Mintz, 1984:171). 

"Everywhere is passionate apprehension, passionate expression and equally the 

paSSIOn form without which other are [But] form is 

inherent the passion .... it has an 

(Read, 1948:57). 

of and adorns nature with a new 

rod of my wrath was broken when my people were broken", he complains. Since the subject and 
stuff of his song have perished, how can he sing? He has been left by their loss like a tree whose 
branches have been cut off. 1 :207). 
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was a at four hundred Rechovot 

Hanahar, he wrote "This book .,. has not completed" 

when 

TAM V'LO NISHLAM 

HA'ILYOT V'HAKO'ACH 

RECHOVOT HANAHARlI 
12 ireenlt:lerg .. ~.u ... u:,..., ... true to amlen'tatJ.on tradition 

according to 

formulas and concepts 

eCJlOe~S and inversions conventional 

were characteristic ancient and modern kinah and of 

Midrash, while ........... ""UHU.S his personal (Rosenfeld & '-J ..... vUUv. 1978:42). 

an example of I shall be referring later to frequent use ...., .. " • ..., and 

.. L.n'v .. '''' .... sources. 

use of the 

ireenl)erQ: as a maverick 

outmoded. 

aroused some 

the lament 

that modern 

Alter regards 

uv .. '"y~,,,, Alter l(le~nt:lt1e:s ..... u .. ·.u.:> as 

pnT'p"T poetry is private 

an affirmation of selfhood and not peoplehood, whereas In 

personal 

historical 

pre:ce<lents in the Book of Lamentations the had sought a U1BU"" mearulng 

the people as a 

I with Alter u"' .......... ,'" as I will show .u"',,;;u'", the lament is not 

UU"yv .. , but is a poetry that is to and is produced in aU 

I shall demonstrate thesis that laments are constantly being ur.-.n"·n 

still feelings in grief and healing ni'\""'p· .. c 

additional indication that are not IS that Rabin's was 

I,""Uj,V".',"'" by a book by and a book 

II Birnbaum (] 979:672), Normally at end of Jewish works on traditional subjects, it was to 
express thanks to the Author of the universe for enabling the author of the book to complete it 

The author's for Divine aid is thus in one word, tuslllaba. 

CO[1nDo:sed of the borei olam. 
ireenberg wrote the exact "This work has not 

"Ivan ben Stefan of Gus pad or" is a lament in reverse. It is set in the 
nmJ'lcuuz: drunken Polish peasant who has taken over the home master; now he can 

with his wife in the bed of his master, whom he had kicked in the buttocks and killed; now can 
enjoy the silver candlesticks, forbidden and juicy pig. Now the synagogue would be made 
into a church with a Cross. And Ivan ben Stevan blows the Shofar, lulutll tillulu! This dramatic 
onc.maltO!)()eIC blast also represents spitting guarding the "evil eye", as if the 
spe!tker is "G-d forbid that such a should ever happen!" 
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laments published in 1998 by Striar contained 280 ""IO'm" 

1000. 

poetry often of his as the 

188 

out of more than 

prophet-priest 

the mythos of the catastrophe and redemption. Greenberg in Messianic 

redemption, he had called by to spread word, According to Alter, 

Greenberg saw himself as a prophet and castigator much as did writer of 

of Lamentations (Alter, 1973:57-63), as did Bialik 'ir Hahareigah}. Greenberg 

U""'!V",'lU",';;> his national with also turns mythos. 

in Poland, mother 

assume archetypal primordial dimensions: forests, 

the lakes and snow fields, a mythical 

Alter :57-63) m(~lZt~S Greenberg for mythologizing Holocaust, which he sees 

as being a violation of the ess'errtlal Alter Greenberg 

all history Abraham as a of oer'sec:uuon. 

and as a result and flattens facts of Jewish history. creates what 

Alter calls a "skewed framework of myth", which by imposing a symbolic scheme 

the Holocaust a large poems our peI'Ce))ticm of the Holocaust. 

I would that his mythologizing graphically projects the 

perception the Holocaust into an ettJectlve. vivid and unforgettable His 

characters are described as the environment. or 

The of literature is frequently from the mythological and not from the 

historical appeal and it is aspect which is universaL I with and 

Lindenbaum say that no other Hebrew If "has such a tip.,rrpp 

identification with the religious as did Greenberg" (Lindenbaum, 113). 

Alter a "maverick", which may not sound a complimentary 

epithet. word could interpreted as an who to 

COI1ltorm and an unorthodox and this be true of He wrote 

in a totally his own. With this interpretation the word could apply to Greenberg. 

Even Alter, however, has to admit that Rechovot Hanahar is the most substantial of the 

reS1DOI1lSeS to the of European what Mintz described as a 
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monumental achievement which Greenberg the IVy'au.,,. head 

(1984:268). 

For the writer of this IS of a family and a In 

distress and in the jaws of with a strong hope of resurrection. Greenberg 

created a huge, sustained and coherent body work, and through it a lost world. 

In ( 1951:130) "Behold, I, my am 

committed by commandment". on his own behalf, and for love of the people, 

and despite Greenberg's anger with G-d, Kohn believes that had a 

seaten faith that enabled him be and argumentative towards G"d, unlike 

Tchernichowsky, par "who despairs G-d (1979:110) Bialik, 

who if there in heaven. 

(1989:37) with that l.Jn~enDer·g had a aetm-!5eate<1 faith and says 

that Greenberg was probably the most prominent religious poet the generation 

his traditionalism and faith is best seen his Holocaust poetry. example this 

can be found in Lu'ach-Bamavo Gimmel in '-' .. " .... uu"'" Rechovot Hanahar 

which 

word to of yore and his forever 

Lo yitzlach alav kardumim sho'ro'shav l'hakh'rit. 

neflth(~n'S axes will not suc:cC(,o vu."uu.~ off his roots. 13 

Lindenbaum finds Alter a biased and who has had to admit that IS 

really poetic ;;VllllU.:> Lindenbaum believes that in the oeuvre 

of modem Hebrew poetry, Z vi Greenberg no in terms of his command of 

the language and use of metaphors, 

argument (Lindenbaum, 1997:108). I 

and sound, as well as exposition and 

dramatic, imaginative and graphically described. 

poetry is 

poet Sadan said that 

exc:eot for a few short Cn'lPt(~rs .. as Book of Lamentations, Zion 

13 r ' .. ~ ... nr ...... o (I "The End of the Matter", the poet says: If ... I will trust 
in the future... This is a vision and a song. and and Amen - -". In (1951: 130) Shir 
Asir he says: "I will teach the the beautiful song and that will 

it to the generation to come, the song of the nation. " 
poem was written by Halevi who longed for the ,",VU''',",UAF, of the Temple and the ing~lthelring of 

the exiles. 
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and Sha'ali serufa bafeshlS and the like, "there has been nothing like it and it is quite 

unlikely that there will ever be anything equal to it" (Lindenbaum, 1997: 110). 

"Kinat Habein B'vorcho Mibeit Avi'v V'imo" 

c) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

Theme : The poem is concerned with the communication of subtle and complex 

experiences and attitudes. The title tells that a sorrowful and painful matter is being 

dealt with. It is the lament of a young man who left his parents in Europe, where they 

were in a situation of grave and certain danger. His life was saved, but his parents 

perished. 

Racked with remorsel6 he questions his conscience-stricken soul with thoughts that are 

embodied in the past and in the "present". 

Alter (1973 :61) finds the role of the parents and the anguish of separation crucially 

important in Greenberg's poetry because the sense of reality often radiates out of the 

image of his parents. The parents, in particular the mother, play an important role in 

conveying the heart-rending pathos of the poem. "How is it possible that my father 

once wrote to me 'Little son!'" he says, and "How is it that my mother caressed me and 

said 'My shining son!' " (He frequently mentions his parents in his anthology Rechovot 

Hanahar. One is aware of a warm family atmosphere: the father feeding the birds on 

the window-sill, the mother baking in the kitchen with her daughters, the father singing 

chazanut). 

The poem starts with the conjunction Achein, "Indeed". It is as though this is the middle 

of an argument or discussion, or a continuation of the thoughts of the speaker. He has 

never forgotten the traumatic episode of leaving his parents. 

The typical lamentation expression Etch (as in Eichah, which opens the Book of 

Lamentations) starts line 10: Etch esa? "How can I bear it?" This has similarities with 

IS A dirge composed by Rabbi Meir of Rothenberg which mourns the burning of the Talmud in Paris in 
1242. All three poems are included in the Book of Lamentations of Tishah B'Av, Lindenbaum (1997:114). 
16 This guilt feeling is common amongst those who lost family. "Uncle Melech" in Klein's "The Second 
Scroll" laments about himself: "Why? Why did this one escape? What treaty did he strike with the 
murderers? Whose was the blood that was his ransome?" (Klein, 1951 :24) 
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the Eikhakha, 

in Greenberg's 

intends to prevent 

could not. He 

did a terrible thing. 

mind. 

can I 

IS 

d) ANALYSIS OF 

the Book of Esther. 17 

happened UTI'.",,.,,,<> 

Esther took 

,..,'-"LA"' .... ..,.I"''''' now torments him. 

body he tells us, but he lost his 

: The poem is written in a personalized narrative 

in structure to a ballad. It is ",.."H""n partly on behalf of the poet himself, and 

behalf of all young men who had to move from Europe 

safety, leaving behind who were killed by the Nazis. 

form suits the content B'vorcho 

uses elements of as an 

the manner to presented and add 

dramatic scene. 

USE OF LANGUAGE 

191 

on 

to reach the reader, Greenberg ""'''1J1,-, an abundance of literary devices in his 

of which the most prominent is 

is a distinct mood, a mood of sorrow, a 

.... "''''',..,, of their last crust of bread, 

j./v.!'>." .... , as is illustrated in the Ui .. ",':",,!'> of 

for the parents, parents who were 

of their lives; the pathos is 

over their child upon departure. 

my father said to me: 'that on the way!' (line 

mOlcner said, 'that you should reach baby!' "(line 

17 Esth (8:6): For how can I endure to see the evil that shall come unto my Or how can I endure 
to see the destruction of my kindred? 
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Ii avi: Shemal'akhim y'lavukha nfY/70>',?V" 

V'am'ra Ii imi: Shetagi'a b'shalom y'rushalaima. 

(lines 

The second refrain is it adds the melancholy "My baby!" "her 

whom she would never see again. The tenderness and love expressed are made more 

LV"""""'F. of In of words. 

rhythmical V'amar Ii and V'am'ra Ii imi could be a 

comforting attempt on part of the reminiscing after some but it 

transparently 

moment 

painful distress by family in this 

Motifs and Metaphors : poet with choice words, and rich imagery> refers to a 

happy Vill •. U.U,",'vu, animation, of a ken 

dami 

happiness did not last long. We have the of a bird, """''-''U,,- but unable to 

its beauty plucked of its wings ill-favoured; and 

nr<llu .. ,r" of his no longer touch him with their 

peaceful loving dove-like 

The birds who left were 

not a vibrant they might only "perhaps" reach their desired destination, ulai 

'rUS'natavl,m (line 5). In 42 of birds". It was clearly 

the yV ..... LF,' .... ones still had the ability to In some manner, 

to older generation, lahem k'nafayim (line 51), there was no .... U'~H ......... 

{£'\H' .... 1'''' theme jreenIJer'!ts he uses the snow-frost 

imagery to country his parents were and this 

and snow can never be dug out from heart with a or from the letters his 

""',c.T ..... ' nor can it be out with 

There are that of sin, sorrow, karush, burning, 

altar, lament, forgetting, "Will I ever , wordlessness, self-deprecation and soul-

examination. soul cannot the glory the morning prayer 

mother and father taught him no longer shields or guides his poetry. is haunted by 

the smell of rei'ach gofrit, a smell". 

There is a lament words introduced by "if . The introduction to 

line 26 maximises the lament. 

Lu hikani oyeiv v'cha'y'ta imi v'am'da yom valeil al gufi 
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k'Ritzpa vat V <'£non,?,' Bni, bni, 

ava/to khein ani haloveish tz'chorim v'oneiv shant--. 

The word lu is pregnant with guilt: "If only ... !", "Oh ... !", "Would that .. .!" 

"If only the me," 

directly to the Biblical 

two sons Armoni Mephiboshet Samuel, 

bini bring to mind David's lament over son 

B Avshalom; 

B'ni V'ni 

Mi-yitein muti ani tachtekha, 

Avshalom, B 'nt V'nifiB 

Saul's 

21 :8). 

" 

mourn1Og over 

-ni's in hikani and in b 'ni, 

The poet laments that his mother and he had to mourn her. Parents normally die 

first, but the manner which mother died increases distress. 

The poet uses only" 10 67: 

varachti vWu 

Why did I and 

Sorrow 

varachti- - tugat kalon mam'eret! 

only I had not fled - -

disgrace! 

two "'""",,1.1v,,, are a "+ .. r'....... vh'v""'I"" followed at end of the line by an 

exclamation 

=== : In rhyming words haborei'ach, v'harei'ach and H'lI",'run he to 

glowing coal of young fleeing son, glmving coal slaughter, and bums 

chom, ritza/at and which are described in mikhva, t::;'ruva, 

... ,t"?,'Y+ni' ,_,..,._'''' (lines 17,18,19). rhyming, as in line 2: 

Beit chi'yuti kan 

The rhyming creates a sound pattern, a 

=~= : We see contrast during the 

high 

below snow. 

and a pattern of meaning. 

poem. 

10 sky and parents are way down 

poet contrasts the past with the present. Previously a happy soul. his unhappy soul 

now down to lowest hell in sorrow and a despised and bitter feeling of 

nejesh leiv (line 4) and tears. 

18 Second Samuel 19:1 
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Punctuation: 

question 

constant use of two dots ( .. ), two dashes ( - - ), lanlat!IOn marks 

emotion, tells TP<.>"prmore words can. are 

an pvr,rpc of words. As in L" .... ''''' ............. .>v' .. IS punctuation 

to show the 

literature. 

of itself a In the convention of 

Rhetorical Question: Ha'eshkach? "Will I ever forget?" (line 40) and Lama? 

(line rag'shu introduces a type of lament. It was end summer 

and the of the lives of mother and who were now angels 

and he questions sense in agonizing over past and what could never be undone. 19 

Another rhetorical question is asked: 

Btein yanat ahavatam t'filatam ad masheket bikh 'nafeha? (line 

12) 

31 is the rnt:tol[1C~ll question, - the laIJnelmrLg vocalization par 

"How is it father once wrote to me ' 

repetition, Eich? "How is it IJv ... .., ... u'" that my mother 

shining son!'?" 

me 

son!'?" And 

the 'My 

£!±!~!:.!±!:!~: as in tziftzufai (line 2), or as in the kisses of the "holy martyrs!! which 

a ;:)IJ''''"'~';U sound in the combination of three words, utntshakuni n'shikat k'doshim, 

where sh alliteration nPT',xrP"n him and his 

kadosh IUlUV:!JIl Kedushah prayer) 

most critical moment of the action, when 

1975 

son actually 

(as 

his 

is described simply, in a short V'heicheil hamasa .. (line 60), two words ("and the 

journey began"), followed by two dots . 

.!;:iynill~~!1!: : Greenberg ' .. ",., .... ,., .. a synthesis of sensations, a sense modality described 

in terms of another, as "the of is burnt me, warmth of 

body their smell" (line 18). 

words in various parts of poem m to draw these 

together, to magnify the pain, as in line where Api is so as to 

19The quotation lama rag'shu comes from the Psalms (2: 1)' "Why are the nations in an I 
And why do the peoples mutter in vain?" The theme of the Psalm is that it is hopeless to set oneself 

. nst what has l1ap.peIled. 
nn' 15) See "Song (4:9) . "You have ravished my my sister, my bride; 

you have ravished my heart " 
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draw attention to the rhyming with v'khapi in line 24. This arrangement emphasizes the 

depth and extent of anguish experienced. 

Words of Pity: The poem starts Akhein (line]). It seems a matter of fact statement: 

"Indeed I saved this, my body." But this small word akhein, "indeed", gives a hint that 

there will be some negation of the statement. (The word akhein, it has been suggested is 

derived from akh and hein, "but" and "if'). 

The translation of this opening sentence would be: "But even if you know I saved my 

body, you need to know that I did not save my soul." 

This first word, in the exordium, Akhein, immediately connects the ani hashar with the 

reader in whom pity and sympathy are aroused. This is one of the conventions of the 

lament. 

The word akhein sounds like the conventional lament expression etch or etchah. Akhein 

is followed by aval in line 3, which also plays its part in drawing out the contrast 

between the past and the present, or between the desirable and the undesirable. In line 

10, the speaker says, "Eich, How will I bear the crowd of calamities inside this little 

material self?" 

In line 13 there is eich again, in line 25 lu, "if only the enemy had killed me and my 

mother had lived", and in lines 27 and 28 aval, "but ... I am the only one left from this 

orchard that has been cut down". The guilt "controls" the poem from the first word and 

adds sorrow to the calamity that took place. 

Lines 58 and 59 v'amar Ii avi (58) and v'am'ra Ii imi (line 59) are filled with pathos. 

The poet remembers the love with which these words were said, and the memory gives 

him pain, although he hardly uses the word love or pain. 

Hyperbaton : The poet also uses hyperbaton when he moves over an important thought 

or feeling, which is begun in one line and completed a few lines later as in 69,70,71: 

Hargashat chaya habodedet, ...... (69) 

.................................. (70) 

.................. 0 shehi m'charperet- (71) 

the feeling that she is a lone animal .. (69) 

.................................................... (70) 

........ or that she is a rat (71) 
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===;>....:..:;== : Occasional use IS "limping" or kinah meter; for instance 

Yetsh kodesh b 'chumat leilohim-r'choki, 

ein 

are beats in the 

is also chiasmus, and by 

''''''''''U'I''.''' and ambiguity, and could be 

and in the second 

poet-speaker .... rn,uln 

"my cry to no more joy in my laughter" 

or could be saying-

"my cry in my '~-a'''~' but no more joy in my far-off 

Allusion to other Sources: a product of a Hassidic education, poet makes 

allusions to Biblical sources. 

.. The poet speaks 

(30:31) says, 

that II 

examples are: 

"conquered harp" (line 20). 

nlT1nAri to mourning, 

.. an article on 

refers to a view 

"Modem Jewish and 

wnose sufferings in the period 

Hiroshima are now 

singled out as holding 

identity (Neher, 1976:66-70). 

own condition, 

- that the mark of Job 

refer to 

VOIce 

and 

writers 

of Jewish 

.. In line 2, Beit dami could be based on Damim tartei m.{]!!;;n,ma' damim has two 

.. 

meanings: "blood" Midrash Megilla 14, "money", and 

"golden" tie 

they were 

to come. 

children were happy and COIlIemeU 

"blood", could a 

In line nafthi - "I did not save 

86: 13 there is retiereltlCe to "saving my soul from 

mish'ol tachtiya) poem it is the opposite~ 

see:me:Q to them 

hint of what was 

" In Psalm 

nafthi 

of his soul. 

The allusion is more to "lowest hell" which the pOlel-~;peaKc::r 

.. The river motif, frequently used by Greenberg, taps into many allusions found 

Biblical literature and the name of the anthology from which the selected poem has 

been taken is Rechovot Hanahar, "Streets of the . Pashat nahar, line 6 could 
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• 

• 

line up with 

own 

Aramaic expression Nahara YlfJJ'''U-n 

a different course." It 

flver 

simultaneously connect 

up with Ps 2 kol hagoyim: V'halkhu amlm rabim v'am'ru / 

L El-beit Elokei Ya'akov / midrachav. "And 

aU nations flow unto it. I And many shall 'Come 

to the mountain I He let us 

will us In the lOa 

negative way. line 6, Pashat ko achor mikismet hashav ... bidrakheha, 

river is turbid, and, is as troubled, gloomy and as a stre:am 

of of the enchantment finding way to Jerusalem. Ps, 

flowing to the positive connotations. 

In line 21, 

to Sodom 

Gen (19:24). 

plain went up 

smell 

In UreenDerg' 

a "brimstone smell", He could 

Gomorah who were punished sinning, with "brimstone and 

Gen, Sodom Gomorah and the of the 

smoke, as the SmlJKe a furnace." He 

~~~~.~_ .... of the extermination camps. 

lines 1 there is 'U'-""'.vu 

an altar theme. This is 6:6: "Then unto me one of 

seraphim, with a glowing stone, in his which he had taken with 

tongs off the and he touched my hand with and said: hath 

touched thy lips; And thine iniquity is taken thy is expiated.' The 

6:6 is different the (19). 

fire on the altar was heavenly holy, as such burnt away 

impurities of sin. the poem the "sin ll of the son and 

parents is burnt into soul and onto the and it 

can never expiated. are not touched by the glowing coal, but they are 

by the frost and snow of destruction, they can never be u,,';u .... , .... 

u .. ~.v", Is 6:8): the voice of the Lord, 'Whom shall I 

And who will I said: . am I; send me. '" This touching of the 

lips hints at a poet that too has had his lips touched, order to "Go, 

and tell people". also (6:9) 
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f) COMPARISONS WITH STANDARD LAMENT 

Uri poem 

include-

into the of standard in laments. 

i) a summon.'; to and list of mourners; 

summons the entire nation. 

Ii) praise 

He __ .~,.,.~ __ family, 

iii) 

descriptions "trees" (victims) being cut 

the and lying under snow. 

iv) the ubi sunl topos are they?" 

not 

flying over 

where they are buried: he sees as birds or angels 

v) complaints about the offortune; 

complains on a personal on a national sees 

as the (see also Greenberg's Hase 

Levadad') (Greenberg, 1951:56). 

vi) the now" 

childhood and warmth family IS compared the 

"present" 

EXPRESSING 

The Habein B'Vorcho Mibeit V'Imo pYlnrp,<::<::~,<:: feelings love and 

involvement, by the of through 

of poem arouses pity because 

between parents and child, which was because a 

wrenching apart but because of the The 

",p~,npr is moved to pity by what happened, as if seeing the loaf of 

lovingly and hearing loving words mother and 

at the critical period of t::a'fe-1LaKH 

The of the poem is significant, chiidhood the young 

"chirping nestlings" is compared to the sorrowful to come; love given 
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parents is 

and 

is no longer 

with the 

have only one 

of the murderous enemy. When 

for their son to safely in 

memory happiness 

199 

home, 

unit 

The tension U\J.VYV\J. the contrasts serves to aeepen the sorrow to deepen the 

uw"" ..... condition. of the reality the past, it 

seem alive and nrf"';:Plnt 

distance from us. 

Greenberg expresses 

The past be(;Onrles relevant 

guilt. 

to us we see its 

left behind 

LJUJlVlJ'v, he escaped "Why did I 

his family 

and I had not .. will I ever 1"n1"I"",1-', 

sorrow of accursed disgrace" he mourns. is filled guilt. His ""'''''n ...... ,'''''r< is made 

more difficult because he did not know what happened to his parents. 

It is to effect one's one does not a grave mourn 

....... .., .......... and a certainty death. Lo eida kivram, k 'et sol m 'a, .. -/1_ nd""'/1no: 10 

.ltll,,,rn berekh. son will not the knee at pit, (grave). feelings, 

frequently by other clearly in this 

FAITH REDEMPTION THE RETURN TO ZION 

keen Zionist came on brings his redemption 

a return to where he mother said to you should 

V""''''''''_ my baby!' " 

Mintz says that ,-,H""'U"""'" "projects ....... eu. vlSlons restoration even under 

the shadow (1984:268). visions of restoration provide 

i) CONCLUSION 

Hebrew critics the poetic Fi"'LJu ... .., of Greenberg. calls "Streets 

most important work of ...."."orr., on the Holocaust in Hebrew 

literature (1984: 

A poet feeling and of explosive power in his expression, his poetry 

calls out alertness, for wakefulness. His poetry might be as a melody and 
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a shriek, which is the name with which Hanna Yaoz her book on Greenberg, 

V'Halz'akah. 

(1984:173) rptlM"p~t"pt1 that as a result the great "£>"",,,1',.1',"""" that 

to the spiritual nn,xrpr Lamentations as a sacred ..... ,,..."', .... ,,,..,. 

cases it is the aesithe:tlc and cathartic power as a source healing that 

their status. 

see:me:Q to the collective soul nation, and 

come to terms loss and catastrophe by eXI)re~;SUlg their feelings, 

lanlents in Rechovot n fl'nf1.nrl1 of the Shoah 

both these 

......... _ .... to 

the nation to 

Greenberg's 

They owe reputation to ability to despair by expressing 

feelings. 
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A VRAHAM SHLONSKI 

1900-1973 

a) ABOUT 

in 1900 to a family of Habad { ..... , ({ H j,,, who Shlonski was born in Karyokov 

in addition to their attachment Judaism, were followers of Ahad Ha-am's cultural 

Zionist ideology. .... h:lo1"""",..>N in folk music, and his mother 

played an active part in the ->v ... " ..... .., 

came to Palestine to study at 

returned to Russia during 

revolutionary movement in Russia. At 

seCOnClaI)l school established in 

to complete his studies. 

writing poetry while young, and appeared in Hashilo'ah 

was 19 years old "' ................... to Palestine a 

of Jezreel, and In working as a 

corlStructlOn in Tel Aviv. U ..... U. .. HU'~" in Paris. 

literary editor of 

Hamishmar, Ketuvim, Turim and 

individualistic poet, an innovator, 

his original creative world of words and 

translated into Hebrew works of 

Trotsky, Moliere, Rolland, Shakespeare, 

Hamapolet V'hapiyus (1938) 

Several of his poems 

uu,"" .. ,", '''.. founded Israel's Symbolist 

brilliantly introduced vivid ...,v •• u,", 

of 1<111:J";U,:;l.J";V 

to suit his creative 

rhythms and symbolical represc;:nt~ltl 

namely Davar, 

1966:313). He was a leading 

existing literature, yet building 

A brilliant and prolific translator, he 

Gogol, Pushkin, Chekhov, Gorky, 

His poetry collections include 

(1947), and the essay collection 

songs. 

style of 

Hpl'\rp',x, verse. He is an 

invented new words 

lCnne!iS of metaphor, imagery, 

contribution to the development 

and the modem S'fardit 

..,..",11"' ...... literature goes beyond 

his in poetry. By his manifold activities as editor, translator, polemicist, 

popular lyricist, editor for the theatre, and author of children's literature, he set the 
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literary tone for an The to symbolism and expressionism 

Hebrew literature is no small measure due to him. 

Shlonski never complete dissociation from 

blending of poetic tradition and new values suffused with 

nation. 

He advocated the 

cultural heritage 

Shlonski's themes often centre on the joy and --C'----J toil and the national goals 

reconstruction, especially the conquest of the soil. addition scenes of horror in World 

War I, and the inherent contradictions of Russian 

revolution are themes in his poetry. wrote agitatedly to warn of 

further trouble that was to come. shows nan affinity tragic themes that mirror the 

Jewish people's historic Like so many other serlsltlve 

psychic shock, following the catastrophe that consumed one third the 

In (Ausubel, 12). He died in Tel Aviv-Yafo 

volume of poems, Seier Ha'sulamot was sent for publication on the day 

appeared posthumously in (Rabinowitz, 1974:385). 

people 

last 

his death and 

I have selected this because Bialik's Be 'ir Hahareigah and Tchernichowsky's 

At Harei Gilboa, this poem contains a l11...,.:>"'a~~"" to the people that of 

trouble, they a for right In 

this poem Shlonski ex[)res:ses his 

(Kohn, 1979:61). 

at passively accepting their catastrophic 
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"Otot" 

b) INTRODUCTION 

the poem cries out to the world and to warn against the apathy 

man towards death, suffering, and catastrophe. Like 

Shlonski laments the fact that the years preceding the Holocaust not 

the signals concerning the imminent massacres (Yoffe, 1971:1423). The nnT'1rnrC! 

approaching Holocaust are pVf,rp'=(1p{ v'Hapiyus. 

Otothas two 

can only be 

the poet-speaker 

If In 

Surrounded - as 

to chopped down - but you win not 

you with disappointment - as a 

cut down, Akh 10 l'kha kareit! The 

to 

are 

olaf, otol! 

and stonn 

I know, you and again you, will command again, 

there be light! 

Al kein, ani yodei: Ala, v'shuv 

parameters of the definition a lUU.lY1JLL, 

and blind to their own <la11ge:r. 

ANALYSIS 

declamation to 

to take notice and 

Y'hi Or! 

"U\.,U.I.\.!\.<l laments that the peClple 

is a trans lament 

have had warnings of 

and signs". The hints of ...... ..,'n'"'''' 

come as a warning to them, and the hint of 

protection. 0101, 

L5"ULUL5 and thunderbolts 

What is extraordinary is 

that the words alaI. otol, 0101, in the Yiddish vernacular ""vunu", "otototl", "any 

minute!", it is 

forest, and they 

d) 

Style : In his own 

diction 

upon them!" The conflagration is <.HL\~""Y 

their ears, and seal their eyes and are ,.-. ...... """. 

Shlonski expresses IUlIll",",U 

spr1eaamg through the 

a new 
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Throughout poem, The poem is written in a dynamic conversational way. 

switches from the symbol to subject and the subject to symbol; for example the 

passage below constantly shifts nPl'U/,c'PTt the trees and the 1"Ip,n1"l1,p 

U'kh'var bikhnaf haya 'ar 

V'heim ar'lu, heim tachu milir'otl 

U'kh'var ba'amirim, kata'ar hashochetet 

U'kh'var mibad el bad, hikhri'a v'tashod. 

Hi ba'a k'yom V'heim 

Hi ba'a k'onsha shel ha'cheirshul. 

The people are the "forest" and "tree tops", and they are referred to as 

as victims of 

mentioned, u'kvar mibad 

then the "branches of trees" are 

bad, and then on "Day of Judgment" "they", 

"people", will "punished 

USE OF LANGUAGE 

,", .. JLV"""" explosively hits out at his of Shlonski 

uses "treetops" as theme and of poem, and as a powerful .-n1'.'Mn 

symbol. Shlonski exr)res:ses urgency throughout the as in Otot, olot, ototl, 

Iv"'·"n ...... ~ ukhvar ...... In ba1a .. .,.. hi ba'a "" .. 11t ba'a:t and V'eisJl, v'eish, vfeish~ 

are broken up into short as the of lightning are 

moving from place to place, suddenly, unexpectedly, rapidly. Sudden changes and 

improvisations of rhythm are powerfuL In the last of poem, there is a 

vHI; .. J.!';'" from sarcasm and anger, and the tone changes to a to G-d, the saviour and 

hope. 

Rhyme : rhyming scheme mostly abab in aleph. In first verse of 

section bet, the rhyming is different, abba. The last verse of poem has a unique 

rhyming, an of its own, in 

words-

... matzor, 

... lgadera 

... yodei'a 

lines, abbca. 
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... y'hi or 

have a male rhyming, charuz zichri, with a dominant sound of "0". This feature of 

rhyming constitutes a connecting theme, leading to a unity of hope. Even though the 

poet is distressed at the complacency of the people who ignored the signs of trouble (the 

alaI) the rhyming knits the idea of hope together and pulls this positive idea through to 

the end. 

This pattern of rhyming creates a closed unit, which after the critical attitude takes a 

tum towards a vision of hope. This is, in fact, the typical format of a lament. 

Sarcasm : In 0101 the storm, which is described as a forest fire, comes as a Day of 

Judgment; they say it came upon them k'chelej, suddenly, out of the blue, like a shot, 

like a sudden attack. But, says the poet-speaker (as if in a dialogue between two 

speakers with opposing opinions) it was clear that whoever listened to the signs, did not 

want to hear. They had many warnings. They were given alaI of threatening trouble on 

the horizon. It is no use people saying that the storms came k'chetef and they did not 

hear in time. Whatever goes on "eternally" is not new, and the word "eternal" is used 

four times in the poem lanelzach, nitzchit, lanetzach, hanitzchi. The message in the 

poem is that the warnings could have been felt before. The ivchat p'ladot vasha'at is 

nitzchit, the slaughter of the steel swords and the galloping of the horses is eternal, and 

fighting and slaughter is not new. The people are deceiving themselves. It may be that 

the swords and galloping horses are as old as nature and forest fires. 

Allusion to other sources: These warnings are reminiscent ofIsa 42:18,19,20: 

Hear, ye deaf; and look, ye blind, that ye may see. 

Who is blind, but my servant? or deaf, 

as my messenger that I sent? 

who is blind as he that is perfect, 

and blind as the Lord's servant? 

Seeing many things, but thou observest not; 

opening the ears, but he heareth not. 

The symbol or Biblical reference serves indirectly to avoid the pathos, at the same time 

re-affirming and strengthening the timelessness and eternity of the disaster situation. 
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=--==-=- : One of the of IS to 

nature: the becomes 

from, yet describing the 

the ya 'ar represents the hatav'eira, could 

be a ofthe of the enemy: 

bikhnaf haya'ar. 

alight! Already ... 

already. 

The whole of nature is am~ct~~a by 

sobs. 

fire. The lament a thousand 

Contrast with the of battle is the whisper a prayer In 

language, (b'chol shiv'im lashon, In "f"'U'f"nlV .,,!.A.,E, ........ ,!">"""'J. 

through antithesis as well as is resolute the 

prayer. A whisper of "I will not 21 

style as though the poem is 

poet uses repetition to drive his point home i.e. the 

directly 

to listeners. 

repeated, v'eish, v'eish, baya'ar 

eloquent of the colloquial 

sounds in lanetzach 10 yavshilu link up with 

otot is also retteal:ea. 

well to sound effects. 

in v'letlot kol kokh'veihem hishilu. 

IS 

Sudden changes improvisations rhythm in pen Shlonski are effective in 

maintaining They vary each uses onomatopoeic devices; for 

example the frequent use the sound "t", sounds like a knife cutting, as in olot, 

olot, kala'ar hashochetet and lr'/>,~of,'rf the sound which .;>V'AU"", like 

of prayer on the one UV".LU"," of fire on the 

also uses is questioned: are the the Jewish 

people everlastingly r"'''',,1',::·t1 He curses everlasting proverbial enemy, Amalek. We 

must be on guard 

He says, 

5), after sornet)OCIV 

our enemy, m 

Judge of Truth". 

case the 

expreSSlOn 

links up with ba'a k'yom 

Dayan-Emet 

(in verse 2).22 

21This reminds us ofPs (118: 17,18): Lo amut ki va'asapeir ma'osei Adon-ai ... - "I shall not but 
live and declare the works of the Lord. The Lord hath chastened me sore: but He hath not me 
over unto death." "The will to live becomes a divine with a national and 
redemptive Yuter (1946:42) 

22 Yom Dill. the of JUdgment", is to in the Netalleh Toke!, recited in Musaf on the Holy 
in the context of mi yichye umi yamut, ... mi vamayim, umi va'eish. mi vachanikah 

... , "Who will live and who will die, ... who water, and who who by the ... , who by 
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There is a rhetorical question addressed to the people: how did you manage to become 

so soaring in sorrow when you, from the stock of the Hebrews as an offshoot from the 

trunk of the tree, are an "eternal" prey? Once more we have the image of the tree and 

the forest. Again there is a reference to the "eternal" disasters, pogroms, sufferings, 

afflictions. 

Fear motif: At first the fear is personal; the speaker-poet tells of his own experiences 

and laments: Beiti ole b'eish, "My house goes up in fire." Once again there is the image 

of "fire", connected with the "fire in the forest" symbol at the beginning of the poem and 

a hint of the Temple going up in flames. Could it be juxtaposing G-d's view of His 

house, the house of Israel? This could be an individual lament of the speaker or the 

lament of G-d over His house. There is fear everywhere. Magor mei'avarim / B'chol 

asher tifne / naval b'elef dyokan. "Fear from all sides. Wherever you tum. A vile man 

with a thousand images. ,,23 

t) COMPARISON WITH STANDARD LAMENT 

In the standard lament the victim is often addressed, in this poem the nation, or it could 

be the deceased, or an unseen presence, and rhetorical questions may be asked, as here: 

Eich ramta ad m'od batza'ar u'vazoken / Hateref hanitzchi migeza ha'ivrim? "How did 

you reach such heights ... when you were a perpetual prey ... ?" In the Book of 

Lamentations, "Zion" is addressed: "What thing shall I liken unto thee, 0 daughter of 

Jerusalem?" (Lam 2: 13). In David's lament, Jonathan is addressed: "I am distressed for 

thee, my brother Jonathan." (2 Sam 1 :26). Shlonski finishes the lament with the plea, 

as of G-d's command of yore, "Let there be light". In the Book of Lamentations, too, 

there is a glimmer of hope in the prayer to G-d, "Tum thou us unto thee, 0 Lord, and we 

shall be turned; renew our days as of old" (Lam 5 :21). 

In the Book of Lamentations, the emphasis is on an admission of sin, religiOUS sin. In 

Otot, the censure is because of having failed to have taken heed~ Greenberg also 

scolded his people vehemently for not taking heed, (Sefer Ha-Kilrug v'ha'Emunuh). 

In Be'ir Hahareigah, Bialik was angry with his people for failing to take action. 

Shlonski, too, could not tolerate apathy and he believed in the power of the pen to 

awaken the sleeping conscience; an impending calamity should not have been ignored. 

23Compare magor mism'iv, Jer (20: 10); Jer (46:5) 
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However, throughout did not want to know. "These three and Lwe:flrv 

... I spoken to you, betimes and but have not hearkened ... nor 

inclined your ear to hear" (Jeremiah 25:3,4). 

metaphors are similar to those found in Book in that they turn 

to both in keeping with their times. Lamentations is described as a "lion", 

a "wild bear" (Lam 3: 1 0), a hunter; (Lam 3.12 ff); "[G-d] hath also broken my teeth 

with gravel I made me to wallow in (Lam 3: 16). Shlonski has 

different in accordance with his time and place. Here fields of corn lament 

with a thousand sobbings; in seventy human languages a whispered prayer is heard; the 

drop stars. 

ACCENTUATING THE POSITIVE 

In the poem Otot, Shlonski like Bialik scolds his people, they should have stood up for 

themselves, and protected by or too was 

angry, angry with the nations, those whom he had thought were friends. This poem is a 

call to courage. 

Shlonski describes the situation of the Jews as being "surrounded by hatred, - as mortars 

a surrounded you with disappointment as a to be chopped-

down". It is not entirely because the sentence continues with a U1\"''''''''5'-' 

hope, "but you will not be cut down". Meantime is spreading through the forest, 

and the people are it. They are not concerned. The turns to his people, 

and warns them that the signs of trouble are already upon Olof,%l,otot!. Any 

minute. In the is already and are doing nothing about it. 

This is a dynamic poem and is designed to using vivid language that is at the 

same Biblical modern, individualistic and innovative. 

Despite the imminent there is in Shlonski a strong element of hope and trust 

that there will be a resolution. Light will come. Shlonski cans for courage. gIves 

courage. Although there is a fire in the forest he reassures his people that they win not 

be cut down Akh I'kha kareif.i A prayer gives the of hope, "I 

win not 
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IS a n£\C,lTnlP 

destroyed, G-d will 

be light". 

which 

build a new 

even if the 

as the Creation, 

world appears to be 

said "Let there 

B 

poet turns to G-d: 

I know, You and again You, agam, 

Ai Ata, v'shuv t'lzav od: Y'hi Or. 

most positive is line with two words: 

is 

Y'hi Or -

Let there be light. 

AND PRAYER 

with this sense 

Y'hi Or -

and tJJ.H5U'l5 ""Jv"e",. makes use of 

recognizes a 11n,'""'r",,, need for prayer: 

And in languages a wrusperea prayer IS 

Judge of Truth", is also questioned. 

a element of and a can to saviour and hope. 

of Jewish literary laments throughout 

from 

poem 

is a 

"""'t1.""...... running through 

(Kohn, 1979:61) and the provided by and his predec:ess~ors 

to summon <,h'<>1".n-~h and bravery all 

i) CONCLUSION 

Shlonski was "the leading generation and a secular socialist" (Ben Y osef, 

1989:37) whose poetry is u"~' ... n .. .., ... out of the world in he lived. Scenes 

riots, VlO,lerlce, pogroms "F."'''U''' are some He feels he is OOlmu 

to .""''LIU, ..... persecuted men, women and children. he felt he had to a 

In the Shlonski wrote explaining his ... "' ......... ,.. a poetic renewal. He 

be as stormy claimed the literature of an uprooted generation 

bewildering as the generation itself. It should be as full contradictions and as 
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the in which it was created. poem itself is a poem of storm and fear 

that "upon us rests duty to remember not 

to to do in this 

our people, element of and 

trust will come. courage and this way 

alleviates ,.,,,,,,' ... ,'" G-d's IIlt::S:SUl;t: "Let there light" is a UIl;;;;::';::"t~1;;; to alleviate 
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ALTERMAN 

1910 - 1 

a) ABOUT THE POET 

was for a the most influential since Bialik. He was in Warsaw 

in 1910 and 1"n""'"",,, 

studies, 

he to 

Davar, 

made 

1971 :38). 

when was 15. After 

agronomy and later 

time. He 

political verse on a regular 

snippets of news and 

current historical events, 

now" Israel 

sec:on.oalr:y school 

became 

poem when he was 21. 

first for 

rooting 

poems had an authenticity that 

m (Slutsky 

reacted sharply to topical this column played an important m 

';'U""IJU"F. public opinion. 

of the 

Magash 

honour 

poems, adopted ~ ........... w, ... u 

''''.'''.'''01 which was a lament published in Davar on 1 December to 

who struggling Israel's It so epitomized the 

nation's grief that it was used on the first postal cover issued to commemorate 

50th for Memorial 1948-1998.24 

wrote books of poetry, including Simchat Shirei Makot Mitzra'im 

translated Shakespeare, Racine, lr Hayonah which with the Holocaust. 

Moliere, old ballads. wrote plays Kinneret, Kinneret 

(1962)~ Pundak Haruchot (1 Mishpat Hfln1fllll"l1rn and a book 

critical 1: 139). 

He rhythms 

"imagist". and contemplative, 

..... "5 ..... "5'" and was known as 

imagery, symbols and 

staltlOr;lOl11kt. although innovations in style and XULl.O .... "O ..... from a 

Images symbols connotations. Protagonists were "father", 

"husband", mother", "sister". could to this. 

24Israel Philatelic Services (411998:572) 
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spoke of children as victims and Like 

he uses emotional and metaphors 

traumas as did As Barzel he has the 

from the v .... ,,,.u''"'', thus making scene more 

212 

who were not the 

than 

to look at events 

"'''<JT,,",{1 (1990 :293). 

to or Germany made use metaphors and his 

He wrote about dying and and the , which rpT\rp,~pnn:: 

those who died in the Holocaust, who will never die, and will never grant 

victory to 

was a successful on two levels: as a political 

1940's and as one ofIsrae1's leaamlgavanl garde died in 1970. 

I have Ha'yeled Avram it is a nationhood 

a vital interplay of characters, a gripping sense dramatic. 

1566) says, a episode has transformed into a symbol of past l'i1"U''1rnr<' 

and future uv~.J'-'''. 
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"AI Ha'yeled A vram " 

b) INTRODUCTION 

It 

poem was published "Seventh Column!! in I and enacts a 

akin to a play, 

on an article, 

a small helpless boy, 

in the 

the boy A vram who 

appear before him. 

in a situation of 

as all pof:ms 

his eyes and Seventh Column, 

because 

poem still has LV"J""'''' to modem Israeli historian Algazi 

wrote that he renlenlbered 

doing so in 1976 when he was 

"Altennan", ,ru",u"". 

dec:ree that thundered on 

immense.' " 

great 

mother reciting this poem to and recalled 

with his father to the v.u",,,,,vv camps on the 

wrote, "without .. uu .. va'a 

father. 'Fear not 

had wanted to ",",UJL ... ,.. 

they too, had once 

supenmposes 

make you 

not of the 

c) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

poem is in balladistic style and a second heading of two which gives the 

and details necessary to the poem: this allows m 

given largely to the links of tense 

help to develop the lines state: 

Bi'hyoto yashein beito b'Polin k'tom 

hamilchama, mipachad b1mitato. 

When he was sleeping on of his house in 

Poland at the end of the war, afraid to lie in his bed. 

'''''''''''''''. (1998:22) highlights as that the boy was to his 

bed he was unable to remain on soil because of the 

used this personal individual episode to draw 

and of the who despite aU difficulties will 

and which G-d shows him. 

2SBen Yosef, (1988:1566). Hagorni (1970:38) 
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Theme: themes are interwoven in poem. 

• 

.. 

Biblical : The the title the mam protagonist, to the 

r('nlP~lnP the forefather and his relationship with 

Theme: The of small children "'''£\,VPC" a feeling 

pity pathos 

horror of catastrophe. 

used in 

child" as a 

literature to emphasize the 

m 

to convey a me:SS~lge of hope26 and to .. ,'"' .• vuo,.... the lenlSlOill 

riP" "AlP'''-''' the future 

Avraham, which stands . 
repeatedly In 

............ u • .., such as in 

past. in this is named 

the Jewish nation as a whole. Children are also 

of Lalmeltlta11l0flS and as well as in mn.rlP'cn 

.. Theme: What is being described can and by 

the reader, as a near and relationship the dead -

they are all close family the dead are in heaven. 

The consists of a dialogue OeI'Wefm the living 

walk among living who love The 

phantoms 

blood 

of "1-'1 ...... ' ... ..., .... by symbolic representations and the and 

unreal nPT""" The Holocaust is retlre~;ented In use 

of the term "the living stands between two worlds; is dead, but 

smneJtlO'N alive" Yosef, 1988:1564) and "living dead" is therefore the symbol 

posthumous Another Inti~mretltlcm IS 

to terms the 

appropriate ceremonies or If 

the loved one is still alive, somewhere 

is no body, 

This 

it is difficult to come 

mourned 

possibility 

makes it difficult to 

accem the finality death and acc;eDt:am~e of person's continued absence. 

incorporeal individuals are represented as the "living dead" - not really alive, but 

not really dead. 

Auschwitz did not dispense does one mourn smoke the 

chimney? Whose 0;:) ... ,""' .... is it? difficulty mourning when is no ,'nrn" .. to 

Yosef, (1988: ; Hagorni, (1970:39) 
(1:16; 2:11,12; 2: 4:4; 5:13) 

hQV,i •• _, Habein B'vorcho Mibeil Avi'v V'imo. See also Katzenelson's Harishollim, Alterman's 
'ptr,f)'h,'h Ha'asiri and Leah Goldberg Hateva Ham'zameret. 
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weep over was discussed Chilean Dorfman.29 

Dorfman question as to how one can 

playwright 

psychologically and 

of not 

ones". What do do if 

what happened to one's 

is no body to mourn What if the 

body is not 

healing. 

It is difficult to come to terms death, and to start the cycle of 

Wiesel also deals with lack of and reCOgJllZl~S fact that 

mother told me, "Good-bye, my son, I am to die", perhaps I could believe it 

more now. ,,30 same insecurity is found in who says to his 

"Indeed I my body, to know I did not save my soul" 

I do not know their 

cannotmoum 

it would have 

as I do not know ultimate place. Their son 

graveside". Had known what har)pel1ed to his parents 

for him to come to terms with death. 

went to co:nSlaelrao vAIiJ'.'A . .L:)\J to transport vast distances by train, 

to them en masse to ensure that could not as points 

remembrance. 

at which to mourn. 

attempted to extend 

resting 

d) USE OF 

of dream ~''''''l':>'''''''''' '-"" ......... ." 

ram, "the moon is 

no bodies to mourn over or graves 

lack closure blocks the process healing. Thus 

domain into of death to deny death a 

with lyrical in the nature a satirical seOIUelrlCe 

and precise. It is middle of the yarei'ach 

, and the clouds are floating, ananim bashayit, along!!. 

poetry, the poems were published 

the Column", are built upon fixed LVLl' .. .:>, as is this Alterman uses 

symmetrical repetition as a supreme value of order and Each of his IJV,",H • ., has a 

number of stanzas and sentences, a "''''''lnP. scheme, and a constant number 

2900rfman Acts", lecture at the University Town (1.7. 
30 Wiesel (1962: I Likewise, the dropping of shovelfuls of earth on the coffin during a 

Lamm (1969:65) considers the "heart-rending thud of earth on the casket" to be psychologically 
beneficial because it signals and helps the mourner overcome the illusion that his relative still 
lives. See also Kolatch (1996: 
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In 3, verse 1 the 

There is also use of kinah 

Book of Lamentations. 

order is 

in this and 

Page 216 

Avraham is used the of 

verses Alterman's poem, as in the 

====.....::..:.===..=-= : When were ready to depict the it was found that 

surrealistic applied to suit subject. of Shoah wrote 

surrealistic as Greenberg This was a comfortable 

mode in which to describe the "indescribable". 

and illusion blend into one another it is to know where truth ends 

illusion begins (Birman, 1968:83). this participates with his own 

imagination. In this case the boy A vram sleeps on stone steps of house, afraid to 

to sleep his bed. His appears before close to him, but her feet 

touch the ground. There is no movement. speaks to him 

V'omeret: Avram, kar haleil v'ratov. 

Baita bo, lamita hamutza 'at. 

She pleads with to come into the house to laid out bed, the night is 

cold is a normal reaction. 

her child. He answers that cannot: Imi, 

bed ordinary boys, 

otakh ra'i/i, 

imi, imi, 

y'sheina u'v'libeikh ma'akhelet, 

are words a loving to 

repeats times. He cannot sleep 

has seen her in it with a in her heart. 

his father him to come home. He ret:lealts Baita boo 

similar forms. "Come at once," father and 

A vram, come home quickly!" 

habaita miyad 

b'ni Avram, chish habaita bo'a. 

is strict with his him. transparent 

words recur 

repeats, "My son, 

tall and stretcn(~s 

out his hand to him. In a way protects him. has not seen him for some time. 

home," says, "at once". Avram answers his as answered his mother, 

addressing him directly: cannot, there is afraid to close eyes"; 
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He names 

the 

efchad 

father four 

ha'einaiyim. 

as he named 

without a 

He has seen father 

of imi, imi avi, avi is a standard "nln"~'nT1 in the 

lament, repetition of is part of 

In a way, it brings the mourner nearer to the and helps him to adjust in 

central 

motif in 

imt has a to itself, as are 

the boy's and heart, and is the central 

poem. It seems as Alterman in poem has reorganized the Biblical 

be of the tum of 

events history as nn'nnlu>r! to It is the child, future that 

19m[em~a boy, is important, not parents who • .-.,n .. ·,,,"'" 

who 

Pathos: 

the 

the mature Avraham and an important LHb''''LV'U 

and difficulties Avraham will still go and 

I will a mighty nation" 

out to A v if and also to 

come to his but 

fulfil; aeS1Dlte 

land. fear 

is terrified, 

mother 

if the knife were not in her into two. 

sleeping 

the 

dangerous. 

is that 

the sleep 

then comes 

by Jewish who 

Weare you! 

in his bed, fami! yare all 

The bed is a symbol of safety. It is a wann place in 

these "safe ~H"V"''' are perceived to 

cruelty of the " .. ",pnl"" nations/1 (all nations as 

This is a line on own -

alekha! 

With laws and seventy axes 

we will bring you back to this house. 

31 Seventy is according to Rabbinic tradition the number of the nations of the world and is also symbolical 
of a very number. As seen, for example,-in the g'do/a hakivshah she'omedet beil1 shivim 

"great is the lamb who stands amid seventy wolves" (l0;ther Rabba describing the nation 
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And we will you in the bed made up for you 

say nations, 

"and you will sleep silently as your father!" 

Vyashanta k'avikha! -

his dead in bed, this IS a 

hamutza'at, for the boy Avram (the for the 

indicate carved out for him, to 

The bed is 

nation), and 

mUa 

seems to 

is based on references to A vraham, the father 

and it is nelccs,sruv to have a knowledge Biblical 

.... ..,,,.., .. .:> underpinning whole poem boy's name at the beginning the 

revelation at end. 

The father is assocl.ate:d with G-d, father 

... Al / al tira, Avram, 

ki gadal '''771_ asimeka. 

Lekh l'kha, IIp.rp.K.rl lei! ma'akhelet vaa'am. 

el 

repeats, 

Lekh l'kha, U'-:''-:JUT leil ma'akhelet vadam, 

k'chaya, k'tola, 

is an ironical vv.,u .. ",. "Do not " and repeated, not fear, I will 

make you a great and mighty nation: go by 

the land I shall show as an animal, a 

the slaughtering knife and blood, to 

a bird. n32 

It to be cOlrnpared to the LJa'u"" .... in Gen 15:1 UT"prp G-d not Avram; 

I am shield and exceeding 1 where says Lekh 

l'kha, from thy house to a land I will show you ... and I will of 

a great ... u,,,,vu." This same verse is quoted Be 'Ir Hahareigah, but in 

case the viewer is commanded to go and see with his own what things have 

taken 

takes a stand throughoutthe amongst all the nations of the world who wish to 
destroy her. 

32 From 15 (41: we are aware that G-d said to Jacoh: Fear not, thy worm, tola, Jacob, and you men of 
Israel; I will help thee, sayeth the and thy the Holy One oflsrael. 
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must get and go, "lekh I'kha, but in this case is not to a future 

promise but to one of blood and (mentioned twice). word ma 'a 'khelef, a 

symbol of torture, does not appear many in the Bible, but is a key-word in the 

poems of Alterman, and thesis, as lei! ma'achelet va(lG1n. 

IS a v,,,,""".UF, and a curse Biblical text and in four words 

the blessing and the curse Alterman's poem are repeated almost word for word from 

"I will bless those who and I curse who curse " 

The text is pregnant with allusions to Jewish including the (the Covenant), 

trial of Avraham), as well as to cultural 

and "family love and concern". 

,......."n." such as "horne" and 

little sister aplJealrs to crying to him to corne horne. 

Ach o'ne la Avram: shamma at y'sheina 

1m dim'at hameitim al 

word ach IIbut" links phonetically with achot "sister" it also connects up 

with the word of lament, as does She of the on 

cheek 

10 contains a quotation from Amos 8:3, implies a lamentation. 

poem Az balayl hoshlach has.33 

the following line of the poem, 

the moon I->.or'" .... """" 

vyarei'ach 

the hu'am is ill Book of Lamentations (Lam 4: 1). Eichah 

yu'am zahav, "How is the 

precious sons of Zion" 

bec:omle dim!" the the "gold" is a 

4:2) have become Ifet,che:d. and like dross". 

In Hayeled Avram IS to be a period of 

both, the situation catastrophic. 

mother, standing near him with 

mityatzevet imo l'fanav mikarov 

uv'ragleha ba'aretz einena 

" ... II-n"',"" and slaughter, lell ma'akhelet 

feet not touching ground, 

Amos 8:3 we read: V'heililll shirai he/cool bayom halnl ,,'um Adoll-ai EJokim rav hapeger b'khol 
makom hishlich has. "And the songs of the shall be howlings in that day, saith the Lord G-d: 
there shall be many dead bodies in every place; shall cast them forth with silence." 
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could be the 

Father also case. 34 

Shekhinah, 

ma'achelet is an important in the 

was intended sacrificing the son 

There is also Hn.'H~A.VU of a and a pigyon. 

e) DENOUEMENT 

Page 220 

of G-d, is the 

The ma nr"'~O'.OT 

patriarch Avraham (Gen :10). 

IS a for a small boy. The crux matter the last verse: A vram 

realizes the sublimity of he on his face goes out, as told, 

lekh l'kha, from the because the command that ordered 

"thundered on to the father, thunders on to the son" and thence 

will make you a great " For this responsibility is needed. 

There is fears of the 

introduction book on wrote that 

most important in a ballad is the spirit of loaded with dramatic ''''H~''~U 

(Loren, 1-56) and this shows up which is a combination 

of the old and the avante garde in uses UH''''Fo''''', symbols and 

aU' .. "'UJJ..L:) taken literature but language rhythms are 

modem Sp()Ke:n Hebrew Biblical archetypes are ironically 

Bialik, Gouri. 

In rea,QHllg the such as the Book of Lamentations and laments in 

one sees that throughout there always vUJ',,"U'''' a little and faith as to 

the outcome, even after Holocaust which is nearer to our own time, as a 

result, the sees and the mind questions. 

t) ACCENTUATING POSITIVE 

Alterman did not lament or as much as he identified empathized his 

suffering Jews, only rarely did protest or U"",J,uvJ.U",U them, but express 

his and shame at the Jewish 

34The Shekhinah frequently appears in Hebrew 
Tab/b. The Shekhinah is said to be in all 

(Ben 

is redeemed, the Shekhil1ah is exiled and reoeenleo, 

1988: 1565). 

Be'ir Hahareigah, L'vadi and in 
and when Israel goes into exile, and 

1972: 
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Hayeled Avram, with lament motif to mournful grief as much as to public fear. 

particular ends on an uplifting note of to the to 

overcome challenges. happens in child A vrarn, who 

through the symbol Avraham Avinu the nation, will "'"","'TT'''' 

In spite disturbing this is actually a poem of hope going from 

., .. Irt ..... "'" to light. boy A vrarn is afraid to lie bed Poland at the end of the 

war as has nighmares fate of his family during Holocaust, yet 

"communication" ",..'a',...·" young A vrarn and his There is love 

between even if they are unable to care and protect each other. 

HO\JIlf"VPT no matter what happens in dreams and history, the indicates that 

youth will emerge victorious as symbolized by the child A vrarn. Children stand our 

and our The of the child stretches ahead of him. 

FAITH AND PRAYER 

is imbued with religious symbolism. 

is a change in the protagonists, 

members, to "Avraham" and G-d. 

prebenedictal of the name 

heavenly Father. While Holocaust, 

time, when blessing will come with 

"Avram" and the 1l1iving-dead" family-

maintains that use of the 

orphan son 

and the post-Holocaust 

birth of Israel, he is called Avraham. I 

would to take it one further and v~,...,,...,~v symbolically the horror 

Holocaust is seen as parallel to 

a gi/gul, a of 

when name cnange:s. (The poet the names 

rn)'{nrmcal needs of the poem). 

For the command that thundered upon Avram 

Thunders on A vram boy 

blessing; indeed 

case with the father) 

the 

father 

is that living son will continue the family ..... r',...,.'" .. going out, 

commanded the patriarch A vraham to 

nationhood. A vram stands for the past comlection 

the future. present and future are one continuity. 

deliverance and 

A vraham stands for 
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The choice name of child, Avram, (not Avraham) i.e. pre-benedicta}, hope 

to future. This be way of implying a that the blessing 

Avram's father him "Do not fear, Avram, I will make you a 

nation", which G-d gave the original Avram. puts G-d in role of the 14",1-n", .. 

Alterman adds to the G-d gave to A vram in Genesis: go by way of 

knife and blood, to land which I shall show you~ as an animal, a worm, 

a bird". adds that Avram win on the to the land which 

A vrarns' father will show him, i.e. the land of which G-d showed the original 

A vram. With this Alterman to one of his oft repeated themes, the 

British embargo on aliyah into 

struggle to get there and the 

and the suffering of the illegal immigrants their 

of the Aliyah Bet to 

Thus on an uplifting note of encouragement to the nation, to 

overcome, that out of this dreadful suffering they will be shown to their 

injunction in must be carried out. from 1-<>1-11'\", .. - C' house to a land 

that I win show you ..... and I will of thee a nation." 

will show the way and will him big 

He will overcome the of the slaughter, the blood that is 

present dreams are full of horror but there hope for the their promised land. 

This poem has a and a look into the future. 

h) FAITH IN REDEMPTION THROUGH RETURN TO ZION 

and redemption, gIVIng new Alterman combines 

survivors and to the Jews in consolation is .vuu,-... 

to the 

by allusions 

to the Biblical patriarch and to Ancient Promise, covenant with Abraham 

1988:1566) 

Alterman the Jews to on Aliyah and condemned the for restricting it. 

He his poem with promise to Abraham: "I shall you and mighty. 

Lekh /'kha... the land which I shall show you' " 

I suggest that in fact the descriptions which what had happened the Holocaust 

are secondary to his that they will go to Israel and build a new As 

forefather Avram's fate changed, as symbolized by the change name, when moved 
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from past towards the so too would hero of the poem, child Avram, 

a ahead of him spite of nightmarish 

i) CONCLUSION 

was TnT"",,?'r coping with self-made his tied to the roots of the 

distant yet responsive to his own day and (Slutsky, as can 

clearly be seen in this poem, 

Alterman lived in a period which he described as a time "life on the razor's edge" 

(Shaked, 1985:30) poetry his , .... ",uu. .. neVlfS03loer column to comment on 

current and encourage his readers, 

In 

Go, get thee out, the way of the (darkness, night, 

suffering, gloom) of knife and blood, 

To the land which I shall show 

By a 111v., .. a~;v that the Jews should move from the nI$1;ntrnaz'e of Europe where 

neI'sec;ute;o to the land which will show them, to where they could 

live as people, this lament a powerful statement that alleviates despair, 
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a) ABOUT POET 

AMIRGILBOA 

1917-1 

224 

Gilboa was born in Volhinya, the m .1." ...... >."'<4 in 1917, where he aue:no<;:a 

the Hebrew Gymnasium. arrived in Palestine in as an illegal immigrant and 

worked as a labourer. also IOUgm in the Jewish 

Egypt, North Africa, Malta and Italy World War II. 

military campaigns in 

vanous eXlJenLen~ces 

gave to poetry it is at that that started pUblishing. 

Among his publications are ~ ....... ''' .. n Domains", m Morning" 

the 1940's there was an accent on linguistic sensitivity that prompted Gilboa to 

abandon flowery while still the multilevel allusions inherent this 

style. Gilboa's poetry with developed lyrical sense and complex structure ;:OV...,UA;:O 

with compassion, and his blending of personal and national motifs is reminiscent of 

Bialik. Gilboa sensitively and at times enigmatically describes the feelings of the 

individual within the crowd in a surrealistic il .... ·>4HI atmosphere. 

from the fear and expectation of the apocalypse to an of wild and childlike 

joy. Canni (1981:141) states that Gilboa has consistently been one of the most original 

and experimental Israeli poets, combining traditional with colloquial usages, 

and concerns with national motifs. has the ability to transcend and 

compress time so that past and present are to connect his personal to 

life of a (Kaufman, 1979: 11). 

Gilboa, "hailed as the voice of his generation" continues the Bible tradition in an 

associative way, "forging his own poetic diction" and creating tensions in the 

different aspects imagination and reality (Kaufman, 1979:12,13). 

has been awarded many literary prizes including the 

Writing (1969) and the Bialik Prize (1971). 

Minister's A ward for 

I ;:O...,1\,,"""".l Gilboa's """".nEUE because it straddles two worlds. It is modern, based on the 

Holocaust. It involves a father and son, the individual and collective. It is the story 

of a little boy, yet it is the story of the nation's history. It deals with nature, innocence, 

love and compassion. It deals with blood, nightmare, death and guilt. It uses the theme 
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on Jewish condition. It is all and in of the nIU~UUH. 

simplicity and 

a twist, to 

it is a 

archetypal 

\.", .. a,IH!-,'v of the .... """"'r a 1"n".rI,,, ...... ' .. ', .. '""," can 

have and it on the Biblical of the Akedah. 

" yitzchak" 

b) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

Theme: This is a about the encounter poet, in a his father who 

died in the Holocaust The viewpoint of Yitzchak is central to the poem. As in 

the previous Alterman's Al Hayeled Avram, there is a child theme, a Biblical 

theme, and a theme. The a child's intertwines the 

experience and 

the 

foundational 

actual death of the 

dream motif is a 

of his 

of youth. 

the 

Europe that 

of acknowledging 

into Biblical its own 

like subverts the 

Jewish nation by transvaluing the 

son in IsraeL 

distance event. 

poem displays ""rn,nn£>" and tension himself and the of his father 

which mounts 

soon about to 

the sun 

of the 

a walk in the forest 

with me and with Father 

joyful which is 

And my hand in his left. 

was an aura of "'L",L"'LH~'" carefreeness and wonm~r and freshness part of 

a a joyful .I."''''., ...... of 

.... V ... !-'."'..,".LVH and npr"'P~'n father viy'mini his'molo, "and my right 

in his left" (Cf Songs 2:6). was a warmth in the and in the 

his father's hand. feeling of childlike joy is conveyed in this simply described 

idyllic experience of a 

close to 

stroll in the outdoors, at one with creation, an """"to", 

primeval light. 
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a hint that he is going to be the powerful one, not the father, when he states that 

"my right hand" which is a symbol of power, is "in his left". already subverts the 

of power in nature the is usually the one. 

The poem starts off as a pleasant story told by a small boy, turns into a 

reversal of roles and atmosphere, time and place. Ostensibly the theme of the poem is 

that of the akedah, but it is subversive, as the Akedah there was no death whilst there 

were uncountable deaths in the Holocaust. 

The as an example self-sacrifice in obedience to will is the symbol of 

Jewish martyrdom throughout (Jacobs, 1971:480). motif recurs 

repeatedly throughout Hebrew literature. The most famous akedah in poetry 

was by Judah Samuel Abbas, a native of resident of Aleppo who died 

1167 and his poem was used as a model for inspiration by poets including one by 

Maimonides. Sephardic communities chant it to an melody before the 

blowing of the Shofar during the New Year service. Abbas wrote another akedah poem 

using midrashic motifs as did Ephraim of Bonn (d.1200). The symbol the akedah is 

found In by the payettanim, as Rabbi David bar 

Meshullam of Speyer (who wrote one of the texts of the First Crusade) 

(Carmi, 1981:357,374). the war, the akedah was used by many Israeli poets and 

artists as a symbol of the Holocaust. 

Gilboa's poem is overlaid and underlaid by melnes of the Holocaust and 

Innocence. 

loss of 

In this poem. the father is the person slaughtered this modem time, not in the Moriah 

of the Biblical Avraham and Yitzchak, but in the of twentieth century .LJ ..... 'vvv. 

Unlike angel does not does not stop the killing. IS 

blood on the and like lightning a knife between the trees. 

Sachs states that Gilboa identifies himself imaginatively and directly with characters 

the Bible (1965:137. He alludes to Akedah narrative in so many ways that to me 

can be no doubt about this in the reader's mind. For example, choice of 

names, Yitzchak; his choice of words, rna 'a 'khelet; his choice of imagery of the 

father and son, walking together, emphasize his point, so that all will see the 

connection behveen the poem in modem times and the archetypal narrative. When this 
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connection is Gilboa can manipulate and the lC;;::';::'i:1~~C; to create 

his own new message. 

ANALYSIS STRUCTURE 

: Striking stylistic effects are created by unusual ideas and images. The poem 

speaks mainly the child different of his development: 

Abba. Abba. maheir et 

one realizes that it is not the father ready to sacrifice~ IS victim who 

has actually been danger is coming from another greater power. The 

style derives much of sound patterns of associative assonance haya'ar / 

yachad, emjambement ... b'tokh haya'ar / yachad , alliteration he'alim, ha)lta 

yad yamin, internal rhymes (ani, b dami), fragmentation (the sudden changes. in 

voice of the father and the different the gappmg the 

psychological dream and the real physical episode of the "handlt
• 

voices play an in this night of dreams; first, the child tells of the 

walk, calmly and idyllically; comes hasty rhythm m fear when 

the small boy out in in his baby voice: 

"Daddy, Daddy save 

the father tells of his slaughter and his voice is cut off, and the boy wants to 

scream and as happens a nightmare one is dumbstruck with 

with fast-moving Kalel(10SC01DIC \.uvUH1 scene~;:-

the context; there is child-become man who deeply about 

himself and father. thoughts merge into the archetypal Abraham-Isaac 

akedah narrative. 

===::.::..1-'::::":::-=== : The irregularity structure of 

context of an unpredictable nightmare, which had started 

poem is suitable the 

a lyrical 

way. On awakening from a nightmare the sleeper often still has horrific visions his 

mind's is resonant with the of bloodless hand, 

which happens physically when one sleeps an awkward position 

the hand temporarily paralyzed. 

3500 the importance of voices in the Book of Lam eo tat ions see Lanahan (1974:41-49). 

awakens with 
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is fragmentation, a 

Verse 11 states 

his 

over from verse 11 to verse 15. 

this theme is • "'~"" .... ,'-'u in verse 15 

And bloodless was right hand 

228 

meter changes to suit the text. poem has a little of the traditional 

"limping meter", the lines verses 1, 4 and 5 becoming shorter and shorter 

diminishing lines the of a small boy: in first 

verse ending viy'mini bis'molo, "and my hand was in hand"; in fourth 

ending ufanav chivrim "and his face was and the fifth verse, v'nit'orarti 

"and I woke up". 

The first line of verse 3 is written in the rhythm the panic-stricken ironic calling, 

"Daddy, Daddy, quickly, save so no one will for lunch!!! This is 

the dividing line childhood world cruel world of .. n ....... F,.u .... 

fourth ani hanishchat, b 'nt am slaughtered one, my , 1S 

and after two the father is silent. can no longer speak. internal and 

alliteration and puns and sounds which are associated with the ideas and 1111".1'."'''' help 

the Gilboa's poem - but are hard translate 

=!..!.-""==,-==~=Qg'~h~~' : This poem with flashbacks to past and has a 

dreamlike atmosphere. In dream, the child, when enJoys the 

companionship of both the father "and the sunlf
• Then the dream turns to nightmare, 

and when the boy awakens, finds that the is not a but reality. The stroll 

in the verse is idyllic. Suddenly a bewildering thing occurs. comes 

the shock~ a lightning-like slaughtering knife, the ma'achelet (alluding to the knife the 

akedah) (Gen 10) flashes amongst the trees - and we a picture of boy, 

terrified when he becomes aware of the in his own at the sight of the blood on 

the calling to his father in his childlike way, 

Abba, Abba, maheir et 

V'la yechsar ish bis'udal hatzohorayim. 

And then 

I am slaughtered one, my son, 
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says the father 

ani b 

is on the leaves. 

The father and son is an eerie atmosphere. 

The image 

mythopoeic 

on the leaves is 

to the Nazi massacres in the i-n"p<,'~<, 

Europe. The "leaves" .... ",1'1'<>,,,'1: part the poem, in the 

nature, (the wood or 

child's world, and the myth 

~~~~ : There are certain 

- atzei ola); there is the myth of 

story of the akedah. 

eSt)Ol1laenC(~S or inherent analogies. The boy 

fright because of the blood on 

because his own hand is nn1ilTP1r1P<:<.: 

u"",,,,UY.)"-' the father's voice is blocked and 

hand could be that of the father or 

the son. The "pale 

yamin, "bloodless right hand" of 

,o""",,,,,,,",~ . .., between the 

them. The "'HJ.,n."u."""''' IS LUHJU.V"'V 

(Gen xxii:6,8) HIn", ... " 

is repeated. 37 

the azlat dam of yad 

There is the tension a 

DlOlCK.lge and 

original Yitzchak 

of them together", yachad, 

Gilboa also uses the word yachad, los(~ne:ss of the relationship. One 

can observe the intimacy of the "the sun walked towards 

in the forest together with me and with in his left hand". 

Gilboa steps back into transcendental time and enters Biblical 

as one of the personae, namely the young sun the boy 

L·,.,I·lU/ ... and his father go for a walk, there is dam al 

....... VB ....... "'" the slaughter which takes place. 

tS ommous. There are numerous ('rC\<1<1._rptprpn,~p<1 the 

ma'a lrn'rv:>~ln Jewry in the to 

22:7) becomes 

In addition the ram was caught in the thicket of branches and 22: 13) 
37 In the Tanakh: "Avraham took the wood of the burnt offering, and laid it Yitzchak his son; and he 

took the fire in his hand and the knife; and they went together. And to Avraham his 
and My father: and he said, Here I am, my son. And he Behold the fire and the wood: 

but where is the lamb a burnt offering? And A vraham said, My son, G-d will a lamb 
for a burnt so they went together". Gen, (22:6-8) 
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The IS U"L"'U1\.. sUrlPo:5ea to be until father Avraham be(;OnleS 

slaughtered one. The the Biblical story are intermingled the 

awake-asleep nightmare on ... 

The between and son represents the compasslOn that Gilboats 

trees and tJ'r.A.JLA~"', towards human beings and is also seen in relationship 

replacing attributes (Tsalka, 1971:569} 

His attitude is not only to human but to the trees, when it 

comes to the crucial point of story, it is known whose blood is on the trees. 

B it is supposed to Yitzchak is bound, ne 'e and is supposed 

to save Gilboa's it is father Avraham who is sacrificed, Avraham who 

nation, and no angel apT)earS 

r.r\n,-IAr<.r! what kind a G-d it is 

moment. There is no 

could His children 

to be slallgnten~a does not intervene. 

of the lament generally, 

of words to express suffering. 38 the boy to scream -

dream, too, is "" .. I.i.HIJ. v'ratziti 

remains without cf"rpn.ttl'l the blood gone right scream is aborted, 

hand~ V'azlat-dam yad yamin seems to indicate that hand, once powerful, is 

to This even more 

IS a between ml1l0c,enc;e lives a paradise innocence 

things as they really are. This is a variation of the and now" theme of 

standard lament. hand writer, once powerful, freezes in 

sees 

ancient 

the most 

organ the hand a writer-poet re[lre~;ents his most sensitive too1.39 

The yad yamin is reminiscent of Ps 

1m Yerushalayim lSnKIl(:~n y 'mini: 

I forget you, Jerusalem, my right hand forget ... 

poet seems to say, me not (Bar-Y osef, 1972: 1 This is ... ""...,"UJJ 

because 

that 

feeling of 

him no 

expresslOn 

at being powerless to save his fills him with remorse 

He never wants to He wants to immortalize the dead. 

occurs in Biblical texts (Deut 34:36) and is vital to this 

Jfl'Jvla aslm!h fach m'allachamellch. bew/al bal Zion ki gadof kayam shivreikh mi fach? Lam 
(2: 13), See also Bialik's AI Hashechilah:- ani -libi-meil v'ein od tJila 

39 Adal Yad - "strength has failed". 
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line V'azlat-dam ha'y'ta yamin is a verbal converging of the conflicting 

emotions in by a simple physical 

The poet is of in the poem, it 

was "only a realization the actual physical pain the hand is an excuse, 

which explains the of the nightmare; the painful hand had caused the dream. 

r"nPTun .. " : There are archetypal .. ai-ar""nl'"'''''' In mo,aeID form, a modem aKA.~tUJrn 

In reverse; father "Avraham" has now tJeC:0111le the ""''''..,T1P'''' 

There is a tension between the akedah in was a willingness on 

the part of to son of instruction faith 

and on the other hand the powerlessness of Yitzchak in the Gilboa to prevent 

the sacrifice of his father, death. 

contrast is marked between happiness boy in forest with his 

"'''''~''''VL, and sudden fright of and even more so v"-,\.,aw,,,-, of the fear 

in his eyes when sees blood on Avraham is slaugllteJred 

Avraham, the symbol of the nation. Are we to understand that the nation is annihilated 

and end is 

d) 

Gilboa both of which are common to the bereaved. 

pvr,rp..:..:prl in the allusion that the poet forgotten 

has run dry 186). 

This is a line. "right hand" is normally a symbol and power 

(See ancient myth is built anew, namely the guilt: the sudden lightning 

glitter of the knife in the is reminiscent of the guilt of the in the hand of the 

The speaker is also a state denial. M'far 'petr [0 ['ha 'a 'min. he 

does not believe" as if there is literally a hovering between life and death 

1990:278). 

He is not sure in the if the death father is true or not. 

Shock and trauma can result in post traumatic disorder, a common result 

horrific experiences. A very frequent symptom of nightmares, and this is 

something from which many Holocaust survivors suffer. Coming out of a bad dream is 
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one of symbols for out of Shoah. Dreams, lUU~bU.l'-'U and """""C'''''''' 

play an important part in poetry of Gilboa because wake 

from a dream is to To awake in a dream is to be at the heart of Usually 

are in tune to dreams unlike who this more 

1979: 11). In poem conveys an aura of nightmare which is 

nresenltecl through landscapes and figures of childhood and youth which are darkened by 

the Holocaust and the death of poet's relatives. conflicting feeling this 

nightmare is present, both dreaming and waking 

The boy his as helpless. It is a bad The goes on. 

The power of the magic scene of childhood has vanished forever. In poem 

had to force his eyes perhaps dream he was already awakening and did 

not forget; the pain in hand may have caused him to have the dream and may also 

have awakened and both the and have to 

even though he could not It could that his 

because he forgot. That "dreams reveal memory" is right in connection with poem. 

The child has dreamt himself out of the original story Abraham into the Nazi forest, 

and the wakes up with a mental image of his father, and his face pale and 

his own hand 

would like to be 

of blood". 

of 

is a between and reality, 

discomfiture of both. would to forget, 

but at the same ambivalently he cannot forget 

It is not only Yitzchak but Gilboa himself who has awakened, and realized that he 

and participant and speaker throughout the nightmare ""vrV'MPnr'"" 

e) AND PRAYER 

poem has completely reversed the Biblical account u ....... au;:' ... the protagonists have 

OeC;OITle victims of something incomprehensible - and the language has been bent 

tom to fit this nightmare (Sachs, 1965: 138). It is as though Gilboa implies that faith 

is no longer complete itself but some adaptation. 

f) CONCLUSION 

poem combines the virtues of innocence, love and compassion. A sorrowful and 

nostalgic mood predominates in this The boy Yitzchak and his father 
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a walk together the forest, hand in hand, a picture of purity heart and paternal 

affection. 

is the core of In poem is the one 

sacrificed. Yitzchak survived, that is to say "hand is 

paralyzed", when awakening from this nightmare, there is a rpi"n,,,"''''' and with the 

new young there is hope and a a and an alleviation of 
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a) HISTORICAL SETTING 

CHAIMGOURI 

b. 1923 

234 

Chaim 

of 

belongs to a different generation of Hebrew poets to those whose poems 

I grew up as a .... "" .. ·,,"",,·u1-,:.rI minority in an 

Europe and emigrated later to whereas Gouri was born In 

Palestine and up the administrative hostility of the British and the 

hostility of the Arabs, was a member of Palmach and participated in 

wars. 40 

Because of this -tt.:"t'P1"It background, the poets of generation, known as the Palmach 

generation, had different to those from 

develop the land of Israel, to build up a homeland 

Europe. 

to for 

priority was to 

As a result they 

were less inclined towards the "isms" such as universalism, romanticism, pacifism and 

mysticism that marked the older Hebrew nIT'"!"""'"" who mostly came from Europe and 

[were] 

1957:21 

more to a bitten nationalism (Ausubel, 

The writers of the Pal mach generation had more secular humanist criticized the 

poems of and saw as Jewish 

Palmach generation focused on political and social subjects including commemorating 

heroic exploits against the British and military conflict against the Arabs highlighting 

,nprUl1"'\' and heroism. 

b) ABOUT THE 

Gouri was born in Aviv in 1923. 

was by the intimate 

studied agriculture, and served in the Palmach. 

of war and death of the Palmach fighters 

and began to write light verses which appeared in publications the Pa/mach; 

40The Pal mach was a national and regional fighting reserve of unpaid volunteers from the Haganah 
established in 1941 to out warfare against possible German and Italian invasions and after 
the war to operate mandatory punish Arab terrorists and establish ct"",t",,...1" 

settlements. They part in the War of Independence, 
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1943 to ish in I iterary magazines. Second World War the Hrrnrnu.,l" 

sent to work in the Displaced Persons' camps Long 

"I was sent 1947 to and Vienna on a mission of Haganah. For a year 

a I taught 

survIvors shook me. 

and trained them in first with the 

later did find expression" 

1988:1578). 

returned to Israel to fight the Israeli of Independence and also took III 

In he longed but a gap 

between the and the as by his own gerlen:lt10n. 

was his first collection of poems. 

From he wrote a column in daily La'Merchav and between and 

1961 he reported daily on the proceedings of ....., ..... LU ............. Trial and 

destruction At first the J...., .. 'UH.,.. 

But as he n"""',",,""'£1 and ISlenea at the 

Jews should have 

what he saw and 

heard ,,, ...... 1",.., ..... 41 

His willingness to question some of the fundamental assumptions of his 

prepared ground a potentially more encounter with the 

Holocaust than had been undertaken his Palmach generation up to that time. 

He published an account the Mul Ta 1961 

and a novel (1965) about Holocaust in 

TPtpTp·n!",3C create a mood where the and the translated 

French poetry and drama and wrote volumes of poetry. 

He published two books after Six-Day War; Dappim Yerushalmiyyim, 

"Jerusalem (1968), a miscellany and l'Magga, "Seek and Destroy" 

(1968), a collection He included sKetcn~:;:s UlrtTT"'" before war. 

instinct is nationalistic. 

41"The submissiveness victims was a shame difficult to exorcise. in the 
trial a witness, Morris Fleischman, relates as an act of public humiliation, he and the chief rabbi of 
Vienna were ordered to go down on their hands and knees and wash the and how the rabbi -
dressed in a lalit endured this as an act of G-d. Gouri's immediate is disgust: "1 had no 
desire to listen to this broken, decrepit man go on and on about his ... I would being 

at the Nahal, the army corps ceremonies taking place at the stadium and seeing 
attractive and strong young people. But Morris Fleischman's testimony grabs me by the throat with 
incredible force and says to me: 'Sit down and listen to every word!' Gouri does persevere, and in time 
the pained accusation 'How could they go like to the slaughter?' is dissolved by a growing 
awareness of the complexities surrounding the issue of resistance" (Mintz, 1984 :241). 
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Ben that Gouri admits to a poet of the generation who did not 

know and private happiness but was always in national duty and 

action (1 14) yet one to cognizance of his later personal poetry. 

early poetry was influenced to some extent by Natan Alterman. G-d, death and 

time, were for him but world view is marked by a 

certainty, a quest for faith, but not by actual religiosity (Ben 1989:3). his 

early concrete grasp reality was replaced by abstract expressions 

conceptualizations (Megged1971:833) as stated above I believe that mood his 

more recent poetry is and 

He wrote on war and death, aU<)le~;Celt1Ce and memory, looking at past, from which 

finds there is no escape. uses symbols and emotions, which are rooted in his 

to homeland, in a collective responsibility, in the demands of the times made on 

the individual. Holocaust poetry was a result of his to Europe to help 

was by and the destruction of 

Gouri is an lyrical poet, in symbols and whose life and creativity 

were shaped by the the .. "",, ..... ,"' ...... """ ... h,.,'U and its calamities, wars and 

Holocaust (Ben Yoser, 1988:14). 

I have chosen Gouri because unlike the previous Holocaust poets who came 

eastern he a different known as the 

poem I selected, Yerushah, is an on a of 

Although written by a modem poet the theme is very old is also based on 

akedah and concerns the Jewish of suffering. Although Gouri is indicating the 

horror of destruction, he is also giving a message the hope of and revivaL 

Redemption will come. 

"Yerushah" 

c) LITERARY ANALYSIS 

Theme : The title tells us that something is being handed down from father to son. 

Usually a yerushah implies a benefit but this is subverted this poem. 

The theme of the poem, like Gilboa's Yitzchak. is based on story (Gen 
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The and drama this as well as the and 

episodes In it one 

reverberations the event continue to down the 

Page 237 

method of 

cultural history. 

heritage handed down to A vraham's children, and to the future. uses a 

nation's as 

poets use same Akedah theme in a subversive manner. 

they do not praise Akedah as a symbol use 

""-"vU""'" as the ",,,,,.,uuuu .. of an innocent victim. 

ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE 

: The poem is written in a simple dramatic allusive It flows in a 

loosely colloquial and as though it is a mere retelling 

Biblical Akedah. (14) observed Biblical events in a 

mOiQelD and striking 

Akedah 1\.'10;' .. 11 ...... 

an ironic 

in the 

into subject, 

striking interpretation of 

ba acharon. We 

are not told what before opening words Ra'ayil ba ram came 

of all" which implies an arbitrary poetic are not told what came 

of alL in the case Job, the latter Job 

more the (Job, 42: of the ram coming acharon 

may an omen 

refers to Job as a 

Job, (acharit) more 

will come in the 

good will come in the as 

lJegIlnn1l1g (Job 42: 

akedah) in coming acharon may be a that good win come 

this statement in this poem a reference of irony. With image this 

latter 

use of 

looks to 

tomorrow as horror of destruction as well as 

hope of revivaL Job is a common .-... "' ..... '" in Holocaust poetry. The of Holocaust 
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even been termed "Children of Job" by 

(1 ,""" .. uv Job be punished? Why should the Jews 

by the Talmud (Baba Batra J6a): "Job said to 

238 

IS 

a 

u ... ",,,,,, ... before thee, and caused thee to confuse /yob [Job] and Oyeb 

the akedah, Job is a theme that is used across the 

with amazing continuity. 

which is in three verses, is told in a straightforward 

poem unfold in a narrative that appears remote 

end of the poem are more colloquial and 

ho 'ala korban. Most of the poem is written 

to to 

~U.J'''''''''' is interesting. Karban rhymes with libam and rabim 

noladim: and when associated together, they are U."' .. UUU5L 

are born with UUIIJU"'U,",'''' in their 

triplets, because of 

........ 'LV ..... statement in its 

IS a V'V''''~'''F> of the circle of 

batov. saw good, but there are more ... <lU;',"""" 

to follow 

key words are repeated. The word ra'a occurs in 

dreaming a 

Yitzchak lived long 

in verse 2, "the old man saw he was not 

saw his father's back"; in verse 4, the son 

(this he is the old man). This is ironical 

because the Bible tells us was 

offspring are doomed and born with a 

transmitted this to A vraham and that is what 

Alliteration : There is alliteration, as 

assonance as in ha'ayil ba acharon .. 

seemingly disjointed 

"'"""""", there is no escape, and the 

the angel 

him drop the knife. 

Chtllaim c,natom / v'hamal'ach nitzav, and 

which helps to unify the 

Metaphorical language : Gouri uses metaphorical l .... U,jI:. .... "'jI:. .... to create a n""""""l"Tn impact. 

to The strong emotion evoked on the IS 

provoke the readers' participation by own 

pointed out by Neher (] 
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on their knowledge of narrative. The reader has to think 

emotions the words. For example, in the words V'lo yada Avraham hu / 

lish'eilat hayeled, "Avraham not know that the ram came to answer the plea 

of the , one wonders was thinking and his 

treatment of Yitzchak, the cherished child 

the boy to considered. 

his old are also of 

In the Biblical text 

understand that 

is a closeness father and son. 

father and son went together. The ""'J'HU,ll 

Gouri's poem we 

latlOnsmp can 

be in Gilboa's poem son went hand hand, yachad. 

the 

both 

the "togetherness" and by the words "and they went 

the metaphorical language illustrates the relationship between 

the moment HL .. ,,,,U."'''' IS his bonds; ra fa et gav 

avi'v, sees "1"<>'1"1'\,0,-" back This an unusual image eX1Jre!;SlI1lg silent tension 

()el:Wf~en father son. 

Avraham has "" ... u ...... ' .... that this was not a"'""", ........ , 10 chalam chalom. Yitzchak is now 

saved and would live a long good life, hu chai yamim rabim, ra'a batov, but the 

implication of the poem is that what would be to the is not 

blessing with which blessed A vraham's but curse in which noladim / 

um'a'chele! b'ltbam. 

Abraham's seed, nation, is throughout history being born with a knife in heart. 

of Yitzchak with rna 'a 'khelet b 'Ii 'bam IS a precursor of 

history. Jews suffered the pains of the and 

catastrophes that confronted them. 

~~~ : The of angel and the ram was a dual sent by 

They both saved situation and ram answered the boy's question . ... hu / meishiv 

hayeled; this was a communication between and boy. There is 

E;",JJJ1HE;. in the poem: we are not told what the angel to Avraham; we are not given 

the details of the appearance of the ram. 

The ram is not mentioned the only the !langeI" standing by, but we 

do know from the introductory line the poem "the ram came last of all". 

Understanding the poem requires a knowledge the Biblical in which the 
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angel G-d said unto him, "A vraham, A vraham, lay not thine hand upon the 

neither do anything to him" (Levner, 1946:92). In 13 we are the 

of the of the ram: 

"and lifted up and and a 

ram caught in a thicket by his horns: and A vraham went took 

ram and it up for a offering in stead of his 

son." 

The in Gouri's creates a Icnpn~~p of not knowing what is 

U"-I.lV'-'" next. The we what "the 

offspring are hearts". 

is a silent, \JVl.1U,",11;)""'1 mournful poem, a lament expressed in a 

simple of meaning. IS no as in The 

the "ram came last of all" not detract the tragedy. 

poem has a ideological meaning that is a unity historical links which 

are IV'-".;> ......... 

till "now". 

to time (a of akedot) transition the "then" 

"then" and "now" are not as IS case m but there is 

a strong 

In 

and 

them. are continual Gouri was outspoken said 

that every Jew is born with a knife in heart, and can a victim of 

"'HUH"'''' and is hardly a to overcome tragedy 

1988:14). 

writes in short "0",1-<>"1"''''''' 

and and to 

Avraham hu meishiv lish'eilat hayeled, "And 

full allusions to Avraham 

V'la yada 

it [the 

'the ram came last of all'] was answer to child's " 

To understand we have to at Gen 22:7: Yitzchak had (Gen 22:7) 

the fire the wood: but where is the for a burnt offering? " and A vraham said, 

"G-d will provide Himself a lamb for a burnt offering, my son, So they went both of 

together". Abraham's answer is not a because it is unlikely 

that Abraham believed what he told Isaac. In end, as in poem, the 

acharon, and this is the answer to Yitzchak's question, answer that Abraham did not 

know. 
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After Abraham's answer, we are told in the Biblical narrative once more 

them went both .-nl'r""T ... ,o.,." comments that 

son, G-d will .. ' is TPn.rlPT evasive, and 

have the moment covers what is perhaps the most 

poignant silence in all 

fact that the reader is told at the 

left speechless at the ImlDenldmlg 

ACCENTUATING 

In Yerushah, Gouri uses the child 

story is a tragedy~ but in the 

miracle, the hope. 

Ha'ayi/ ba acharon. 

Ke:de:mt:~tlon win come, even 

carries in it a 

narrator's skill is great, yet if it were not 

that this is a testing of Abraham, 

............... ,'''-, to represent the nation's future. 

line "the ram comes last 

IS 

the Jewish 

241 

now 

condition. In 

doubt of the future (Gorpein, 

poem maintains our belief in our and 

is assured that there is no 

Gorpein's interpretation. 

heritage that G-d will guard and 

us and give us the strength to carry on. 

f) FAITH AND PRAYER 

This poem also seeks to provide comfort ~u. ... '" ....... u faith, in the belief in G-d and 

to even if this poem were to 

nterpr~eta11On that however bad ...... " ... "''' 

in redemption 

another way with an 

will come,43 eventually 

43 in terms of Mid rash Pirkei de Rabbi Eliezer (31); Midrash Rabbah: Valyerah Rosh Hashanah (16) 
Levner ( 1946:92) 
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g) CONCLUSION 

This is an enigmatical poem. "And ram came last of all". was answer to 

Yitchak's question in Biblical story, Yitzchak "Behold the fire and 

wood; but where is lamb a burnt-offering?" 

In most literary the important climax comes later. In this poem by Gouri the 

climax is in of the when the ram comes. 

Another irregularity is that in the poem, Yitzchak is referred to as Avraham's first born, 

Another 

first born certainly, but what about 

aptlears in the middle of the poem, "when old man 

not dreaming and saw the angel standing there, and thereupon the 

hand, the boy saw the back of his father". It is possible 

his father" because his father was ashamed of what he was about to do. 

va'.£o\. ..... he was 

his 

back of 

might have 

turned his back because he could not face him. Perhaps he was with shame or 

relief According to "tears ran down from Avraham's for felt deep 

compassion for Isaac, delicate and tenderly nurtured" 1946:91). 

poem Biblical text. It does not praise A vraham for his but 

behaviour to his child. 

is further irony in second verse. "Yitzchak lived many days and saw 

good." Yet became blind when he became old. 

subversion is in 

leave his children? 

title, Yerushah -

were born with a knife in their hearts. 

What heritage did Yitzchak 

the poem, as in ram What does the ram represent? ram 

Jewish people who were sacrificed in Holocaust, but fact is that 

the Jewish nation still survives. 

is subversively the survival of 

redeeming the 

is in the heart, the pain is there; the heritage 

of hope, is that Jews have not been totally 

annihilated; we 

alleviate despair. 

and it is this message that gives this lament the power to 
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CONTEMPORARY LAMENTS 

THE GENRE DYING - NOT DYING GENRE 

INTRODUCTION 

Laments as an extJre!;SlCm of emotion at the death of a one are not an archaic form 

practised but are 

societies, laments 

there are special lam enters at 

But even more 

use today. In "£\r'1""',,,,,, where 

form the un .• uu.n 

they are called 

role of lamenting IS of 

traditions are 

example 

and not 

as an academic exercise - even at the "popular" For after 

un .. ,....,.., Diana in family more than 300,000 letters 

and poc:ms oflament 13.9.1997). 

After 

of the 

suicide bombing 

Guidance ,-,Ullin ... , 

in Jerusalem in August 1997, 

an interview said that two most 

natural mental health cures are to express emotions and to tum it into something 

concrete - to write a or a . (Jerusalem Post 

p5). poet a style to L~~'U"Eo~, turns to an old which is 

the U&u.",u .• , the poetic genre concerned dying. It is contention that it is not a dying 

this of poetry, this chapter will 

and two from 

As is a comprehensive of Hebrew Literature throughout ages, Biblical 

times to modernity, as this is being produced a deb'Tee at the University of 

Town, South Africa, it seems appropriate to include some Hebrew laments that 

written realize that Hebrew literature is produced in this country, but 

I Makeleni, Nowandle. Personal communication. 20 June 200 I. 
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is a comprehensive project underway at the University of Cape Town to collate and study 

such Jewish and Hebrew literature. 

It has become clear that even in South Africa, the genre of lament is alive and well. 

I have examined two laments, one from the era of the emergence of Hebrew literature and 

the other one of the most recent Hebrew poems, both written and published here. The 

inclusion of these poems was to demonstrate my hypothesis that laments are not a dying 

genre because they have the power to alleviate pain and fulfil a psychological need when 

meaningful significant individuals die. 
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a) ABOUT THE POET 

BENJAMIN TURTLEDOVE 

1872 - c 1930 

245 

was born in Medzerich, Poland 1872 and studied at Volozhin, 

and Vienna. Vienna he university as an "Extraordinary Scholar". 

studied French in settled Manchester and then came to Town as principal 

of Talmud Torah established a was a Yiddish and journalist, 

!-' .... jH.:J>UH,'E, under the pseudonym Ish Plant, Mr X, and was recognized as an poet 

(Hoffmann, 1996:45). 

I this poem because I wanted to show that laments are being written in Hebrew in 

I did there been some that academic work in South 

Africa is Eurocentric not related to In I wanted to show that the to 

write laments to alleviate is universal and is found just as much as 

and I as an of renres(~nts the the 

.l..JU.::OU,,,l U huro've~m migration that started to come to during the 1880's . 

(1 have included another SA lament writer, Rachelle Mann, as a representative of a 

generation). 

Another reason why I chose poem is because it includes many of the lament 

techniques can be found in other poems for this 

This lament is resonant of both antiquity and 

Mot Yehudah Leib Schrire -1912 

b) INTRODUCTION 

This lament was U1T1'IT""" in 1912 by Turtledove at the death of his friend Yehudah Leib 

Schrire, who was born in Vilna into a scholarly family, and died at the age of 61. Schrire 
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was a and writer in Hebrew Yiddish and wrote articles for 2 

many Hebrew books, poems and 

"'''' ... , <",... and Hebrew scholarship. 

writings and also devoted himself to promoting 

in Hebrew was included 

(19 

u ..... .:uu, ......... into English 

University of 

new generation of readers. 

ever published 

IJ .... ,C/ ... 'u .. 'u UJu.v,~l"..ll the Kaplan and 

...... '."""5 it available for res:erurcn nt()mlatllon to a 

lament addresses the llstleners as if they are standing at a funeral; 

the grieving family, co-workers in young 

and old. 

The Hebrew is eloquently 

poetic devices. He comes 

nUT"'''PT the 

the Talmud. 

rhyming is abab. 

word Ayei or Ayeihu 

are the constant 

Madu'a maheir azav 

rabim "Will he not 

many institutions?"5 

The poet repeats 

18:23 the 

righteous, the IZUGtUIK 

and constrained. The poet is in metaphors and 

to what he wants to say. 

and uses words the Aramaic 

(with an (with an ayin). 

the verse itself or one with the 

much like a refrain of the poem 

ue~m(ms "where is he?" and "why did so young?" 

Halo yipaked m'komo4 rei'a'v v'mosdim 

in my house, (also) among friends and [among] 

on to say "The work is much and are no workers".6 

died so young, Ha-oml1am meit b'lo yomo ... In Gen 

tispe tzaddik im "Will you sweep away the 

We are greatly missed 

:1 His novel Shoshane Novelet, "A Fading Rose" and many of his poems and articles were published in journals, 
such as Der Yledisher Herold, Der Afrikaner Telegraph, Yiedishe-Volkszeilung, Der Afrikaner 
Israelil. Ha-Ohavand (Hoffinann, 1996:39). 

3 "Why did he hasten to leave world, or lifetime, or duration of life". 
4 cn, Sam Cfalso 1 Sam 20: 18. Both of these verses are from the recited Haftorah of 

Machar ('hodesh. 
5 The Barkusky translation is: "He has left a void I His many friends and associates feel his loss". 
6 This alludes to Rabbi Tarphon in Pirkei Avot I :20 "The work is much and the labourers are idle". 
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Schrire was a righteous man and the implied seems to question why 

to as wicked 1 

He to sorrow 

beito rei'av azav la'atzavim 

word atzavim has many meanings and could also mean "melancholy" or "toilt!. 

modem Hebrew etzev would probably be used. 

where is he? the one who knows about books?" 

ayeihu ha'askan v'hasafra? 

is an Aramaic word used expreSSIOn v'sayafa, that is a "knower of books 

and a swordsman". This could be an intimation that is a fighter what he 

Not only was he a "knower of books", but also an askan, a communal worker. 7 He was also 

a "basket full of Torah, chochma v'da'at". 

poet .. VJlUU .......... ,.;) t!Will not one, hoary the and the child wait 

his advice; he was an to them". translates last verse as "Where is 

he? I will tell you!" although the original poem reads in archaic 

a'shi'v'kha "Why? Where is he? I will A'yei'hu? 

answer your words". English continues was a truly noble souI"g and then 

vanities of this earth being too much for him, I He ascended to a higher plane." This 

latter quotation is a translation of ki ozen v'cheiker ha'b'li iha'yitzurim vayikatz bam 

- va'ya'al hashamayim. this unusual "' ...... "'''r Turtledove 

Schrire hated idle conversation and F,V''''''IJ. there could a hint that IS 

this plane and joining anlJ;eIS, which is more suitable for 

7 Ahad Ha'am also used the expression askan, "worker for the communal good" in conjunction with an 
to with as follows: Bayamim haheim 10 ha 'yiti ad 10 sofeir \"10 aska", 

"In those days I was not yet a writer nor a worker for the public . Even Shoshan, (1970: 1001) sv 
Askan. The word askan was also used in the Talmud, Chul/i" 57 in a slightly different sense. A ... kall 
hid'varim meant a person an inventive person. (Alcalay, no date) 

8 a more correct translation of the Hebrew is ish na'a'le hein hachayim. "Schrire was a man 
elevated the 
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c) CHARACTERISTIC OF LAMENT 

The lament is in 

to happen? 

nature of a complaint about the cruelty of destiny; why did this death 

the exordium by arousing the empathy The speaker 

relationship nel:Wt:en deceased those behind: 

many friends and associates loss, 

Halo yipakeid m'komo 

B'veiti, bein rei'av u'mosadim 

Will he not be 

institutions? 

in my house and amongst 

and speaks 

and many 

Questions are asked in mourner says- "Where is place? Ubi topos? 

"Where is 

mourner finds the death difficult to accept. This is a type of denial . 

Where is 

Where is 

Is an equal in 

is he? 

is Schrire?1! 

ungodly land of Africa? 

Why was departure so sudden ... ? 

Where is he? 

is repeated 

There is rhetorical repetition, ae(;ea:sea is frequently Hl .. ,ULlVU""", and a 

complaint about the 

His many and associates his loss, 

Leaving behind his grieving family and friends. 

and 

Will he not missed in my house, 

Among his many friends many institutions? 

The departure is repeated: 

departed this world before his 
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Why was his so sudden? 

Word in intonation to eichah or etch, such as ayei? or ayeihu? are repeated. 

are mourning words. 

Allusions are made to sources as 

used9 such as safra and and tzana. 

Tanach, Aramaic Talmudic expressions are 

The style is stilted; the vocabulary and OT'!'Ilmrn 

such as Shima a'shiVkha a'ma'rim. 

are unusual. is made words 

is a play on words. In verse afra / afar Afrika, dust, dust of Africa" could be 

considered a play on words, a contrivance to match up with the Aramaic Afra 

d'ar'a (that is, considered "to be of no 

The afra and afar could intimate that from "dust to dust" one comes and 

"1'r"",,,,,,.11 but mourner of deceased. was an 

encyclopaedia of knowledge and wisdom and a noble soul. Ha-omnam meit vayispe b'lo 

yomo. In Gen 18:23 word tispe is Hataf tispe 1m rasha "Will you 

away righteous, the tzaddik with wicked?" We are told in the poem that the 

HH.:J.:J ... ' .... Schrire was a righteous man and the implied ... .:>1',,,, ... ,,,,,,£,,,,, seems to question again why 

the righteous had to as though wicked (Gen 1 

As in Book Lamentations and la110elltS, references are made to the young and 

the old. "All will yearn for his £'fi11n",.:> old". '<Why did he 

,b '10 yomo? He was so young. 

The past and are compared. Life was rich when Schrire was there. Who will be 

helping them now? There are no people to continue the work. was watchful 

and adviser of the people. was among the and now has gone to another 

to heaven. Life is void. 

poet grapples with his using similar techniques. 

9 Gen (18:23); Ps Ps (39:6); (49:1); 1 Sam (20:21), 
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d) ACCENTUATING POSITIVE 

Even though pam IS so now, there is the TP{"n,r:n, that IS olam, the 

way of nature. the mourner while the work is so 

much?" and there are no people to is not thy duty 

to complete work, but art thou to it. .. " but to mourner it 

seems as if all is lost, and there are no people to work. The rp<>,,,,u'r 

knows will take its course somebody will rise to occasion to do it. From early 

times in history, it is not expected any human to finish the only to do as much as 

possible. goes this is an outlook the Also are scholars and 

students to carry on the work. 

e) FAITH AND PRAYER 

is written a Oa(;KgrOlma of traditional lealmUllg and imbued with 

belief and a belief the """''''''''''''''''''''1'' of faith and prayer. 

In accordance with would have accepted that would been 

fT<l1"lhpr,:>ri to his people (Gen would to Olam Haba. 

comfort for with Ibn IS 

with their Death divides 

The light comes in answer 

idea 

deceased was too 

deceased went to a 

and alleviate despair. 

death unites. 

you", 

for this world. 

place, the O/am 

The vanities of this earth being too much for 

ascended to a higher plane. 

f) CONCLUSION 

that they will meet 

the mourners 

would provide comfort 

This was written to express sorrow the loss of a friend, and it to alleviate 

despair by providing an answer to the mourner's of why it had to happen. 
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poem 

amounts to a Y1V~'FJVl'n 

ha'olam. It 

an answer to 

this 

""".,,,v •• ., which is common to the lament genre. It n.-I'·"''''· .... f'''' 

almost as though it were written to be delivered 

wisdom, his scholarship and his character and then 

questions of why this death had to happen. 

comfort to the mourners and an answer to the questions. 
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JlJLL'LljL,jU MANN 

b.1923-2000 

a) ABOUT THE POET 

Rachelle Mann was born m District, Lithuania, where she ;) .......... u,,' .... at 

the Yavneh Institute, emigrating to Lamg;Sb(~rg South Africa in 1940, where her was 

a minister. 

The culture shock affected her ... """"' .... u· 

did at the subsequent realization that 

de"asitated when the war broke out as 

past, but 

-------J that were left bellina. 

uln, ... ", r'n as a secretary she studied through 

South Africa urnPTP in Hebrew and a B.A.(Hons) 

ae!2:ree in English, and joined the as a translator. Among the works she 

translated was the Holocaust related Shoah, "Darkness and Desolation". She 

always felt a need to write to memorialize those who 

was a polyglot who spoke seven .<4"'0 ....... '0 ....... stories and poetry 

Hebrew, English and Yiddish. 

Ai Mot Ben Yosef -1995 

I cnolsen this ...... J ........ because I to .............. ,'" Hebrew. 

..... .u~ ....... _ blacll:gnJUILd was rooted and educated, but she 

lived most her life on the SA highveld. in the tradition of personal 

laments UITTITPn to mourn the loss of leaders and scholars. It is interesting that grief triggers 

off similar in individuals separated by 
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b) INTRODUCTION 

This lament, like the previous one, was written South death a close 

friend and scholar. More than separate the two. IS an lament 

for a young man who suddenly leaving a small son behind and whose affected 

those communities which served. 

In this lament poet Rachelle Mann mourns the early of the scholar, philosopher 

and poet, Professor Ben Yosef who died in Zurich, Switzerland, UrMf'rp he was Rabbi 

to QIe~!!an oln. 1O Or Chadash 

important figures. 

lament is a link in a long chain of laments over 

This is a short au'u"".' ..... lH15 10 .L'-''-'"Uj::" written in 1995 in which Mann is not only 

expressing pain at the 

soul. 

ofa friend, is verbally mourning in resonance with her OWfl 

Questioning 

o Father in 

What have you done! 

---Turned your world ""1..1.:> ..... '" doWfl? 

Left a little boy too young to 

Two mothers to weep ---

And a to Shivah for 

she still Avinu, our 

son! ... 

is talking to him a child to 

her father. It is as though she is a orphan child, looking up to Recognizing that 

Holocaust, or come as a child, she could not say Kaddish for the community lost in 

to closure, is now talking as a child, identifying of her friend Ben Y osef, with 

OWfl personal family loss. 

the poem, one can see a metaphorical representation of the poet's 

10 Professsor Ben Y osef held the Isidore and Theresa Cohen Chair of Hebrew at the University of Cape Town 
and was a Reform Rabbi. He wrote works on philosophy and poetry. his many 

published works were Me 'ever Lamaba (1979), ltzuv Atzmi (1980). Links of Silence (1983), Martin Huher 
onAdult Education (1985) Nofim Rechokim (1985), Olyjwoestyfl. Poesie /lit verre Lande (1987), Jechasim 
(1988) and Approximations (1989). He also wrote numerous articles. 
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her question, Ma Asita, "What have you done? she 

Omnipotent meimit and m 'chay makes people and die. 

Power that controls and and is questioned as to why he 

the the all those who 

is 

poem IS 

who perished. 

power, not hesteir panim, not "hiding 

personal for whole 

poem is patriarchaL It Father and 

254 

G-d is 

is named as the 

Ben 

is put on to 

but for all 

the father. Avinu 

shebashamayim, our Father IS Father of all; the grandfather, namely, the 

father the son who to sit Shivah, and there deceased father the 

orphaned child. The women are mentioned, on the emotional level; they cry. They are not 

'-''''I.nu""", • ., IS on patriarchal tradition. anchored into 

The poet world world is ..... ..,.,' ..... '"" down", olam 'kha m 'humah. 

is a sound similar to m 'umah which means "nothing". This gives an ambiguous 

"" ....... lu5, du arkhiyut b 'k 'ri 'all. " 

The poem PVT\TPC::<:1P<l shock. "Turned your world upside down? ... " The cry protest is at 

the very core of poem. protest is poigriantly by poet pointing out 

what by world upside down in this 

has left "a little too young to mothers to 

is left with a ... ...,..."cu.", of loss. Shivah for his son". The 

The Jewish customs mourning are mentioned, shivah kaddish. 

aa(lressea to the Father in Heaven, Avinu Shebashamayim. It is He who is 

destiny_ 

lament is simple and moving. It draws is no comfort. 

father to sit 

IS 

forger of 
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c) FEELINGS 

This lament is a censure of G-d taking away a father from a young son who needed him, 

from his wife and elderly parents. This is an to G-d. could have done 

This is a of and 

initial response to a loss is anger and a questioning wisdom. Questionings are 

of laments. Mourners in shock question "Why did this have to 

As Kubler has and expressing feelings such as are stages 

U1VY1H.U15 that have to be worked through as part the healing. This poem reflects the 

connects with honest many people. 

Mann's life was one continuous mourning (Ben Yosef, 2001 :56) and in of Israel 

Ben was losing a close friend through whom she had own 

the are two aspects to a 

feelings and needs of the poet composmg it, and the feelings and needs the 

listeners/readers. Like Turtledove, act expressing the at the away 

a friend would brought some to poet and contributed towards alleviating 

her own pain. 

d) FAITH AND PRAYER 

poem questions why v'ra why righteous people Not 

only pain of the poet herself wells through is also the of a 

long state personal mourning. a short poem such as this it is noticeable that 

and Jewish terminology are overwhelmingly those related to mourning customs 

such as Avinu Shebashamayim, Kaddish. Shivah and Avinu Shebashamayim. 

give a hint of positive light within the lament. The poet out pain but finds 

comfort in clinging to tradition. 

continuity. 

provides a 

poet questions G-d, as in many laments, as the 

a reassurance 

Book Lamentations 

which starts with Eichah. Yet somewhere the answer is found manifested through her own 
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account of the situation. The orphan may be too young to say Kaddish, but traditionally 

somebody from the congregation will always step in to help and there will always be help 

from the community to keep the chain of tradition unbroken. 

These references to tradition also indicate a strong sense of identity which is a powerful 

factor in alleviating the suffering. 

e) CONCLUSION 

The poem starts and finishes with the same refrain. It is a closed poem. There are two 

messages of light and hope. One is in the tradition, the other in the community. The loss is 

great, but there are mechanical aids to help us cope. There is the continuity in the tradition, 

and the feeling of community comes through. In order to act out or perform the rituals, the 

shivah. a community is needed. This gives support. The sense of loneliness and the void 

and the pain is alleviated with the participation of the community. Community and 

tradition help in the mourning and in the alleviating of the pain. 
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a) ABOUT THE POET 

MORDECAI TABIB 

b 1910 

Mordecai was born in 1910 in Rishon L of Yemenite parents. 

emigrated from Hawdan, Yemen in 1907, and founded the Association of 

Page 257 

father 

em,emltes In 

Yisrael and was elected to Knesset. Mordecai attended a Yemenite cheder and a 

"""''"'' ........ schooL was in the British army from 1940 to 1944, and the War of 

Independence did work for publications of the Israel Defence 

!..IV'-,"!" and appeared in and ittim and he edited Mevo'ot (1953-1954) and 

Mifgash (1968). Among his books which reveal of 

community in Israel, are Ke'eisev haSadeh (1948), shel Afar (1953) and Ke'Afar 

Ba'Arava (1957). He has written plays, has translated into many languages and has 

won many prizes including the Ruppin 1971:690). 

libretto for Mordecai Seter's stereophonic oratorio for radio, Tikkun Hatzot, won the 

Radio Competition held Verona (Tabib, 1962:32). 

I have this as a of a non-Ashkenazi contribution to the lament 

Tabib is an Israeli the Book of 

Lamentations, Tikkun Hatzot is public unlike most laments 

which are meant for private reading. Like the original lamentations which were frequently 

sung at public ceremonies, this is meant to heard. Furthermore, this lament has 

resonances with past laments; it has echoes of passages from Book of Lamentations and 

the introduction of lamenting words with the characteristic sound of mourning, as 

eichah and Oi-li, oi Ii and further Biblical and Talmudic allusions and similarities to 

extracts the piyyutim and the tikkunim and an emphasis on redemption 

selected this poem because it illustrates one of the findings of this namely the 

continuity of Jewish traditions in of Hebrew laments. I shall be examining a 

lament that has been extracted from the much longer libretto. 
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"Tikkun Hatzot" 

b) INTRODUCTION 

Lamentations were originally written to be read aloud or sung with musical 

accompaniment, as part of the ritual public ceremonies for collective mourning on 

occasions of death or disaster. 

Since the advent of printing, laments are not necessarily sung but can be read by 

individuals, although some laments have been incorporated into the Yom Hashoah 

ceremony, or read aloud on Tishah B'Av. However, this lament, written in 1963, was 

designed primarily like the original laments to be sung publicly. 

It forms part of the libretto for Mordecai Seterts oratorio 11 and is based upon the traditional 

Tikkun Halzol service as it was, and still is, recited individually or in small groups sitting 

on the floor (Birnbaum, 1979:662).12 

Tikkunim, "corrections, reforms, emendations", were initiated by the Safed Kabbalists of 

the sixteenth century to keep alive the memory of the Temple and Jerusalem (Gorali, 

1976:38), just as the recital of the Book of Lamentations is maintained, to mourn and 

remember, at the same time bearing in mind the restoration of the Land of Israel. It was 

considered the duty of every Jew to attend the Tikkun Hatzot service in order to hasten the 

return (Tabib, 1962:27). The custom developed from the Rabbinic description of G-d 

mourning the Destruction. Tikkunim were recited at midnight, the hour King David was 

said to have chosen for study and prayer (Cohen, 1945:402), as stated by the Psalmist (Ps 

119:62). "At midnight I will rise to give thanks unto Thee" (see also Berachot 3b-4a). 

II Oratorios were developed in the sixteenth century by the Oratorians, a priestly community living under 
simple vows and founded by Philip Neri in 1556 in Rome, who enacted Scriptural scenes set to music. 

12 The observance of Tikkun Hatzot prevailed among the mystically minded Jews who adhered to the teachings 
of Rabbi Isaac Luria (1534-1572); and also to the teachings of Rabbi Solomon Alkabetz (1505-1576), 
composer of the Sabbath hymn, Lekha Dodi. 
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Tikkunim build into a tradition of mourning the destruction of the Temple which can 

be seen in the Aveilei Zion, 

published in Vienna in 1854. 

alphabetic poems to 

Yehudah Halevi's "Zionides" and in the Karaite liturgy 

responsively when arriving Jerusalem include 

and 

Lord, build; Lord UYLH.l-

Build house speedily 

sit solitude and mourn 

This particular lament forms part of libretto to accompany music composed by 

Jephtha's daughter to 

2000 years 

sources. has also put the about 

1997:28). 

Jews have able to return to their own homeland 

""H~,""'" this new reality. The poet has written that the Tikkun service 

suffering and aspiration towards the people's redemption. The 

redemption has now come the reconstitution of the of 

both in own libretto and Seter's music" (Tabib, 

LITERARY STRUCTURE 

Tikkun starts with the in which prophet tells a worshipper on 

way to a ruin for a prayer, of at the destruction and the 

exile of His the people (Berachot 3a). This is followed by three scelles, 

seen by which had ore:ce(lea own 

lament discussed here forms part of the first scene which is a recitation by 

Worshipper. 

The first scene forms what Tabib describes as a liturgical poem, liMy beloved is down 

into his garden" (Song of Songs 6:2). but it is a large part of features a traditional 

lament, concerning the 
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In form, it 

complains that 

1963:28). 

scene alludes to 

a dialogue 

has forsaken 

of 

and the House 

to which G-d replies 

recurrent 

beloved fairest of 

260 

The beloved, 

words of comfort 

young uu ...... ",'u 

I agree with IS 

(1946:22) when says that as opposed to the Biblical narrative, this lament 

""i'''''rn •• '''''t''':<lt .. 1~''A, depicting young maiden gives an evasive answer. an allegorical 

marrIage G-d and Israel. 

lamlent is followed a Midrashic legend following 

the the scene in the 

nr<>Tnr,n is Jacob's promise to land whereon thou to thee 

will I it and to thy (Gen 28:14). oratorio concludes with Worshipper's 

to reality and of Shacharit in synagogue. 

"",ron1-", .. ,,,, ends on a 

I love 

Open to 

The gates 

"un ......... ,LF; to Isaiah 26:2 

Openye 

keepeth the 

that the righteous .... "'T1"' .... which 

may enter in. 

and see 1 

The 

20; also 

Lord loveth 

goes from 

Jerusalem. poem ends with 

Again I will build 

virgin daughter 

crown shall 

anse, 

and finally a triumphant: 

of Zion. 

of the ""'U....,'''' to the promise of a rebuilt 

promIse: 

and thou shall be 

(Bat-Zion) (Lam 1 

dust! 
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Halle luyah ! Halleluyah! 

Halleluyah! Halleluyah.' 
Halleluyah! Halleluyah! 

Let 

Halleluyah! 

breath praise the 

d) ANALYSIS OF 

Tikkun Hatzot, although 

written as a mourning 

darkness of Israel's 

of the libretto for an ",ro1'",r1'" is actually a lamentation 

the destruction of and the interminable 

and massacres. But, as in alllat1aerlts, I note that there are positive 

themes and a strong 111\..;);)(l"' ..... 

G-d, Halleluyah. 

hope, ("open the gate"), of redemption and praise of 

Refrains: 

which are 

are refrains un/u.""-U'<'" 

""IJ'~"''''''''U, <U"""U,LU~JU5 with statements 

1:1: ........ ,t choirs. 

of nWoe ... " and 

........ '''n.' .. '' from the 

and with participation 

Symbols : The ""ro.1(''''' ""6U.UJ'6 a dove" is the the gentle 

immanent Presence, 

with humankind on 

Glory, always prt~selnted as coming into intimate COl1tal~t 

The "dove", 

dove, my 

was ''',>.,.''''''', 

be restored 

Among the 

is a symbol of 

of Songs 5:2). Tabib 

.u .... "' .. and the 

commonly occurring is 

to me, my sister, my love, my 

legend that the Shekhinah, 

exile, will 

frequent motif .... ,,1-""''-',''-> appropriate seeing 

and Zion. 

<LU1,",U, is intended to be 

is a 

not 

read silently, 

"I heard a 

represents 

"My son, what voice did hear in this ruin?" and the answer is 

--0----'.0 like a dove", This is a motif which Steinsaltz (1 ) 

shared by the Holy One, 
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A further motif appropriate to a lament is G-d's grief which alludes to many Biblical 

passages: 

Woe is me that I have destroyed my house, 

And burnt my Temple, 

And exiled my children 

Among the nations ... 

Woe is me, Woe is me ... 

Oi, shehecheravti et beiti, 

V'sarafti et heichali, 

V'hegleiti et banai 

L'vein ha'umot .,. (See Berachot 3a) 

Oi-li, oi Ii ... {similar to Kallir'spiyyulj (Rosenfeld, 1986:1) 

The following passage: 

Why did the father exile his sons? 

And woe to the sons exiled from their father's table. 

Ma 10 fa 'av shehigla et banav? 

V'ol lahem l'va'nim she'galu mei'al shulchan avihem ... 

is quoted verbatim from the Talmudic passage Berachot 3a. Steinsaltz (1970:7) says, 

apropos of these passages - "For this reason it is said: 'From the day that the Temple was 

destroyed, there has been no laughter from G-d' " Avoda Zara (3b). 

As stated by Steinsaltz (1970:5), the grief of banishment and dispersal is identical with and 

emerges from the grief at the destruction of the Holy City and the Temple. (The reference, 

which is refrained in the poem, to the father who exiles his children, is the antithesis of Ps 

128:3: "Thy children like olive plants round about thy table"). 

The lament 
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Woe is me 

How 

"'V~kVU ofthe Temple .... 

a strong 

the Temple. This echo is emphl;tSl:1~eCl 

by anaphora (the repetition 

The central motif, however, is 

Lame:nUHl()llS bemoaning 

use of Biblical parallelism in these 

as are found in the Book of Lamentations. 

poem laments the Destruction of 

263 

but more importantly its beauty and "1'>"I"n,.<> and rebuilding, This is the same as the 

central motif in the Book of Lamentations which sets out Zion as 

The perfection 

The joy of the whole 

bat Yerushalayim 

masos I'khol ha 

/""""""7/11 there are .. ."i-,,, .. "" .... ,.,,, • .,. to 

gates I 

proclaims: 

Open ye the gates, that 

the truth may enter in." 

87:2: 

'ir 

"The Lord loveth the gates of Zion." 

poem ends with G-d's promise: 

kli/at yofi, 

U",.v .. which keepeth 

118:1 20. Also 

Again I will build thee and thou shall be 

daughter of Zion. (See 

crown shall be given thee. 

sleepers in the dust! 

1 :6) 
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The been written in a different age of LaJrne1manOlrlS - one of 

a restoration Zion, not of its destruction, so there are differences in resolution. But the 

similarities are more striking 

example 

differences, and 

lament IS 

can also be 

abound in this 

much like the 

by in 1912. This can be seen in the rhi-+"" .. ,,,, .... + styles to be 

A,.., ....... ,..,.... of the 

..... , ........... written 

the poem, 

which uses multiple references the Bible, the and the Machzor, Mishneh and 

the Midrash and mystic allusions, such as return of the to Israel at the 

,",V'''U'lE> of through caves. It can seen in the 

archaic uu."' ....... "'''' used 

(spelt with 

strange spelling, 

poet makes 

WClrSIuuoer smgs: 

mem gimmel yud yud yud mem. 

With 

Shake 

is also the skilful 

"""'I'"" ..... n use of the word 

the dust, 

Put on thy beautiful garments, 

For your saviour has come 

13 written by Alkabets, 1505-1576) 

on words found in 

(dust). 

example 

piyyutim, for 
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refer to ashes 14 head - an of paronomasia). , eifer is spelt 

with an is an antithesis, from the your redeemer has come, " and 

then, on the 

mournmg. 

e) 

Although this 

hand, the 

has its 

ALLUSIONS 

is rooted 

of "ashes on head", which is a of 

retreats. 

TRADITIONAL SOURCES 

there is a influence of the 

of the Kabbalah. This is understandable when one remembers that 

teachings 

was 

the centre It is more ancient 

modem it is at the same a step ahead. It 

remembered, the line IIMorning and evening I 

could be the Yod'ei those who Kabbalistic 

The "gracious 

gracIOUS 

Chokhma "hidden wisdom", 

come. 

rerrlem,ber the 

wisdom. 

rashei teivot 

Kabbalistic secret wisdom 

has been abbreviated, by the use 

or 

are 

into 

r>#'1I.Iri1' .... " nistara 

. Those 

mentioning of the ones. 

It could refer to those souls remembered in Av 

Harachamim. (Birnbaum, 1949:605, 608) the Memorial Service for the 

The 

to Kabbalistic 

tikkun 

Put on thy v'"", .......... 

For your redleerner 

............. "'.:> is the virtually direct 

my u .... ".l.u.., 

come. 

the Book Lamentations:- "We 

a verse from 

waited for thee 

, .. my 

reflects many 

will live and thanks .... (be) ... our salvation in time trouble" conveys 

same nn,,11"nl?> rrlessa~~e 

should quietly wait for 

m 

nrn'T ....... and evening", 

...... ro:>""'r book, 

14 "Ashes", eifer, being more 

in the 

of the 

as a refrain, comes 

Lamentations: 

the Kedushah 

morning they proclaim the unity of 

spelt with an aleph, 

is good that a man 

Mussa! service 
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from the references to the dealt with above, there are numerous 

to the Tanach, the Book of :we .......... (Lam 2: 13). Jacob's dream on 

the gemstones Urim and 28:1-15), references to 

the Psalms. 

retierelrlce is made to the n,-"""",r" 

The choir sings: 

in the dust" comes 

that we may adore 

pru·as(~s in the poem. 

comes from Mussa! Kedusha nr~,,"'r 

as do 

b 'racha of the Amidah is verbatim. "Those who In 

the conects with this expression in the second b 'racha of the Amidah dealing with the 

resuscitation dead. 

One of 

bakashot 

humble 

name 

the Hallel 

Tabib has 

y'rushala 'im. 

of another prayer: "They 

These are the 

entreaties, and possibly reQues:ts 

uwve',!Un~lffl has been Ols;cussea 

servants of the 

this time forth 

courts of the house of our 

place of adon-ai and 

repeat the reading of 

which contain 

Let the 

113:1-2) is sung in 

Halleluyah" (Ps 116:19). 

words b 'tokheikhi 

There are also 150 (the last psalm in the psalms), and its last 

line, "Let every thing h .. "",,1-h praise the Lord, Halleluyah!" is said more 

than once in the Tikkun: 

Halleluyah! 

Halleluyah! 

Ko/ ('hallel 

Halleluyah.' Halleluyah! 
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This is an allusion to the Halleluyah 

this lament is not only bound to 

monumental work. 

COMPARISON WITH 

267 

oratorio, 

sources 

Messiah" which ensures that 

words, but to a 

OF LAMENTATIONS 

There are 

term of 

There are 

refrains and repetitions. The many '"'OJ", ... ., ... '" "Woe is me" is a strong 

other .... u."'U~J 

which is frequently 

'"' .... Juu'"' that G-d has 

as an alternative to "alas, how now". 

His people, as the Book of Lalneltlta1tlOrlS and 

This poem, 

Temple 

Book of arnlentatllons. laments destruction 

Exile. 

G-d, too, nuJLA.., •• ..., 

Oi, 

L 

In 

In 

cursed. 

not 

et beiti 

et banai 

ha'umot 

of Lamentations the 

G-d speaks 

feature as meSSelllgers of G-d 

"exiled my children among the n ...... v.,'" 

are 

though they are 
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(Lam ] :20) and "It is 

(Lam 3:26). In 

that a man quietly wait/For of the Lord" 

of Lamentations is also implored "Judge Thou my cause" 

(Lam 3:59). 

core of Biblical """ .. ' • .-,' is parallelism which is used in Lamentations and 

by 

Hatzot comes 

Biblical Book 

of destruction. 

Hatzot is an 

""'''LV'', but it 

of these verses 

for example 

ttPTPTI{"P marks the two as 

start with the chalracten 

- a mOiOCID .", ..... "u, rooted in "" ..... ,' .. U· .. based on 

original, finding redemption from within the 

lament 

VJ. .... ..,vh very much 

is not 

distant in eras. 

mournmg 

form of a 

reaemptl(m and 

Book 

it has in it 

There are 

U",iVY in the Book of -,-,,,,,,u,,,, ... ,,, .. v •• ,, This 

a kinah: Eichah, ... ... "How, 

II ("Book of Lamentations") or Oi-li. oi-li, IS , Tikkun Hatzot. 

G-d's 

of Lamentations is 

a minor and a major 

of Lamentations 

set to music the 

were sung to 

so lament goes full 

His His "'''JLH.''''''''' The 

on a sobbing note as Tikkun I1n,'7'" is sung in 

idea that it is the oral tradition 

of the community. 

Hatzot takes the lalTllent to the pre-Temple 

to 

piyyutim, the J.,,-ullllJa,uo;) •• o;). and Zionist philosophy. 

It undergone '-''''''''F.'''''' and experienced 

reading 

when 

but has never strayed far from its forbear and prototypes. 

g) ACCENTUATING 

IS a 

feature between 

lament, which 

POSITIVE 

poem IS 

is me, Woe is me that I have destroyed my 
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this poem conveys comfort in the assurance the 

than of redemption 

in Jacob's dream; more 

the reconstitution of the State 

of is joy between G-d and people. T~TATO>"","" to exultation 

of lovers sporting the meadows and gardens, based on Song 

and the hymn of thanks - Halleluyah! every living thing that 

the 

is hope redemption love in of the 

God and Israel and promise to Jacob in his dream (Gen 28:1-15). 

ground whereon thou 

is hope of redemption 

build; 

Build thy 

growth in 

buiId-

to thee win I give it and to thy 

like: 

are 

between 

is a flourish of hope and love in the y ...... J=,Vj;;, ... "" scene with which the oratorio ends. 

Open to my love 

I love 

h) FAITH AND 

Although drawing Book Lamentations, is faith and to G-d, 

Halleluyah, as a result of the end of the and establishment of State IsraeL 

poem contains words the daily a call to prayer and faith. 

Lord open Thou my 

my mouth shall Thy 

(Ps 51:1 
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i) FAITH IN REDEMPTION 

A feeling 

and the 

this poem, 

.... uu.;":.u. .. ,,.u of the State of IsraeL 

G-d's promise is as follows: 

The 

and 

j) 

I will build thee and thou 

daughter of 

ye the gates that 

truth may enter 

L--d loveth the 

RETURN 

to G-d as a 

be rebuilt 

in Lam, 1 

This is a mosaic of memes, ......... 1';"." motifs 

traditional for example Talmud, etc. 

Page 270 

exile 

Bible 

It fits in with a message, that our present and future is interlinked and interwoven 

and cannot separated. Out of lament corne seeds of a positive future. 
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a) INTRODUCTION 

December 1995, 

ROCHELLE MASS 

c. 1 

Association of Writers in 

271 

published a book of 

seventeen lamentations written in Hebrew, Arabic or English in memory of Yitzchak Rabin 

(1922-1995), who was 

November 1995, by a 

was addressing a 

fundamentalist Jewish student 

rally Tel Aviv in 

Hebrew are 

Someck, Dahlia Ravikovitch, Moshe Dor and Zelda. These laments from the twentieth 

century contain,most of the features ofthe lament genre discussed in 
I..; ii'--', 

The lament ("which I have chosen to conclude our study "On the 

Mountains Gilboa" by Rochelle it 

both on the lament by David on death of Saul and Jonathan on Mount Gilboa, and the 

Israeli ""'UJ'''''''' by Tchemichowsky, Al Harei Gilboa, included in this thesis. it 

demonstrates certain consistencies in themes in the lament genre. are great 

differences in style and structure in these poems, but all three are about a death on 

Mount Gilboa and are products of totally different historical paradigms. All are laments on 

leaders, by the author of Sam 2 on the death of Saul on Mount Gilboa, 

c.lOOO seciona by Tchemichowsky Harei Gilboa (1929) with same 

topic, and one by J',VvH'"U" Mass "On the Mountains of Gilboa", ""'''''-<11J'5 with 

assassination of Rabin. We have come full circle. 

"On the Mountains of Gilboa" the third 

used in a lament by .iV.i'J':UJ,,,, 

thousand 

on the same 

UU,",lli\.J'" 15 on the 

cpn,~r~l"p the 

in battle of a This theme has also 

modem-day Israeli .:>VH..ll,,' Haya n 'areinu k'tzuk Hagilbo haya k'ma'ojn'urav ne'edar, 

amitz v 'no Gavo 'a gavo 'a ad acharon r 'ga 'av mul ha 16 the boy was lofty as 

Mount Gilboa. 

15 Born in 1917 in Tabenkin was a lyrical who served in the Pa/mach. His published works 
include Shirim and Tor v'ha Tori!. 

16 Israel Postal Authority (411 
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b) THE POET 

Rochelle Israel in 1 and . 

Mount IS a who has and Israel; IS 

also a and poet and awarded several which have 

published and abroad. She was short-listed in the competition in 1991. 

"On the Mountains o/Gilboa" 

ANALYSIS 

T"'T>npr on Mount Gilboa is 

nightly by a wild boar. The farmer 

his best to grow 

up but replants 

day. One day the farmer does not return to tend to his plants; 

plants wither, 

efforts to 

d) 

to 

as 

farmer, the 

process, 

lay another 

This poem ""fTTH",n, 

ruined by 

are destroyed 

delicate plants each 

returns, the 

continual 

The poem is 

STRUCTURE 

two sections: 

IS to hatmen. 

up to a O:>UU'Uvll 

boar-

tears of sage 

out earth roUs away 

Although there is 

till 

till they are cold . 

.... ""'IVll"' .... in the first 

night in November 
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when a new bJfave was dug 

"''''~''V''''-< section we are told: 

the farmer did not to 

his land 

as they lay another king in 

the grave, 

Although a deep gravity suffuses composition, there is restraint in the 

use of rhetorical devices to symbolically the effect of the death of a 

involve emotions of the reader 

mean there will no 

pointed out 

ItpY',;,nr traditions (Shaked, 

e) USE OF LANGUAGE 

=.;..=:.:: : There is no apparent 

a narrative allegory: 

of the loss. The death of 

produce, the land 

as playa dominant 

The lament is simply "told" 

there is a 

gilboa 

each night. 

on the mountains of 

a wild boar comes out 

Page 273 

and to 

will 

It could at 

a king in 

to a fable about a ",,11:'111"'" and herbs and 

The verses are skilfully v"'"' ... n'-'''' .... the lines rolling into 

as a "striding over" 

into the next line this is a striking feature of the poem. 

1 04) a syntactic 
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is no punctuation. There are no It is as un;' ... ","" the events are 

so 

anchor 

can no order. It is there is 

v""''U'v •. ..., under shock poet speaker has to and 

poem ""',.." .. " .. ,, of two long sentences. 

an 

episode. 

In the repetition non-stopping kaleido:;copic scenes mountains, 

lettuces, wild boar, night, a surrealistic effect is produced. 

modem devices the attention reader, IS from one scene to 

another. There are flashbacks and movement of time. There are no delays. 

Metaphors : There is a "farmer" on the mountains of Gilboa who plants and 

Rabin studied agriculture at the Khadourie School which is an agricultural academy hence 

the to fanner. The are 

each the yanks 

growth its 

each each 

night 

thyme herbs have their mVl1 

The "king" (the leader of nation) had a forebear, also a leader and a soldier, who also 

died on mountain, on his own 1""""" .... 1" ........ 

~~~...!:!:!.!~~~~;!2 : The second paragraph repeats many of metaphors found 

day,each 

herbs, 

metaphorical meanmgs. 

"prudent 

thyme, wild each 

flow unto the death the 

have herbs are gentle plants 

"sage" is considered to be and 

philosophic judgment views" as was 
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proverb 

1978). The 

can a man die who has 

also means Ifsaviour" the 

275 

in his garden?" 

salvalrix ). 

saves from the threshold" and "thyme" you to 

"thyme" complement each other. 

"Thyme" is connected "burnt offerings", "sacrifice", and "the altar", Thyme also 

symbolizes and the souls of dead are thought to rest in flowers. were 

also embalmed with thyme whereas was to promote 1978:19). 

Unfortunately Rabin did not achieve long life and could not complete his work. 

dry bones 

uprooted branch (Isa 40:24), - this is trunk of a tree that the branches. (Baba 

Batra 5:4); (Isaiah 11:1). how will un'J""";:' of 

future. !-IV'-,,,>, with to uprooted reminiscent of 

Dial. 

Lastly, the title of the poems to the deaths of 

Jonathan. 

f) COMPARISON WITH LAMENTS IN GENERAL 

thesis 

Gilboa, the 

Mountains of 

one IS 

is Tchemichowsky's 

lament a great leader on the same mountain. 

with two other our 

lament over Saul and Jonathan, on Mount 

on the same All poems 

There is no "alas" or IS does not know that anyone has died until the end 

the poem. This is something I Ibn Gabirol's Wei Shemesh on death of Yekutiel 

which one could thought was a nature poem· until the end. In both poems there are 

intimations, but no mention, death. poet-mourner diverts attention from the main 
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subject, by going the minutest details. R 'ei Shemesh cosmic world 

nature is described. In this lPT'l1Tn',rHT IS the 

As other laments has repetitions and refrains. 

Nature plays an fir",.,.",.,,. but varied role this is an implied 

and now" UAVJUlv. could have a ... """" ... ,,"', but they withered and 

died. 

is a modem poem. One is immediately struck by 

pUflctuation the poem. 

g) ACCENTUATING THE 

in Ibn Gabirol the implies a hope 

nature. use ~.~~."'. king' 

and would be the ..... ,,""" .... 

will but despite poet's bleak view of 

withering, will grow 

h) 

type IS no 

knowledge the cyclical view 

there were other kings 

grow agam. wild boar 

thyme and lettuce 

poem is remarkable its lack affect. No emotions or are It is 

on a routine description of daily agricultural 

i) FAITH AND PRAYER 

is a secular poem with no references whatsoever to or to the apart 

title and references to lettuce leaves, withered uprooted branches, dry bones 

(Ezekiel). This poem is more attUfled to the "New movement with emphasis on 

nature and a belief the of herbs. 

IS a form of prayer. 
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j) CONCLUSION 

poem is written with graphic gist is that a great "king" and 

him the whose of the seedlings which would save the 

nation, has died. It is a manifold without peace, many may be lost. 

"On the Mountains of Gilboa", Mass uses Imalges nature and also herbs 

which apply to 

continues (as 

is knowledge 

King Saul and Jonathan). 

describes a 

even 

of nature which resonates here 

man who 

the nation 

the continuation. The "1",,,,·..,o1'h 

is that even though after 

and about the 

that one draws from and which alleviates u'-"'lJa,H 

death into despair 

of the nation, there is a hope this 
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CONCLUSION 

LAMENTATIONS AND PRESENT 

THE POWER OF LAMENTS IN ALLEVIATING DESPAIR: 

REVISITING HEBREW .LI.nU'LLI~ 

Would that misfortune had left them some small solace 

Susl:ainilng the soul, their gray hairs! 

Behold the fast is ended; the fmal prayers are said. 

But why does the still 

Are they also going to read the Book of Lamentations? 

Bialik AM 

might last line to 

Larnentauons would 

as this thesis has aelno:nstlratt~a 

reading the solace, "' ..... "' ....... ,"' .... 

and consoled Reading 

alleviate despair. 

Lalnelrlta1tlOIlS like rpl'ltln,o-

would have 

Throughout the centun mankind has had to ", ... ",,1"r,n. ... 1' inevitability of 

natural as a result illness or unnatural as a war or so called acts How 

does one the mourners left and alleviate despair? thesis has 

examined a cross section of poems of lament the Book of 

examples 

a mode of 

utilized to 

(Morris, 

lament over Jonathan 

IJv .... .<n'" Un-1TY""" at 

distress. I have forward the suggestion 

pain. This phenomenon been recognized by 

who have explained "Many who 

1 :17) and 

them as 

d"",.,.hT""" has 

psychologists 

silently and in 

confusion be helped if we learned how to tap the resources of .tP1r<>t •• rp in restoring 

significance to an individual human (Morris, 1996:32). 

Most the concentrated on 

thesis at a ti'""r""r.t perspective; it 

as a response to 

pnrpur laments 
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throughout the 

multifaceted 

which provides a 

core at the heart of the 

an answer to the question: 

"",,,,"u .. ,, pain and despair? iYHJlILLJ_ .l'\.V"'.,. •. "'''', 

and other coming to terms with 

r"".,p, to transcend the destructive impact Hebrew poets have a lremt::nu.u 

catastrophe. This thesis 'U£"UU.&'IL the mechanisms used to undertake this 

lamentations comes firstly from the opportunity it .. 

.. 

it 

.. 

I have noted that the .,...,....,.,P ... 

provides the sufferers to 

and through the poet the opportunity 

same poetic abilities to 

gaining comfort. The act 

the loss. 

on paper in a formal and structured way 

the listener or reader who does not have the 

teellm!s expressed by the writer, thereby 

itself a healthy way to respond to 

I have noted that the lamentations are a source 'V~'.VU'''' comfort by <;If"I"p"'1hl 

positive, by finding some 

I noted that lamentations nTel.""'.'" '-'ll.uV~AViU"" 'VV,iU.,,, .. recognizing the realities of 

to those expressed in the the actual feelings of the 

...... ;"ue"" .... praise format 

I have noted that lamentations 

prayer, although this element is <'T1" ........ '}""'1" In 

in an environment of stronger religious belief 

in their emphasis on faith and 

lamentations which were written 

.. I have noted that lamentations provide comfort an emphasis on future 

it 

.. 

.. 

.. 

through a national restoration. 

I noted that Hebrew lamentations over the ,..."" ... h" ... "",,, 

continuity of Jewish tradition in the genre of .,,....,''''n· .. ' 

I noted that certain rhetorical 

meCnalnISmS such as the 

motifof as a representation of hope for 

cyclical continuity of nature 

are 

""",n",, a remarkable 
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• motif of finding strength through positive steps 

• motif of tears 

• motif ore:serlce and motif of reunification with loved ones in 'o/am haba 

• 

next world) 

biblical motifs 

I have also noted certain rhetorical motifs 

Holocaust and catastrophe poetry, 

• motif of the 

.. 
• 

motif of "sheep to the .. ,. ....... 1">, .. "', 

motif of the akedah 

motif of Job 

motif of dreams 

motif of the inadequacy of 

as the 

in these laments that are associated with 

In "',.'-<.unu ...... "'u of literary sources I uv"" .... ',.. that in most of 

catastrophe , .... " .. "' ... "'. is the of the than 

a) OPPORTUNITY 

WAY 

A"'-'LJ>-JIJ GRIEF IN A FORMAL AND STRUCTURED 

of Hamelin having lost her to by 

so we too can relief, not only trying to our on by 

immersing ourselves in reading about the despair of others and identifying with 

sufferers, We too "participate" with in working through the process of and 

healing. feel encouraged see how the was processed and how a better 

spiritual can be after, achieved. As has discussed earlier 

the "'V'''''', ext)re~;Strlg one's thoughts on paper is a healing way of coming to terms with a 

trauma. 

their 

catastrophe. 

lament have struggled to come to terms with death and 

was so whether it was for the Destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple, or 
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the death of it was around 

Spanish brothers, patrons, poets 1 ike Bialik and 

Tchernichowsky by pogroms that and for subsequent 

poets like Katzenelson, Shlonski, Alterman, Gilboa and Gouri, it was the 

indescribable of the Holocaust. 

The writing of laments is a natural response to loss. 

inexpressible pain to knowledge 

Lalments are written partly to 

eOlllCfttIcm of future generations. 

poets want to ensure should know what and want to 

a of aes.ceIlda1uts, to help in the 

or if prevention is ... ".':1n'l"'" control, to find ways and means of healing body and 

poets considered appointed to the task of 1"Irl'1.1"In,"'T to the people like 

KaHir, Bialik, Greenberg and to some extent Shlonski, who wrote us rests the sacred 

as an act of catharsis, to remember not to 1979:61). Many poets 

a personal need to do so in to cope with their 

ACCENTUATING AND FINDING ~~'-"~~ 

has demonstrated how 

nrtnU1.V .. an active response, u"""\.,a.u;:,,,",, 

endeavour to give nnC'1'tnlA elnC()urag(~mlent or 

purpose of catastrophe was to make 

survival possible and to try to 

U""VHJ'E, the mourner move out of the 

as an attempt to provide comfort. 

can be obtained from the ".t1r'I, .... <>1~h" 

the heart-break 

"The 

I aU her gates are desolate ... I And 

none came to mourn with her. 

people to action, to aid physical by 

and demotivation caused 

others. Mourning 

burden of u ........ uu.F>. 

LI,",..,a,CL.~"" none come to 

is in bitterness" (1 :4). is bitter 

comforted alone. The 

"funeral" is I'vayah or halvayat hameil, the "accompaniment" of the 

Mourning is undertaken as a group and is part a healing process after a crippling event 
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Comfort is associated with light, dark The symbolism of light occurs in 

laments as part 

(Alexiou, 1974:188). 

Yehudah Halevi writes: 

.LallUll'-' religious tradition is also found 

Happy is he who lives and to see your light 

It is a motif that frequently recurs in lament poetry. 

Hplhrp'\~r literature 

to 

Bialik's poem 1m Shamesh, begins and (as does the title) with "the light of the sun". 

"You must and the good gold and if your does not see the light, you 

must create the light of the sun out of nothing; you must hew it out of the rocks and prize it 

from the and draw it from the corners your the light of G-d live, 

and as it is revealed it will spread not be taken away". In other words, if you cannot 

find hope, you must take steps to create hope yourself 

"Work, live and hope much! Ho! Those who are from the the <'u"~L"'Jl" 

ones of the suspend light over your heads" (1m Shamesh). 

Shlonski also uses the symbol of light, 

I know, You and again You, will command again, 

there be light! 

LJU.LU\JUL.:> help to alleviate despair because poet to provide comfort by accentuating 

n"<!ltnrp E'<£'Tn,..., and by finding some of light the loss. are as 

depressing negative poetry but I intend to show that they should viewed positively. We 

recall the past, the shadow of death, and all that is connected therewith but the future 

on, we must find to which to look forward. 

The motif of children appear in the poems of major poets such as Alterman, Gilboa and 

Greenberg as well as in minor poets RacheHe Mann. Children are something to look 

forward to as well as being a symbol of the future. In the poem whatever 

happened in the the child representing the future, will emerge victorious. Alterman 

gives a message of hope that the living son will continue the family process, going out, 

I 'kha, as G-d commanded the patriarch A vraham, to deliverance and nationhood. 
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Another motif is family love. When we read Greenberg, we are permeated with a feeling of 

family love, love that starts in the mother's kitchen next to the wooden stove, or at the 

window-sill where the father is feeding crumbs to the birds. The memory of the warmth 

and comfort of the early close family ties is of much consolation to the mourners and is 

found frequently. 

The cyclical continuity of nature, with death and rebirth is also a symbol of the future. This 

motif has been found in the poems ofIbn Gabirol and Bialik. 

In the poem by Rochelle Mass, "On the Mountains of Gilboa" there are intimations of hope 

because the reader knows that there is cyclical continuity in nature. Greenberg's orchard 

will grow again, and Gabirol's sun will rise again the next day. 

Comfort can be gained in taking positive action, doing something to alleviate the problem, 

overcoming the passivity of despair. This message can be found in the lament of David on 

the death of Saul and Jonathan, where David encourages the nation to learn archery and 

fight welL 

In Harei Gilboa, Tchemichowsky conveys a positive message of the power of positive 

thinking even in times of acute danger The poet looks to the future of the nation. 

Comfort is found in Bialik who wants his people to be resolute and to take steps to defend 

themselves and whose method is to shock the readers by relating what he had observed 

when he visited Kishinev after the pogrom. Others who try to provoke activism are 

Shlonski and Greenberg who have a mission, that of warning their people of the danger to 

come and who are exasperated when no one takes note. 

G-d's presence and omnipotence provide comfort even at times of chastisement. 

"Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people" (Isa, 40:1) has been described as a response to the 

laments and to the Book of Lamentations (Gitay, 1981:70). 

Understandably, the theme of comfort recurs repeatedly throughout these lamentations. For 

example in the Book of Lamentations there is an implicit message of hope, comfort and 

encouragement for those who suffered and thought all hope had gone (Brann, 1987:33). 

The Book of Lamentations ends with a message of comfort after five chapters describing 

the horrors of life in the besieged city and the fall of Jerusalem. We have been told five 
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times, "there is none to comfort I and the poet 

shaH I equal to that I may comfort thee" (2:1 

comfort is provided with the words: 

Tum Thou us unto 0 

and we shall be turned; 

our days as of old. 

284 

IJ"''',''''''' says to Mother "What 

Now at the end of the poem, 

lament by Kallir included in the thesis has parallels with the body the Book 

of Lamentations and this one too has the of hope. 

Jeremiah, concludes in beautiful rhyme with the same theme, "Restore them, 

support them and sustain them, have mercy, the has come". 

The is that in spite of suffering in life, a covenant has been entered into which in 

the will bring joy. 

It is beautiful for you to in joy and to in goodness. 

Gouri's poem, Yerushah, is disturbing, as every Yitzchak will born with a knife in his 

heart. However, in the significant line "the ram comes last of aU" lies the miracle, the 

hope. 

ba acharon. 

Redemption will come. 

V1sofan l'higa'eil b'karnav shel ayil. 

While Gouri is indicating the horror of destruction, is also a 1111:;~~(lgt;; of survival 

revivaL 

c) RECOGNIZING REALITIES OF MOURNER'S FEELINGS 

Part of the appeal of the laments is the universality of the feelings they The 

words frequently identify and describe some of stages the mourner is 

stages which have been identified by specialists in 

guilt, denial, anger (Kubler-Ross, 1984). By recognizing and these inner 

feelings so powerfully poems act as a catharsis to the listener or reader. Newly 

I As we see in Lam (l :2), there is none to comfort. Similarly in 1:9; 1: l.i 7; 1:21 
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bereaved people alone in and can with the ~~~LLU'''''' 

They gain comfort, expressed Samuel Ibn Gabirol and Moses 

knowing they are not the only ones who suffer and that in an 

way death is a of 

• shock of unexpected death or disaster is expressed in some laments. 

the of speaker is in a state shock. 

Mine 

My is poured upon the (2: 11) 

The physical symptoms of shock are described in Gilboa: 

and his pale ... 

And bloodless was the right hand 

• L/t::,.'ULH can be in Hanagid's Hayam Uveinekha, a personal poem fined with 

pam "",,",uUF;"'" we can to visiting his 

usmg the first person, as though brother were still alive. In 

Tchemichowsky's Al Haret Gilboa, Saul "',",''''-LBO>, as though sons 

were fine and well. Gilboa PVT'TPC denial when he m 'jarpeir 10 1 'a 'min -

convulsively does not Turtledove's .. ,"-""""'" is Sehrire? 

IS knows 

• Mourners often question why has to happen questions are found frequently 

m lament as is asked in 

you forsaken me?" Bialik 

Al ma, v'lama 

Ami meit? 

Meit lashav 

Ai ma, v'lama 

Al ma, riboni, 

V'lama 

asks 

10 and in (liMy G-d, my 

questions "Ad-matai. ad-ana, ad-
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laments "Will I ever forget?" (line 40) and Lama? "Why?" (line 43) lama 

rag'shu goyim. "How is it possible .,,? " Turtledove "Where is Schrire? , .. 

Where is he? .,. Why was his departure so sudden? Where is he?" Tabib asks "How 

long? long?" RacheHe Mann questions G-d for what he There is 

in these poems. There is depression in poems, Among of aet)re~;Slcm 

are sighs, tears and weeping, feelings of abandonment, also loneliness and void - all 

these can be found in laments. word for eichah, in itself is 

sound of a sigh and gives the Book Lamentations name; sigh, eichah recurs 

in Lam 1: 1; 1; 1. sigh or moan is important and the words were used 

In his over Saul and Jonathan, uses the Eikh najlu 

giborim. The word eichah is used by Moses (Deut, 1: 12) and Isaiah, 1 :21) and it 

is found in the laments by Kallir 6:2), and Halevi included it in this study (line 

3). Similar sounds used are 

jreenberg (line 1). 

and ochal Halevi,2 and and In 

Other onomatopoeic expressions of despair that are found these laments are oi Ii, 

lama, at rna and the syllables in nt, hi, aha, ad ana and ad matai. 

Weeping with and the laments over with tears. Book of 

Lamentations is filled with tears. 

widow is heard weeping and 

not thine ear at my 

weepeth sore in the (1 :2) ... 

And her tears are on her cheeks; 

at my cry" 

And again : these things I weep; / Mine mine eye runneth down with water; / 

Because the is far from me" (Lam, 1: 16); "Let tears run down like a river / 

Day and night." (Lam, 18). In Kallir, Jeremiah instructs the of the splendid 

one, avol hatzvi, "to give voice in crying" the sons who have This is a 

recognition of the comfort to be obtained by expressing one's griefby 

In David's lament over Saul and Jonathan, through the refrain, David orders 

2 line 2 Cf Midrash Rahbah (1951 :66) 
3 Kinal Habein B 'vorcho Mibeil Aviv V'imo, lines 
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Ye daughters Israel, weep over Saul, 

communicate the victims. 

is forbidden to shed a tear or to 

repeated injunction causes the trapped tears to 

become "a serpent's 

prophet has to 

, a "river of 

to the desert 

and a "fountam of poison"; in the end 

tear into the storm! II 

Greenberg that "his cowardly soul is bitter tears. If K.altzemelson 

"I sorrow day 

you are sleePing, with tear of the . Rachelle 

"There 

is angry at 

two mothers to weep. 

"' .... "UL~::," of abandonment are eXIlre:sseICl. Ibn dear ones cannot hear or <> .. ''U'u,,~ .. 

neither can he pvr,Pf'1' an .. ""c ... ",",,..' betrayed, lJ\# ... ,au~)\# they have all left him. 

Katzenelson mourns no people, my people no longer exist, are no more, II 

repeats are not". 

s 'vorcho 11//",,oH 'v V'lmo is one of pathos. "I am 

the only one left from orchard that cut 

mourners is gUilt and remorse. Guilt often a response to 

one. In the Book of Lamentations the poet the 

fall of Judah to sin, and of Israel accept their 

In everything "fled" of her Israel had to 

pay c£'\('1",1", becomes more .. ""vUJ. .... , 

becomes pel:s01tlallzed. 

When it comes to dealing with disasters pogroms and particularly Holocaust, 

guilt of the produced reflect on nature of survival is marked 

Survivor is found in 

Gilboa. In Habein B'Vorcho Mibeit 'v jrec::nllerg feels smom.ere:a 

mother in "deserted" 

and he torments himself. Greenberg felt he had 

committed a double sin, one by leaving his to die, and the other by giving his 

mother sorrow of his For him this became unresolved guilt. 
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This poem "Indeed I this, body": "But even if you know I saved 

my body, you to know I did not save my soul." mourning was made 

more difficult because did not know what happened to his parents. could not 

at their shared by other are 

expressed clearly in this poem 

Like Gilboa in the poem Yitzchak wants to about his father whom he 

was unable to save, and now, after all these feeling guilty, he is unable to 

as his "writing hand" is frozen. 

• Another in mourning that has to be overcome pr(]ICe~)sHlg loss and despair is 

that of Usually the is directed .... 0 ...... "'. for allowing the to 

have occurred. 

In Book of Lamentations we read: "The Lord is become as an " (2:5) 

Bialik's poems in this thesis dealing with the Kishinev pogroms have the to 

alleviate despair in a new and different way. expresses anger at attacks made 

on the Kishinev Jews, and he also vehemently criticizes the Jews not 

sufficient steps to prevent attacks and defend themselves. Bialik is angry with 

the attackers, with the Jews and with G-d. Just as Auschwitz became a symbolic 

name and violence so did Bialik the name Kishinev 

with connotations of killing and cruelty. He did this with the deliberate intention 

stirring the Jews into determined and rigorous and in subsequent attacks 

did succeed in to take steps with less of life. 

His angry poems had results - a flash, Bialik's poem travelled from to end of 

Jewish Russia and everywhere the Jews learned it by (Levin, 1932:253). 

d) EMPHASIS ON FAITH AND PRAYER 

Even with such anger, many poems retain a strong element of faith in them, a reflection of 

the religious background of of poets. element of religion and 

constitutes a pattern running through the genre Jewish literary laments throughout the 
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Religious ,,,,,,,uUI';" have been a of despair. emphasis on 

and is a common thread running through the throughout centuries 

",",,,'.n'~'" are intended to 

attitudes to and prayer expressed in 

to provide 

depend on comfort. 

religious 

written. 

Throughout 

and current at time the was 

of Lamentations come the words 

covenant .... "'T'n''''' .... 

It is a man should 

For the salvation of the (3:26) 

and 

L--d is portion 

I will hope in (3:24) 

thy hands (2:19) 

the L--d not cast off 

For ever (3:3 

nation is to "Renew our as of old" 

Book of Lamentations has basic purpose 

interests 

a praying 

1 ). 

mastery of 

accepting a 

and doubt in 

In repeated undiminished that G-d will 

bring to an end adversity and Israel and In Az 

Bimlot Seifek, is a conversation involving G-d his people and intermediary, 

the prophet Jeremiah. woman Tirtzah, has had enough: 

Until G-d will answer and Daya - 'enough'. 

the Golden Spain, in the Beini prays 

ardently at of his brother. 

May the of G-d rest upon you and upon your 

nineteenth century poets, outraged the pogroms, were part of a new secular 

movement developed by of the rejected the 
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traditional pietism of masses, committing to of reform 

L .. L,ULL'VB, ideas not fulfilled in antisemitic UJn .. r .. they were still 

officially and unofficially victimized. By the time of of were 

being at for having to roTPUPT'. such catastrophes. 

even more at "Heaven, 

pathway through you to this 

Bialik thunders G-d. 

mercy for me! 

Let fists flung like stone 

Against the heavens the heavenly Tn .. ,-. ..... '" 

there is a you, and a 

Bialik's attitude to has what he saw at Kishinev, even 

anger .., ... "., h'U~'''''' importance prayer for "'..,,<AU'V. 

pray - prayer. 

Tchernichowsky to the arch-stone nr""pr (Ps 118) the builders 

rejected and which be(;OnleS the cornerstone the stones (this applying to 

which continues: 

L--d is us light." 

Tchemichowsky's long as key-stone arch stands ... " is resonant with 

prayers 

synagogue. 

are retlea1teQ twice three each) by worshippers in 

...... "''-'H...,.~. throws an angry question at G-d: are only prayers of Jewish IJ"''''''IJL''' 

-''''',1'1''''''T'''' rejected? 

in his oe:5pallI what 

Although in he still turns to G-d accuslllgl) 

Why, 

For what 

He "Blessed Judge of Truth" .... 

I You, will command 

Let light 
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and "in human languages a whispered ........... ,,"" ... is heard". 

u« .......... "''' to eternal of why 

had to provides comfort was that deceased went to a 

place, this being too for him, descended to a higher 

plane". 

This is ,;,U .. l" .... message found in Ibn Hekitzuni S 'Jpai, which finds comfort in 

belief Olam Haba, world to come", and knowledge on a plane 

he would re-united his family who are waiting at the m 

Death is seen not as a finality as a over m of transition. 

Tikkun IS with religious 1"At;", .. ".,...,...,,.,, Kabbalistic symbols: 

Halleluyah, he rejoices, 

Let everything that hath breath the Lord! 

e) FAITH REDEMPTION THROUGH 

<;Irtu"'ntc look to tomorrow. Hopes a future 

RETURN TO ZION 

redemption were uU'_F.'''U' bound up 

with of the return of the people to hope for a 

..... ,"'v.''''. life to come for the and This theme occurs in of 

literature. The Lamentations begins Jerusalem, city sit 

solitary". book mourns the with that 

Jews will return to and be and rp,,1tnr"'ti 

'"'u ... u .... plea for redemption in Zion is found in Kallir. 

Restore as formerly ... 

You will have upon the aplJOlntea time has come. 

In Middle was a movement Zion, 

followers to bring redemption by going to (Beinart 

In the Zionides of Yehudah 

gives inspiration. 

In Libi V'Mizrach he dreams 

see the of the ruined 

yearnmg 

Zion which is on a "a 

longing for 

of seeing Shrine of Jerusalem 

and 

pel[lm~aH~S the poem. 
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Shmuel Hanagid who a and military under the ruling 

Muslims, In and longed for a return of the 

to Israel 

The positive 

donated olive to 

of redemption through Aliyah is found in 

impetus in the nineteenth century with a strong movement from the Eastern European 

heartland to Palestine. poets were the of customs 

and traditions. 

Bialik his ...... ,1-, ...... , ..... of the ill 'Ir r7F1FUIi"V implies that they should their 

homes and go to which later did. jfe<~nberg reflected sadly: "My mother to 

'that you should reach Jerusalem ill peace, baby!'" Alterman urged the Jews to 

go on Aliyah condemned the 1'"O"'T?"t,'r1 .. ,,," it. He 

to Abraham: shaH make you and mighty, I'kha ... to the land which I 

shall show you". 

Tabib, writing in 1963 in an independent Israel, wrote a period of the restoration of 

A feeling of joy in this and to G-d as a result of the end of the exile 

and the establishment 

The poem ends promIse: 

I will build and thou shall rebuilt 

0, virgin daughter 

The writer proclaims: 

Open ye that righteous nation which keemel:h 

t) 

truth may enter loveth the of Zion 

CONTINUITY OF JEWISH TRADITIONS IN 

LAMENTS 

GENRE OF HEBREW 

Comfort can also be found in the reassurance provided by the continuity of one's traditions 

and beliefs. if one's world seems to this can a 

sense of stability. A lament written in South Africa in 1 by Mann finds comfort in 

Jewish mourning custom, the Kaddish and the Shivah week and implication of the sense 
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of community and tradition, that helps alleviate the shock of the loss and the loneliness 

accompanying it. 

My work reaffirms Kohn's statement that "the most outstanding characteristic of the 

Hebrew poetic genius was that this poetry was grounded in the ethos of traditional 

Judaism" (Kohn, 1979:133). Despite the poets' familiarity with Arabic poets, Homer, 

Shakespeare or Goethe, Eastern or Western allusions pale remarkably in comparison to 

allusions to Jewish sources. For example, even Alterman, Gilboa and Gouri, who had 

secular labour Zionist backgrounds, wrote themes based on the akedah. 

The laments studied in this thesis abound in Biblical allusions. No matter the time, the 

place or the disaster, the poetry reflects Biblical themes and stories. They are found in the 

payyetanim, in the Spanish poets, in the Russian poets; they are even found in the modern 

Israeli poets like Tchernichowsky, Alterman, Gilboa and Gouri. 

It seems as though no matter how innovative and individualistic, or how secular the modern 

poets may be, they do not ignore their own traditions when they take up their pen to write a 

lament. Bialik refers to Kallir (Roskies, 1988:159) and KaHir refers to the Book of 

Lamentations and the Book of Lamentations is connected to many of the laments. As 

Bialik says: "Are they also going to read the Book of Lamentations? ,,4 Although Kallir's Az 

Blm/ot Seifek is a short poem, thirteen verses of four lines each, it re-echoes the Book of 

Lamentations throughout its length. 

The Biblical motifs appear again and again, although the interpretations may differ, this 

depending on the poets, their spirit, and the historiosophy of the time. 

This can be clearly illustrated in the use and reuse of the akedah theme in lament poetry. 

The akedah, "the Binding of Isaac", is used to represent the suffering of the Jewish people 

and this has been a favourite archetypal mythopoeic topic throughout the ages. Only a few 

paragraphs in the Bible refer to the akedah, yet it has been a theme in religious poetry 

throughout the centuries and is still greatly used as "a haunting metaphor of reality and a 

twentieth century echo of an ancient legend but has lost its religious connotations" (Kampf, 

1990: 135). Through the akedah feelings of grief, bereavement and despair were expressed 

4 Be 'Jr Hahareigah 
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the husbands, the Abrahams the Isaacs who gave lives; and 

is prevalent in poetry. the loss fathers and sons in 

the the War Independence been in literature to 

the Biblical as an act of unconditional devotion to rebirth We 

.. ",tP""'rl"'''C to akedah Bialik's P'reidah, 

in Alterman's Al rtFl'!!V"Vn Avram as well as Gilboa's 

Yerushah and in many more. 

The akedah binds the to the poetic tradition of the akedot of the Middle Ages 

the Torah narrative is only the point of departure. 

(1965) observed smce one can no ,,,,,LAM"" view the of 

Isaac's as an Imagmary definite irreversible 

the akedah in lament changed through 

the significant was Abraham's remarkable faith that 

allowed him to bind son and with complete acceptance do as was commanded. 

non-religious Jewish 

as Gilboa who reflects 

who is sacrificed - "I am 

powerless to the 

Contemporary 

akedah 

slaughtered 

angel 

UA'~UU'ft represents sacrifice Jewish 

For it is 

my son" and it is son who 

from the story as faith in divine 

has A notable exception to this is Yerushah, in which 

, brought by the in the text, last of all". this poem is 

written subversively. The ram came ultimately, but 

his 

a knife in 

In time theme akedah became one protest almost 

obedience to authority, as in Gilboa's poem, "Father, quickly save Isaac." 

focus is now not on Abraham, but on Isaac, and all the Isaacs to come, may 

IHYl ... g,t .... the of the new generation the generation", which ret:'re~;ents 

revival and rebirth and the future. poems of lament Alterman's Hayeled 
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Avram concerns mIrror and 

predicament a which seems (Kampf, 1990: It is an attempt to 

find meaning 

The struggle 

collective 

carnage. 

has brought of the ancient myth akedah from the 

of the nation into the consciousness of contemporary Jews5
. 

However, the myth has transformed and The inversion 

and son can seen in Gilboa's Alterman's FIlI.V'VO Avram and in 

B'vorcho 

Martyrology is born 

considered virtuous 

the akedah in the sacrifice what you loved the most was 

pious and a 1-/"',,"''''''''''''' was attributed to sacrifice, or 

"binding" of Martyrology is no LV"!"."" acceptable, even it represents a 

high moral triumph humanity - unwavering 

It is not C0I1S1(len~a an honour and a 

name elevated a 

...... , ..... ,...",j,,"".,'" to principle, even at 

as it was in 

to akedah status. 

cost of 

for 

writers 

use the akedah T"F'TrI<» to show the horror U","'UM'" sacrifice, the 

Jewish history in which Yilzchak is "born with a knife in his 

repetition of 

using this 

ancient theme, even a most subversive way, serves to affirm continuity 

well as the Tanach au,,,,,,, ... writers over 

nalNe,wnlm. fur <»v'.Trln. 

In 

is noticed 

alayikh from 

a/mana shovavit "the ---'Z:Y--J widow" from Sotah. 

gel1eratH)ns also 

uses 

pilei from 

Spanish poeto/also 

patron) and Moses Ibn 

the expression, latin 

to the Talmud. Ibn Gabiroll<'ei Shemesh, (upon the 
.,,"' 

Hekitzuni S'ipai, at of his family, both 

M1I1rn,'m Mishlei 9 which "Happy are you, Rabbi 

you found a mUlun tov mitateikh" . are more ,-,,,,,',Hap''''.:>_ 

and 

use 

5 The akedah appears not only in the lament poetry through the ages, but in the other arts, such as in ('\r",:rnn,'''' 

texts for musical compositions of and in the work of artists such as Rembrandt and 20th 
artists like Zorach, Horn, Ardon, Weil, Baskin, and 

6 Rosh Hashanah 2;9, 
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Writing about 1000 after Kallir, Bialik turns to Talmud sources, but 

subverts it. makeil v'hakh kodkodam 8 "Take a 

A l hakh KoaKoa "Strike then; the skull 

"",..." ... r " Bialik also twists Yikov hadin et hahar from the Talmud, Yevamot 92a into Yikov 

hadam et hat'hom. 

Not only do we find r",i-""r" .... E',""'· to Bible and the Talmud ...... e'''' .. ',''', both old and 

but also quotes prayer book, eS[leClail .:JV •. ...., .. ",. Yom and 

" ..... r" .. ·'~" with implications of and G-d's judgment, concepts to 

poems about death and '.U;:,a,;:,t'!;il The Jewish writers, no matter historical period, still 

sources in their religious identity, religious sources and traditions. 

Yehuda Halevi uses of in relation to vows when he "How 

shall I pay my vows?", n'darai v'esarai, in Libi 

poets with his background as a Yeshiva Bachur stands out 

1'"pfp1'"P'n(',o.c to Jewish sources. He refers to the Yom Kippur prayer Ashamnu, Bagadnu, 

'ir Hahareigah, and same the prayer 

Avinu Malkeinu, "Our our the poem, G-d is asked in the synagogue to 

"deal (kindly) with the slain, 

harden my heart". 

children, and the sucklingsll but answer IS - will 

to be seen in the context of Bialik's 

at the fate that had his beloved people. It is the obverse side of the coin of faith. 

'ir Hahareigah which attacks Jews their passivity in ofa uses 

the prayer over the Chanukah lights Baruch she'asa nisim la'avoteinu ... "Blessed is He 

who has performed miracles for our forefathers ... " but in Bialik's poem, immediately after 

their women have been the men selfishly Ribono shel olam asei neis "Lord of 

the universe, perform a miracle [so that the evil does not come to me]!". This poem is 

abounding with angry references to prayers said in vain including Vay'chal and Aneinu, 

normally on days. 

Another angry and ironic allusion to a prayer, by Bialik, is in his 

words Shamayim bak'shu rachamim alai, "Heavens, seek mercy for me" 

where 

bitterly to the 
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Commemoration Harachamim Yizkor in as wen as to 

Ei-l as part of funeral nr""II .. 'n, Be 'ir Hahareigah also 

to the prayer Av Harachamim, c.l 096, which commemorates martyrs 

who their lives sanctification the divine name. Bialik 

heirs to be "cowards", ha'arayot sheba'Av Harachamim, who "hid 

wherever could. the prayer Harachamim lament over and 

(2 Samuel, 1 who died on Mount Gilboa these words: 

Bialik is not 

tradition. 

where it 

were lovely and amiable life, and were not 

in their 

They were "U},,1""t,"r than "' .... F,."'''' and stronger lions ... 

traditions; on the contrary are '-4"''''U'''' 

uses Biblical as in the 

of traditions can be roh(:PrllPrI 

on the mountain Gilboa 1016 death is H"U".,U~,","'" 

Second 1 : 17, and is as a theme 1096 CE (the 

in Jewish 

Gilboa" 

Harachamim), in 1903 Kishinev Bialik), in 1 Hebron massacre in 

Tchemichowsky) 1995 (Rabin's a,;')~.a,;')~HU'Ul\.'il m the most recent lament in 

theme). 

I began with an examination of of -'--'"-"LH,",U'''' .. ...,'U",, which was written 

over two millenia the relevance, 

valid today as they were then, and are still copied in ...... ,'''' ... poetry. 

The of tradition is itself a 

lost their attachment to 

conclusion the 

Yerushah; but 

we can 

This 

light and alleviate ""''"'"''iJ'''' 

nation may be born with a 

tradition 

Hebrew contain 

it are as 

1-nrnnt1-""", their 

says in 

""",.,,,,,,,,H is alleviated and 

of hope will give 
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Roskies writes (1988: 11) 

Perhaps 

day be 

whole of Jewish catastrophe some 

in which case this book may serve 

as a reminder of how once used word of m 

infinite to wrest meaning from a violent world. 

298 

Like Roskies the writer of this thesis hopes that there will be no further Jewish 

catastrophe, but even will always be death, and as long as there is death 

of will us its various to pam. 
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